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PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMFITEE ON INTERIOR AND INSUIAR AFFAIRS,

Phoenit, AZ
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in the Marico-

pa County Board of Supervisors Auditorium, 205 West Jefferson,
Phoenix, Arizona, Hon. Morris K. Udall (chairman of the commit-
tee) /3residing.

The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs is
conducting this hearing, and the hearing will be in order.

It is Friday the thirteenth, and let me first thank the Maricopa
County Board of Supervisors for the hospitality in makii7 this fa-
cility available for our hearing today.

I also want to thank mayor Goddard and the other w tesses for
being available on such short notice, and thank my ouse and
Senate colleagues for taking their valuable time to pa icipate in
this hearing.

As Chairman of the Interior Committee, and as a Member of the
Arizona delegation, I have scheduled this hearing to try and find
out where do we stand on the Phoenix Indian School issue, and
perhaps to clear the air a little bit.

I hope these hearings will serve three purposes:
No. 1, we want to inquire into the justification for the proposed

closure of the Indian educational facility. Our committee has the
responsibility to ensure that this Nation's commitments to the
Indian people are being met, including the commitment to provide
a qualiq education to Indian children. The closure of this school
should m t that test, or it should not be closed at all.

No. 2, we want to determine how the educational needs of the
Indian tribes and communities being served by the Phoenix Indian
School will be met after closure. I am not entirely satisfied that the
recent report of the Department fully satisfies that question.

Finally, the committee would like to be sure that if and when
the school is closed, the needs and concerns of all interested parties
are considered in any proposal to dispose of the property.

My own position on the matter is that I am willing to consider
any reasonable proposal for disposition of these properties if it
deals with the needs and concerns of the Indian tribes in the city of
Phoenix, and is in the best interests of all the people of the State of
Arizona.

I would like to yield now, if I may, to my distinguished col-
leagues who are here to participate in the hearing.

(1)
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First is The Hon. Dennis DeConcini, U.S. Senator, who has
shown a new interest in this problem. Dennis, we are glad to have
you with us, and glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DECONCINI, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. DECONCINI. Chairman Udall, thank you very much.
And I want to echo the thanks to the board of supervisors for

once again letting us use their facilities. They are very generous in
that endeavor.

I want to thank the participants here, the witnesses, the Gover-
nor, and particularly Chairman Udall for, once again, taking the
initiative and being out in front on a very, very important issue.

The hearing to me is very timely. It's something that we can't
duck and couldn't duck. It's something that we are prepared to face
up to and to attempt to find a resolution. It is not an easy one.

As the chairman has pointed out, the needs of Indian education
is primary, in my judgment, because that's what the property was
set aside for some 40-some years ago.

It is imperative that we have a specialized Indian educational fa-
cility in Arizona. Obviously, this particular property is not the ab-
solute maximum area and place to have that education center.
There are other alternatives. No. I, which I don't accept is trans-
porting our native Americans to another State. I believe that we
can justify and ought to be able to provide those educational facili-
ties here. That is paramount.

No. 2, the need for the Veterans Administration and the hospital
and health care needs of our veterans is an ever growing, not a
problem but one of such a nature that we cannot forget and we
must plan in the future. We are the second fastest growing State of
veterans moving here, and we have an obligation and an opportuni-
ty to do something about providing for long term expansion of the
VA Hospital and other medical facilities there. And I believe that
is relatively easy compared to some of the other nitty-gritty prob-
lems we we faced here, and I think it's easy because everyone
that I've talked to about the issue has no problem whatsoever of
setting aside part of this property for that need.

To make sure that we did not have this property disposed of
without proper concern to the native Americans to the city of
Phoenix and to the State of Arizona and the veterans, I was able to
enact a language last year which required congressional approval
before any steps can be taken to close the school or dispose of the
property.

Certainly, if alternative ways of meeting these needs are devel-
oped, I believe that the property can be disposed of. I want to tell
the Governor now before he testifies that I accept his leade7ship in
trying to find a resolution of this, and I compliment him for will-
ingness to offer something. Those of us who sit back and offer noth-
ing have a hard time complaining when it does not turn out the
way we want it.

Governor, I do not know if your so-called Mecham proposal will
fly, so to speak, but I think you are wise in trying to offer it.
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I also must say that in that proposal, I feel that there has been
an inadequate concern and interest for the city of Phoenix and the
valley in general. It does not mean that that cannot be modified or
that there are not some possibilities, even within the so-called
Mecham proposal.

Mayor Goddard has demonstrated in behalf of the city of Phoe-
nix a very important need and responsibility to be sure that part of
this property made available for public use for all those who live in
Phoenix and Arizona.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I look forward to working
with you, Senator Mc CAM, members of the delegation, in trying to
find a resolution, as well as the Governor and the majors and other
interested parties of the State.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAnim Aw. Thank you, Senator DeConcini.
Senator John McCain left us in the House a few weeks ago to

join up with the U.S. Senate, but he promises me that the abiding
interest and very effective leadership that he has shown on Indian
and similar matters will continue. We would not have had the kind
of record we did with Indian legiolation last year without John
McCain in the House, and we are expecting big things from him in
the Senate.

He is a member of the Select Committee of the Senate on Indian
Affairs, which is the important committee in the Senate, having
the same jurisdiction that the House Interior Committee has on
our side of the Capitol.

There is a little song about the House member who leftand
they use this all the time in the Housewho left the House and
went to the Senate, and simultaneously improved the intellectual
level of both bodies.

[Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN. That car not be said of Senator John McCain.
John, do you have an:, opPtiing remarks.
Mr. MCCAIN. Definity.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN S. MCCAIN, III, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. MCCAIN. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, I appreciatty your very
kind remarks, and I must say that perhaps the most rewarding ex-
perience for me in the last 4 years, as a Member of the House of
Representatives, was working with you on very important Indian
legislation, and I would suggest without your leadership on Indian
issues, and many others, we would not have compiled a record that
I think we can look upon with some pride, not just over the last 4
years but the many years of leadership that you bestowed on our
State mid Nation.

I would not want to repeat the statements that Senator DeCon-
cini made which I am in agreement with. I do not think there is
any question about the VA will receive, at least in my opinion,
some consideration here; and I believe that everyone is in agree-
ment with that.

I think it is important that this hearing is taking place because I
think it is important everybody get their position on the table in-
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stead of those of us in Washington receiving sometimes confused
and even contradictory statements about w at people's position,
the different interests are on this issue, and I hope that this will
provide, this hearing will provide us with the vehicles that we need
to enact whatever legislation is necessary to get this issue resolved.
I think it has taken way too much time of many of the people in
this room, including the members of this committee, and I would
like to get it over with in fairness and with the input to all con-
cerned on this issue.

And I thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for having this very im-
portant hearing, and allowing me and Senator DeConcini to be part
of it.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAntstAx. Thank you.
This may be the first Arizona hearing for Congressman Jay

Rhodes, who is on our committee. We are glad to have him.
John, do you have any opening remarks?
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chalr1/11111, thank you.
Yes, this is my first Arizona hearing, and I am very delighted to

be here, and I want to congratulate and thank you for bringing the
Interior Committee here to Phoenix to hear our citizens and their
concerns in relationship to esolution of the Phoenix Indian
School property.

Let me just briefly m Ay that the first statement, I think, that
each of us has made is that any resolution of this situation has got
to take into account as its first priority the educational needs of
our Indian students, and I wholeheartedly concur in that.

While the purpose of this meeting is primarily to address the dis-
position of the property and the question of whether or not the
school should be closed or remain open, the Governor will bring in
another issue, which I think is important, and that is the possibili-
ty of utilizing this settlement process to resolve another issue relat-
ing to the location of a major transportation corridor on the east-
ern part of the metropolitan area.

Because the Governor will bring that up, and I, like Senator
DeConcini, congratulate him on having attempted to find a cre-
ative solution to that particular problembecause the Governor is
going to bring that up, there are some citizens whose concerns will
not be directly addressed here today, and these are those people
who own houses on the west side of Pima Road, to whom a resolu-
tion of the freeway alignment is absolutely vital.

And, Mr. Chairman, because they will not be appealing before
the committee today, for reasons which I understand, I ask your
permission that a spokesman for that citizens group be permitted
to submit a written statement for the record setting forth their po-
sition on these issues.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be done.
And let me say to those here in the audience today, we have a

very long list of people who want to testify. We hav,?. necessarily
had to limit this hearing, in fairness, but we will be glad to receive,
and the record will remain open for 2 weeks for any citizen or any
person attending here today to give us a written statement giving
your position on the issues that we will be debating.

So, we will have, and would welcome public input and comment.

C)
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And also with us today ,s a brand new Qmgressman from the
State of ColoradoCo Ben Campbell. Ben, you are nice

to come down here andnralspsitrsolve an Arizona problem.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. He's the only native American Indian serving in

Omgress these days, so we expect to get leadership from Congress-

man Ben Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I appreciate your invitation to come down, Mr.

Chairman, for being the only participant not from the State of Ari-

zona, I am probably the least familiar with the disposition of the
particular problems with the land, but, conversely, I believe I am
probably more familiar with the problems that Indian students
themselves have, and that's my main concern.

I know that we still have only 55 percent of the America Indian
youngsters who ever graduate high school, and my particular con-
cern is the ongoing effort to ensure that those youngsters have
available facilities and available quality training, aad I think that
we can resolve that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Our first witness this morr,ing will be the Governor of the State

of Arizona, the Hon. Evan Mecham.
Governor, we welcome you here this morning. The Governor has

promised me that he will say nothing controversial here today---
[Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. As it has happened to the point.
Mr. MECHAM. I like that latter part because anybody who's ever

heard me say anything controversial, that was purely without
intent, and just happened to slip out.

So, thank you,

STATEMENT OF EVAN MECHAM, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF
ARIZONA

Mr. MECHAM. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be

here and to--
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just interrupt just one moment again. I

want to set the stage for you here loroperly. We've got a long wit-
ness list, and we've only got 21/2 hours to cover it. We've got to
walk out this door at 12 o'clock, or a little bit before, if we can; so I

am going to ask of all the witnesses, including the first citizen of
the State, the Governor, try to limit your presentation to 5 or 6
minutes, something like that, which will then give us time for
questions or comments before the panel, ard give us time for this
sort of interaction that we ought to have.

So, the statements will be put in the record of each of the wit-
nesses as though they were read in full, amid we would like to ask
the witnesses to try to cummarize your position and leave some-
time for questions and sometime for the other witnesses.

You don't need that lecture, Governor--
Mr. MECHAM. OK.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. But I wanted to say this.
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Mr. MECHAM. SO, I think I can handle it.
The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to indicate that we are treating every-

body alike here.
Mr. MECHAM. I think I can handle that all right.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning,

and to just explain the situation relating to the position of the
State, and my own activities relating to this.

As I was preparing to assume the office of Governor, the problem
came up, and many peopleit has been mentioned by C.ongress-
man Rhodes relating to the people in Scottsdale, and the difficulty
created with the alignment of the freeway, the outer loop between
Scottsdale and the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa Indian Reservation.

It was about this time in December 1986, that I began to focus on
the proposed disposal of the Indian School Road Property of the
Indian School, and initiated an inquiry to determine if the Salt
River-Pima-Maricopa Indian community would be interested in ac-
quiring a portion of or a partnership interest in this property.

I wanted to see frankly if we could sort of kill two birds with one
stone, and if this was a piece of property which was, the disposal
of, which was, I was informed, was pretty well along; hut if we
could really tie into it in a manner that would use it as a vehicle to
solve the problem relating to the Indians giving up the property we
needed for the freeway right-of-way; and also not upset any of the
parties relating to the Indian School property.

I traveled to Washington and raised the pcssibility with Secre-
tary Hodel of the Interior and his two assistants, Ross Swimmer
and Bill Horn. They had no objections to us joining in and talking
with the development, Collier Enterprises, and to inject the fact
that without affecting the disposal of' the property itself, we get the
Indian the opportunity to come into, with Collier Enterprises as a
partner of the development of that property.

Now, I think we should look at the city of Phoenix issue. I was
informed from the very beginning that it was the city of Phoenix
was not going to be able to have the total of the property which
was be..ig publicly asked for. We have never entered into any dis-
play cr.. any conversation as to how much they would be.

The developer, of course, pointed out that they had into their
program a negotiating position with the city of Phoenix for a park.
We have never entered into that, because it was not part of our
doing. Our doing was just primarily to establish an opportunity for
the Indians to be able to secure a partnership interest to replace
the value of land they were giving us for the freeway right-of-way
loop.

Now, the number of the entities, which would be involved in this
transaction includes the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa Indian commu-
nity, the city of Scottsdale and its residents, and, of course, the city
of Phoenix is involved as is Barron-Collier, Inc., and the Inter-tribal
council.

We felt that this is a win, win situation. I want to spell out how
everybody wins. The Outer Loop highway facility can be located on
vacant land with the resulting savings in right-of-way costs to liter-
ally hundreds of millions of dollars.
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In addition, we do not uproot 450-500 established homes at great
cost and great human tragedy quite frankly, which is a factor to
consider.

The development opportunities on both sides of the proposed
roadway within the reservation will be enormous and come to the
perpetual benefit of the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa Indian commu-
nity tribal trusts and the individual allottees, both directly and in-
directly could have an interest in the Phoenix Indian School prop-
erty and the resulting income from that i:evelopment, and a very
key feature, individual allottees and the tribe would then be ac-
quiring in land for the interest that they relinquish on their cur-
rent rt.L;ervation for the highway right-of-way.

Funds received by the Department of the Interior as a part of
the transaction could be used to establish whatever they choose to,
perpetual endowment for the Inter-tribal council education and
health activities for the benefit of all the tribes, which I think is a
desirable attribute, but we would all like to see happen.

The city of Phoenix undoubtedly would achieve a substantial ad-
dition to its tax hese as well as the State of Arizona, in the highly
congested downtown portion of Phoenix.

The city of Phoenix would further achieve, through cooperative
planning with the developer, desired open developed park space in
conjunction with the development plan for the Phoenix Indian
School property.

The Arizona Department of Transportation, the statutorily re-
sponsible agency for construction of the MAG plan, can achieve a
design concept and construction plan for the Outer Loop facility
that will be interested importantly at grade level and will be least
disruptive to occupied property and thus achieve a savings of $100
to $150 mir,on.

The Outer Loop facility can be constructed, as originally intend-
ed, in the very early part of the 20-year MAG Plan, with comple-
tion by 1991 or 1992.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I invite all the parties to join with
me to advance solutions to the problems mentioned.

We will not succeed if we cannot reach consensus, and I am pre-
pared to work with you and your Senate colleagues in any way pos-
sible to bring tlis about.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Mecham followsj
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STATEMENT OF

HONORABLE EVAN MECHAM

GOVERNOR

STATE OF ARIZONA

Good morning, Mr. Chairman: I appreciate the opportunity to

appear oefore you today as you receive input regarding the

disposition of the Phoenix Indian School property. Specifically,

I wish to take this opportunity to further explain my involvement

and what I hope to accomplish.

As I was preparing to assume the duties of Governor of this

state, I became aware of a situation involving a highway location

problem in Scottsdale, Arizona. The problem involved the

location of and right of way for a segment of a freeway known ati

the Outer Loop and more specifically in the area bordering

Scottsdale and the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa Indian Reservation.

Many residents had come to me voicing their frustrations at

having to see their homes uprooted to make way for this

facility. They questioned the reason of our Transportation

Department for not being able to locate the facility on vacant

land within the adjacent Salt River-Pima-Maricopa Indian

Reservation. Controversy had swirled around this location fer

many months without resolution.

At about this time in December 1986, I began to focus on the

proposed disposal of the Phoenix Indian School property. I
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initiated an inquiry to determine if the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community would be interested in acquiring a portion of or

a partnmrship interest in the Phoenix Indian School property.

I wanted, frankly, to see whether we could kill two birds

with one stone, so to speak, '.y using the disposition of the

Indian School property to also resolve the outer loop problemie.

When one stood back and looked at the various affected interests,

it became clear to me, that if we could construct a more or lest,

consensus vehicle then we could solve both problems. It was not

my intent then nor now to upset the delicate balance of a deal

that had been struck between the parties.

Late in the year I traveled to Washington and raised this

possibility with Interior Secretary Bodel and his assistants Ross

Swimmer and Bill Born. They said they would have no objections

to the plan I formulated which contemplated the state paying the

Pima Raricopa community for outer-loop rights of way which

portion of the money then would be used by the Indian community

to acquire an interest in the devel,ped Indian School property in

conjunction with Collier Enterprises. Collier Enterprises also

infolmed me they would have no objection to such an arrangement.

Let me address the City of Phoenix issue. From day one I had

been informed the request by the city to have all of this
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property deeded to it for parks .2lid other purposes, was

unrealistic. Secretary Hodel told me the federal establishment

including congress, OMB and his office, could not support such a

proposal. If that was really in the cards and a viable option I

would neydr have dreamed of using this vehicle to resolve tha

mite& loop problem. The city of Phoenix doep have a legitimate

stake in the outcome but it needs now to define what it wants in

realistic terms.

Thus, there emerged the proposal for acquisition of an

all-Indian right of way for the Outer Loop Highway facility in

the vicinity of Pima Road and which would ultimately result n the

Salt River-Pima-Maricopa I.Aian Tribe acquiring an interest in

the Phoenix Indian School property.

Obvicusly, a number of entities would be involved in such a

tranwtion; they include: The Sale River-Pisa-Maricopa Indian

Community, the City of Scottsdale and its residents, the City of

Phoenix, Barron-Collier, Inc., and the Intertribal Council.

This can be a win), win, situation for all parties if they

will join together to promote this combined proposal through the

congress. I want to spell out some of those winning things that

I believe will occur if that happens.

1 5
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-5-

The Outer Loop highway facility can be located on

vacint land with the resulting savings in right of way

costs in the hundreds of thousands of dollars with

virtually no delay.

Occupied homes and residents in the City of Scottsdale

would not be disturbed.

Development opportunities on both sides of the proposed

roadway within the Reservation would be enormous and

inure to the perpetual benefit of the Salt

River-Pima-Maricopa Indian Community.

The Tribal trust and individual allottees, both

directly and indirectly, would have interest in the

Phoenix Indian School property and the resulting income

from that development.
Further, and a very key

feature, individual allottees and till Tribe would then

be acquiring interest in land for the interest that

they relinquish on their current Reservation for the

highway right of way.

IC
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-6-

Funds received by the Department of the Interior as a

part of the transaction colld be used to establish a

perpetual endowment for the Intertribal Council

education and health activities for the benefit of all

tribes.

The City of Phoenix would achieve a substantial

addition to its tax base in the highly-congested

downtown portion ot Phoenix.

The City of Phoenix would further achieve, through

cooperative planning with the developer, desired open

developed park space in conjunction with the

development plan for the Phoenix Indian School

property.

The Arizona Department of TransportatIon, the

statutorily responsible agency for construction of the

HAG plan, could achieve a design concspt and

construction plan for the Outer Loop facility that

would be at-grade level end be least disruptive to

occupied property and thus achieve a savinga of $160 to

$150 millions of dollars.

1.
144
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-7-

The Outer Loop facility could be constructed, as

originally intended, in the very early part of the

20-year MAO Plan, with completion by 1991 or 1992.

In summary, Mr.
Chairman, I invite all the parties to join

with me to advance
solutions to the problems mentioned. We will

not succe 3 if we cannot reach concensus. I am prepared to work

with you, Mr. Chairman and your Senate counterparts.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Governor, for your testimony, and
for your positive contributions to fine solutions to this interesting
matter. It is a challenge, and we will do our best to fashion solu-
tions.

Are there any questions of the Governor?
Mr. DECoNctm. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions of the

Governor. I've talked to him about this, and .7..Apressed my views of
it. I'm aiot averse to continue to work with the Governor. I thinkthe clock is ticking on how long we can maintain the situation of
keeping that school open, the declining enrollment that we need to
move on it, and if this fits into it all, it's fine with me, but I'm con-
cerned about the time, Governor, and about the ability to put this
altogether.

I don't know if you have a timeclock or an estimate of what you
think the time will be to get congressional approval to get all the
parties together and if you have any immediate plan for the imme-
diate future.

Mr. MECHAM. Well, we can adjust the timing. We don't have aset time that it has to be. The Indian community, we're negotiating
and working with them, and intend to be able to bring it so that
our part with them is complete undoubtedly well in advance of
when you have this completed.

If you had this done in 60 days, we'd come out all right, but if
you take a little longer, and that's a facetious remark, I'm sure,
but we're not tied to a specific time table. We'll get our work done
and be ready so that it will fit in whenever you get this done.

Mr. DECoNcric. You mean whenever Congress will decide what
to do with the disposition of the land.

Mr. MECHAM. Looking at you as representing the Congress and
addressrttoyou as Congress

Mr. NCINI. Thank you. Thank you, Governor.
Mr. MECHAM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. One more round?
Mr. McCA.m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just would comment that despite the legislation that has been

written in the past few years preventing closure of the Phoenix
Indian School, there have been significant reductions in the rson-
nel an.:1 student enrollment there, and I agree with Senator n-cini, we are going to have difficulty in continuing the past legisla-
tion, mandating the school remain open.

We have to have the added obligation to make sure that there
are adequate educational facilities for those Indian children who
are being misplaced by not being able to attend the Phoenix Indian
School.

Governor, do you envision this plan as having to be tied within
other words, it has to march in lock step right along with the legis-
lation as to the disposition of the Indian School?

Or do you see them being able to be separated?
Mr. MECHAM. In reality, they have never been tied together be-

cause they did not specificallyin other words, we got involved in
relating to the Indian School property after being told that it was
going to happen, and it would be disposed of, but merely tied in to
gain a benefit for the Indian community, as everybody understands
they aren't making any more land, and the Indians are particular-

1 9
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ly sensitive to that, and if they give up land for the Freeway, they
would like to be able to gain something back in the way of land
and property.

It's their desire to accomplish that, that caused me to bring them
in to this type of a situation. I desire very much to protect the op-
portunity for them to be partners in this development. Us purchas-
mg their right-of-way really is not contingent upon that, but per-
haps the agreement with them to purchase the right-of-way is, to
some degree contingent upon it because of the view they have of
not wanting to give up land unless they acquired some of the land,
so the answer is yes and no.

As a concept, as a direct legal one, no. As a concept and getting
them to where they feel whole and happy about what's happening,
then that's where the tie-in counts.

Mr. McCubi. Thank you, Governor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. There's all the danger in overloading a legisla-

tive vehicle. I remember in the sixties, when we were trying to get
the CAP passed, the Californians said, "Fine, we'd like to help you
out, and we'd like go over here and include some more of the situa-
tion while we're doing all this.

And then the folks in the Columbia Basin wanted a little add-on
or two and they needed some things, and finally you got the Chair-
man of the Appropriations Committee, on a title which was in-
volved in a 1,000-mile--from the upper of the Mississippi down to
the high plains of Texas, and it finally got so big that it overloaded
it and we didn't get it through the door, and we had to go back and
trying to get the CAP toproject.

Now, one of the things happenedin those hearings, we started
out with the Indian School property and the Indians in the city of
Phoenix, and others who registered. If we tack all theif you cry
to solve a problem out in Scottsdale with the Outer Loop and that's
a real city problem, other Indian groups may get the idea that they
ought to be covered in this bill as one of their =Or problems.

So, it's important that we listen to all the concerns, but, frankly,
one of the major difficulties with the proposal you made is that it
invites us to solve all kinds of other Indian problems in connection
with the passage of this legislation.

Mr. MECHAM. If I may, Mr. Chairman, it has not been our intent,
at any time, to tie this in on the legislation. In other words, we you
proposed to dispose of the Indian School property, and along the
lines, let's say, for example, of the trade with Collier Enterprises,
plus the $50 million in cash, that it was never a desire of ours, and
never a suggestion of mine to tie it into the Federal legislation. It
hasn't been, it hasn't been at all. For us to be interested in watch-
ing what you do to dispose of it, and then merely for us to work out
our program with the Indian community and with the developer
and really not tie in, at no time have we had any intent of tying in
and asking you to tie our proposal in on the bill itself, because it
really is not part of it.

The CHAIRMAN. There's no way that we can go forward with any
of these things until the line is turned back and officially designat-
ed as surplus and the school is closed.
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In that connection the Secretary of the Interior submitted to the
Congress, the House and Senate on February 3 a study of the possi-
ble closing of the Phoenix Indian School as recorded by the act that
was passed last year and soon to be continued.

This is an important part of the wholeand I would like at this
point to make the Secretary's letter of February 3, and the official
report of the Department of the Interior on the closing of the Phoe-
nix Indian School an official part of the record.

Without objection, it will be so ordered.
[The full text of Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Indian Af-

fairs Swimmer's letter of February 3 follows..]

21
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, DC. 20240

FEB 0 3 987

Honorable Jim Wright
Speaker of the House of
Representatives

Walhington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Speaker:

As required in Public Law 99-591, Departeent of the Interior and Related
Agencies Appropriations Act, 1987, I am pleased to sUbmit the final report on
the Phoenix Indian School in Phoendx, Arizona. Before finalizing our report
and recommendations, a draft copy of the report was submitted to the affected
tribes end school boards in November, 1986 for their review and comment.

After s careful review of the rosults of the study, it is the recommendation of
the Department that Ftosnix Indian School be closed at the end of the 1986-87

school year. Such a recommendation is based on the fact that the enrollment
level at Phoenix Indian School has decreased due to the opening of the Hopi
on-reservation school for the 1986-87 school term and the Tatiana D'odhem on-

reservation achool for the 1987-88 sthool year. Adequate space is available at

Sherman Indian School in Riverside, California to accommodate those Phoenix

students who will not attend the Tohono O'odham and Hopi schools. Parents of

these Ploenix students will WI- given tha opportunity to enroll their children

at Sherman for the 1987-88 school year if they wish to continue the students'

education at sin off-reservation boarding school.

In anticipation of the closure of Phoenix Indian School, the Bureau does not

pion to enroll stucents st Phoenix for the 1987-88 school year which begins in

krguet, 1987. These students will be offered the opportunity to enroll st

5herman for the entire 1987-88 school year. Any unexpended funds at Phoenix

for the months of August and September, 1987 will be used to meet the severance

costs and benefits for the displaced Phoenix employees.

In planning for an orderly closure, specific actions must be initiated by the

Bureau regarding the placement of Phoenix students in alternative schools and

the out placement of displaced Phoenix Indian School personnel for the 1987-88

school year. Specifically, by Mirth 1, 1987, the Bureau plans to begin the

student placement process and to notif! tha Phoenix Indian School Board that the

education contracts for the Phoenix education personnel will not be renewed for

0 0f
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the 1987-88 school year. Accordingly, an early response to our recommendation
prior to Match 1, 1987, would assist the Bureau in accomplishing en orderly
close down of the school at the end of the 1986-87 school term and avoid con-
fusing the school board, students and employees as to whet their future will be.

Relative to disposition of the Phoenix Indian School property following closure,
there ere a number of options that have been explored by the Department. Any
ouch proposals teduld necessarily be the Congress for ratification
at the appropriate time.

/
Sincerely,/

/

ii
/

y

.1,f)
Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs
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[The full text of the official report of the Department of the Inte-
rior on the closing of the Phoenix Indian School followsl

0
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A Review ot Phoenix Ana Sherman Indian 414n Schools

Introduction

Phoenix Indian Hign School and Sherman Indian High School are both ntf.

reservation boarding schools operate0 oy the Hureau of Indian Affairs. The

Phoenix School is located in Phoenix, Arizona and the Sherman Lw-mool ;3 lof-ated

in Riverside, CalifIrnia. Both schools Privlde romPlete and

residential programs tor their respective student oodles. Students onrollIng

at both schools must meet specitir
eligibtlity requirements and must complete

a formal application proces-.

During the 1960s, approximately 1,000
students per ',chool year were enrolled

in both Phoenix and Sherman. However, as more public and Bureau schools were

uuslt in local home communities,
more Indian students began attending these

new schools anti they did not have to attend off-res.rvation boarding schools

to obtain an education. This Indian educational !.nd continued through the

1970's and in 1979, Phoenix enrolled 665 students ind Sherman enrolled 508

students.

In keeping with its policy of educating Indian children as close to their homeS

as possible, the Bureau of Indian Affairs opened a new junior-senior high

school on the Hopi Reservation for the 19H6-87 school year. Another new high

school is sCheduled to open on the Tohono ll'odham Reservation For the 1987-88

school year. Both on-reservation schools will allow the students to live at

hams with their families in their local communities to get an education. With

the Hopi and Tohono Wodham students attending their new on-reservation

Schoo14, the Bureau anticipates a significant Impact on the enrollment levels

at Phoenix and Sherman.

r

2:;),
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i. Impact ut Opening Hopi and 1uhono O'Lidnam Schools n Phoenix and ,Therman

Enrollment levels at Phoenix and Sherman

Table 1 gives the enrollment levels at Phoenix and Sherman schools in(7e P4i3.

It can be ascertained from fable 1 that the student enrollment at both scnolli

has fluctuated over the last several years, but has beyun to decline with the

1985-86 school year. A total ot 1,1',7 students attended Inoenix and Sh-rman

during the official student count w k in iept-mber, 1985.

T3ble 1

Lnrollment Levels at thoeni.i and Sherman Schools by School Year

ScnooI Year Pmaenoc 3herman Total

19110-31 491 671 1,162

1981-82 483 635 1,116

1982-83 541 714 1,255

1983-84 615 66d 1,281

1984-85 621 al 1,302

1985-86 515 642 1,157

Table Z shows the enrollment levels and dormitory Jtilization rates for Phoenix

and Sherman over a three year period. The dormitory rapacity for Phoenix is

634 students and far Sherman ts 875 students. During the 198586 school year,

Phoenlm utilized alt of its dormitory capacity in providing ed.ication services

to 515 students. Sherman utilized 73'4 of its dormitory capacity while serving

642 students during the 1985-86 school year. faken togetuer, both schools

utilized 77% of the total dormitory
capacity during the 1985-86 school year.

The enrollment levels that appear in Table 2 fur the 1986-87 ochool year

represent the number of students enrolled at both schools as of September 17,

1986. These enrollment levels also reflect the impact of the opering of the

new Hopi Junior-Senior High School for the 1986-87 school year. The new Hopi

oh-lesereetion school opened its donra for classes on September 2, 1986 and

has a current enrollment
of 164 high school students, some of Whom formerly

attended Phoenix and Sherman.

2



fable 2
Phoenix arid Sherman Enrollment Levels and durmitlry

Utilization Rates by School Year

School Year

Ihuen&x 3 Sherman 4, 1 rai

Enrollment

Dormitory
Uttliza-
ton Rate Enrollment

Dormitory
utiliza-

tion Rate Enrol Ime.lt

portnil)fy

Ur It
ion ria

1985-86 515 ha/ 75% 1,157 17%

198647 1/ 366 58: 535 61; 9U1 nd%

1987-88 2/ 268 42: 428 49: 06 4Wis

1/ As of September 17, 1986 which reflects the opening of tie hops school.

2/ Projected enrollment based on number of Tuhono Wodham students in
attendance as of September 17, 1986, and ali3M would attend tne new lononn

Wodham school

3/ Uotaitory Capacity is b34 stueents.

6/ Dormitory capacity is 875 studellts.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the enrollment 1evP1 at Phoenix has dropped

from 515 tat/cents during the 1985-86 school year t,) 366 students as of

September 17, 1986. At 366 students, Phoenix is utilizing only 58: of I t S

dormitory capacity. Sherman's enrollment has dropped from 642 students to 555

students over the same period of time and is utilizing 61: of its dormitory.

capacity. The total sludent body attending both Phoenix and Sherman has dropped

from 1,157 during the 1985-86 school year to 901 students as of September 17,

1986. Overall, both schools are operating at 60: of their total combined

dormitory capacities.

Table 2 also shows the projected enrollment at Phoenix and Shems,. for the

1987-88 school year. As of September 17, 1986 there were 107 Tohono Wodham

students enrolled at Sherman and 98 enrolled at Phoenix. Assuming that the

Tohono D'odnam !students will attend the new Tohono Wodham school when it

71i
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opens far the 1987-8d school year, it is projected that approkimately 268

students will enroll at Phoenix and 428 well enroll at Sherman. ihta woula

retail'. in I total student body of approximately 696 students enroileng at

ehronia and Sherman fur the 1987-88 school year. For this number of students,

sChools would be operateng at less than 50% of tneir operateng capacttees.

Cost-Effectivenesa of Uperating Two Schools

In FY 19db, the Bureau expended a totel of $1,129,800 in facility management

funds to operate and maintain the Phoenix school facility. A tstal of

$1,03,4UU in facility management funds was expended by the aureau to operate

and maintain the Sherman school plant. It es evident that as the student

enrollment levels at PhJenix and Sherman continue to decline, the Bureau es

faced with the situation of maintaining two separate school facilities Which

will De operating at less than 5J% of their operational capacities and at an

annual cost of $2,563,200. Clearly, the continued operation of both schools es

not cost effecttve and, therefore, the Bureau must leek closure of one of the

two schools.

In view of the declining enrollment at both Phoenix and Sherman, the declining

dormitory utilization rates at both schocIA and the high costs of operating two

separate school plants, the Bureau conducted a review of both schools to

determine which school should continue to be operated as an off-reservation

boarding school. As part of the total review proceso, the Inter Tribal Council

of Arizona, Inc., assisted the taure4u in reviewing the needs of several Arizona

Inaian communitees.

4
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II. A Review Jr Phuenix end Sherman Schools

An overall review of Phuenli and Sherman was initiated in Marcel, 19e6. eoth

school boardS, as well as the affected tribes and p.rents were notified of tne

review. The major aspects of the review included the make up of students that

attended both scnouls and their respective home communities, ihe educational

and residential programs offered by both schools, and both scnno1 plants.

Students and Their Home CoMmunitios

In reviewing the educational and social characteristics of the two student

bodies and tneir respective home communities, an attempt was made to identify

any major differences between the two student bodies which may be affected by

combining the students into one school facility. Overall, it was foued that

the students attending the Phoenix and Sherman schools are from the same

Arizona communities and tribes and experience, for the most part, the same or

similar types of educational and social needs.

Table 3 shows the results of standardized achievement testing of students

attending Phoenix and Sherman for thr 1984-85 school year. The mean grade

equivalent scores for each school were derived from a March, 1985 administra-

tion Of the California Achievement Test. It can be seen from Table 3 that the

academic performance of the students attending Phoenix range from 1.6 to 4.5

years below grade level. The twelfth grade students at Phoenix actually scored

iit or below the level achieved by the eleventh grade students. The students

attending Sherman evidenced scores ranging fro* 1.8 to 3.6 years below grade

level. Overall, the scores acheived by the twelfth grade Sherman students were

about one grade level above the twelfth grade Phoenix students. It also is

5
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IPParent that the students arriving at the Phoenix and Sherman schools for tme

ninth grads are already from 1.6 to 2.5 years below grade level in the areas of

Reading, English end Mathematics skills.

Timble 3

Standardized Achievement Scores for
Phoenix and Sherman Students

Grade

Number

Tested Reading English Mat hemat lc%

Phoenix Indian School

9 104 7.2 8.1 7.9
10 99 7.7 8.4 8.0
11 103 8.6 9.6 8.7
12 115 8.4 9.3 8.2

Sherman Indian School

9 102 7.9 7.9 8.0
10 114 8.1 8.5 8.5
li 157 8.5 8.7 8.7
12 110 9./ 10.1 9.1

Based on student aurveys and a review of student records for the 1985-86 school

year, it was determined that students enroll at Phoer.ix and Sherman for various

educational and social reasons. Any student may meet one or more of the

educational or social criteria for enrollment purposes. The percentage of

students meeting each criterion are as follows:

Education Reasons Phoenix Sherman

Public/Federal Day Schools Near Student's Home:

Do not offer adequate provisions to meet academic
difficulties or linguistic/cultural differences.

36% 45%

Exceed 1 1/1 miles walking distance to school or bus. 36% 45%

Do not offer special vocational/preparatory training
necessary for the student's gainful employment. 20% 27%

6
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Uo not offer the student's yrade.

Are severely over-crowded.

Social Reasons

In his/her family environment;

3U% 1

PhoeniA------_

The student does not receive adequate parental 12%
supervision.

Has behavioral problems too difficult for solution 5%
by family/local resourres.

Well being was imperiled oy family behavioral prlblems.

Has siblings or other cId, . relatives enrolled whu
would be achiersely affected by separation.

Was rejected or neglected.

6% 04

5: S%

4% 7%

It was evident that the majority of students attend Phoenix and Sherman

primarily for educational reasons, rather than for purely social reasons.

Both srhools offer similar basic and supplemental, remedial education programs

and services to meet the educational needs of the ,tudents. In view of the

fact that many of the Sherman and Phoenix students came from the same Arizona

cOmmunities and that the academic test scores of the Sherman students are

generally higher than the Phoenix students, it may be concluded that the

academic programs at Sherman are better meeting the educational needs of the

students then the programs at Phoenix. It was not clear, however, how the

sociel-asotionel needs of some of the students were being met by the residen-

tial programa of both schools. While both schools offered basic and

supplemental residential care programs/services which met the nerds of the

majority of the students, there is a segment of the total school population

whose extreme social behavioral problems are not adequately being met.

7
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Many of the students enrolling for social reasons were recommended uy agenry

social services and education personnel because local resoureies ulij not 'fleet

the soCialibehavioral needs of tne students. Specific problems in tne area of

alcohol and substanc: abuse result in such extreme behavioral patterns which

cannot always be treated in the local community. Although specific programs to

treat alcohol and substance abuse were available at each sehool, the continunum

enforcement of treatment techniques for such students was not always evident

when the student returned to the dormitory setting. wtthnut such c7ontinoou,

reinforcement ot appropriate or improved behavior in the actual living quarter,

the full benefits of counseling and therapy are not realized. Two IrImary

reasons for not achieving complete success in modifying such extreme behavior

mere identified as the organizational structure of the large dormitories and

the current Job requirements for the dormitory staff. Currently, the Phoenix

dormitories house from 64 to 126 students each and were not designed to

specifically accommodate students with extreme behavioral problems associated

with alcohol and substance abuse. The organizatioo ur design of these large

dormitories needs to be changed or replaced with living quarters which promotes

more student-sdult contact to Improve or sustain appropriate Student behavior.

The current Job requirements, including formal education levels, for the dom.

tory staff needs to be upgraded to require staff who are specifically trained

and educated in the areas of adolescent development and care and in treating

students with alcohol and substance abuse problems in a residential setting.

Table 4 provides a breakdown of the 1,157 students that attended Phoenix an:

Sherman during the 1985-86 school year. Of the total 1,157 students that were

in attendance during the official student count week, 424 or 82% of the 515
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Phoenix atudents were fram triDes/communities within the 81A Phoenix Area

Office's jurisdictional boundaries. The tribe having the highest number af

students enrolled was the Tohono Wodham. The second highest number lf Phoenix

students came from the White Mountain Apache Tribe, with the third highest

number coming from the Gila RIV.I.r Pima Tribe and the ttopi Tribe. At Sherman,

the Totiono Cradham Tribe had the highest number of students enrolled. The

second highest homer of students came from the 1:it.' Rigel' Pima Tribe. The

third highest noober of students cane from the Hopi Tribe.

Table 4
Enrollment at Phoenix and Sherman Schools by Arra by Tribe

(September, 1985)

Area/Tribe Phoenix Sherman

Phoenix Area 424 556 980 (85%)

Hopi (66) (72) (138)
Tohono Wodham

(Tohono Wodham Reser.) (103) (148) (251)
Tohono trodham

(Gila Bend Reser.) (13) Sb, (19)
Tohono Wootham

(San Xavier Reser.) (14) (6) (20)
White Mountain Apache (80) (50) (110)
Gila River Pima (67) (105) (172)
Salt River Pima-Maricopa (13) (19) (32)
San Carlos Apache (40) (52) (92)
Colorado River (7) (9) (16)
Havasupai (8) (9) (17)
Hualapai (A) (13) (17)
ute (1) (25) (26)
Other Arizona Tribes (8) (62) (70)

Sacramento Assn 0 39 39 (3%)

Navajo Area 54 14 68 (6%)

Other 81A Areas 57 33 70 (6%)

Total 515 642 1,157 (100%)

9



From an overall standpoint, the Tohono Cl'odham Tribal members represented 290

or 25% of the total 1,157 ptudents attending both Phoenix and Sherman. int.

Gila River Pima Tribe represented 172 or 15% of the total student oody. The

Hopi Tribe represented OH or 12% of the total student tiody. The Witte Mountain

Apache Tribe represented 110 or 10% of the student body. The San Carlos Apache

Tribe represented 92 or 8% of the student body. These five tribes accounted

for 802 or 69% of the total students attending both schools.

Based on the Arizona Tribes with significant number of students enrolled at

Phoenix and Sherman durin -Me 1985-86 school year, several on-site communIty

meetings were held by the Bureau in March and April, 1986. Since Indian

children from these communities would not attend the new Hopi and Tohono

Wodham on-reservation schools, the Bureau attempc,1 to identify the educational

and social needs of these students as perceived by parents, tribal representa-

tives and community members. The meetongs

1. March 25 and April 2, 1986
Sacaton, Arizona

2. March 24, 1986
Peach Springs, Arizona

3. April 3, 1986

Supai, Arizona

4. March 21, 1986
Parker, Arizona

5. March 25, 1986

were held as follows:

Gila River Pima Tribe

Hualapai Tribe

Havasupai Tribe

Colorado River Tribe

White Mo,.intain Apache Tribe

6. March 24, 1986 San Carlos Apachr Tribe

San Carlos, Arizona

7. March 25, 1986 Salt River Pima-Maricopa Tribe

Scottadale, Arizona

10
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The results from these open meetings as well as the community reviews completed

with the assistance of the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc., inuioated that

the parents, tribal representatives and community members perceived the needs

the students attending Phoenix and Sherman to be such that an off-reservation

boarding school would still be needed after the opening of the Hopi and Tonono

Wodham schadls. The parents and community members felt that local educsttonsi

and social service programs were inadequate in same instances and that the

students would still need the programs/servioes provided by an off-reservation

wording school.

Programs

During the 1985-86 school year, both Phoentx and Sherman offered comprehensive

academic, residential and medtcal programs/services to their respective student

bodies. Phoenix was accredited by the North Central Association by Colleges and

Schools and Sherman was accredited by the Western Association of Colleges and

Schools. In addition, both schools awarded htgh school diplomas which were

approved by their respective State Departments of Iducation.

Although organized somewhat differently at each school, both Phoenix and Sherman

offered the same basic instructional coursemork necessary to achieve a standard

high school diploma. Extracurricular, specialized and remedial programs, such

as exceptional education and the Chapter I program, also were provided by both

schoOle.

Both schools provide a complete residential program for all students which

includes appropriate counseling services, recreation ectivities/programs for

after-school hours, spectfted "honor" dorm tortes, Intensive Residential

Guidance (18G) programs, and a complete food services department. The Indian

1 1
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health Service lHS) operates on-campus clines at both schools to meet routine

medical needs of the students. Hospital services, fur emergency or extrome

medical cases, are readily available to both schools. Specialized programs

are operated by IHS at both schools to meet specific mental health an0 alcohol:

substance abuse needs or problems being experienced by the students. Finally,

both schools also utilize local resource groups/associat ons from their

respective comaunities to supplement the un-going programs/services.

Facilities

Tiie Phoenix Indian School facility consists of 34 buildings located on 110 ac:s.

the Sherman school plant consists of 41 buildings on 85 acres. The total ;guari .

footage for Phoenix is 390,934 and for Sherman is 514,317. In FY 1986 Phoenix

expended a total of $1,129,80 to operate and maintain the total school plant,

While Shaman expended a total of $1,433,400.

The age of the buildings that constitute the Phoen,x campus vary considerably.

The kitchen and dining hall was originally constructed in 1901 and the current

gymnasium was completed in 1975. Most of the dormitories were constructed in

1963 and 1965. During the 1985-86 school year, the Phoenix school experienced

problems with the boiler that serviced the kitchen and dining hall. The boiler

became inoperative Which resulted in the school's inability to disinfect and

sanitize dishes, pots and other cooking utensils as well az not being able to

prepare the normal vsriety of meals. In addition, the water and plumbing lines

within several dormitories are becoming inoperative because of lime deposits.

Problems also were evident within several dormitory's heating and cooling units.

The Phoenix area facility management staff has estimated that approximately

12
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)5 million would oe needed to oring the Phoenix facility into full compliance

with the applicable life safety codes. Overall, the Phoenix facilit is

becoming obsOlete and will require extensive renovations to remain fully

operational.

A major rebuilding program was initiated at 5herman in the 19600 and carried

over into the 19702. The kitchen and dining mall facility was completed in

1962, with the eight dormitories completed in 196u and 1965. In 197), tme

current scadeoLc complex, vocational education shops, and a football stadium

were completed. In 1975, the current gymnasium, physical education and locker

room facilities, a pupil personnel service office building and a kitchen ware-

Moue. were constructed. In 1978, the current facility management shop, the

auditorium/fine arts complex and ten student apartments were completed. Major

facility improvement and repair projects to the dormitories, the academic com-

plex and the drug abuse rehabilitation center were r'ompleted in 1981 and in

1986. When Sherman opened for the 1986-87 school '/ear, the facility was in

extemely good shape and is a completely modern school plant.

As previously indicated in Table 2, Lt Ls anticipated that the total student

body at Phoenix and Sherman will be approximately 696 students for the 1987-88

school year. Tie Information presented in Table 5 shows the facility manage-

ment costs associated with operation of the two separate facilities and the

anticipated coats of operating just Sherman for the 1987-88 school year. Column

A shows the total facility management costs associated with the operation of two

separate facilities for the 1937-88 school year. Overall, $2,563,200 would be

13
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expended to operate the too schools for 696 students. The average cost per

student would equal $7,564, with an average cost per square foot being $5.68.

The average dormitory utilization rate would be 46%.

Column 6 of Table 5 thaws the costs associated with operating just Sherman For

the 1987-88 school year to serve the anticipated 696 students. The average

Cost per student is reduced by $5,505 and the cost per square foot is reduced

by an average of $2.79. The dormitory utilization rates are increased from 46.

to 80%. Column C shows the estimated savings in terms of square footage,

facility management funds, the average cost per student, the average cost per

square foot and the improved dormitory utilization rate.

Table 5
Projected Facility Management Fund Expenditures

for 1967-88 School Year

Catgeory

A a c
---;ivingsPhoenix Sherman Total SKermen

Total Square
Footage 390,934 514,317 905,251 514,317 390,934

Facility Management
Funds $1,129,8041 $1,453,400 $2,563,200 $1,431,400 $1,129,600

Number of Students 268 428 696 696 -

Cost per Student $ 4,215 $ 3,349 $ 7,564 $ 2,059 $ 5,505

Cost per Square Foot $ 2.89 $ 2.79 $ 5.68 $ 2.79 $ 2.89

Percent of Dormitory
Capacity Utilized 42% 49% 46% 80% +34%

14
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It is apparent that Sherman can easily accommodate all of the estimated 696

studentss applying for enrollment during the 1907-88 school year and that

Sherman can be operated in a more cost effective manner that the two separate

schools. Rather than expending $2.5 million to operate two separate schools,

the Bureau could operate Sherman for approximately $1.4 million and still meet

the educational and social needs of the student population.

III. Summary of Findings

1. Over the last several years, the Federal government haS expended a con-

siderable amount of rime and effort in attempting to provide educational

opportunities as close as possible to tne local indten communities. The most

reCent planning efforts with the Hopi and Tohono ll'odham Tribes have resulted

in the construction of new on-,eservation high scnools. The Napi and Tohono

Wadham children now have the opportonity to obtain their education while

living sn their home cogmunities.

2. AS the Hopi and Tonono Wodha schools ire Opened and students begin

attending these new schools, the Vdo off-reservation boarding schools, Phoenix

and Sherman, which previously edu'ated many of.the Hopi and Tohono O'claham

students are experiencing declining enrollment levels. The decline in enroll-

ment at Phoenix end Sherman is such that by the 1987-88 school year, both

sChoOls would be operating at less than 50% of their respective operating

capacities. Considering that a significant sum of facility management funds

is required each year tO operate both school plants, it was found that the

Bureau of Indian Affairs could continue to meet the educational ono socisl needs

of the students by operating just one of the two schools. oefore identifying

which one of the two off-reservation boarding schools could be closed, the

15
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dureati of Indian Affairs reviewed earh school in terms of their respective

student bodies and local home communities, the education and residential

programs/services provided and the condition of the school plants.

3. In review ng the student bodies of,each school and their respecttve home

communities, it was round that the majority of those students who would not

attend the new Hopi and Tohono U'odham schools would continue to need the pro-

grams/services provided in an off-reservation boarding school setting. Through

several COMMUnIty meetings, tribal representatives and parents indicated that

there would be approximately 7U0 students who would apply for enrollment at an

off-reservation boardiny school for the 1987-88 school year.

In relating students' needs to the availability of appropriate educational and

residential care programs at both schools, it was found that the total student

body attending both schools exhibited a wide range uf needS. While the program

offerings address the 133.C educational and social needs of most of the students,

one segment of the population whose needs were not effectively being met was

those students experiencing problems with alcohol and substance abuse.

Based an analyses of student incident reports provided to the IHS alcohol and

substance abuse program for the 1985-86 school year, it was found that from

35% to 40% of the student body was involved in reportable incidents which were

directly related to alcohol or substance abuse. Also, it was found that

neither the Phoenix or Sherman school plants were specifically designed to

accommodate this particular type of student nor are the two schools staffed

with individuals in the living quarters Who are specifically trained to

assist students exhibittng alcohol and substance abuse problems.

la
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1M terms of the physical condition and annuel operating costs neceuliary tu

maintain two Separate School plants, it was found that the Sherman facility is

a newer facility than Phoenix and has recently undergone major facility

improvements. In view of Sherman's ability to provide an education to the

entire student body for the 1987.88 school year, it would be more cost

effective to operate just Sherman as the off-reservation boarding achaol to

serve the total student body.

IV. Conclusions

1. It ts not cost effective to operate two separate sche'...1:. 'or the 1987 -d8

school year when the total anticipated student body of In -tudents can be

adequately Served at one facility. One school must be closed.

2. Basically, both Phoenix and Sherman serve students from the same Arizona

communities and offer the same or similar types of academic, residential and

medical/health programs and services. With no major differences between each

*Chool's Students and programs, it would mot adversely affect the two student

bodies to combine them into one school setting.

3. In reviewing the physical condition of each school and the annual costs of

operating and maintaining the two school plants, it was concluded that only one

off-reservation boarding school is needed to serve the 7011 students for the

1987 48 whoa/ year. The Phoenix facility is an older facility than Sherman

and will require extensive repairs avd improvements in the future to be fully

operetional. Sharman, on the other hind, has recently been renovated and

requires no further major repair project, to meet the needs of the anticipated

Student body over the next several years. Therefore, it was concluded that

1 7
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Sherman should continue to operate as the off-reservation boarding scmool

serving the total student body and that Phoenix shduld be closed 31 an off-

reservation boarding school.

4. In viewing the total need of the student Jody, it 4aS concluded that fram

35% to 4C% of the students exhibited problems associated with alcohol or sub-

stance abuse and that neither Pooenix or Sherman were designed or established

to meet these particular needs
of this seoment of the student body. Even if

Phoenix were closed, the 12nerman facility could not effectively meet the severe

alcohol and substance abuse needs
of a segment of the student pnpulltion. It

is projected that from 150 to 200 stueents would have alcohol or substance 4buse

problems severe enough to r:quire a Facility 4hich would orJvide specialized

treatment services within a residential setting. Such a specialized school and

residential treatment center should be made aviilable in close proximity to the

Arizona Indian communities and for speeifically treating the alcohol and sub-

stance Wouse problems being experienced by the students with extreme behavioral

patterns. Such a residential treatment
center would be designed around a total

intervention or therapeutic concept.
Although the center would provide a

minimal education program, its primary emphasis would be to alleviate and

correct problem behaviors associated
with alcohol and substance abuse. The

center would be staffed with the appropriate educational,
mental health and

medically trained professionals.
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V. Tribal Review and Final Recommeodattons

During Novembisr, 1986, copies of the draft repurt were sent to Tribal leaders

in Arizona, Utah, Nevada and California for their review and comment. Copies

also were provided to the Phoenix and Tierman School Boards. The Tribal com-

ments indicated that the use of Sherman as the off-reservation boarding school

to serve the total student body would make more effective use of limited

resources and that Sherman must continue to provide specialized programs in the

areas of mental health and substaoce abuse prevention. Also, communications

between Sherman and the students' home communities during the school year needs

to be continuous so as to keep the parents informed or the students' progre5s.

Finally, the Phoenix area would be the preferred location of any type of

specialized school for Arizona Teian youtt.

Based on the review of both Phoenix and Sherman schools and the comments made by

Indian Tribal groups, it is the recommendation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

that Phoenix Indian School be closed as an off-reservation boarding school at

the end of 1986-87 school year and that those students currently attenuang

Phoenix be provided the opportunity to enroll at Sherman Indian School for the

1987-88 school year if they wish to continue their education at an off-reserva-

tion boarding school.

Based on the recommendation to close Phoenix Indian School at the end of the

1986-87 school term, the Bureau does not plan to enroll students at Phoenix for

the 1987-88 school year elhich begins in August, 1987, These students will be

offered the opportunity to enroll at Sherman for the entire 1987-88 school year.

Any unexpended funds at Phoenix for the months of August and September, 1987

will be used to meet the severemce costs and benefits for the displaced Phoenix

employees.
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Mr. DECoNcne. Mr. Chairman, would you yield on that subject
matter?

The CHAmmAN. Yes.
Mr. Ds Comm. I certainly have no objection to that being put in

the record, but I think it is very important to the record to point
out that Mr. Swimmer goes far beyond what was the intent of Con-
gress in taking steps that certainly lead this Senator to believe that
they are planning to close that school, by non-renewal of contracts
for teachers, by an indication that there is going to be arrange-
ments made for the present students to be shipped off to California,
so I for one member of the delegation want to put the BIA on
notice that I am not prepared to accept that report at all as defini-
tive and impartial, at least, as far as I have reviewed.

And lastly, Mr. Chairman, if I can, Governor, in all due respect, I
don't know how we can separate these issues that you have
brought up unless we just have this property declared surplus and
turn it over to the State of Arizona and let them decide what they
want they want to do with it.

Mr. MEcHAst. We'd accept.
Mr. DECoNcno. Pardon?
Mr. MscHArd. We would accept.
[Laughter]
Mr. DECONCINI. I won't, I won't accept that, and I appreciate the

position that you would like to see us put into, but I don't know
how you really can separate your proposal, but it seems to me it is
part of the economics and part of the equations if, indeed, it can be
put together, but that is just one member's opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me then, let me note for the record that the
second paragraph of thisit says:

"After a careful review of the results of the study, it is the rec-
ommendation of the Department that the Phoenix Indian School be
closed at the end of the 1986-87 school year." That's this coming
May or June. There are some people who share the misgivings Sen-

ator DeConcini has expressed on that, but we do have an official
document. It is one of the major elements of whether we are going

to have a Phoenix Indian School. And we don't reach the point of
deciding what the solution is with the disposal of land until the
land is up for disposal, and that wouldn't happen until the school is

closed.
Anyone else? Congressman Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Governor's response to Senator McCain's questions answered

a significant portion of my questions relating to his proposal, but
since the letter has now become an issue, but I would like to indi-

- cate as to Senator DeCAmcini that my reading of the letter in con-
junction with the legislation that was passed last year clearly indi-

cates to me that Mr. Swimmer has gone far beyond the procedure
outlined in that legislation, and I would like to agree with Senator
DeConcini that my opinion would be either a step beyond his
bounds, and I think an appropriate action by this committee and
by Congress, if necessary needs to be taken.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Governor, I appreciate your being

here this morning.
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We will now hear from the mayor of the city of Phoenix, the
Honorable Terry Goddard.

Mr. Goddard, we have your prepared statement, and it is compre-
hensive, and we appreciate it, and you may proceed and summarize
it in any you see fit.

STATEMENT OF TERRY GODDARD, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Mr. GonnAan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Chairman Udall, mem-
bers of the committee, Senator DeConcini, Senator McCain.

It is a pleasure to be here today and to welcome you to the city
of Phoenix and to thank the members of the committee and the
chairman for being here to hold this hearing on this very impor-
tant topic of intense interest to the citizens of Phoenix.

I hope this hearing will be able to shed some much needed light
on a complex and confusing subject. This open forum is in stark
contrast to some of the surprise developments that seem to have
haunted the discussions of the Indian School property.

In open discussion, today, I believe we can move toward a resolu-
tion which will benefit all parties that have a legitimate interest in
that propi=

I am s of the Indian tribes of Arizona, the U.S. Govern-
ment, and the city of Phoenix.

I would like to recall for just a second, and at the chairman's re-
quest, I will not belabor the history of the relationship between the
city of Phoenix and the Phoenix Indian School, but to go back for a
moment to 1891, at which time a decision was made to locate an
Indian Training Academy in the Phoenix area, and the leaders of
Phoenix urged very strongly that that should be in the immediate
vicinity. There was some question about this, the immediate vicini-
ty of the city of Phoenix.

And they chose the Hatch Ranch property which was at the
corner of what is now Indian School Road and Central Avenue. At
that time it was considered to be so far from the community, but it
obviously is not any more.

At that time, and I wouldn't say that this is a precedent, Con-
gress appropriated less money t.han was necessary to purchase the
property, and the citizens had to pazs the hat, literally, and to
come up with one third of the purchase price in order to make it
possible for this whole undertaking to get under way.

Since then, there has been a very positive relationship, between
the city and the Phoenix Indian School. In 1948, the city annexed
the Indian School property. Our borclers went far beyond that
street corner, and in that entire period we provided municipal serv-
ices at no cost to the users of that property.

It has been a very dynamic relationship, and the very highly rec-
ognized value which we discussed here today, have been discussing
for some time, is as a direct result of the relationship of this prop-
erty to a dynamic and growing community of the city of Phoenix.

In 1984, we were disturbed to learn that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs was considering a closure of the Phoenix Indian School. We
protested that action; we came and spoke with the chairman of this
committee in very strong terms as a city council, saying that we
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felt that this use was a desirable one and that it was one that
served not only the Indian tribes of Arizona but the city of Phoe-
nix, and we were advised at that time to continue working with the
Arizona Inter-tribal council and to work on a plan which could try
to keep the school open.

That has been our objective, and I would like to emphasize, Mr.
Chairman, that from that time to this, our No. 1 objective in con-
nection with the Inter-tribal council of Arizona has been to try to
maintain the educational facility.

It is only if that is no longer possible that we are here to discuss
other possible distribution and disposition of this site.

In mid-1986, we were again surprised. I was informed by Senator
Goldwater's office that there was a proposal to trade the Phoenix
Indian School forand I quote: "145,000 acres of Florida swamp."

That's not my words; that was the Senator's office speaking.
That was a great surprise, and I think it came as a shock to many
of us in Arizona.

That was our first indication that that was a possibility that
there would be a trade to private interests. We recognized at that
time that there were strong forces, perhaps unstoppable forces at
work to try to turn the Indian School property into private hands;
and so we set to work to try to learn as much as we could about
that process and to make sure that the city of Phoenix and the
people of Phoenix were at the table when any decisions were made.

We set up a city council subcommittee to try to answer some of
the questions that immediately arose. Members of that committee
are councilman Howard Adams, who will be speaking immediately
after I will; councilman Ed Korrick, and myself.

To assist that committee, we also set up a citizens committee, a
very broad based group of individuals interested in that property,
who have been working since the fall of last year.

The committee is headed by Paul Winslow, who will also be
speaking to you this morning. Paul is the former chairman of the
Encanto Village Planning Committee, which is a citizen's group
that has cognizance over this area, and who has spent many years
working on the pryer planning and long-range planning for this
area. He is uniquely qualified to address the land use needs of this
site.

The city staff has also been working, and I included in the mate-
rials that I have handed out to the committee a detailed examina-
tion of potential land use. This is not a fmal decision, by any
means, but it simply puts out some of the options that may be
available in terms of preserving open space, consistent with some
commercial development at this property, the kind of thing that
Mr. Winslow's committee has been discussing.

Earlier this year, we met with Ray Cawley of Collier Enterprises,
another speaker this morning. That is the Florida developer of the
agency which was mentioned to us by Senator Goldwater some
time ago.

And we have met with other representatives of Collier. We real-
ized the events were developing far faster than our citizens com-
mittee perhaps could digest, and we appointed as a councilor re-
cently the former house majority leader Burton Barr to be a spe-

C
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cial assistant to the city of Phoenix to help work out some of these
issues and try to make sure that the parties understood each other.

Mr. Barr has just returned from a trip to Florida, where he had
the opportunity to meet personally with many of the executives of
Collier Enterprises and to examine their developments in the State
of Florida.

From this examination, it is clear that the Colliers are an experi-
enced and respected developing group, capable of building a muted
use_ project of the very highest quality.

We have been making every effort to respond to the possibility of
the changed role for the Phoenix Indian School property.

The city of Phoenix has been working with all properties with
the legitimate or a potential interest in the Indian School toward a
plan that considers all of the complex and sometimes conflicting in-
terest of both the citizens of Phoenix, the Indian tribes of Arizona,
and the Department of the Interior representative peers by the Col-liers.

The importance to Phoenix of maximizing open space amid the
concentrated commercial development of Central Avenue cannot be
overemphasized.

Just as Central Park established the heart of New York, so this
area will shape Phoenix in the future. No doubt, the decision to re-
serve open space at Central Park has caused some problems, but it
is equally certain that no citizen would wish to undo that far sight-
ed decision. It is simply impossible to go back after commercial de-
velopment and restore open space to a city. The time of opportuni-
ty is right now.

The challenge before this committee and our community is to
make the most of the incredible opportunity presented should the
Indian School be closed.

A creative resolution I believe, can provide educational opportu-
nities for Arizona Indian youth; conservation of central Florida wil-
derness; and maximum public open space for central Phoenix.

Now, this opportunity could be jeopardized by overburdening the
Indian School issue with extraneous agendas, and I was very re-
lieved to hear Governor Mecham say a 4. w moments ago that he
does not see a connection between the voi...,sal on Pima Road and
the items that we are here to discuss tWay.

In the materials I handed out to the committee is a letter from
Assistant Secretary Horn from the Department of the Interior stat-
ing the same type of opinion, that in the Interior Department's ef-
forts to resolve this matter here, we are not trying to tie one issue
to another.

We have made great progress in the past months and years, but
Phoenix has not reached the point, and I want to emphasize this
where we believe this committee could rapidly dispose of the prop-
erty by simply turning the property over to a private agency.

Details of the proposal so far are not clear enough for us to be-
lieve that "everything could get worked out" once the property is
in private hands.

We want to repeat our request to Congressman Udall about 1
year ago that no action be taken until the city of Phoenix and apotential private owner agree to the amount of public open space
that the proposal will have.
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I believe a negotiation of a satisfactory open space formula is fea-
sible. We have talked with the Collier interests about it, and with
your help it can be accomplished.

When the citizens of Phoenix passed the hat to help purchase the
Phoenix Indian School property 96 years ago, they created an asset
that supported Indian education and helped build a vigorous, high
quality community for themselves and their children.

The citizens of Phoenix today are those children. Through our
ancestors' generous and prudent action we have today a great op-
portunity. Using the very best of our mutual talents, we can create
an enduring community asset on this site just as our forefathers
did, good for at least another 100 years.

I would like to thank the committee again, and I would be very
happy to answer any questions.

The CHAMIAN. Thank you for a really constructive contribution.
I have been very impressed and pleased with the way you have

taken hold of this overall problem that affects the city, and the co-
operation you have given our office and all concerned, and I look
forward to continue working out the details of this in conjunction
with you and your staff.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Goddard, with attachments, follow:]
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STATEMENT OF TERRY GODDARD, MAYOR OF PHOENIX
FEBRUARY 13, 1987

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AUDITORIUM
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

CHAIRMAN UDALL AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR

comatm TO PHOENIX TO HOLD THESE HEARINGS. TIO: eUTURE OF THE PHOENIX

INDIAN SCHOOL AND THE PROPERTY ON WHICH IT IS LOCATED IS OF INTENSE

CONCERN TO THE CITIZENS OF PHOENIX. TH/S HEARING WILL SHED A MUCH

NEEDED LIGHT ON A COMPLEX AND CONFUSING SUBJECT.

THE OPEN FORUM BEING CONDUCTED HERE TODAY IS IN STARK CONTRAST TO

THE SURPRISE DEVELOPMENTS WHICH HAVE HAUNTED DISCUSSIONS OF THIS

PROPERTY. IN OPEN DISCUSSION, I BELIEVE WE CAN MOVE TOWARD A

RESOLUTION WHICH WILL BENEFIT ALL PARTIES WITH A LEGITIMATE INTEREST

IN THE PROPERTY -- THE INDIAN TRIBES OF ARIZONA, rHE UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT AND THE CITY OF PHOENIX.
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A GOOD PLACE TO START IS BY RECALLING HOW THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

AS ESTABLISHED IN 1891. PHOENIX WAS A SMALL TOWN OF 1,700 WHEN THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONSIDERED LOCATING A TRAINING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN

CHILDREN IN THE AREA. AT THE URGING OF CITY LEADERS, A SITE NORTH

OF TOWN AT CENTRAL AVENUE AND WHAT WAS TO BECOME INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD.

WAS CHOSEN. UNFORTUNATELY, CONGRESS APPROPRIATED INSUFFICIENT FUNDS

TO PURCHASE THE SCHOOL SITE, REQUIRING A GROUP OF PHOENIX CITIZENS

TO PASS THE HAT AND COLLECT ONE-THIRD OF THE PURCHASE PRICE.

IN THE 96 YEARS SINCE THE PURCHASE OF THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

SITE, THE CITY AND THE SCHOOL HAVE CONTINUED A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP.

THE CITY GREW AND THE scaom DEVELOPED. PHOENIX ANNEXED THE INDIAN

SCHOOL PROPERTY IN MAY 1948. FOR NEARLY 40 YEARS, THE CITY HAS

PROVIDED, AT NO COST, POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES, WATER, SEWER,

SANITATION, BUS TRANSPORTATION AND ROADS FOR THE SCHOOL, ITS

STUDENTS AND ITS FACULTY. THE CITY'S PARKS, HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES

AND OTHER PROGRAMS WERE MADE AVAILABLE TO PHE STUDENTS. THE

-2--
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RECOGNIZED VALUE AND POTENTIAL OF THE INDIAN SCHOOL SITE DERIVES

FROM THIS INTEGRAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DYNAMIC, GROWING PHOENIX

COMMUNITY.

IN 1984, THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ANNOUNCED IT WAS CONSIDERING

CLOSING THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL. THE CITY PROTESTED THAT ACTION

AND, MR. CHAIRMAN, YOU ADVISED THE MEMBERS OF THE PHOENIX CITY

CJUNCIL IN THE SPRING OF 1985 THAT WE SHOULD WORK WITH THE

INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF ARIZONA AND COME RACK TO THE DELEGATION WITH

A LONG-RANGE PLAN FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL. FOR ALMOST TWO YEARS, WE

HAVE BEEN DOING JUST THAT. ALTHOtiGH OUR PLANNING EFFORTS ARE FAR

FROM COMPLETE, THE PROCEDURES ARE IN PLACE.

IN MID-1986, WE GOT ANOTHER SURPRISE. SENATOR GOLDWATER'S OFFICE

INFORMED ME THAT 'FiE INDIAN SCHOOL WAS BEING TRADED FOR 145,000

ACRES OF FLORIDA SWAMP. THIS WAS OUR INTRODUCTION TO THE

-3-
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POSSIBILITY OF A TRADE TO PRIVATE INTERESTS INVOLVING THE INDIAN

SCHOOL.

RECOGNIZING THAT STRONG FORCES WERE AT WORK TO FORCE CLOSURE OF THE

SCHOOL AND TO DISPOSE OF THE PROPERTY, THE CITY OF PHOENIX SET TO

WORK TO LEARN OUR OPTIONS SHOULD THE SCHOOL BE CLOSED AND THE

PROPERTY RELEASED AS SURPLUS BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR

TRANSFERRED BY CONGRESSIONAL ACTION.

A CITY COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEE WAS CREATED TO ANSWER OUR QUESTIONS

ABOUT INDIAN I HOOL ISSUES. THE MEMBERS OF THAT COMMITTEE ARE

COUNCILMAN HOWARD ADAMS, COUNCILMAN ED KORRICK AND MYSELF. TO

ASSIST THE SUBCOMMITTEE, TIC PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL CITIZEN ADVISORY

COMMITTEE WAS APPOINTED, DRAWING ON A BROAD CROSS-SECTION OF

CITIZENS. THE COMMITTEE WAS ASKED TO STUDY QUESTIONS INCLUDING:

-4-
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O WHAT IS THE COMMUNITY CONSENSUS ON THE APPROPRIATE USE OR

USES FOR THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY?

O HOW DO REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ARIZONA INDIAN COMMUNITIES

VIEW THE kHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL FACILITY IN RESPONDING TO

THEIR NEEDS?

o WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS ON THE SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD OF

DIFFERENT TYPES OF USES FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY?

o WHAT LONG TERM OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE CITY OF PHOENIX ARE

FEASIBLE FOR DEVELOPING PUBLIC USES AT THIS LOCATION?

THE CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE IS HEADED BY PAUL WINSLOW. HE WILL

TESTIFY LATER TODAY ON HIS COMMITTEE'S PROGRESS. AS THE FORMER

CHAIRMAN OF THE ENCANTO VILLAGE PLANNING COMMITTEE, THE CITIZEN

GROUP WITH PLANNING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL AREA,

-5-
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MR. WINSLOW IS UNIQUELY hBLE TO ADDRESS THE BEST USES FOR THE SITE,

TAXING INTO ACCOUNT THE CITY'S LAND USE PLAN, EXISTING ZONING,

DENSITY CONSIDERATIONS, AND OPEN SPACE NEEDS.

EARLIER THIS YEAR, ROY CAWLEY OF COLLIER ENTERPRIsES, THE FLORIDA

DEVELOPER, MET WITH THE CITY COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEE SO WE COULD LEARN

SOMETHING ABOUT HIS COMPANY'S DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL. THERE HAVE BEEN

FREQUENT ADDITIONAL CONTACTS WITH COLLIER REPRESENTATIVES. s/NcE

EVENTS WERE DEVELOPING FASTER THAN THE CITIZENS COmmITTEE OR CITY

DEPARTMENTS COULD RESPOND, FORMER ARIZONA HOUSE MAJORITY LEADER

BURTON BARR wAS ASKED TO ACT AS A SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PHOENIX

CITY COUNCIL. MR. BARR HAS JUST RETURNED FROm A TRIP To FLORIDA

WHERE HE EXAMINED THE COLLIER DEVELOPMENTS THERE AND THEIR PROPERTY

NEAR THE EVERGLADES, FROM THIS EXAMINATION, IT IS CLEAR THAT THE

COLLIERS ARE EXPERIENCED AND RESpECTED DEVLLOPERS, CAPABLE OF

BUILDING A MIXED-USE PROJECT OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

-6-
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WE AaE MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO RESPOND TO THE POSSIBILITY OF A

CHANGED ROLE FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY IN THE MOST CREATIVE WAY

POSSIBLE. THE CITY OF PHOENIX IS WORKING WITH ALL PARTIES WITH

LEGITIMATE OR POTENTIAL INTEREST IN THE INDIAN SCHOOL TOWARDS A PLAN

THAT CONSIDERS ALL THE COMPLEX AND SOMETIMES CONFLICTING INTERESTS

OF THE CITIZENS OF PHOENIX, THE INDIAN TRIBES OF ARIZONA AND THE

DEPARTmENT OF INTERIOR.

THE IMPORTANCE TO PHOENIX OF MAXIMIZING OPEN SPACE AMID THE

CONCENTRATED COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CENTRAL AVENUE CANNOT BE

OVER-EMPHASIZED. JUST AS CENTRAL PARK ESTABLISHED THE HEART oF NEW

YORK, SO THIS AREA WILL SHAPE PHOENIX IN THE FUTURE. NO DOUBT, THE

DECISION TO RESERVE OPEN SPACE AT CENTRAL PARK HAS CAUSED SOME

PROBLEMS, BUT IT IS EQUALLY CERTAIN THAT NO CITIZEN WOULD WISH TO

UNDo THAT FORESIGHTED DECISION. IT IS SIMPLY IMPOSSIBLE TO GO BACK

AFTER COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESTORE OPEN sPAcE To A CITY, THE

TIME OF CpPORTUNITY IS NOW!

-7-
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THE CHALLENGE FOR THIS COMMITTEE AND OUR LOMMUNITY IS TO MAKE THE

MOST OF THE INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY REPRESENTED BY THE INDIAN

SCHOOL. A CREATIVE RESOLUTION CAN PROVIDE:

A) EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ARIZONA INDIAN YOUTH

8) CONSERVATION OF CENTRAL FLORIDA WILDERNESS

C) MAXIMUM PUBLIC OPEN SPACE IN CENTRAL PHOENIX

ALL THIS OPPORTUNITY COULD BE JEOPARDIZED BY OVER-BURDENING THE

INDIAN SCHOOL WITH EXTRANEOUS AGENDAS, SINCE THE FIRST DISCUSSION

OF CLOSING THE INDIAN SCHOOL, PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN MADE TO USE THE

SCHOOL AS SOME KIND OF MAGIC ELIXIR TO RESOLVE UNRELATED PROBLEMS.

THE QUESTIONS HERE ARE COMPLICATED ENOUGH AND RESOLUTION

SUFFICIENTLY ILLUSIVE WITHOUT ALLOWING THE INTRUSION OF UNRELATED

CONSIDERATIONS.

ALTHOUGH WE HAVE MADE PROGRESS, PHOENIX HAS NOT REACHED THE POINT

WHERE WE COULD SUPPORT A RAP/D DISPOSITION OF THE PROPERTY BY THIS

-8-
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COMMITTEE. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSAL ARE NOT CLEAR ENOUGH YET FOR US

TO BELIEVE THAT "EVERYTHING WILL GE 3RKED OUT" ONCE THE PROPERTY

TS IN PRIVATE RANDS. WE REPEAT OUR REQUEST MADE TO CHAIRMAN UDALL

THAT NO ACTION BE TAKEN JNTIL THE CITY AND THE POTENTIAL PRIVATE

OWNER HAVE AGREED ON THE AMOUNT OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE. I BELIEVE

NEGOTIATION OF A SATISFACTORY OPEN SPACE FORMULA IS FEASIBLE AND

WITH YOUR HELP CAN BR ACCOMPLISHED SOON.

WHEN THE CITIZENS OF PHOENIX PASSED rHE HAT TO HELP PURCHASE THE

INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY 96 YEARS AGO, THEY CREATED AN ASSET THAT

SUPPORTED INDIAN EDUCATION AND HELPED BUILD A VIGOROUS, HIGH QUALITY

COMMUNITY FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR CHILDREN. THE CITIZENS OF

PHOENIX TODAY ARE THOSE CHILDREN. THROUGH OUR ANCESTORG' GENEROUS

AND PRUDENT ACTION WE HAVE TODAY A GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

USING THE VERY BEST OF OUR MUTUAL TALENTS, WE CAN CREATE ANOTHER

ENDURING COMMUNITY ASSET ON THIS SITE JUST AS OUR FOREFATHERS DID -

GOOD FOR AT LEAST ANOTHER 100 YEARS.

5909M
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C1Y OF PH COICX

TerryGoddardMayar

February 5, 1937

Mr. Burton Barr
Maverick Company
3136 North 29 Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 35017

Deer Mr. Barrt

I would like you to undertake an isportant and difficult job for your City. Your

long-time support of Phoenix and your expertise in the legislative process make
you tha ideal person to evaluate our options and opportunities for the Phoenix

Indian School property.

There can be no doubt that the Indian School property has great Potential benefit

for the City. I believe the open space and recreational opportunities of the

site must be maximized. With thiu in mind, the Council SubCommittee on this Indian

School appointed a citizens advisory committee to look into the potential uses.

Unfortunately the Committee process will take several months. It appears that

we must gather information and evaluate Federal plans, possible Congressional
action and private developeent proposals in a very short time, or lose SOS.

options.

The most pressing event is the scheduled Congressional gearing to he bald in

Phoenix on February 13. By that date, war will have to develop a lear under-

standing of whether the interests of Phoenix can be accommodated under various
Feeersl, Congressional and private programs. A first-hand evaluation of the track

record of the Collier interests in Florida would greatly assist the City. Such

s visit would also afford an opportunity to examine in detail their plans for

the school site end bow closely they ten be tailored to Phoenix needs.

Please contact se as soon as possible to discuss your availability. I would like

to inform the Council of your favorable decision to assist your City on the latter

SOOD.

TG/ao/If

Si ersly.

7 Terry Goddard
Mayor

ls&nicipo1 Licking. 251 Wes! Washington Steve, Phoentx. Anrano 85CO3 (6021 262.7111

:"773,
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BURT BARR

February'6: 1987

Mayor Terry Goddard
City of Phoenix
Municipal Building
251 W. Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ 85003

Dear Mayor Goddard:

I am pleased to accept the opportunity to assist you
and the City Council in developing the options for the
Indian School Property when it becomes available. I agree
that it is essential that it provide a benefit to all the
people in the city of Phoenix, and therefore great care
should be given on its use.

We realize that Collier Enterprises of Florida may be
involved in ownership of the land, and it is essential
that we know the quality of their organization, and their
ability to work with political subdivisions in a marner
that will produce the desired result.

I will go and visit their ape at on, ook over their
projects, visit city offices and rosqlde arreport to you an
my findings. It will be a pleas re o sist you and the
City Council in this matter. /

88:pm

arr

3136 North Twenty-Ninth Avenue, Phoenix. Arizona 85017 602/258-8257
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICZ OF THE SICRSTARY

WASMINCION, D.0 20240 .

Fel3 1.1 1.9141

Arizone Republic
Phoenix Newspaper, Inc.
120 East Veil Euron Streot
Phoenix, Arizona $5004

Dear Editors

This letter is Intended to clarify the Department of this
Interior's position reletive to Govornor Machete's proposal to
ocquIro tho right-of-way tor the amotorn log of tho pi-looted
Outor Loop Freeway,

Tho article reportod In tho February 5, 1037 Ar_llagg.h..ftesop,14.1.c

any havo creotod some eisundorstandinc with rapoct to thu
Dopartmwnt's vlow on Governor Mechem's proposal end the
relationship of this proposal to Thu Duoartent's piens for
disposition of tho Phoenix !Action Iclisol property.

The 0opar1e4ent of the Interior le aware of Governor Mechem's
proposol. tiovavor, since no direct Fedoral Intorests uro
offected by the Govern* r's proposal, the Deperlmoni 1.aa hoi Loth
Involved In tho nogotleficns and, thus, has no formal position
on It.

Uhile wo are supportivo of tho Governor's efforts to rsd.olve the
rIght-of-voy Issue, It Is Iwportant to note that this Issue is
ancillary to our rocoomondoTions to dispose of tho Indian School
proporty. Howevor, while It Is my undurstandlhg that thu
right-of-way proposal may still be mallvcil, The Covernor, tho
Solt Rival.' Pine Martcope Indian community and local Interests
must negotiate the details of any such egreamons. Finally, 1

wouid note thot tho Cvpartwent of the Ins,rlor Is drafting no
legislation with respect to the Governor's proposal.

Sincerely,

Assistant Secretary for Fish and
Wildlife and Parks

HST COPY AVAILABLE

C
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The Mayor and leaders of the ITCA met with representatives

of the Collier family today about the Phoenix Indian School

property. The purpose of,the meeting was for the parties to

meet and understand their respective positions and interests

in the land and its future use. In light of the preliminary

nature of the Collier proposal to the U. S. Department of

Interior, no specifics were proposed for use of the property.

The Mayor and Indian leaders, Governor Don Antone and

Chairman Josiah Moore, pointed out that it is premature to

discuss the use of the land until (1) a decision is made to

close the School and arrange for meeting Indian educational

needs, and (2) the City and the ITCA have developed a )1.an

in the event of closure.

The Collier interests explained the process by which

they became aware of the property and their willingness to

consider the sensitive nature of local interests in any

future development.

No plans for development were discussed at the

meeting.

f; 1
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REUSE PROPOSAL
FOR
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INTRODUCTION

The City of Phoenix has bmwstuding and evaulating the potential for reuse of
the Indian School property should.closure of the school occur. The size and
lccaticm of the site make it entreaty important that the reuse of the property
be developed and planned appropriatetY.

-

The City staff has evaluated four basic development options for the property and
recommends the one which should provide the most benefit for the residents of the
City of Phoenix and the Indien Community. In addition an evaluation of the
potential development of the property under the existing zoning has been prepared.

BACXGROUND

The Phoenix Malan School is located at'the northeast corner of Central Avenue
and Indian School Road. It abuts the Veterans Administration Hospital at its
eastern boundary and Central High School at its northern boundary. It contains
approximately 105 acres and is adjacent to the Encanto Village core. The entire
site is zoned R-S (multi-family residential/professional offices) and is
designated on the Phoenix General Plan: 1985-2000, as a combination of
parts/open space, and public/quasi-public uses.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES UNDER EXISTING ZONING

The existing R-S zoning allows for multi-family residential uses such as apart.
ments, townhomes or condominiums with a maximum density of 43.6 dwelling units
per acre. Other uses allowed in this category are hotels, motels and profes-
sional offices. Administrative offices are allowed onty with a use permit.

The property could be developed under the existing zoning and be subject only to
standard building code review. The property would most likely develop in a
piecemeal fashion and the internal circulation system would be up to tht devel-
oper to design and construct. No right-of-way dedication for extending Third
Street would be required.

Should the entire parcel be developed as professional offices, apptoximately 4.6
million square feet of office space could be developed given a four story height
limit, 50 percent lot coverage and the development of parking structures (assum-
ing that 50 percent of the developable land is occupied by parking structures).
It would take more than fifteen years to absorb that much professional office
space. It is likely that development under R-S existing zoning would inklude
some high density housing as well.

The key to maximizing the potential of this site is a coordinated master plan of
rixeo uses including significant public open space. Coordinated phasing of
development of this mix, overall site development guidelines and a plan for
infrastructure provision, which are critical to implementing a master plan, would
not be possible under the existing zoning.

The land is estimated to be worth about $63 mtllion dollars as currently zoned.

The following alternatives represent a range of development scenarios for reuse
of the property.



ALTERNATIVE NO. 1

This alternative proposes that tho majority of the site be developed as an urban

park (90 acres). A provision has been made for a transit facility along Central
Avenue and for the expansion of the Veterans Administration Hospital. In addi-

tion, this plan proposes the Preservation of historic buildings which would be

utilized for an Indian Cultural Center.

The street system proposed would extend Third Street northward intersecting witn
Seventh Street to the east and Central Avenue to the west.

Pros:

1. Provides the MOW amount of land for park purposes.

2. Provides for the development of an Indian Cultural Center and the preser-

vation of historic structures.

Cons:

1. This alternative would generate minimal revenue. Some park fees or con-

cessions could offset maintenance and operations costs. (As a public par*

site it has no appraised value.)

-2-
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ALTERNATIVE NO. 2

This alternitive emphasizes the retention of property for park purposes (approxi-
mately 80 acres) yet allcmm for some development to occur. A transit facility
has been provided along CentroI Avenue end an area has been designated for expan-
sion of the Veterans Administration Hospital (5 acres).

The circulatiom plan is similar to Alternative Mo. 1, providing access to Central
Avenue and Seventh Street from Third Street.

TWo ten-acre sites have been shown for commercial development, one along Indian
School Road and one near Seventh Street.

Pros:

1. The majoriiv of the site remains as an urban park to meet unmet areawide
needs.

2. This alternative provides substantial income generation. This proposal
could yield $1 - 1.5 million in annual tax receipts to the City with a
mixture of office, hotel, retail and apartment uses. Clty revenue could
be increased significantly if the City were to own the land and lease it
at 10 percent of gross value or lease it with a small ownership participa-
tion. Revenue under a City lease arrangement could range from $2.5 to
more than $7 million annually when fully developed.

Land value is estimated at $61 million.

3. It allows for the development of an Indian Cultural Center and tne preser-
vation of historic structures.

Cons:

1. It promotes intensive office development outside the Village COre.

-4-
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ALTERNATIVE NO. 3

This alternative features the incorporation of a residential ccmponent of approx-

imately 25 acres. Provisions for transit and expansion of the Veterans Adminis-

tration Hospital are shown. The circulation plan emphasizes access to Central

Avenue from Third Street to minimize +-affic adjacent to the residential area.

Twenty acres of commercial develop' '417i been pruvided with 45 acres

designated for park purposes.

Pros:

1. This plan provides significant residential development opportunities

adjacent to the Encanto Village core.

2. This alternative provides substantial income generation. Revenue from the

tax receipts to the City could range from $7.3 to 1.9 million annually. A

land lease and/or ownership participation in the commercial portion would

substantially increase revenues.

The land value is estimated at $74 million.

3. This plan allows for the development of an Indian Cultural Center.

Cons:

1. It promotes more intensive office development outsioe the Village core.

2. It reduces the amount of recreational uses htich could be developed in the

park area.

-6-
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ALTERNATIVE NO. 4

This alternative shows all but 20 acres developed for commercial uses. The pro-

vision for I transit facility and the expansion of the Veterans Administration
Hospital are also shown. The circulation system provides oirect access to
Central Avenue and Seventh Street from Third Street.

Pros:

1. This alternative would provide substantial income generation. This
proposal could generate $3.8 to 0.4 in annual tax receipts to the City
with greater income if land leases or moor participaticm were included.

The land is estimated to be valued at $75 - 100million. The length of

time necessary to develop 56 acres of high intensity commercicl uses (9-15
years) discounts the site's present value. Twenty acres of commercial

uses could be absorbed sooner and have greater value per square foot
because of the proximity of the large park as proposed in Alternative Ho.

2.

Cons:

1. It promotes highly intensive commercial uses outside the Encanto Village

cOre.

2. The park site is too small to pensit varied recreational uses on a dis-
trict or regional level.

3. The park is not easily accessib for the public; it would provide needed

open space for the commercial development but minimal public benefit.

4. Preservation of historic structures is not provided.

5. Although a traffic study has not been prepared, this much intense
development could severely strain the existing and proposed transportation
system, creating traffic congestion and increasing air pollution.

4-
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SELECTED REUSE PROPOSAL

Alternative Mo. 2 was selected by staff as the most reasonable development pro-
posal. It incorporates substantial open space for park purposes yet provides 20
acres for commercial develocemnt. This development could include four or five
towers ranging fro IS to 20 stories with a total of 1,600,000 square feet of
office space. A six story, 450 to SSD room hotel is also proposed.

Since 60 acres of the site are utilized for park, the opportunity to develop
varied recreational uses is permitted. Such uses 431 4 soccer or tennis stadium
could be built as well as play fields for baseball/softball. The existing
gral=i44 could be used for indoor sporting activities and special events.

This plan provides for the preservation of the existing auditorium and cafeteria
buildings to be utilised as an Indian Cultural Center. An evaluation of the
buildings' historical significance has yet to be determined but the architecture
of the structures is unique to this area.

Rezoning all or part of the property for the designated uses will ensure that the
City is able to carefully plan end review all development which is proposed in a
'coordinated manner.

RECOMMUDATION

It is recommended that development of the property for reuse be pursued as per
development Alternative No. 2.

-10-
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INDIAN SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS

NO. OF ACRES Option Option Option Option
1 1 3 4

Park 90* 80* 45* 20

V.A. Hospital Expansion 15 5 15 15

Residential 25

Commercial 20 2) TO

105 105 105 105

* Includes Cultural Center

Irp591ms

7 o
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The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Senator DeConcini?
Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I also thank the

mayor for keeping our office advised of his advisory committee, and
the interest and concerns of the city of Phoenix.

I join the chairman and say that he has certainly made that
crystal clear to us and Congress, and I am glad that he was taking
that position.

The only question that I have, mayor:
Are there other developments besides the Collier people who

might or could participate, or is this pretty well set that this is
where it goes, if it goes in the development at all?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Senator DeConcini, I am aware of
other interests by private developers. There have been a number
floated before this particular activity. I think we remember the
proposal made by David Eaton of the city of Pima that he would be
interested in a private development along somewhat different lines
of the Phoenix Indian School property.

I am not aware as to whether Mr. Eaton is still interested in that
proposal. 'A may be that he is. I have been impressed on the recent
proposals that the Collier Enterprise group brings to this table. I
have certainly been impressed, and I don't think anyone could
ignore legitimate and environmental interests which are represent-
ed by their property in Florida.

That's not to say that they are the only ones who cari do this job
but they certainly seem to have a number of compelling assets on
their side.

Mr. DECONCINI. I also agree with you that they do and they have
a record of environmental concerns. I wonder what is the city's
plan for development. Are you going toif you have an input, are
you suggesting that we permit the city to come up with a developer
or would we try to put that as part of the package, or do you have
any recommendation?

Mr. GODDARD. MI. Chairman, Senator DeConcini, we do not
expectwe would like to be able to choose the developer, but un-
fortunately, I think the way the land would be disposed of would, if
I understand the process correctly would move it from public own-
ership by congressional action into a particular private owner
hands.

Our request today is that in that process that we be able to work
with the Collier Enterprises or whoever else appears to be or is
likely to be the designated recipient, to work out what I believe is a
viable solution, what I believe can be worked out, which is a viable
solution concerning open space.

The city of Phoenix, of course, said Mr. Winslow would speak to
this, would also be involved later on in the zoning and planning
and integration of this property into the city of Phoenix.

But I think we need some agreements up front as to exactly
what kind of formula will be applied, open space, public space,
commercial property, and residential property.

Mr. DECONCINI. Do you see, mayor, is there any problem at all
with contributing some of this land to the Veterans Administration
for hospital care needs?
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Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Senator DeConcini, yes, I see prob-
lems whenever the amount of open space is, I understand, however,
that has been substantially moving along and that you are support
of it is an important aspect of its success.

I think the Veterans Hospital is an important element in central
Phoenix, and if they need the space, I would be happy to look into
their needs. I am not sure sitting here exactly what their space
needs may be in that property. I would say that we believe we
could accommodate it if its is parking. That could be accommodat-
ed undoubtedly in some kind of a joint proposal.

Let me emphasize that the specific site plan has not taken place.
Perhaps Mr. Winslow could comment to that more knowledgeably
than I.

We have a number of hurdles to cross before we start designat-
ing which corner is open, which corner is commercial, and where
the parking's going to go.

I think at this stage, we would be well served by simply talking
about formula allocations of certain amounts of property for vari-
ous uses.

Mr. DECONCINI. Thank you, mayor, but I take from that, or can I
take from that that the city of Phoenix is prepared to allocate some
of their property for the veterans' use?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Senator DeConcini, I think it
might be very wise of us to agree to that proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. GODDARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN. You are just as astute as I knew you were.
[Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN. See how deals are made.
Any further questions? Senator McCain?
Mr. McCAIN. Thank iou, Mr. Chairman.
Just to repeat, there will be no agreement on the part of this

Senator unless we have upfront agreement by the city of Phoenix
that the VA's. that the veterans' concerns on this issue be satisfied.

Let me make that perfectly clear so that I hope you--
[Applause]
Mr. MeCAIN. I hope your response is not that you are concerned,

and not that you are prepared to negotiate, but that you are ready
to give the veterans of this State the facilities that they need in
order for us to provide them with much needed care and benefits
which they have earned.

I appreciate very much, mayor, your statement, and I also appre-
ciate the opportunity that we've had to discuss this issue on several
occasions, both with you and councilman Adams, and other mem-
bers of your staff who have really, I think, made some significant
and important impact and input into this process.

Let me just say that I am continually disturbed, however, at the
rhetoric that says that we are proceeding with trading for 145,000
acres of Florida swamp. I don't know when you have visited Flori-
da, but the fact is that's not swamp any more than the Grand
Canyon is a ditch. It's a very, very important ecological and nation-
al treasure, the Everglades, and I think it is my obligation as a
U.S. Senator, not just an Arizona Senator, but as a U.S. Senator, to
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do what I can to help preserve that area. And from the briefings
that I have seen, this property in Florida is very crucial to the very
fragile ecological balance in the Everglades, and I think we all
ought to understand and appreciate that.

I also appreciate very much your statement about that you have
made significant progress in the briefings that I have received are
very, certainly indicate that.

In your statements, you say Phoenix has not reached the point
where we could support a rapid disposition of the property by this
committee.

I think, mayor, we need a timeframe as to when you will have a
concrete proposal as to what can be worked out, and I understand
since it is a two-party negotiation that it is difficult for you to give

a specific date of agreement.
This committee, I think, and Congress, needs one, and I appreci-

ate at least your estimate as to when we might expect that agree-
ment, at least as far a S the city of Phoenix is concerned.

Mr. GODDARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain.
First, let me clarify my comment concerning the swampland.

That was put in solely as an illustration of the sometimes surpris-
ing developments that this discussion has taken. Those were not
my words. They were the words that were conveyed to me by Sena-
tor's office, and I think they helped to characterize the surprise
that we all felt when suddenly we found that a piece of central
Phoenix property was somehr I, inexorably involved, much to our
chagrin and surprise in the sposition of property at the Ever-

glades.
At the request of Senator Graham of Florida, I recently went to

Florida. I have examined at least part of Collier County. We have
also sent a member of my staff, and Mr. Barr, for that purpose. I

think there can be no dispute as to the ecological and environmen-
tal importance ,f central Florida, and the Everglades in particular.

Our only surprise, and I think it was shared by you, Senator, and
many other folks at the time, was that suddenly we were involved
with a dispute about the disposition of the saving, as it was, of the

Everglades.
I am glad to help in that process, just as we are glad to help, and

I think I should say this, in any way that we can in the resolution
of the issues concerning Pima Road.

It has constantly surprised me, however, that the Phoenix Indian
School seems to be the magic elixir. When anybody has a problem
and it now has become nationwide, they seem to pull it out of the
bottle and say, "Well, we'll sprinkle a little of this on it, and it will
somehow solve the problem."

The educational needs of the Indians of Arizona, and the needs of
central Phoenix, and all of Phoenix citizens, I think, have to be
considered in that process, too, before the elixir gets spread, so I

guess that's my concern. I certainly didn't mean to cast any asper-
sions on the importance of the Everglades.

Senator, you asked for a time schedule. The one caveat that I

have is that we had set up a citizens committee. You'll hear shortly
from their chairman. That is a more time-consuming process than I
can immediately commit to. I believe they have asked for approxi-
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mately another 3 months for their hearings in Florida, a discussion
of potential site plans.

That is an ambitious schedule. They have been working since No-
vember, so 6 months' total elapsed period to study complicated
issues such as this is tough. I wouldn't ask the Congress to fit into
our time schedule. I understand that, but if it would be an item
where the city of Phoenix clearly had ability to bring our best
thinking to bear, I think we would need another three or four
months to do that.

Mr. McCAmr. Thank you, and I look forward to continuing fur-
ther communications and working together to try to resolve this
issue to the best interest of all parties, and I thank you for appear-
ing here today.

Mr. GODDARD. Thank you.
Mr. McCADI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN, Congressman Campbell?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor Goddard, thank you for your testimony. I understandI

think I understand the city of Phoenix's position on postponing the
sales of land And, certainly, the forefathers of Phoenix had a very
noble and particular concern or they wouldn't have gone to their
own pockets to help finance that school.

Most of the testimony so far has centered around the land. the
salable land, rather than the youngsters, and I appreciate the com-
mercial and economic value of that land, but from my perspective,
we are also talking about children, and I would like to know if the
city has taken a position on the future of those youngsters as they
have on the acquisition of the land?

Mr. GonnAan. Mr. Chairman, and Representative Campbell, to
the extent that our primary objective has always been in conjunc-
tion with the Inter-tribal council of Arizona to pursue the educa-
tional purposes, on that location, as the primary objective and to
try to work with the Inter-tribal council, and we have been in con-
stant communicatior with their representatives to try to find other
solutions if finally those efforts should, that involve the education
of the youth, the Indian youth of Arizona.

I agree with you that original concept, the critical concept
behind this school and behind the Phoenix contribution to this
school was to forward the education of Indian youth. And that still
is our primary concern.

Mr. CAMPBELL. And so, if I understand it, you are really opposed
to the sale until you have more time to study it. Are you also op-
posed to the closure of the school as a school?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Representative Campbell, our ini-
tial position in conjunction with the Inter-tribal council is to
oppose the closing of the school.

We recognize that as events have proceeded that it is prudent to
consider alternatives, should that be inevitable.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions of the mayor. I

would like to associate myself with the remarks of Senator McCain.

7
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The CHAIRMAN. I WO wanted to say that I strongly agree with
what Senator McCain said about the Everglades. I spent a lot of
time in the last 20 years trying to get a National Park in the Ever-
glades that could survive the drought that they had when the alli-
gators and all the wildlife were really in danger, and that's why, if
we can do something good for Arizona, we can also contribute to
the protection of the choice of oursystem, here in the country.

This trade idea, the idea of the Federal Government trading
lands, is an idea that has been used on quite a few occasions, We
have a standard statute. I have always been particularly interested
in one of these situations to make sure that it isn't a giveaway and
somebody doesn't look back and say, "These dumb Congressmen
gave away some very precious and valuable land at a price that
wasn't adequate."

Fountain Hills, and many in the audience will recall this, but
Fountain Hills northeast of Phoenix resulted from a teade which
some investors owned some land in San Francisco in the Golden
Gate, as part of the national park being established there, and
looking back on it, everyone agrees that we gave away the desert
land too cheap.

The Fountain Hills property was probably all right to dispose,
but we didn't get enough, money enagh, financial consideration.

So, what I am going to be doing, as this thing progresses, is to
make damn sure that we get some other appraisals and that we
make certain that if we deal with the Colliers, we deal at arm's
length, and in the best interest of the taxpayers.

[Applause]
The CHAIRMAN. Somebody has asked what is so special about Col-

liers, why do we deal with them and nobody else? Well, the main
reason is that they are sitting on some land that the Federal Gov-
ernment wants; they own this land in Florida, and you can make a
deal with them to get that land, but you can't make it with some-
body else who doesn't have that kind of mass that you have to
borrow with.

Mayor, you have insisted this morning all along that this is de-
veloped on anything sure, whatever we do we get out of this for the
people of Phoenix some open space, parkland.

Mr. GODDARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And it isn't often that you have this kind of an

opportunity. The people who set aside Central Park in New York
we have--park in Tucson, and a park here in Phoenix, a square
mile or so that they set aside.

What is the total acreage of this Phoenix Indian School proper-
ty?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, it is approximately 105 acres.
The CHAIRMAN. 105?
Mr. GODDARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What are you talking about, you have had some

advice fromhere this morning, but you stand by your guns on
open spaces. What do you think further parameters that the
amount of those, the share of that 105 acres that ought to go into
open space?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, it's my position on behalf of the
city of Phoenix, we should get as much as we possibly can. I would
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like to correct the record earlier. We have never felt that involved
getting all of it. We understand Senator McCain and Senator
DeConcini's concern for the Veterans Administration, and that
they are entitled to some of that property.

We understand the Indian educational needs, and that needs to
be driven by some source of funds, and we don't have the money to
do that.

So, obviously, some commercial development is necessary. We be-
lieve that the best and most successful development has been that
which deals most creatively with the land, and which provides a
public recreational opportunity, and the value is created thereby,
and that it would be very shortsighted to simply ignore the open
space opportunities from a purely commercial perspective.

We believe also that we have a unique position, perhaps not a
legal ownership position, but certain long term rights because of
the original contribution, because of the long relationship between
the city of Phoenix and the Indian School, which are far more than
just the standard of planning and zoning authority, that we have a,
and should have a right to have additional recreational space for
the citizens of Phoenix.

The CHAIRMAN. We have a--
Mr. GODDARD. A formula of 80/20 has been proposed. I would cer-

tainly concur with that.
The CHAIRMAN. 80 percent open space.
Mr. GODDARD. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
I know the Chairit is not being a welcome thing to me to see

wall-to-waIl high rises as you see now when you look out north of
South Mountain, and where families could be, and play, and have
different kinds of recreation.

It could be a real choicewe could do that.
Mr. GODDARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Anything further?
[N o response.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, mayor.
We will now hear from councilman Howard Adams. He is with

the city council who represents the area impacted by this proposal.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD ADAMS, COUNCILMAN REPRESENTING
DISTRICT FIVE, CITY OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I'll speak
loudly, the microphone seems to be a little bit further from me
than it is from anybody else.

I am not going to submit testimony to you, Mr. Chairman, mem-
bers of the committee, this morning, and my remarks will be mer-
cifully brief.

I visited you over 1S months ago, as you know, in your offices in
Washington. You were kind enough to meet with me. At that time,
this scenario was breaking. At that time, I came before you, and I
said, "It is very important to us, as citizens of the city of Phoenix,
and particularly to me representing the constituents of district 5
that we look at a park or what was then proposed to be a closing
school."

S
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And, indeed, it is closing. I have no pat answers and I have no
set solutions today, but I do want to tI you as an individual repre-
senting the people in whose distrkt that park resides, that there
are certain aspects to this thing that I can very easily support.

No. 1, as a veteran, and at one time I might mention I was in
that hospital. That hospital is going to need to be expanded. I will
support an expansion of the hospital on those grounds. I don't
think it needs to be a tremendous expansion, but some expansion is
obviously going to be necessary, as our veterans hospital should be
placed here in Arizona.

So, that is a piece of the pie that I can very easily get behind.
No. 2, I do understand, I do respect, Mr. Chairman and Members

of Congress, your obligationand as an American, I respect your
obligation to do what you can to enhance and increase our national
parklands, and I would support that effort.

No. '3 I do know that the city of Phoenix doesn't own that land,
but th of Phoenix wants as much as possible to work with the
Congre.. Nuke as much of that property as possible for a park
for the c. r,S of this city and of this state.

Envision, if you will, 5, 10, 20, and even 30 years from now, the
central avenue, the central core of the major city of our State lined
with highrises and midrises, some are residential; most are offices.

Wouldn't it be wonderful to have a quiet, beautiful respite from
all that activity, which we are trying to generate purposely for the
people that work in that core, people that live around that core, to
take their families and go and enjoy some outdoors, some greenery,
some blue skies. That's vital, and I think future generations are
going to look back on this Congress, and upon all of us assembled
in this room, and upon the recommendations you make to the Con-
gress generally, and thank you for taking a moment, for seizing an
opportunity to see to it that not only is quality development provid-
ed, and that a quality developer is brought into the picture, but
that needs of future generations in the city of Phoenix are taken
into consideration.

And I plead with you to keep those in mind,
Finally, I would like to express my support to the ongoing needs,

Mr. Chairman, of the adolescent Indians who are here and who are
going to remain here.

When I spoke with you personally in Washington, as rightfully
you should be, and I pledged that from the standpoint of one city
councilman I certainly would do what I could to work with the
Indian community. Any money that is going to be exchanged from
this land to be exchanged, I wholeheartedly endorse and support,
to be provided in some fashion if the Congress deems appropriate
for the ongoing needs of the Indian adolescent children who are,
and will find themselves in an urban setting here in Phoenix.

And, so, with those remarks, Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee, again, let me congratulate your actions, and hope that
all, together, we can arrive at the goal of a quality development, of
a beautiful park, and that the needs of the Indian children be met.

Thank you all very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Howard.
Mr. ADAMS. I will be happy to answer any questions that you

might have.
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The CiimardAN. Congressman Campbell? Any questions over
here?

Senator McCain wants to ask one.
Mr. McCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Howard, I just want to thank you for that very excellent state-

ment. Indeed, it is the case that it was over 18 months ago that you
came to Washington to visit with us, and I am very pleased to see
that effort that you and the mayor have been making on behalf of
this project, and I thank you, and you will continue to play a very
important role.

It is alsohere of your concern about the education of our
Indian children. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman.
Howard, you and I share a unique distinction among all these

people, 0; at property is, in fact, within both of our respective dis-
tricts.

And just so long, just so that the record is clear, I want to, as one
more veteran, to add my voice to, and my support to the setting
aside of the portion of that property for the expansion of the VA,
Hospital. I consider that to be one of the top priorities for the dis-
position of the property.

Howard, both you and the mayor are very interested in mainte-
nance of the property in some sort of public and mixed public and
private use. I am concerned, or I am curious, perhaps, that you
think that, or suppose that in some fashion the action of this com-
mittee, and subsequently the Congress in approving disposition of
the property can, in some way, onarantee to the citizens of Phoenix
that method of development.

It seems to me that once the property passes from the hands of
the Federal Government, development of the prop( rty is in your
hands, and that we have even after we dispose of a lion, no con-
trol over it, and I don't think we have much control over it before
we dispose of it.

Would you, if I'm misunderstanding your concern about our role
in this, I w )uld like you to clear it up for me..

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, and Congressman Rhodes, no, I don't
think you are at all. I don't purport to know what you can or can't
do with legislation. I assume that you could trade it and put some
provisos in the trade and natural legislation. or at least in the in-
structions to the Interior Department, but be:'ond that from my
standpoint I recognize that someone is going to own that land, and
they are indeed going to have to deal with the city of Phoenix.

The city of Phoenix brings not only to the table zoning powers,
which are not awesome, but are important, but it is also brings the
ability to assemble and to redevelop, and even to cooperate in such
things as linking that land to land on the ether side of the street
and to the south by the lease of their rights and construction ot
t-idges over Central Avenue.

So, if a major developer were to become a player, either by law
or by designation to the Congress or even to, because we felt that
they were the people to deal with, then I think that we can bring
to them a lot more than simple zoning powers, and so, how the law
is structured, 1 believe, we can prevail.
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Mr. RHODES. All right, speaking individually, I think you would
be much happier if legislation disposing of the property came with
no restrictions. I think you may consider yourselves to be inflexible
from time to time, but you are real flexible compared to changing
restrictions that Congress might put into something.

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rhodes, I understand what you
are saying, and the least restrictions would be the best as far as we
are concerned, and I think that is consistent with local control.

Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no other questions.
The CHAmmAx. I take it your position is of rigid flexibility?
Mr. Ai WM Rigid flexibility, Mr. Chairman, in all cases.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRhiAN. I am going to check this out. I thought this prop-

erty was in the Second Congressional District.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, in the drawing of the lines that you

participated in a few years ago, there was a little island created
out there, around Central and Indian School, which snuck the
property right square into the First Congressional District.

I will share whatever ill effects come from our disposition of this
property with you.

The CHAIRMAN. These people may be gettingrepresentation.
[Laughter]
Mr. RHODES. Well, at least not as experienced. I was wondering if

you were going to extend your remarks about Members of the
House who go to the Senate, about young lawyers who go from Ari-
zona to the House of Representatives, but I appreciate your not
doing so.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Adams.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Ch-.i.-man,
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. All right, thank you very much,
We will now hear from two of the tribes with regard to the stu-

dents in the Phoenix Indian School:
Mr. Josiah Moore, chairman of the Tchono O'Odham Tribe of Ar-

izona;
Mr. Don Antone, chairman of the Gila River Tribe rf Arizona.
These gentlemen are not strangers to the Interior Committee,

and we are glad to have you with us again, and we will welcome
any advice you might give us.

PANEL CONSISTING OF DON ANTONE, GOVERNOR. GILA RIVER
TRIBE OF ARIZONA; AND JOSIAH MOORE, CHAIRMAN, TOHONO
O'ODHAM NATION, ON BEHALF OF THE INTER-TRIBAL COUN-
CIL OF ARIZONA'S SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE PHOENIX INDIAN
SCHOOL
Mr. ANTONE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman. Senators DeConcini, McCain. Members of the

committee.
We have a prepared statement along with backup material on

the different issues that we are going to cover in our statement.
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Along with that, we have a statement from the Gila River Indian
Community, whom I represent, and also a statement from the Com-
bined Parents Committee from the Gila River Indian Community,
Salt River Indian Community, and the Tohono O'Odham Indian
Nation. These are the prepared statements from the parents of the
students that are there now.

The CHAIRMAN. They will all be made a part of our official
record. We are happy to have it.

Mr. ANTONE. Thank you very much.
Along with Josiah Moore, who is the chairman of the Tohono

O'Odham Indian Nation, we will be presenting and making com-
ments on a report that the committee introduced earlier as a part
of the record, and also a report that was jointly done by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and also the Inter-tribal council.

Mr. Chairman, the committee. My name is Don Antone, governor
of the Gila River Indian community and this is Josiah Moore,
chairman, as I indicated of the Tohono O'Odham Nation.

I am president of the Inter-tribal council of Arizona, an organiza-
tion of 19 tribal governments in Arizona. We appreciate the oppor-
tunity you have provided to us to talk with you about the Phoenix
Indian School. -

We have a written statement, as indicated earlier, that we will
be submitting.

I don't want to spend too much time in the historical back-
ground. Mr. Goddard has done that very well. However, we do
want to point out that thesince 1891, the Phoenix Indian School,
and the students who have gone to school there have played a sig-
nificant role in the economic growth of the city of Phoenix by pro-

Adding
many opportunities to pr:vate businesses in the way of con-

racts, along with entertainment and also opportunities for the stu-
dents to work for some of the private businesses that has been uti-
lizing the student for work.

Most of the early students that were taken from the reservations
close to Phoenix included Pima and Maricopa children. Since 1898,
the school has served tens of thousands of children from all parts
of Arizona.

Consistent with national Indian policy, the school was intended
to assimilate the Indian students into the laboring and the agricul-
tural sector of the non-Indian economy. The curriculum consisted
mostly, almmt completely of vocational u timing with a strong em-
phasis on domestic tasks, rather than academic instruction.

The residents of Phoenix overcame their initial misgivings abo it
the increased presence of Indians nearby, because of the significant
economic benefits through the infusion of Federal dollars into the
local economy.

The school also provided additional benefits to the local commu-
nity. The Phoenix Indian School students put on band concerts,
shows, Pnd played in competitive athletic events for the entertain-
ment of the surrounding non-Indian communities, which served as
part of the growth, as I indicated earlier.

Now, on the proposed closure, the closure of the Phoenix Indian
School has hem proposed many times throughout the history of the
school. Each time the Arizona tribes have insisted that the school

b 5
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remain open because it helps to meet basic education, social and
adolescent care needs of the Indian people.

Many Indian leaders and well-known Indian individuals have
been educated at the Phoenix Indian School. Young men and
women who were educated at the school went on to defend their
Nation during foreign wars. The school represents the proud
achievements of many generations of Indian people in this State.

Once again, the Department of the Interior and other are propos-
ing to close the school. In response, the Inter-tribal council insisted
that a study be conducted on the educational and social needs of
Indian children.

In May 1986, the Bureau of Indian Affairs requested that ITCA
assist them in developing a report on the Phoenix and Sherman
Indian High Schools. 'rhe Inter-tribal council of Arizona staff, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel, and tribal representatives
formed a study group that prepared a report entitled "Tribal Per-
spectives on the Needs for 40ff-reservation Boarding Schools." This
original report by the study group is submitted for the record.

e conclusions and recommendations in this report were jointly
arrived at by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, tribal and Inter-tribal
council personnel. The study group recommended that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs continue the off-reservation boarding schools at
Phoenix and Sherman.

Based on the findings and conclusions of the study group, both
Sherman and Phoenix Indian High Schools should remain open for
the next 15 years, while educational, and economic, social resources
are developed in local communities, along with ongoing evaluation
of student needs.

On February 3, 1987, a final report by the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs was submitted to the Congress recommending the closure of
Phoenix Indian High School. An analysis of that report by the
Inter-tribal council of Arizona is attached to this testimony.

AS you will see, the February 3 report submitted by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs is at a sharp variance with the report the tribes
and Inter-tribal council participated in.

The proposed closure of the Phoenix Indian School is a political
decision that appears to have already been made by the Depart-
ment of the Interior. The Bureau attempts to justify the closure of
the school, using the social and educational needs of Indian stu-
dents as a basis for this decision.

One of the questionable assumptions of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs is that it is acceptable for non-Indian schools to be located in
the central corridor of Phoenix, but it is unacceptable for a school
that educates Indian children, to continue to be located in the same
neighborhood.

The transfer or sale of the Indian School property cannot be jus-
tified by the report of the Bureau of Indian Affairs that was put
out.

I would like for Josiah Moore to address the 3tudies that have
indicated.

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, one of
the Bureau findings states that the Federal Government has, over
the last several years, spent considerable time and energy trying to
educate children as possible to their home communities.
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Yet the report recommends closing Phoenix, and shipping the
Arizona Indian students off to California. This is a flagrant contra-
diction of policy.

The Bureau report states that it is not cost effective to operate
both schools at less than 50 percent of their enrollment, and that
the Bureau review the school operations and physical plants of
both schools to determine this finding. It does not mention that
maintenance and planned improvements at Phoenix Indian School
were neglected for at least 5 years.

It was found that those stuL -its not attending the new schools
built at Hopi or Tohono O'Odham would continue to need a board-
ing school, that the students had a wide range of needs, and those
students with alcohol and drug problems were not having their
needs met.

The source of the information about alcohol and drug problems is
unknown, but hardly supports the conclusion that 150 to 200 chil-
dren need to be institutionalized in residential treatment centers.

Another finding stated it would be cheaper to educate the entire
student body at Sherman during the 1987-88 school year. This find-
ing is inconsistent with finding No. 1 in regard to educating the
children closer to home, and is inconsistent with the Bureau's anal-
ysis of costs regarding the two schools. It costs more to operate
Sherman than to operate Phoenix Indian High School.

And, again, tht., critique is attached, and you see the findings on
paras5e(iand 6.

on information provided to ITCA, most of the tribes, if not
all of them, that commented on the draft of the Bureau report dis-
seminated in November 1986, strongly opposed the closure of the
Phoenix Indian School, contrary to the statement on page 19 of the
final Bureau report.

The ITCA requests that the comments to the draft report made
by the Indian tribes to the Bureau of Indian Affairs become a part
of the record of this hearing. The position of the member tribes of
ITCA continues to be that Phoenix Indian High School is a needed
resource for meeting the edecational and adolescent care needs of
Indian youth.

In summary, the Bureau report does not adequately determine
the educational and social needs of the Indian students who are
now attending Phoenix Indian High School, nor of those youths
who may be potential students.

The conclusions reached in the report are based on erroneous as-
sumptions, faulty logic, factless data, and the backward "policy to
educate Arizona students as close to home as possible" by sending
them to Riverside, California.

The political decision by the Department of the Interior to close
the school has no relationship to the educational needs of Indian
children. The report inappropriately and inaccurately dwells on
costs rather than on the responsibility of the Bureau to educate
Indian youngsters, many of whom are attending no school at all.
The real cost waste by the Bureau is its failure to educate Indian
youth.

The report recommends closure of Phoenix during the 1987-88
school year. Public Law 95-561 is amended by Public Law 99-89, the
"Indian Education Technical Amendments Act of 1985, requires
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that: No irreversible action may be taken in furtherance of any
such proposed school closure, consolidation or subsiantial curtail-
ment [including any action which would prejudice the personnel or
programs of the school] until the end of the first full academic year
after such report is made."

The closure of the Phoenix school or consolidation of the Phoenix
and Sherman Schools prior to the 1987-88 academic year would
appear to be an abridgement of the law.

Furthermore, the Appropriations Act of 1987 states that "The
Secretary of the Interior shall take no action to close the school or
dispose of the property of the Phoenix Indian School until action
by Congress "

Yet, the cover letter accompanying the Bureau report states that
by March 1, 1987, the school board and parents will be notified of
the closure of Phoenix Indian High School at the end of the cur-
rent semester.

This is clearly an action prohibited under the Appropriations
Act, and one of open defiance of Congress by Assistant Secretary
Ross Swimmer.

Giving notice to the teachers will encourage them to leave even
though Congress may decide to continue operations at the school. It
will also have a coercive impact on the parents in planning for the
educational futures of their children.

Under 26 U.S.C. 287, no child can be sent out of State for school-
ing without the consent of the parents or against the child's will.
However, the Bureau is attempting to force parents to send their
children away to Sherman school. It should be noted that there are
a number of tribes that rlo not have high schools on reservations or
in close proximity to their communities.

I understand this is ten tribes.
Mr. ANTONE. The Inter-tribal council of Arizona opposes the clo-

sure of the Phoenix Indian High School and is primarily concerned
that the school is maintained and operated under the sound and
efficient management practices, and that the educational and
social well-being of the students is the highest priority.

In the recent past, poor management practices and continued
rumors of school closure have resulted in demoralizing morale
among students and faculty and a declining enrollment.

Administrative practices were of such negligence that in the
1985-86 school year the student lives were endangered, and the
school principal was removed mii-year.

A result of financial misma:iagement at the school is that the
athletic departme:it, athletic program for the students was termi-
nated. However, the removed principal continues to be paid at a
high salary from the school's budget.

As we all know, a school athletic program is a nnjor develop-
mental activity in helping children in this age group to develop
their self-identity. Athletic programs promote student attendance
and ilarticipation in school life.

The Inter-tribal council of Arizona requests that the Congress
review the management and operation of the school.

According to the 1980 Census, approximately one third of the Ar-
izona Indian High School age youngsters are not attending any
school at all. Nor have they completed high school. Neither the

. J
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Bureau nor the public schools are adequately addressing this prob-
lem.

It is a Federal responsibility through treaty, statutory, and his-
torical trust obligation to assist Indian t in meeting the
health, education, and social needs of theii ,,embers. The Bureau
is failing significantly to carry out its trust responsibility to edu-
cate Indian youngsters as outlined in the U.S. President's Special
Message on Indian Affairs in 1970:

The Federal trust relationship with Indian people is not 'an act of generosity
toward a disadvantaged people on a unilateral basis, whenever it sees tit:

The trust relationship is the result of 'solemn obligations' through centuries of
the treaties, agreements, and case law, whereby Indian people exchanged vast land
and resources and agreed to live on reservations in exchange for community serv-
ices such as health, education, and safety which 'would presumably allow Indian
communities a standard of living comparable to that of other Americans.' To termi-
nate the trust commitment would be 'no more appropriate than to terminate the
citizenship rights of any other American.'

Members of the Inter-tribal coui:cil of Arizona have devoted con-
siderable thought to the Administration's proposed closure of the
school and the crisis that will result for many current and prospec-
tive students and their parents if the school is closed without ade-
quate planning and resources to meet their vast, their most press-
ing needs.

The Inter-tribal council of Arizona is requesting that legislation
be introduced that would accomplish the following:

No. 1, that assures that the Secretary of the Interior will contin-
ue operation of the school and properly operate and maintain the
facilities of the Phoenix Indian School until such time as the Con-
gress expressly approves closures of the school, and until suitable
alternative arrangements have been made to meet the needs of the
students served by the school;

That, in the event the Phoenix Indian School is closed, an equal
amount of the 45 percent of the fair market value of the total
amount of the Phoenix Indian School land be deposited in a trust
fund for member tribes of the Inf-tribal council of Arizona.

That all right, title, and interest to an acreage of the Phoenix
Indian School lands which has a fair market value equal to 5 per-
cent of the fair market of the total amount of the lands be trans-
ferred to member tribes of the Inter-tribal council of Arizttle

That historic buildings and objects be preserved and tha ast
one acre of land be retained or acquired by the Secretary of the
Interior to serve as a site to preserve such buildings and objects.

That an acreage of land, not to exceed 10 acres be transferred to
the Veterans Administration to be used for additional parking
space adjacent to tie Veterans Administration Me4ica1 Center in
Phoenix.

That the Secretary of the Interior be authorized to enter into
agreement to exchange Indian School lands for other lands, includ-
ing lands owned by the city of Phoenix.

Should Congress close the school, the ITCA proposal would ac-
commodate a land exchange such as the one proposed by Avistant
Secretary William Horn.

This, Mr, Chairman, members of the committee, Senator McCain,
Senator DeConcini, we appreciate the opportunity to present our
thoughts and our findings to the committee.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your very helpful testimony. Thecritique that was enclosed is especially good. I recommend it tothose who are trying i a find a solution to specifics.[Combined prepared statements of Mr. Antone and Mr. Moore,with attachments, follow:]

r
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Testimony of the

Luau rUAL L11.4.4C11, oe ARIZONA

I. Introduction:

Chairman Udall, niturpers of the House Interior Comittee, fity

name is Donald Antone, Governor, Gila River Indian Coniaunity, and

this is Josiah rtlore, chairman, Totiono O'Odnam Ultion. I am

President of the Inter-Tribul Council ot Arizona, an oryanization

of 19 tritx:1 yovernments in Arizona. I appreciate the

opioortunity you have provided to talk with you about the Pnoerix

Indian tiiyn School. vie have a uritten stataaent se ould like to

stiamit for the record along with attathments.

II. Historical Backijround

The Pnoenix Indian icjh chocd officially opened in

Septenber of 1891. Uri9inaily, the federal yoverment had

considered usiny the site of the abantiotted military post at fort

Cill7l4e11 for the school. This location ues, however, considered

to be too rouote. Eventually a I610 acre site v.usspurchased, just.

north of the winteoporary Phoenlx city vomderies. Ihe federal

yovenuent paid $9,003 for the property, while local donors

contributed 3,000 to,,ord the cost. over time, a larye parcel of

the ariyinal school property %es ywen to the City of Phoenix for

construction of Central tiiyh School and other parcels wre

alienated for arnaercial and other purix:ses, leaviny 102 acres

f or the Indian rchool ttxby.

1.
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Most of the early students here taken from the reservations

Closest to Phoenix and included Pima and Ittaric.vpa children.

Since 1898, the school has served tens of thousands of children

frun all parts of Arizona.

Lbnsistent with national Indian policy, the school mas

intended to assimilate its Indian students into the laboring and

agricultural sectors of the non-Indian economy. The curriculun

cmsisted almost completely of 'vocational tra ... dIg', with a

strong emphasis on domestic tasks, rather than academic

instruction.

The residents of Phoenix overoame their initial laisyivinys

about the increased Iresence of Indians nearby, Lecause of the

siynificant econuaic benefits throii9h the infusion of federal

dollars into the local econuty. Mese benetits ihcluied:

-contracts with local businesses for supplies air.1
constraltion.

-employment of local residents.

-use of stuient lacer, bcnoo.n as the "outiny prtgran".

The school also provided additional ivnefits to the local

cadounity. The Indian school stmlents put on band concerts,

shows, and playt-Ki in curpetitive athletic events for the

entertaimient of the surrouuling non-Indian catmunities.

Prolosed Closure

Tne closure of Phoenix Indian lii9h School has been prowsed

many times Uuouihout the lustury of the sellool. Each time, the

Sumairized Iran "Peaceanty it They will, kbrcidly if They Must:
The 1-toenix Indian School, 11:3A..}-I9JI" by Wbert Trennert 1979
Journal of Ar ama Ili story_ 20 (3) : 97-322 . ( s =fatted for the
record).

2
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Arizona tribes have insisted that the tx.hool runain op....n because

it helps meet tusic Ication, social. and adolescent care needs

of Indian people. Many Indian leaders and well-knoan Indian

individuals nave been educated at the Phoenix Indian School.

Young men and wonlen who %ere educated at the School. went cn to

defend this nation during Ibreign %ors. The school. represents

the prou.i achieveoents of many generations of Indian people in

tnis state.

once again, the Department of Interior and others are

proposing to close the scowl. In response, Inter Tribal Council

ot Arizona (rR:A) insisted that a stuly be conducted on the

educatiwal and social needs of Indian children.

In May, 1984.1, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (111A) ruvested

that ITCA assist than in developing a report on the Phoenix and

Snennan Indian High Schools. The ITCA staff, the BIA personnel

and Triml representatives formed a stilly group that prepared a

report entitled "Tritol. Perspectives on the Needs for of f-

reservation Boarding Schools." This original rei..ort by the study

group is silluitted En- the record.

The ccxx:iusicxis and reaihnendations in this rei.ort were

jointly arrivkx1 at. by the sIA, tribal, and ITCA personnel. The

study group recamended that tne 1urck3u of Indian Affairs

continue tne off-reservation Warding schools at Phoenix and

shennan. Based un the firdings and oonclusions of the stuiy

group, both Sherman and Phoenix Indian high Schools snould runein

open over the next 15 years, while educational, economic, and

social resources are developed in local ouanunities, along with

ongoimi evaluation of stdient needs.

3
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Un February 3, 19d7, a final. report by the SIA %es sullaitted

to the Congress recalmendiny the closure of Phoenix Indian High

School. An analysis of that report by the Inter Tribal Council

of Arizona is attached to this testimony. As lou will. see, the

February 3 report stitaitted by the BIA is at sharp variance with

the report the tribes and ITCA participated in.

The proposed closure of the Phoenix Indian School is a

political decision that appears to nave already been made Iv the

Department of Interior. The Bureau attunpts to justify the

closure of the school usinly the social and educational needs of

Indian students as a basis for this decision. One of the

questionable assunptions of the Bureau of Indian :I's is that

it is acceptable for non-Indian schools to be located in the

central corridor of Phoenix, but it. 1.1 unacceptzble for a school

aiucates Indian cuildren to xxitinue to he located in tne

same imighbornood.

Tile transfer Or sale of the Indian school property cannot

be justified by tne Bureau report.

IV. Sammy/ Pnalysis of the Bureau Report

One of the Bureau findings states that the federal

government has, over the last several years, spent cxxisiderable

time and enerw trying to educate children as close as possible

their hune conmanities. Yet the report recumends closing

Phoenix and shipping the Arinana Indian children off to

California. This is a flagrant cxxitradiction of kulicy.

Tne Bureau report states Uot it is not cost effective to

4
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operate both schools at less than 501 Of their earollneht and

that the Bureau revieued the scnool operations and physical

plants of both scnools to altermine this finding. It cbes not

mention that maintenalce and planned ivrovattents at Phoenix were

neylected for at least five wars.

It was fotvd that those stuients not attendiny the new

schools built at Hopi or Tohono O'odhais would continue to neexl a

boarding school, that the students had a wide ranye of needs, and

those staients with alcohol ani druj problems tkere not 4,Y/thy

their oeecis met. The source of the information about alcohol and

druj problems is tnknown, but hardly supix)rts a oonclusion that

150-200 children need to be institutionalized in residential

treabnent centers.

Another fin-tiny stated it would Lv clieaper to educate the

entire stibent txxly at shenton during the 1987-88 school year.

This findiny is inconsistent with findiny #1 in zegard to

educatiny the children closer to nate, and is trxxxisistent with

the bureau's analysis of wsts reyarding the tsso schools. It

costs more to operate Sherman than to operate Phoenix Indian Iiiyn

School (see critique, page 5-0.

Wsed on infonuation provided to ITCA, most of the tribes, if

not all of then, that odomented on the draft of the Burezu report

disseminated in November, 198b, sUOd yly opitosed the closure of

the Phoenix Indian School, contrary to the statements on paye 19

of the final bureau report. The ITCA requests that the eurments

to the draft repart made by the Indian tribes to the bureau of

Indian Affairs beewo a part ot the record of this hearin9. The

position of tne mbaber tribes oi ITCA continues to b. tnat

5
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Pnoenix Indim High School is a needed resource Ear meeting the

euucational and adolescent care needs of Indian youth.

In sumnary, the Bureau report does not adequately determine

the educational and scxiial needs of the Indian stuUents wilo are

new attending Phoehix Indian High School, nor of those youths who

may be potential staients. The conclusions reached in the reivrt

are Lused un erroneous as sullptions , faulty lcgic, tactless data,

and the baukuerd 'Tiolicy to educate Arizona students as close

hatie as pJs...ible" by sending 'hen to Riverside, Wlifornia.

The political decision Ly the Deixirtment of Interior to

close the school hos no .-elationsnip to the educational needs of

Indian children. The ruport t.lapprcpriately and inaccurately

dwells on 0.4ta rattler than on the responsibility of the Bureau

to edouate Indian wuhysterw, many of whorl are attending no

scnool at all. The real a./st waste oy the Bureau is its failure

to educate Indian }outh.

The reix)rt reeustends closure of Phoenix during the 1987-88

school. year. P.L. 95-561 as amended by P.L. 99-89, the "Indian

Education Technical Amendments Act of 1985, requires the':

to

"IN.Y.3 irreversible acti)n may be taken in

furtherance of any stch proisosed school closure,
consolidation or suostantial curtailment (incluling
any actial would prejudice the personnel or
progratris of tile school) until the end of the first

full awc.iutit.c year after such report is made."

The closure of the Phoenix school or consolidatioL of the

Phoenix and Shenton schools prior to the 1981-88 acadoluc year

would appear to te an abridgenent of the law.

Furthermore, the Appropriations Act of 1987 states that

6
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"The Becretaxy of Interior shall take no action to close the

sdiool or disiuse of the property of the Phoenix Indian School

until acticu t.Orlyre3a...". Yet the cover letter acconvanyiny

the Bureu repart stztes that by Marcn 1, 1987, the school

board and parents will be notified of the clositre of Phoenix

Indian tiiyn Schcul at the end the current senester. This is

clearly an action pronibited iuder the Appropriati,xis Act and one

cf open defiance of tIonyress Ly Assistant secretary it)ss Swinthier.

Giviny notice to the teacners will ulcouraye thew to leave even

thoh LUnyress may decide tt continue operations at the schual.

It will also have a cxxircive impact on the parents in planniny

for the Wucational futures of thel, children. Under 25 BSC 2t37

no child can be sent out or state for scnoolin9 without the

consent of the parents or ayainst the child's will. limevcr,

the Bureau is attenvtiny to force pirents to send their children

'way to Shenon nchool. It snould t)oted that there are a

!amber of tribes that uo tut have hiyh sinools on reservation or

in close pxoximity U., their airrunities

School c.2;,erations

The Inter Trio:a Council ot Arizona opiaoses the clt.zure of

Photnux Indian liiyh School and is primarily contvrred that the

school is maintained and caperated alder sotrid and efficient

manayonent practices, and that the educational atxi social lt

tacitly of the stulents is the tuyttest priority. In the ret,ent_

past, ixaor manaydnent kiroc,ices and continued runors of schcul

closure have resulted In denturaliziny wrale 011100y stulents and

faculty and necliniN enrollment. Adninistrative practices wre

7
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ot such negliyence during the 19b5-86 school year that stulents'

lives were tsx.ianyered and the school principal was renoveci mid-

year. A result of financial nusitahayanent at the Scht_Vi is that

the athletic proyrcia for the stuients uus terminated. liowver,

the removed principal continues to be kx3id a high salary troa the

SCh001' S bulyet. As iwe all d sch001 athletic program is a

major developnental activity in helping children in this aye

yroup develop their self-identity. Athletic programs prcanote

stuient attendance and 1..articipation in scnool life.

The Inter Trilxd Council of Arizol.a requests that tne

Wnyress review the nunagunent and operation of the sclwx,I.

Principles ior Meeting the Continuing Needs of Indian Youth

Accordixyj to the 1984..1 census, approximately one third of the

Arizona Indian nign schLvol aye youngsters are not attending any

setiool at all, nor nave they catpleted high school, and neither

the 1.3ureau nor the pu)lic scnools are adequately addressing tnis

problem.

I t is a tederal lesixonswility throujh treaty, statutory,

and historical trust obliyaticxx to assist Indian tribes in

meeting the health, txiucation, and social nt.ects of their !towers.

The bureau is failing significantly to carry out its trust

resi.unsibility to educate Indian youngsters as outlined in the

United States President's Special f,lessaye on Indian Affairs in

1970:

The tederal truSt relationship with Indian people
is not "an act of generos,ty trward a disadvantaged
pec.7ple oh a unilateral basis, t../henever it sees fit."

The trust relationship is the result of "solean
obligations" throujn centuries of treaties, agreenents

30-464 90 - 4
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and case law, whereby Indian people exchanged vast
land and resources and agreed to live on reservations
in exchange for caenunity services such as health,
education, and safety "wnich would presunably allow
Indian communities a standard of living cumparable to
tnat of other Americans." TO terminate the trust
comaittment %%utile be "no sore appropriate tPan to
terminate the citizenship rights of any other
American."

Members of the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona have devoted

considerable thought to the Administration's proposed closure of

the sc,.u.mol and the crisis that will result for uany current and

prosvective stalents and their parents if the school is closed

without adequate planning and resources to meet their most

pressin9 needs.

Tne Inter Trioal Council of Arizona is reqiesting that

legislatioe De introduced that wuuld acoullplish the i011oNing:

- Assure that the Secretary of the Interior will ccetinue

op.,ration of the scboal and properly operate and maintain

the facilities of the Phoenix Indian School until awn time

a S Oonyress expressly approves closure of the school and

until suitable alternative arrangatents nave been made to

meet tlia needs of the stLfients served DJ the school.

- That in the event the Phcenix Indian School is closed:

o an amount equal to the forty five percent of the fair

market value of the total anmszt of the Phoenix Indian

Scnoel land he oeposited 4nto a trust Fund fur mailer

tribes of the Inter Tribel Council of Arizona.

o ail right, title, and interest to an acreage of the

illoenix Indian School lands which has a fair market

value aival to iive percent of tne fair nerket or tne

9
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total. amoust of the lands be transferred to member

tribes of the Inter Tribal Comicil of A r

o nistoric buildinys and objects be preserved and that at

least one acre of land be ret7kned or aovired by the

Secretary of the Interior to serve as a site to

preserve sum vuildinys and objects.

o an acreaye of land, not to exceed ten acres, be

transferred to the Veterans Administration to Le usad

tor additional perx.iny skace adjacent to the Veterans

Administration kiedioal. Center in Phoenix.

o The Secretary ot the Interior is authorized to enter

into ayreesents to exchange Indian school lands for

other lands, inclaiiny lands awned lyy the City of

Phoenix.

Should Uonyress close the schLY.31, the ITCA prowsal stould

acculinuaate a land excnanye st.r.ii as the cue proix)see by Assistant

Secretary abrn.

Thank yvu. Tne ewers of the Inter Trite/ Obuncil of

Arizona sincerely apkireciate this opturtunity to address to

their concerns about the Pnoenix Indian high School. le

nappy to ano,ver any questions.

lk
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Critique Prepared py the
Inter Tribal Coulon of Arizona, Inc.

on

Rex iew of Phoenix and Sherman Indian tag. 11 School
Bureau of Indian Affairs Report sthuitted to Congress

Peorusry 3, 19d7

A section by section analsis of the report follows:

Introduction (Paye 1):

I. The historical discussion of enrollment is inclear anut

aivears to be a contradiction. The report states that during the

1960's approximately 1,000 stulents here enrolled at Phoenix and

Shernen but that during the 1970's enrollment declined, to 1,253

in 1979, because more bureau and pct lic schools here available in

local comunities. nowever, no pallic or Bureau schm,ls here

ouilt in local trioal cumunities duriny the 1970's in Arizona

and only tho pwlic schools here constricted during the 1960'8.

Purther, according to the 1980 census, approximately one third ot

the Arizona Indian high school aye yotx)ysters are not attending

any school at. all, nor hive they ocupleted high school, and

neither the Bureau nor the public schools are adequately

adnressiny this krublun.

paragraph 3 states that the i.olicy of the Bureau is to

educate Indian ch.ildren as clse to their homes as possible, and

yet the report recuriimnds closing Phoenix Indian High School, a

school centrally located to its laajor tritNil users, the Arizona

tribes, and recarLends snipping the children to Riverside,
(alifornia, near Los Anyeles, for their education. Eighty-five

percent of the stdient kopulation at Shenren is curprised of

Arizona Indian youth. In order to achiev..-... the Bureau policy of

1.
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eduzatiny children as close to their hune as possible, the Bureau

report should logically sujyest that Sherman ratner than Phoenix

Indian School be cransidered for closure. Hawever, yiven the

zumners of youny people not reociviny educational services,

closing Sherman would not ce appropriate.

Tnis section also iavlies that all liopi and Totxmo O'cdham

stulents will be able to live at haw and attend scncol. That is

not the case. There will oontinue to be stuients frail those

trioes who, for educaticual ur social reasons, will need lx:erdiny

school services.

I. lnact of 9y..t..n1ny, Hopi and Toh000 O'odham Schools oo phoenix

iirbd 611C111k111 SCOOOLS

throllment Levels at Phoenix arxi Sherman jy 2-4):

In the k_est, tire Phoenix Indian Iliyh School has served aore

Ulan 1, kAø staients per ywar. he question the statunent that the

oonaitory capacity at Pooenix Indian 1ijii school is 1.1.34 staler:Ls.

A careful analysis of Table I on page 2 snows the stuient

ivvulatia: at Phoenix Indian School risthy steadily since 198d

until 1 9U5 when ruaors of scnool closure influenced the

enrollment level.

The discussion of enrolbent levels fails to hention that a

larye nuzber of the niyh sonool-ayed Indian youth are not

attendiny any school at all, and that the Bureau is failiny

siyhificantly to carry out its tr reponsibility to educate

Indian wunysters as outlineu in tne United States President's

Special Plestwye L1-1 Inaidn Affairs in 1970:

2
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The federal trust relationship with Indian
people is not "an act of generosity taeard a
disadvantaged people on a unilateral basis,
whenever it set= fit."

The trust relationship is the result. of
"solemn Obli9ations" throujh centuries of
treaties, agreements and case law, whereby Indian
people exchanged vast land and resources and agreed
to live on reservations in exchange for oaananity
services such as health, eduleatiOn, and safety
"whicn would presuaably anew Indian (=amities a
standard of living calluarable to that of other
Americans." 'lb terminate the trust centeittment
would be "no ris,re appropriate than to terminate the
citizensnip rights of any other American."

(1)re than 3,004:1 Arizona Indian student dropouts were

identified in the 1980 census. Even with the opening of the Hopi

and When° OlOdham schools, the Phoenix anu Sherman Indian

Schools would not nave the capacity to serve all high schcol-aged

cnildrea we.-e the Bureau performing its educational functions

and being held accotsitable. lb imply that Indian stmients not

attending boarding schools are being served by local schools is a

serious misrepresentation.

cost 6tfectiveness of Operatiny Tho Schools (keye 4);

This sectioe indicates that it is not cost effective to

operate two schools with L h at less than 50t of their
operationel capacity, and that une school must be closed. The

section also stated that ITCA assisted in reviewing the needs

of Arizona Indian txrarunities. This implies that ITCA agrees

with tne conclusion that ctie school must close. ITCA did

researcn and analyze data with Bureau p.m-soanel. However, iturwil

personnel and ITCA staff together reached totally different

conclusials from those indicated in the Bureau rekort. lbgether

IreCts staff, tribal represchtatives and Bureau edireation and

3
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palicy pLu-sonnel =wiz-tied that both schools should retain open.

II. A Deview of Phoenix and Sherman Schools

Stulents and Their dune Comunities (pages 5-11):

There is an extranely misleading discussion a stulent grade

eqeivalency scares in the report. It is not possible to

conclule, as the reivrt does on page 7 that, becaufw the grade

equivalency scores among 12th graders are a little higher at

Shenaan than those at Phoenix, the academic programs at Slientan

are Lvtter meeting staleut educational needs. 'lb arrive at stuit

a coalclusion bused on one criteria, especially grade equivilency,

is outrageous. The acaduoic oalounity would be apvalled. Using

the logic of uie Bureau of Indian Affairs, one wn argue that

grade equivaletx7y scores indicate that Indian stulents in the

Boarding schools score higher than Indian stale:Its in the ix-Olio

schiool systeas and therefore boarding schools have lvtter

acade.lic proyrt.in. than do pdalic schools. Of course, this fatter

conclusion 4..vu1d not be drav.n.

With regard to eLuient achievenent, the Ht ,ide equivalent

scores fvr the 1964-85 school year were obtaincd frau the BIA and

the state for the Indian stalents at Phoenix, glernan, and st,Iste

nigh schcvls and reviewed with 1Tc:A staff and 13Ur eat] education

personnel (see attaolinent). The stuly group fouui that the only

conclusion which could tya drawn %sus that Indian stulent scores

,re lagging whind tRioe No to Uu-ee years at all scnools.

kage U, the reixtrt de.-icrices a large nunber of stulents

at both schools who have extrene substance abuse related

behavioral probletz which cmhnot te net in the local caantanity

4
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frne rekort assunes that Lite livuths had alcohol problems prior to
solaorol piaci:silent and were placed for alcohol related reasons.

This assunption is not substantiated by any data source tnat we

are aware of.

The report cxxitthues that alcohol and drua problems Callaot

be dealt with at Pnoenix becadse of the larye nunbers of

stuiants in the dormitories and because of intrained statf. The

report iioes not mention that the tionaitaries at Sherman ITJUSe as
many stuients as Plioenix and that the staff nave similar Job

descriptions. 'Ibis is clearly biased reportiN.

This sectitao of the rep..Irt is sikoposed to addr-ess the needs
ot Indian stuient.s anu their Li Lt L1ties uut. it not.

tjes 11-12):

Tills section oriefly descrites the proyrans available at
ooth Pnoenix ano Snennan and cuipares two as Veiny similar, It
does not evalwte the need tor the proyrams or tileix

effectiveness.

(payes 12-15):

Table V in this section cm paye 14 si)045 that it costs
3u3,1000 more bo operate and neintain Sherman than Phoenix, but

the report does nut punt that out. It eipnasizes that the

facilities at Pnoeni.x, especially plunbiny lines, the boiler,

heating and cooliny units are becutuny inoperative. It does not

mention the heylect Lly the aureau tim nointenance and re:Jr-Nation

L Pnoenix or the aureau's failure to carry out their heintenance

responsibilities and improvenent plans over the last Live years.

5
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Furtlier, in the analysis of the anticipated operational

costa daring the 19W-do school year al ivges 13 aad 14, only tuo

options are considered, which are Keeping lx)th schools open or

Keeping only Slenhan open. The aryment could be developed that

oldsiN Sherman and keeping Phoenix wen wotild result in the more

operational savinqs, as follcws:
SaviNs

fru.t
Both Sallools Phoulxix Shenon

Tote/ Square Footage 905, C.51 390,934 514,317

Facility innago,kInt Funds 2,5b3,21,50 $1,129,8uO $1,4340400

LtILIILDer btLitents 69t3 b9u

Cost Per 6taient 47,5b4 $1,6:43 0,941

Cost Per Square Foot $ 5.643 $ :4.89 2.79

Percent OLL.vnatory 4( lt.%Y +

llivacity Utilized

It cUin be seen that the Bureau (piaci Operate Phoenix at iess

wst Ulan Sherman and met the txlut:ationai and social needs of

those stulents 1.4to attend school. The needs of those stuients

currently not receiving alwational services will c=tinue to be

unmet.

UI. bitankiry ol kindings

1. Finding I. rtates Uwe the federal government los, over

the last several years spent wnsiderable time and eneryy trying

to educate children as elOfie as Wssthle to their Igaile

cmuriunities. Yet tile rei.ort rt-XXiiiiIttlas closing Phoenix and

shippiny the Arizona Kids ott to California. This is a tlayrant

cont.radiction 0 f
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2. Ibis section found that it iS not cost effective to

operete both schools at less than 50ii of their enrollment and

that the lidreau reviewd the operations and physical plants of

tooth schools. It does not menticn the maintenance and planned

ir4 tunents at Phoenix that were neglected for at least five

yeors.

3. It wos fould that those students not attemlinj Hopi or

Totiono u'ouhan would continue to need a Warding school, that the

stutents had a wide range of needs, and those stuients with

alcohol and drug preolo,o wore not having their needs met. The

source of the infonaation snout alcohol and drug probleas is

LitlICIAY41, and does not suOstantiate the need to place 15U-200

cnildrell in residential treatment centers.

second finding was that it would ne cheaper to edwate the

entire stulent Ludy at Sherman during the 1987-88 school year.

This iihding is inconsistent with finding #1 in regard to

edwating the children closer to tune and inconsistent with the

anelysis of costs reording the two schools. It costs more to

operate 6nerman than to operate Phoenix.

IV. Cbnclusions (Pages :1.7-18)

1. report cenoluied one school mast be closed fur cost

effectiveness. Is it laze cost effective to have students nc.t in

any schcol? Over the lohy run, would it not .be more cost

ef fect we to identity the dropouts and comsel thmt into school?

St ulents not in scbool affect the mono/A:went statistics,

welfare rolls and other assistance programs and if they %ere in

school, they would have substantially greater cpportalities to

7
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Decx4de

2. 'the reix)rt concim1tY3 that the stuients at hoth schools

nave similar :weds and the stitiesit lawulaticv at both schools are

nustly frua Arizona triLvs and therefore the staient Lodies can

be culibineU in one school settiny. This conclusion has no

meaniny.

3. The report concialed that Phoenix should close beCaUSe

its an older facility and Snenaan !kis been renovated. This is a

contradiction to finding #1 that stulents snould Oe educutek.1

close to

4. 'the reFurt Wuxi that evtul it Phoenix weze closed,

SnCrInan could hot itt...et. the alcohoi and substance abuse needs or

the 2uuths and that 1511-2A1 stulents heW a residental treatment

facility in close proximity tu the Arizona Indian cualunitws.

This center wuld provide uily d mialniat euucatiohil pro.iram.

ww wilL tni.s meet the educational needs ot stuientsi 1,ta1eovert

the stuly does in substantiate the need for nor address tne cosrs

or institutionaliziny 150-20U u1dren in a residential treatment

ceilter.

V. Tribal Keview and Final Recoaw-ndations

ilast_sd on infon:iation provided to ra:A Trust of tne

nut all or then, that cumaented (Ai the draft Bureau revort

urssuawated in Aoveaber, 198G, strohyly opposed the closure or

the Phoenix Indian Schoolo tvotrary to the stateoents on paye 19

cal the linal repirt. 'the ITCnravests that Us.? coaoents to the

draft report okide by the Indian trines becane a part or the

record of any nearinys on pnoenix Indian kiiyn School. The

8
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p..1sition of tne tribes continues to be that Phoenix Ind.an idyl)

benool is a needed resource for seetiny the educational and

auolescent care needs of Indian youth.

In suomary, the stuly does not adequately detenoine

eduatioeal and tx.icial needs of the Indian etulents who are 1104

attending the school, nor of those youths who may be potential

students. The conclusions reacned in the report are based on

erroneous assugptions, faulty logic, tactless dcta, and the

eacxward "policy to tki4cate Arizona stuients as close to tioae ciS

1A-3ssiDle" by seneiny then to ktiverside, Lblifernia.

The political decision uy Department of Interior to close

tne scnool nas no relationship to the educational needs ot Indian

cnildren. The report inappropriately and inaccurately dwells (Ai

costs rather than the resionsioility of tne Bureau to educate

Indan youngsters, many of wheel are attendiny s)o school at all.

The real cost weste Ly the Bureau is its failure to educate

Indian youth.

A final note is that the report recannends closure of

Phoenix duriny the 1987-88 sotvol year. P.L. 95-561 as doended

ey P.L. 99-Li9, the "Indian tALoatich Teclmical Amendmentf Act of

1985, requires that:

"No irreversible action Rey be taken in
furtnerance f an] swn proposed scriool. closure,
consolidation or substantial curtailinent (incliding
any action wfirot t.oula prejulice the perskxmel or
programs of the school) until the end of the first
lull academic rear atter subh report is made."

The consolidatiou of the th..0 Seliools duriny the 196e-87

would ailar to Le an abridydnent of the low.

Furttlefloore, the wpropriatiotis Act for 1987 states that

9
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"The Secretary ot interior shaii talce no action to close tne
school or oispose ot the kroperty ot the Phoenix Indian Sch00/

Laitil action by Whgress....".

10
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Indian Education

Grade Equivalent Scores

Phoenir *ndian School

(jrade

Numoer
'Posted Feading

Language Arts
English Mathematics

9 184 7.2 8.1 7.9

10 99 7.7 8.4 8.8

11 183 8.b 9.6 8.7

12 115 8.4 9.3 8.2

Sherman Indian School

9 12 7.9 7,9 8.8

10 114 8.1 8.3 8.5

11 157 8.5 8.7 8.7

12 110 9.7 10.1 9.1

Indian Students
Arizona Pub-1-27knO--Ols

9 2,b06 6.7 7.2 7.8

1U 2,273 6.9 7.7 8.5

12 1,757 8.0 8.9 9.0

* Test scores for Arizona Public Scnools were derived frail

Stanford Acnievement Test (SCAT-7) in grade 9, and tne
Stanford Test of Acadanic Skills (TASK) in grades 10 and 12.
Statistics for Indian students in the Public Scnools of
Arizona were taxon from tne Arizona Pupil Achievemnt
Testing State Wide Report Appendix, June 1985. Arizona

Departnent of Education, 1535 West Jefferson, Phoenix,
Arizona 85087.

* Test scores fur Phoeui) and Sherman Indian Scnools are the

result of the California Acnievement Test, Level Form 180
and 190 administered in March 1985. ally the grade
equivalent scores were usad for eacn population indeperrdent

of each other.

1 I
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Peaceably itT They Will, Forcibly if
They Must

The Phoenix Indian School, 1890-29e:

bY

Robert A. Trennert

ON Tilt wacitt or Octoaca ta , :S9o, Commissioner of
Indian Affairs Thomas J. Morgan appeared before a

large crowd at Patton's Opera House in Phoenix. Introduced
by Govei nor Nathan 0. Murphy, he spoke at length about the
fact that the government could no longer move Indians away
from the white populabon and that education WAS their only
hope for the future. Murphy spoke also, addressing the inter-
ests of the audience directly when he announced that the gov-
ernment expected to spend up to two millkm dollars yearly on
Indian education and that "a large Indian school" in the vicinity
of Phoenix would attract a goodly share of this money.'

The ens fathert, supported by most of the citizens, did not
'Innate io pledge support. especsaIls since Morgan hinted that
if die PhOef11<t311. took no action. a sebool would be started in
CAI Ift,Infa &b. Os lobe, IM dotdvet Iftertlits wa. heId At die
courthoose, the dos ussion sentet trig on etonofme factors.
Speaers suggested that a school lot 400stuldren MOIlld attract
up to. Sior..tws, per aft num tri federal (Mune, is, the Valles.
Gosernor Murphs endorsed the projeer arid prothimed that a
,s fluid be worth more to the a f ea than ten tints ersitles nt capi
tuls The budge; of Ittimpton Institute and Carlisle, Indtari
schools already tit opera:tun. were dot% mord F1nulls Cl..111.

IMItee of fluiD nen Ar a ppx,Infrd to ,rt it the elf, cncild tnert
h.ri.ta:; S fequitren:ritic the donaiwn of ,4 smtahle rtgbt, at Tie

1111a.,.. 14, Irrs I I ;en..., PA I, dept.- f,,rm At
t nr.egto.,I !sag,. Shed t..hIg It,. Trm

h.r came VA, rurtur, ..Neer he
Ar imuule Nott.we liecuilmg .11
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me, located within three and half miles of the cit. Phccriix
newapapers warmly supported the proposal, realizing that a
donation of land woold yield substantial returns. One °Merkel)
called it-A Propoution Th Should Be Attended To At Once,"
and ktorgan apparently reicised verbal assuratfies of commu
nity support belote he left tow n

During the following month the campaign was sontinued
by Wellington J. Rich. an experienced teacher from Lincoln.
Nebraska, who knew nothing about Indians but was Morgan's
choke to head the new Khoo!, wherever it might be located.
While encouraging local citizens to support the project. Rich
secured an option to lease the West End Hotel, an unoccupied
two-story brick structure located on the corner of 7th Avenue
and Washington Street, which could bc used for temporary
classroom and dormitory space. On December t Commis.
stoner Morgan directed hsm by telegraph to have the cio boost
ers submit a forma' ptoposal to donate at least eighty acres of
land for the school.

Rich immediately arranged for a public meeting to be he xi
at the courthouse on December id General sentiment was
favorable, but some opposition surfaced. A few people beliesed
chit the whole thing was some sort of land speculatvan and :hat
whoefer e cl the land to the government would make a hand-
some presnt. Cherie* D. Poston, a Isomer Ansoni supertmend-
cot of L,dian Affairs, seconded the specuLation charge. Atter
the m,ettng he wrote Morgan objectmg to the school both
because of the possibility of teal-esiate trantpulatrons and
because "one effect on an Indian school there would be. to

eaw the number of Indian drunkards and post:lutes now
infesting the town In day and night.

Sic h Sentiment, howeser, was tlearls the VW,. IA a ninvf
itS toosterf retr.mded citizens that ri,er SIU0,0 NI would he
rhanire'ed into the conintunits annualiv In addition the,
Folioed to another major heoetit. In31.111 students would pro-
vide -cheap and el ht: tent labor" for the a gr is ultot al and tutus
industrtes. Orris Professor Rich bothered to mention an. pos-
sible benefit. fur the Indians At the rOncicrlron of the meeting.
a Littaens' committee was formed and witlitis a few dais had
fnewarded a written guarantee to the Indian hureau pleriguig
to turnish as much as S4000 to procure a stntable site

1

Tsw Prionsr Maus Selwal

Commissioner Morgan acted at °fut. On December 29 he
wrote Secretary 7 the Interior John W Slohle requesting
authorits to lease ne West End Hotel and asking that Congress
be encouraged to approoriate Sschono for the establishment of
an Indian industrial school it Phoenix. He wante'd tO Use Sg000
of thus sum ii, help Phoenicians purchase a better stte Noble
approsed the request the following ciav. Nforgan then tele-
graphed Rich instructions to leaie the hotel for Ss no per
month Rs January. 1891, khool headquartets had been estab-
lobed there and the staff was buss preparmg for students. On
January so. U'ellington R.ich received his official appointment
as supenniendemt of the Phoenix Indian Industrial Training
School Simultaneously. the secretary of the interior requested
ars approprsation of S69.50o1S30.000 to establish a pe:manent
site and 539.50o for student support and staff salaries) for the
fiscal sear beginning July r, I 891.`The Phoenix Indian School
thus came into being

The decision to establish the school reflected 11 change in
American attitudes toward the Indian. As far back as the colon-
ial period. white Americans felt that education would prove the
salfatton of the red man In the earl. nineteenth centurv the
gmernrnent began to provide. limited financial support to
Indian schools operated by oussionary societies, and this trend
continued until aftet the Coil M:st Result.. howe,er, weir lim-
ited because of the actor hostility of many tribes and the gen
era! befief that the tribesmen could not be assimilated -Then,
with the. Ackert of the natiunal reset-canon svsiern at the cline
of the Indian wars, new itlitudt, began to emerge Reformers,
sure nt- the accomplishments of their own UCPC'tn, taun. bed a

kl.aiir to asstrndate the rtaIl,e population. I:dui:Loon was the
cornrisione of their pi iigradi 1 he, agieed. geiletalls, that
Indian hddren should be placed in an Frighch.speaking cost-
torment that stres..ed agricultural of unduly/nal training I he
te,ult Ma, ilte tineittpliteM of off -referfation boarding
trh,mils' for wtskh the protutspe wtts the Uarliste I nlixan 1.idta
trial School founded b. Richard Hem, Pratt tnt 11479

Using militarf-tf pc t hi, former ,Arni, ofta et
a.liocated the complete separaoon of the student front his
home environment, the demo( tiOn of hut Ictilsatu CU:1We. and
his tntegratwin mits Ainerrcair tocryty, Pratt's ideas donttnated
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the educational plans of the Bureau of Indian Affairs until the
concept of reservation schools matured in the earls twentieth
century.' During tha ISSos and tS5ini sorne twenty-fist Indian
industrial schools.. from Oregon to Kansas. Were created on this
model

The mosement gamed impetus when Thumas J. Morgan
became cominussioner of Indian affairs in the s. flume! of etnci

A forceful man with fixed ideas. his admiration for Captain
Plait and his Khoof appeared in his first annual report, where
he set down the prtnciples that should guide his administration
Arricing these were the premise that "the Indians must conform
to 'the white man's ways. peaceably if they will. forcibly ti they
must.' As a meant of achievtng tha goal, he proposed "a com-
prehensive ssstem of education modeled after the American
puble.whool ssstem. but adapted to the special exigencies of
tne Indian youth." Not long after assuming office, he began to
think About apply tng these prtnoples to the Indian c hildi en of
Central Arizona. Within a short time the Phoenix Induin School
became Ins special project

Exactly when Morgan decided to establish a school for
Puna and Maricopa children is unknown He had undoutitedly
been informed by their agents and missionaries that these peo-
ple needed expanded educational facilities. Thetas of Mioelllx
(consisting of sonic. 'icion inhabitants in t tigol had no enitmer-
ated Indian resit:term,' bat it was kscated in the center of a vast
native populatior.. The recent hostility of many groups, how
eser, led federal officials to direct their stro-gest educational
elforts at those tribes which were traditionally frientilv and
most likely to cooperxte. The Pintas and Margopas, liong on
teselvations in the Cola And Salt Riser Valk-ss of central Ari
rona. seemed ideally suited for the experiment.

Numbering slightls- osei 5o0o, these people -.sere

tegarded AS industrieus. intelligent and reads for assimilation.
Durrng the earls ilSsrs a boarding s.chool fur Pima children
was established at the agency town of Sacaton. Bs irtqo about
a5o PIMA, Marscopa and Papago children were attending IMA
supported schools al limb divergent kgations as Sztalen. Tuc
son and Albuquerque The results were far from satisfactory
The Sacaton bonding could accommodate only twenty.five

3oo
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The Phoenix Imaisan Selsavi

pupils and Indian parents complained when their children
were sent to schools located far from home. A larger facility
might hose been comtrucied at Socatim, but some offr ials were
contented that permitting students to remain under the direct
influerue of their parents might tempt them to "chop back into
their old :ilths .ASS.' and cast off the lessons of its diratam
The solution 14.11 ii, bolitt All indus,rial boar ding w.hsail love
enongh to the f ner AIIIII1 to appease parents sem tar enough
Als.AS u plosIde a break itobr the home emir-rumens.

Murgan's first idea was to make use of the buildings at
fort McDowell, on the Verde giver northeast of Phoeni,,
which was about to be abandoned. In April. IS-go, the ts ar
Department agreed to turn the refers anon over to the Indian
bureau but a stall t'm the area in October convinced hum that
the old post, decased and isolated, would neser do. Hu onsite
inspection, howestr, demonstrated that the need for a local
Indian school was en more urgent than I had supposed
1 he meetings ifl Phoellls followed and with them the birth of
the institution '

At firm it existed only in name, basing neither students
nor a permanent site Neset theless the newspapers predicted
great results One ankle noted that the school might soon grow
to 1500 students. With an expanding agricultural economy in
the valley. the Indians should "become available as intelligent
Laborers, either for themselves on their own Lands, that will no
doubt be divided up among them in seseraity ac no distant day,
or for the white occupants of other pans of this country."
Superintendent Rich resolved the site issue in Amu!, ;Sot.
when he arranged to purchase the Frank C Hatch ranch
kwated along the Grand Canal three unties north of the nits
Thiough sonie shrewd negotiations, he managed tO purchase
lex, at net at a price of Sonon Because of the expanded Acreage,
the gosernment agreed to supply two thirds of the purchase
Prxe. the remaining Ssixvi coining I rom the local donors The
Knell ram h seemed ideal, the soil being described as 'a finy .
rIch, sands loam." Rich putt trased It as a plate well suited for
the culination of fruits, where students aught seceive training
In the -atts of cultivating, curing. and handling the iarno
Pupils so trained will readily fi.ui remuneratise emplos merit in

[ 301 I
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the orchards And vioesardi of the Salt Riser and Gila Riker
sAllets.- The properts 1A21 locattd on the mit side of Center
Street Ccnual Asenuei betook.' the k lts,,114111, ret AlriMogh
the tract was some dtitacte front 101in. rit isolation h ould be
osertonic -ht the contemplated treet cars on Center Street,
h Ith dies itt ights and other cos acisances in due season."'

Roe h mosed Ah!ad with plans for the new ,hool in April
he conmosooned art httetr jatnet M Cre,ghton to destgn a
maul school building In the MeAMMIC he hoped to begtn
k lasses in the West Ind litnel Bet a it fit i iii hAd ii othed out
pythons of the Phoenix and Maricona Railroad. hosever, the
supplifx and goods sent ht the Inchan Office did not Anne In
Phterui unul the end of June Faced with the onset of hot
heather and the end of the fiscal seat, Commustoner Morgan
decided not to hold classes until September "

1 tic Phoenix Indun School offr.lalls opened Its &snit in-,
September 3, S9 t at the West Ind Hittel 10 crIntant the net.
nun students. Supertntencient Rgh met ,Ittl Puma .lrent

ntneltus W. Crouse At SAColon. .1 he two men art:mauls

mutt )

1 I I

selected rentile fortv reservation boss And Informed their par-
ents that these thtldrrrr .0111d attend whool ri Phoentx Crouse
belscsed that Inthati patents hould accept thc ovation because
of the saboolt locanon par a fcst. ',Ors from the resersatton.
He also expected that sk hen t :siting istents saw their chi:dren
at work. it would itispdc them to become more Industrious
themselter Thrrts-one boss. A tnned in town on September ta,
followed bs ten More 2 to.c1; later I he Plus/fur mar Herald
reported peat interest among the lothans. hut sus h appatcoils

". As not thc case Esuielue on-Ia.:lex that the Pon, parents ssete
suspunnos and untooperattse, l44,414 44ilinig to hake 40 Malty
chtldten Liken from home 1

composmon of this lost group of Ittiltint ssholars'
res ealrd the essence of the Indtan education program All
fort s.ode students were inale. there being no fac dines for
.otnen a. :he conserted hotel Rich drurthed the matorits as

bc'l'It; caw ret ruinS it ho could netther speak or understand

'Lnglish rhes ranged from seten to chents sears old, most
being between sixteen and eighteen Despite :hem- ar, near's.
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all the boys were assigned to what would hare been egutvalent
to kindergarten in contemporary American public schools.
Bureau schools consisted of eight grades, designated as pri-
mary grades one to four and advanced grades one to four. The
superintendent assigned thirty,five of the initial group to pri
truly grade one, where the curriculum called for emphans on
learning the English langtiage and mattering the first ten num-
bers. Students also participated in cinging, exercise, and march
mg Fite other boys esaith souk pcior hool experience.) were
assigned to advanc-d grade one, which stressed reading. arta).
metw, penntarnh,p, and geography. Hugh Patton, a Pinsa,
ser ved 13 the only teacher." The presetwe of a single teacher is
explained by the fact that cLusroom studies, although an
Important part of the program, took a secondary posieion to
other consederations.

Federal guidelines suggested that at least half of the stu-
dents time be devoted to industral work The bureau wanted
hichan pupils taught the skills necessary for them to assimilate
Into American life at the kvH they were expetted to occupy.
This meant that their school life must be regulated and subject
In strict dim:pink Axil enthusiastically pphed these micas to
the first students, Upon entertng the school (het' .eve given a
good scrubbIng and a haircut Their tradttional clottung, even
if brand new, was discarded. and Catch see-cited 3 hat, shin, pair
(if pants, shoes, and stockings The boys were required to de, all
the rietcfrar) domestic chores, including keeping house, csw,A-

tneeping, wantrig sin tables. stashing and Ironing 1 he day.
began early in the morning and Lasted until 9 net p cit twtth all
arpc03 1110Tal and 30(121 life well super% tied t. On Sunday 3,
the pupils were taken tu a local Presby ter can c hurt h tor very n.fs
arid Sunday school. follnued In an afternoon of striging a MCI
is f ipurr readings 1,1111e uottiler some students. %his 'sere
used to a much dif ferent lifesitle, reacted with yuypis ton

trpruttaut feature int the tilsIttis tin Mall prc ngtaull lsok the
tirsalitpment of The 'truturg- syyteni I hit sin. i is his h had
been part of the federal plograin for seteral icy/3 and mai
used at other boarding schools, yent students into the cortimu
DU% to is rick for prisate c-rnployers Intended to goe the chit.
dren prac trial IrlsofT3 in a working eris it ctrunent, ihe
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lyatem also provided a tervice to the community. Even before
school started, local fanners had requested a hundred young
Indian students to help during the fruit hanestt." Superin.
tendent Rich. of course, could not immediately meet any
requests of thi nature, but he geared his educational program
to prepare Indian youths for entrance into the white working
community at won as potsible by ureuing the va/ue of manual
labor.

The West End Hotel proved unmuuble for tchool pur.
poses. Its shams smail rooms were not adapted to classroom
use and the cramped thing quarter+ may have added to student
discontent. To help Hugh Patton handk the boys, Rich
appcnted one of the older students, Charks Blackwater, as
asaistant discipllnar4n at a sahiry of filo per year payable in
government rations. In spite of the lnconwniences, the educe.
tional program was pronounced successful and by March,
e Sgt. nine of the boys had advanced to primary grade two. In
the meantime, work was progretting at the permanent site. In
December, :Sgl, Edward Sunderland received the contract to
construct a Large nvo-nory frame tchool building designed to
accommodate Is3 students and built to standard BIA specifi-
cations, adding only a ten-foot.wide tkeping potc h. COn of the
structure was set at 518.3S0 and the contract required comple-
tion by June so. itlga While carpenters were building the
schocl. Rich put his oudents to work preparing the site. lit
March some aso fruit trees and tao shade trees were let out.
By Slav 6, ISga. eventhing wat read) Arid thc Phoenix Induct
School moved to its permanent kvation Superintendent Rich
noted the Sacaton hoarding school on Slav o3 to obtain some
additeonal pupil.. Eight boss and nineteen girls ;the school's
Mot came to Phoenix on Slay 31. Rich took peat Cafe with
thew pupils, selecting only °healthy" ones and compiling a his.
tors of ea: h student which ineluded his Indian and Fnglish
name, blond quantum. tithe, band, age. sew, physical condo ion,
arid parents' name. Ai the ck,Se Of the First cer et, Rk hi epot ted
that the school was popular huh both the white. and Indian
communities He had at that time sissy-nine pupils, teveral
buildings, some livenoti., and son only ore teacher."

The eligegs school year saw a considerable espansion.

soli )
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Tar Pamela bubo. Selssal

Receip( of a $36,300 appropriation permitted the construct...in
t via large two-ttory addition to the main school buliding as well

sa a bakery. barn, and several outbuildings. This expansion
permItted the school tO increase kJ enrollment to Ito load
ppilents by the end of I Sps (seventy.thrre boyt and forty-linen

girls). A whool farm was also put into operation. Apparently
some valley rendenu wanted to MC an immediate return on

: their investment and the school was under Considerable pref-
. sure to begin the outing program. Yet Rich hetitased in sending

his students into the community. He believed iney should first
te taught good work habits. Consequently, ch ! outing system
tdid not bern until the spring of 1893. Most of the boys were
then set to work la Katonal labor on private farms or On It h004

k construction st a compensation of one dollar per day. Ekven
girls were also put to work al domestics with local families. Rich
frankly admitted that he could not meet the demand for tau-

s" dent labor. "We have been careful to send out only those girls
that were sure to do well." he reported, "as we could not afford
so have any failures at the beginning of this 'outing business.""

During the remainder of the decade constructron and
enrollment continued to advance. The Indian hureau and con.
grew were more than withog to provide funds as tong as ttu-
dents were plentiful. After t1194, when the schen) began
admitting Papago children, it had an abundance ot potential
students. The superintendents at Phoenix thus had little trou
ble in making the school a large. self-cnntamed, 11,,,de com-
munity. In the $9u. a second whool building, a timing
hall and kitchen, a hospital, a laundrs. water works, and a gen.
eral office building were either cn.nstructed or planned. By
1597 the plan: consisted of twelve major htaiidings, enabling
the school to provide "comfortably- for the ano Pima, Mare-
cops, and Papagn students M'hen Superimenthent S. M.
Mc('osi,an Termed his annual report ert July so, I Fog. he tor-
reedy noted that "we are vigor/nests kicking ourselses free of
our swaddling clothes and blooming min masterful manhood.'
yluu el the major improcements wore finished b t goo At that
time the inalitutoon accnnimodated Met 7oo Indian students.
Under SIcCowan't doestion iiSq7. !gine) a new school house
was ConntUrten. accompanied by a large two story employees'
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building and a massive shop budding containing enough mom
to teach six different trades. The resultant school was indeed
impressive. with immaculately maintained structures. mani-
cured grounds. and large professional sufT. At the end of the
decade. Tat Armond Craters proclaimed it 'the largest Indian
school in the United States with the exception of Carltsle and
here hundreds of Indian boys and girls were aimually trans
(erred from the tutive condition of usiokrxe and uwiessness
into civilised and useful members of society.'"

As the Indian school matured. it mtablished a unique rela
tionship with the city of Phoenix. Being a ielf -contained entity
located away from the downtown area, the institution partki-
paint in the community only tio the extent permitted try white
residents Gerwralh speaking. local citiaens did not want Indi.
ans in Phoenix. Beginning itt the Law ifiSos, various municipal
ordinances had restricted Indian 14:els tO the city to daylight
hours for all but the few permanent empknets of white bust.
nessinen. Wring the %Soot, most Indians were permitted in
town only cm business and violators of the law were severely
punished by kwal authorities The bias against Indians hat $0
strong. In fact. that tht census sif tow hits onls three manse
residents." With An establish( opposition to permitting "w ;Id"
reservation Indians in the city. Phoenwsans wanted assurances
that Indian students would he well supersited and pow nu
threat of remaining in IOW ft Of becoming a public n

I he most popular aspect of the it h<K4 for Phoenix resi-
dents prostd to Iv the outing it 11C111, t hit h becanle oper.i
Donal tin I S95 St hod Superintendent Harwood Hall noted in
it4,44 the pitmans reasons for communai enthusiasm! -the
tim mng of Inttlart toUth is not looked upon In the people of thli

saltei from philanthropic standpoint ft is simply a matter nf
hi,imess Indun students pros ided s abet rct/dr gh
me...tensor labor Ilse unions school superintendents t leads
f CI tgllItTli the great OOIC of good will thei mescised ti sinppls
mg student workers stld they made sure the prat
tacit III Ann gllrul Fear suite lii two tlOtAt rest studenit
participated in the program ikrst for the twist part were used
as COMMOn laborers arid field hands, although scmmr s. ho had
received training in a special skill nnght he %milted at carper,

yiS I

bible 1141' law,* bey' rware SiW el a &int ma..stI troala t.si IMOtt. it 6e,
owing, tat.. are 61 swrni tar Amirli yawl -Foe coa#mmt sAr "mg-roue.

mkt temanau4),"

r
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feta Ari<1 bncklayers. Only on rare occasions did white laborers
ob.-ieet to th.. system. Irt mit instance, when a contractor decided
to use few Indian students to help construct one of the school
buildinp, however, hia white workers walked off the job in
protest. Female students invariably tie 'Ned as domestics.
Demand for ,cturig women trained in household duties always
exceeded supph. Indian gois were extremely reliable, close!,
supervued. and inexpensive. Depending on the circumstances,
these servants were either paid a small wage or simply provided
with room and board. Those who earned money had funds
superwhed by schoOl matron and were encouraged to open A
casings account. Any student found to have violated tegula
lions could expect a quick removal from the system." Under
such circumsuncts, it is little wonder that Phoenicians were
pleased with the school.

The other economic benefit of the school cone with the
eyer.increasing federal expenditures. Although mans class
supplies came from outside vendors. the school purchased
some goods locally, matntained a large payroll, and used ?hoe.
nix contractors for all construction. Vor these reasons alone.
some residents continually advocated enlarging the institution
Of course, such demands were accompanied by statements of
concern for Indian welfare. One newspaper believed the inset.
ninon should double its enrollment because- the present fat Oils
handled tints "a pitiable traction of the total South In prinlitiVe
ignorance, superstition and incompetency for the c ts slued life
that has surrounded therm' In another initainc. the %Anse
paper ads ocated an increased appropr i.st ion for thc it hool w it h
the reminder that "thr friend s. ho set LOC; fttX h reingintion of
the Indian needs here will not lack support when Salt Kiser
silles noels go to the ballot hot Onac establohed, federal
espenditutes posed such a bot.st to the local eionotris that
citizens herame dependent no their continuation "

to astdit XXI to panels economx reasons fit, suns T 'mg the
uhosil. Phoeimuns also neuseti on it as a Ulla( r if ttillirnillItts
pnde the g isool m turn gate bit.k iii hr tits an Mt retithle
amount of free ettlertattinteril a ktI0111 taluafl OMMAiti
that helped relies,- the boredom of isolated Phoe, is residents
Soon atter the opening. niftc talc began int twig Om public it

f !sit! I

Piwwwie Adam &twat

attend A variety of functions. The memorial exercises at the
end of the school year qukkly became an annual social affair.
The 144 program reportedly attracted a thousand visitors.
Guests were treated to a tour of the buildings and a program
of musical selections prosided by a group of "twatly attired"
Indian boys and girls. The audierve ihoroughh appreciated
the show and emerged convinced the school was "accomplish.
mg a great arid good work." A !,.eat later Superintendent Hall
initiated the practice of inviting manir citizens to the annual
Christmo exercises. From then on, entertainment programs
designed to foster community good will and illustrate educa-
tional achievements became a regular- feature of the prograin
A typical etarnpie during this period included songs by the
chorus, an addiess by ont of the more fluent pupils. ieveral
costumed skits, an "American Flag" exercite by recent arrivals,
and prextsion military drills. Although the activities usually
asnided the prornotion of ant traditiuna/ Indian cultural heri-
tage, on at least one occasion students were permitted to pre-
sent an Apache war dance. This particular entertainment was
designed for a group of legislators and undoubtedly served to
remind them of the great progress being ?nude."

The athletic program provided additional suiranunity ties .

mid-decatfe boss' football and baseball seams were well
established. Then played 2 sarirtv of local clubs, Including
Phoenix High &hoot and Terme Nointal The Indian sw,vs
also made seseral road trips. going as far as Prescott and Bit
bee, am, the foutball team een issued schools in Southern
CallforlIta Alt huotcgfi the caliber of the t timprIX XXI Was fie.t
haps mit too high, there pros ed to be c oniwterable kw'sl inter
est Fans liked to wish the athletes well hs terailing thew Indian
IletiLAge -It is hoped the Inibart school liwitballists wtil return
with a trim-diem of scalps dangling frorri their belts,- w rote /me
new Taper St- liut ! of he lals o bile enctlicragung the .ithlety: pro-
Pin' sir", regJI,ted the tans' torritact In this was, dies

Itleatr-,i when the learn Won ottiscrnI
lii strict adherence to r tiles and gentlemanly tirliasenr." evert
at the expense ot being mauled to some of their less 'gentle-
maids OfFIlosItIOR CarrIts were (die f3 I 1MCCI it1 Unusual dh-
rutintins In one caw a baseball gamc sad to be called when
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several of the Irsdian players were injured in practice and in
another instaoce the game ended early when all the balls were
hit into an adja-ent Lagoon," Women's sporu, later an impor-
tant activity. did not beau% until after the turn of the century.

The promotion of tourism, beginning to assume impor-
tance in the salky, also eapfislited on the school. City fathers
staged a variety of carnivals, parades and facts designed to
attract siutors. Indian students proved to be 3 big asset to these
events The annual winter carnival, for instance, always con-
cluded with a grand parade featuring a frontier theme.
Because thew parades tended to hare a Urger number of "wild
Indiana" in war paint and traditions/ dreu, the school students
were used to contrast the put with the predicted future. Under
such circumstances, achool officials happily provided organiz-
ers with the school band, marching battalions of boys and girls,
a drum corps. and student floats. It was not difficult for spec-
tators who had just witnessed a realistic bank between Pima
and Apache warriors to be pkauntly impressed by the Ito.
dents. In this manner. suitors who came to we a representation
of frontier history, not only received a thrilling show, but they
could be assured by the discipfined and neat Indian boss and
girls that the "Indian prohlern" MILS us the process of
elimination "

In many respects the moat popular feature of the school
%as its hand. Organized about 1894 to entourage ritust:to
mg. it was highl% appreciated and mot h in demand The soling
musicians performed at al printipal school functions in add,
non to traveltng extensively throughout the Southwest f %et%
major nem in Phoenix, front the annual carnival to special
exhibitions, gate the Indian band prominent billing Ilk fort%
musicians regutarly spent their summers and hohday plat Ing
flu audiences at (airs and celebrations, and w hairier fres the
organization commanded went into the school general fund.
Offroals weie especial% proud of the band and is ii, AIT,,r-
tunit t to ernphastre its great bench( Sopet inn-orient %%EC ...III
frequently quoted statements of rommunit s apprei tat ito, WC.
catcall% pointlitg out to his superiors how p4rased titeens wrre
10 we this Sisiblt sign of -improyement" in the Indian rat e He
also selected favorable statements from the hand members to

.;
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support his contention that the Indians thenueltes recognized
the great value they were receiving from the educational
experience."

From the community viewpoint, then, the ludian school
represented a nobie and valtiabk experiment that served the
city well without being a vance. From the student per-sirs,
live, it may have been so,oewhat less favorabli regarded Mott
of the children had been taken from a oxalis different environ-
ment. Traditional Pima, Markopa. and Papago life styles con
owed markedly with the school routine. In the Indian society,
chddren were instructed in an infoernal manner. often retch*.
ing their dirrcoons from a kindly grandparent or other dose
relative. There was little formal training, no corpora: punish-
ment, and a considerable amount of play mixed with learning.
The children essentially lived in sn unregtmented ahnosphere
and spent much of their- time developing skills that would
prove useful in their society. Famotionalls, they were hardly
prepared fur what awaited them at the white man's cchool,"

The life sole stressed strict drscipline and hard work As
Supenntendent McCowan stated in 898: -We pride ourselves
zin tieing a working school No child is permitted to work at he

pleases. 'Pantng iri time ts not tuffseient 1hc child is taught
how to do a thing, when to stcs it. and tot!. it whether he xtits
to or not School officials strongls behrYed that it Inittan
rite-n were going Wu...it/4.11e /4/ttu .1.1titrW1t/ last lets then 7711.1.4
adipt. the AMerti III stir k ethic A ssstcnt ot rignt control% osef
ever, aspect of their life seemed the best s,is tin priioilte lilt
drsit ccl (ruins Air ordinglt, a CiNic ttl mind mi r &gut., tcd ter
actis its and fixed punishment, were nieled out tot all infringe.
ments. this manner it 1, AS ex pe. teni !hat the Indian south
could t 1114/Ird into a good and prodtii toe tllnntnn hot
nother sit, 41, Si/CO.311 Ili sr( laillned lri,nlrntie ts the ninth
Cfss,/rfT7 ot progress, so [tilt Arc tal/ghl mo I. ill thr
u in F01. the IIIIII}In nu/Ude/II. wt.( t/s////lnent Inn a 01 1(1 leg.
iinen being snelecitii to tut h a p west
and IeSrfIll'Iellt

Esarttples of this eiitntional atmosphere %an lit een nut
the routItte Cs falIbihed tint ih r k bfk isiss and gills line
soimg men bselt organized Into muir.of I ,T,11.inor, :45
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they entered school. They wore uniforms and performed mili-
tary drills to mstill the concept of discipline. Strict obedience
Vial heavily emphasized. The boys marched to dim to mesh',
ard to reereatkm. Most of their skill training centered on the
IT inual arts By 190o t he school taught Indian boys over a.
(intent trades ranging from otacksinithIng and bricklaying to
carpelntrs ami piloting. If thu strong emphases on labor mi t

be stewed by some Indian students as a violation of their rights
ot an intuit to their cultural mores, it failed to ditturb school
persorinei At one superintendent remarked- "The only right
belonging to the Indian is the right to make a man of
hunself.""

Female suidents also wore a uniform - a funeticrnal blue
dress and were subject to a cost military discipline. The
soung women were taught to behave like proper "American
homeinakers Sinie the girls were not expected to rue above
the lcurel of a housewife, domestic sciences receis.ed consider-
able attenttm 1 tic atImo1 did es ers thing possible to create its
version of a tspical home environment (lids were /responsible
fur toning then- dorrnoors rooms, cooking. s-sying, washing
and serving food. All lupe, ts of their social hie were closely
super sued hy a matron ho hied with the students and
tnstruited them at the proper female behavior Many of the
soling women proscit to te quite skilled and their domestic
Lulls Ineedlepzunt and enitniinicn tin etc displased at locations
ranging from the Ins al fairs trt the huf fah, I spynnion of tons
rs,:hool adminuoralids were bonds iconnurd ;bar (heir pro.
gram t, at turinsf n/n /nit Ihe /ICU( ed Irstllt4 Super intent. fent Hall
` tole sri IAA I hat "I, Min shot, inn, dissatisfied girls, mis seat has
intisintt cd twat. lathlike. agreeahlesoung lathes. SuIlIn are mond
ot est,d3inr,14 theni ii hIsnuenl/c/11. AtIn/thet /46S1.1f 110Ied surth
great pleasat that Indian girls tinmil a genuine ltktng for
usu./AI/11Z on/J h11/144C tu/a//aehtItt smut emt .ttinn irtg
itniments from the pupil% ortforomotclt. htate }Mu!, ed

IS/nu:Inn, su hn.4 1e15'nnu u I On ((VI 41th /Iunn/nenI student
pt,nsc ml Ihent C./flit/a/0W n/fIllutt nI ,411, atheist- tentIllnel.t, ore
eSiCult of strident ifisi inland .at fien !widen The ronassav

1),I.eirt. ploy milri st,n, "Vint 4111,11 lil nine pn sIttr
Inf,u/e/1 inn. Inn/chati n ft/Wren In the earls day's, most sttIttetlIt
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came from homes close enough to Phoenis o, htvi IAA, e of

refuge should the routrite becorie unhearat4e 'The Ft thm,!

beart Wrighabli Almost (rout Me 01.irt Ss the reg.-ming of
the ruenteeth century, with an enrollment of met 70o. OUR Wilt
regulark contended with ten to twent tun %%%%% a

M,,st of these cru.sta. iere 10.nehehtted arTif returned
st hrout to a Cull/tot men ast.smed to th,s spe, Ow dots to ,,,,e;e
cases parents oJuntarth returned thea own t hart teo the !tat
werns to have been an esteptton The runawa rate as PN,,, rut
might hose been men higher nuept fur the insututio, t est vi-
tem health record 1: Itke the case al mans ,eser k N2,16

sitxtentt and parents dui hot ft-el that attendrag N.. f Um was
untomount tn contracting «Arne ter lomat tirseate

The pttmaes emphasis ,tri unit the,hrbi. rm-4-t A

dermc traming suffered 1Ite failure of the Nalait a proat4,1,
prtscluce drarnang results ian be wen from the tatt that thr

...taboo/ drd not paoduce a graduatmg class until 19.ot htt that
fele, four pupils re, e gtsen dtpInmas for hasoug ,conpleird
lise full moderate currieu2um. whist( elesen more were grads,
.fed 0 domestu sr 'ernes rso trawtn rot iat N anitt rhrcr,,
about the acastenta program a es atria InIth the staterre,tt ot
se h<ctl officials In es aluanng the ?nu four .t,ry- gualei
NS<C0 sin esti:7141rd that "nit one h.t.1 ebrinr afro., arr.rrz,
and antbstron enough to ItCtt,"ra asire ;Nal as ! ardialars bread
.Inner." Acactetroc achtevernents acre stutsequentls stewed 2,
a suppk.fiTent ta the incturrrtal gamma and ttwiettrs were oot
teatls espes ted hi tretp',te the lull ehert it
l!'($2. when the schtud had set ,st studetas there we.r otos
sesen full.nme (attars lex hers t:

iN tar the inuot ttet ples rag quetti,1, ,he
What esivrt,,tte at the Phoents India, s roe. hcm ah,
an Impat t tt made Mt the toe, ot us Stadtal, In the huv ,k, it e
oser a thousand Indian 1 hacker, attended the ,atevut., sec
there a 11142 Mitgalsat at how I at 1!. the, tuts...a their it.,
ttnn Undoubtedls, the saw .+221,1, telt. aed la 12.2, 2,u
honors and fe,Wited 2 tracht2a,a! !de !PIM( fttligeao rtf h, them,
seats is, Phoents and t emtaimmt nc ammirtr-t iraa kmerk

Same tivk hemmer odsantage of thrtm 'rattly-4; N so, .a

number of students are known tu hose oto.00ed
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with the Indian bureau at Mochas or stelT personnel. Others
were hind as menial laboe at Indian schools, bosphals, and
senate. A few went. into Mathes& One maw-hies Aimee
pupil renamed to Samoa. batAt aboute and met and became
* euccemful merchan t. la tees she school held a reindeer, illt44-
tag back several Saw sudtme A/though these peer* con-
fined moot of their remarks to their echoed clay* it was evident
from their comments that while they had secured a variety of
cploymeot skusdoas which couid be stagnated go their edii-

node of their emotions had enabled them so lave the
reeervation environment One 404 currently an industriel
teacher at the Poyallup Indian &boo/ ia Washineton, whiit
',there held ouch Bureau positions m tribal polkeman. school
setestrees. meistent treserintion engineer (mechanic). mainesis
school disciplinarian, and agency interpreter"

Perhaps the moot significant change in school policy dur-
ing the frit decade came in tioll when Superintendent S.M.
McGowan decided to broaden the student time by bringing in
children from distant reservations. McCowari frankly held she
focal Pinsa and Papago in low reprd, once remarking that
-them pupils ite usually small and are abeoithely ignorant and
inexperienced.' He planned to improve the school try bringing
in advanced pupill from other locations in order to better uti-
lise the -spkndid opportunities in the way of trades and 'out-
ing.' "Comequently, McGowan began recruiting students from
throughout the West. Indian children were imported from Cal.
ifornis and Oregon, as well as from the Hopi. Nsiajo. and
Apache reservations cvf Arizona in increasins numbers after
INS. This new group, who usually had tome previous educa-
tional training. gate the school the multi-tribal composition it
hat time maintained. The transition at hrst, howeier, did not
go well. Local students had come to regard the school as their
otrn and they resented the "foretgn inaction." Some Pima
pupils es eft ran asai rather than astocure with strangert The
strung sense of pride that developed in Indian parents and
atudentt for 'their Khoo/ WAS one of the more positive reac-
tions to the educatsonal experience, although officials failed to
capitalize ort

eiS I

Tie Paeesser Miss SeAtte1

In April, tool, the Phoenix Indian School celebrated its
tenth annivetsary and graduated its firs class. Oa May 7th,
President William Mciikiley paid it a snit and offered his con-
gratuations on the success of this center of Indian education,
By this time there wee link dotibt lo ...yone's mind that the-
school was one of the major Indian educational facilites in the
nation." Its firet decade had produced great and permanent
developments in the Indian educe system of Ariialls.
Before tikpo, the Limitary had no majoe center for suck edu-
cation. By spoo. Iodiasn studenu from all owe Arleen*. instead
of being drewn so Carlisle or Hampton. Mcmaaingly looked to
Phoenix for a significent portion of their schooling. The Math
tution had wowed Its worth to the community. of Phoenia and
would continue weave as a source*/ nes& at u.elJ as et:anomie
enrichment,

It is mom difficult to state kith certainty that the school
met the real educational needs of the student in lie fless decade
of existence. For them education meant forced removal from
home, loss of freedom and entrance into an alien world.

It could not hare been otherkite School administrators ill
that era were ethnocentric and idealiatk in their approach to

educatkxl. They would need many mote years of
change and derelopment before they could regard the Indian
student as a unique indisidusl instead of an item in human
form to be infected into the mold of a stereotyped %hire work-
ing-class American

NOT

1.114 4to TOKt tt, esp. nt 1,41 ihar,14 10 IA, .....m.4113,446...4111 tut %he Hume+
e.. the 5w-4. H. FIVWft. 41441 16.4 L. nos,.
1114,
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44.11444.4 114/14
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The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Antone, I am advised that the Arizona .
Tribes are considering some kind of a lawsuit in the event that the
Interior Department closes down the Phoenix schoo1 under the
present situation.

Can you elaborate on this?
Mr. Mao= Mr. Chairman, we are presently lookin* into that

possibility. However, we know how costly this effort is, and we
would request the assistance of this committee and the Congress to
do whatever they can to prohibit the Secretary from doing any-
thing further in following through with his propcsal to close the
schools.

I think it was ..* sted out earlier by the members of this commit-
tee, that the - , the t Secretary has gone far
beyond in defiance of - law that has been passed, and also the
mown that have been brought about.

We have prepared to do wb.at we can to see that he doesn't do
anything further until such time as the Congress has placed
whereas it is in a position to come out with a decision.

The CHAIRMAN% Any further questions? John?
Mr. McCall. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate very

much the test4niony from two outstanding leaders who are here
with us, eiwoally chairman Moore who has an extensive back-
ground and education and is eminently qualified perhaps more
than anyone I know to address this issue.

In your statement you mentioned that according to the 1980
census, approximately one third of the Arizona high school apt
ciuu= are not attending any school at all. I. would, from my

I would suggest that number has even increased.
Would you agree with that, Joe?
Mr. Mooing. This is a result, I think, of the proposed closure of

the Phoenix Indian High School, particularly those of drug and al-
cohol abuse related, and most of those students if they are just ex-
pelled from the boarding schools, or from public schools, just never
return back to schooL That's an issue, and it is increasing.

Mr. McCsm. Given the benefit of your experience, what impct
on these numbers, on these statistics does it have when we close
the Phoenix India!) School, and ask Indian children to leave reser-
vation and go to a different State?

Mr. Moons. Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain. Our feeling is that
these students will not go to another school, and will remain on the
reservation as the custom has been up to now, and we do not have
those services that develop to meet those needs, and that's why we
suggest that he would take the reservations, the tribes, the pro-
grams, approximately 15 years to begin to be able to accommodate
this.

Mr. McCAnir. So the construction of Hopi High and Tohono
O'Odham High, how much will that, how far will that go in filling
this gap?

Mr. MOORE. In terms of Tohono O'Odham, which is the tribe that
I am associated with, that would serve only the western part of the
reservation. There are three districts out in that area, and then the
school was designed to accommodate those people so that they
could be closer to home.
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The other students on the east side of the.reeervation, those who
live off the reservation would continue to need the servic e. of a -

education.
. Thank you very much.
Mr. Cliairman. Thank you for your testimony.

Mr. oNàNi. Mi. Chairman, thank you...
Let me say, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your testimony, and I

-want to point out that I think you have demonstrated some out-
standing leadership here. I understand, and I think wa all do the

_ importance of this school, and your opposition 2t o closing it, and
this Senator is committed to see that we do not close that school
until a replacement school is availahle in the Phoenix are to fill
the Indian needs.

But what I want to say for the record is the appreciation that
this Senator has, that you have been able to put the Inter-tribal
council on record in supporting or at least introducing, requeating
the introduction of some leeelation to attempt to bring this for-
ward so we can provide for the Indian needs, school needs for the
children that are still without adequate facilities on the reserva-
tion.

I cannot believe the Secretary, the Under Secretaiy of the BIA,
Mr. Swimmer, in his response to me is a clear indication that he is
ping to close that school. He is going to do it perhaps even if Con-
gress tells him not to.

What I appreciate as much as anything, Mr. Chairman, is the
fact that you recognize some of the diverse needs for the possible
disposition of this property, including the needs of the Veterans
Administration.

You make reference to parking. I presume you have no objection
if it is used for other veterans' purpoees if indeed the need is there?

Mr. Axiom. That's right.
Mr. De:Carmen Let me also echo the concern that my colleague,

Senator McCain has about the educational faciliV. We have moved
slowly. And I am glad that we have provided some new high
schools, but we have not kept abreast obviously of with the needs
of the Indian population on the educational level.

Do you thinkthe question then, is do you think disposition of
those property under the terms of your legislation could bepro-
vide the necessary economics to have a new school to satisfy the
needs now of the Indian population that uses the

Mr. Moon. In reference, Bix. Chairman, and, Senator DeConcini,
in reference to the new school if you are talking about the replace-
ment of the Phoenix Indian High School, our feeling is that

Mr. DeCoeicriet Yea, I am.
Mr. Moo= [continuing]. They would be as expensive if not more

expensive to relocate and to build another school. We have an ex-
isting faciliV that will continue to operate during the process that
was outhwd under the moratorium, tizat it would be feasible to op-
erate the school.

Mr. DeCoNcieu. Well
Mr. Moon [continuing]. And not the existing site.
Mr. DzCoNcno. If there was a new school built, do you have any

...Incept of what that amount of, what the need may behow many
students orand what the cost might invoke.
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Have you -.14de any estimates?
Mr. Mooax. When we consider the number of students that are

currently enrolled in the potential who are referred to as the stu-
dent not attending school, the existing facility could not accommo-
date, and I think the capacity is about a thousand student&

Mr. Dr Comm/. About 1,000 students.
So, we are talking about an iucreased needrather than a de-

creased need.
Mr. Moon. I see.
Mr. DsComen. I think that is appropriate for the record to

point -out this. We are not diminishing tbe educational needs, even
though some new high schools have been built .

How do you reconcile Mr. Swimmer's attitude that there is a less
need now Wawa of theee two new high schools. Is it just in error?

Mr. Moo's. No, in the cri 4ue that we have attached, I think
even there the study that was e by the Inter-tribal cotmcil and
some of the Bureau staffpersons that I think is an indication of the
increased number of students.

However, his report
Mr. Ds:Comm. He just left that out?
Mr. MOORE. And also Mr. Antonio mentioned the report, our
py, that's attached to this report, of the ITCA study.
Mr. DECONCINI. MT. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHATRILliN. Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL Thank you, Mr. 'Chairman, and I don't want to

belabor this, but Brother Antone did mention a number ofun-
specified number of students who had gone on to be in military
service, and I notice there are a number of ex-military people in
the audience.

I just wanted to ask you, did Ira Hayes go to this school?
Mr. ANTON& Yes, he did.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
The CHAntriAN. OK.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man, for your testimony and for the critique, which I have not had
a chance to read completely, but which I think will be very helpful.

I have a question about a portion of the proposed legituation that
you have suggested that we consider and that we in fact introduce.

And that relates to the provision in the proposed legislation that
requires a transfer to the ITCA of a plot of land, in fee transfer,
which indicates that you are talking about a specific parcel of prop-
erty being transferreci in an amount equal to 5 percent of the fair
market value of the entire parFel.

iI don't understand why it is ncluded in the legislation, and I
don't understand to what purpose ITCA intends to put that proper-
ty; and I would like for you to explain to me why it is included in
this legislation.

Mr. ANTONE. Well, first of all, we recognize that there is to be a
continued need far educational opportunities for the students, and
the percentage of the property is an effort to identify that

We don't have any definite plans as to how that's to generate the
continued income at this point, but in the filture should it be devel-
oped in such a way to generate continued income which would
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serve to offset the educational social needscontinued needs for
the student.

Mr. Ewing. So, it's your thought that you would use, you would
basically become a developer for that particular parcel of property
and use it to generate income for your educational purposes?

Mr. Atfrows. We would probably not become the developer. We
would to sea if it would be developed in such a way that it would

ntrate the interest that we are looking for on a continued sup
. port with services.

Mr. Rsonts. Let me just observe to you that, as a practical
matter, tit-% may be not rmething that I ought to be concerned
with, but 1 nave been trying ever since I first read this, with the
first proposal I saw, which was way back in December before I even
-took office. I bave been trying to figure out how on our green
earth, we are going to go about dividing up that parcel, and dedi-
cating it in fee to the l'IVA without potentially damaging the de.
velopment plans for the rest of the parcel.

As I say, it is probably not something that I need to concern
myself with, but that does concern me. And you still raise some
questions in my mind concerning the advisability of that particular
provision.

I want to add to Senator DeConcini's remarks my thanks to you,
though, for your pushing this process along, I think that the source
of the momentum that has gotten us at least through this point is
in large measure been due to you, and I appreciate it.

Mr. Chairman, I have no other questions. I do have to tell you,
that I have an engagement, a speaking engagement at 11:45 in
Mefia that I could not rearrange when this was scheduled, so in a
very few moment!, I am going to have to leave. I want to thank
you again for holdg tanhr hearing.

The Castausx. you, and glad you could participate with
us.

We will move along here, and maybe we can get out by 12
o'clock. I understand that you need to leave.

Mr. RHODEN. Thank you.
The Camasuirr. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, you asked the question about the con-

sideration of the lawsuit. We would appreciate if this committee
and Congress would take some action to prevent the notification of
teachers/parents by March 1, and that is our main concern.

And the concern is that if it cannot be done then, an injunction
to prevent the Bureau of Indian Affairs to forward those notifica-
tions to teachers and parents.

CHAntasx. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANTON& Thank you.
The CHMRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Ray Bourne, director

of the Carl T. Hayden Medical Center, of the VA.
Mr. Bourne, please be seated.

-



STATEMENT OF RAY BOURNE, DIRECTOR, CARL T. HAYDEN
MEDICAL CEN'TER. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Emma. Mr. Chairman. 'Distinguished colleagues. It is a
flaeasure for me to be here as a steward in behalf of the Carl T.

Veterans Administration Medical Center
is the first opportunity I have had to publicly use that desig-

nation for our Mediml Center, as the Congress just in December
designated that hospital as a further memorial for the very great
benefits that Senator Carl Hayden got for the State of Arizona.

Let me thank you for your statement of support and interest in
the needs of the veterans community in central Arizonaindeed,
in all of Arizona.

I tin heartened by what I heard earlier this morning from mem-
-bers of the panel. I am being further heartened by the expreasion
of support that I heard froni individuals .,iving testimony before
this body, for the recognizing that there is a need in Arizona for
veterans services and that need will grow.

I am particularly heartened by the testimony of the Governors of
the private coun4 the Inter priveete council for their recognif,on.
The Indian School has been a good neighbor to us, and I hope, in
turn, we have in the past been a good neighbor to those of the
Indian School.

The growth of the Phoenix veteran population and the increase
in the average age of the veteran requires an addition to the facili-
ties at the present site of the Phoenix Veterans Administration
Medical C'enter.

The existing Veterans Administration property, including the re-
cently acquired Health and Human Services property is inadequate
to support our future expansion needs.

The veteran population within the primary service areas of the
Phoenix Medical Center, which include the Maricopa County is
projected to increase by 6 percent between now and 1995: the total
250,510 veterana. The most significant increase is the number of
veterans over the age of 65, which will increase by 101 percent by
the year 2000 to a total of newly 95,000 veterans.

We will need to increase our ability to serve this population
growth in two ways: first, we may need to add as many as 130 beds

to our existing bed capacity. Second, the ambulatory care depart-
ment must be prepared for an outpatient workload of 214,000 visits
annually, a 49 percent increase over our present outpatient work-
load of 144,000 annual visits.

A clinical expansion project has been conceptualized to provide
these proposed facilities, to preserve the functional integrity of the
existing medical center, our expansion site is to the west of the ex-
istin,g facility.

The increase in the total number of veterans and aging of that
population, will, of course, be present in two other veterans facili-
ties within the State. This will further impact on the Phoenix facil-
ity, since this is the laundry site for all Arizona VA Medical Cen-

ters.
We will need to replace an aging plant, and expand its produc-

tion capability to meet the increased demand for service.
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_ As we increase the number of inpatients beds, and the huge in-
crease in outpatient visits, the need for additional clinical services
becomes even more important The ability to provide a full range
diagnostic and therapeutic, modality, such as cardiac catherization,
radiation therupy onsite, becomes most important.

It is important that we have the ability to add existing and de-
veloping technology to the annamentarium of medicine at this
Medical Center.

As we look to the immediate future of veterans needs, we should
provide for the opportunity to revise and improve these services.
The -VA Regional Office now occupies leased space in a building
about 1 mile away from the Medical Center.

Nationally, the Veterans Administration is an a progressive
basis, co-locating regional offices at medical center sites where land
is available.

Several efficiencies of operation result from co-location in addi-
tion to providing a single location for the veteran seeking services.

On another level of concern of veterans is to have a State veter-
ans home to serve the rapidly aging veteran population. Should
this concept ever be realized, having it located in close proximity to
medical services would be desirable both from the standpoint of
cost and from the rapid accessibility to medical services.

Because we are landlocked on three sides, the future of this Med-
ical Center is directly linked to the availability of a portion of the
land in question, should it be no longer used for its present mis-
sion.

We will require 16 acres to meet the short term expansion needs
and for the longer term projections for co-location and a veterans
home. A 4-acre square parcel immediately adjacent to the south-
west corner of the existing property would be most suitable.

IA me point out that about SO years ago a decision was made to
reduce the available land for veterans use at our medical facility
by .accessing several acres. This proved to be extremely shortsight-
ed in the light of the tremendous growth of Phoenix and the State.

We are landlocked and if we are shortsighted in the use of the
land in question, we will not have a remedy at that time when it is
most urgently needed. Our concern is that we do provide for the
future, though we cannot see the needs as clearly as we wish.

I appreciate the opportunity to serve in this capacity to bring the
needs to this committee and to present to you today a summary of
our interest in the Phoenix Indian School property should it
become available.

(Prepared statement of Mr. Bourne followsl
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_STATEMENT FROM RAY L. aOURNE

Oirector, Carl T. Hayden Veterans Administration Medical Center

Seventh Street and Indian School Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85012

The growth of the Phoenix veteran
population and the increase in the

average age of the veteran requires an addition to the facilities at the

present site of the Phoenix Veterans Administration
Medical Center. The

',existing Veterans Administration property,
including the recently acquired

,Health and Human Services
property, is inadequate to support future expansion.

The veteran population.within
the primary service areas of the Phoenix

Veterans Administration
Medical Center, which includes Maricopa County, is

projected to increase by 6% between now and 1995 to a total of 250,510. The

-most significant
increase is the number of veterans over the age of 65 which

will increase by 101% by the year 2000 to a total of 94,460. We will need to
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increase our ability to serve this population growth in two ways. First, we

may need to add as many as 130 beds. Second, the Ambulatory Care Department

must_be prepared for an outpatient workload of 214,000 visits, a 49% increase

over our present outpatient workoad of 144,004 annual visits. A clinical

expansion project has been conceptualized to provide these proposed facilities.

To p.eserve the functional integrity of the existing Maical Center, our expan-

sion site is to the west of the existing facility.

The increase in total numbers of veterans, and aging of that population

will, of course, be present in the two other veterans facilities within the

State. This will impact upon the hoenix facility since this is the laundry

site for all Arizona VA medical centers. We will need to replace an aging

plant and expand its production capability to meet increased demand far

service.

As we increase the number of inpatient beds and the huge increase in

outpatient visits, the need for additional clinical services becomes even more

important. The ability to provide a full range of diagnostic and therapeutic

modalities, such as cardiac catheterization and radiation therapy, on site
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twangs most important. It is important that we have thr ability to add

existing Sad developing technology to the armameetarium of medicine at this

Radical Center.

A$ we look to the immediate future of veteran needs, we should provide

,for the opportunity to revise and improve these services. The VA Regional

Office now occupies leased space in a building about one mile away from the

medical center. Nationally, the Veterans Administration is on a progressive

basis -- co-locating regional offices at medical center sites where land is

available. Several efficiencies of operation result from co.location in

addition to providing a single location for the veteran seeking services.

On another level is the concern of veterans to have a state veterans Npee

to serve tha rapidly aging veteran population. Should this concept be

realized, having it located in close proximity to medical services would be

desirable both from the standpoint of cost and from rapid accessibility to

medical services.

Because we are land locked on three sides, the future of this Medical

Center is directly linked to the availab4 .y of a portion of the land in
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question, should it no longer be used for its present mission. We will

'require 16 acres to meat the short term expansion needs and for the longer

term projections for co-location and a veterans home. A 4-ecre squire parcel

beeediately adjacent to the southwest corner of the existing property would be

'post suitable.

I appreciate the opportunity to present to you today a smeary of our

interest in the Phoenix Indian School property. Thank you.
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Mr. DaCormato [presiding]. Mr. Bourne, thank you very much for
your testimony.

I see that Congressman Rhodes has to leave.
Do you have any questions you want to ask?
Mr. It HoDES. No, thank you, Senator, I think the testimony was

very complete, and I appreciate Mr. Bourne's comments.
Mr. &masa Thank
Mr. DICosicna. Mr. , I thaa you, too, for the tremendous. rune

effort and leadership you have given.
I take it from your statement that your projections are that you

need 16 acres?
Mr. Bouaxx. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ds:Comm. And obviously that is more than parking?
Mr. BOURN*. Yes, sir. Parking would be the very smallest part of

the use of this land. We would use this land for cInical expansion,
for the expansion of beds, for the work services that go along with
that kind of

Mr. DtCoNcua. Given the resources from the Federal Govern-
ment from the VA, the Veterans Administration, what do you
think the time schedule would be for use of that 16 acres?

Mr. Bottum. Well, we are planninq at this time, we are hopeful
that we would be under construction in 4 to 5 years.

Mr. Dleowcalt. 4 to 5 years, and that would be for the total use
of it, or most,at least a substantial part of it?

Mr. Boma,. Yes, sir. It would be for that expansion of approxi-
mately 130 beds and--

Mr. DicCoNctxr. And, just out of curiosity, Mr. Bourne, have you
had to close a ward?

Mr. Boum& Yes, sir, at the hospital.
Mr. DECommi. As of List Sunday?
Mr. BotraNx. Yes, sir, I did.
Mr. Dzeoszcort. And what has that done to the veterans' capabil-

ity, veterans accessibility here?
ME. BOURNE. It's reduced it to a degree and that we today have

about 86 percent occupancy in our hospital with those 130 beds out
of service, and we'vethat exceeds the occupancy rate that is de-
sirable because we don't have the beds immediately available when
a veteran comes to us, and we have to do a considerable amount of

juvlinfli
order to get that

. NCINI. If the Administration and the Congress made
the fUonds available, you could use that ward today?

Mr. Boman. Yes, sir. I could have used it a long time ago.
Mr. DECoNctxt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bourne, you say you want 16 acres of land

for more facilities, clinical facilities for that hospital ward?
Mr. Bouairs. Yes, sir.
The CliAntmax. Isn't this going to bring in more visitors, and

doesn't it aggravate your parking problem a good deal?
Mr. Bounme. Yes, of course, it will.
As we add staff, and add patients, and add visitors, it would

make our_ parking pToblem worse.
But ! thik that is going to happen regardless of theit is hap-

pening now, and it will be worse if we don't provide for that cer-
tainty.
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. The CHAIRMAN. Given your druthers, you have to make room for
beds and clinics over parking?

Mr. Botrarix. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right,
Mr. Boumx. That's the first priority.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator McCain?
Mr. Mc Cow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for being here, Mr. Bourne. I just would like to know

if you have had any, or your staff, or the VA has had any discus-
_ sions with the city. 0 f Phoenix or the proposed developers as to your

needs in trying to get some agreement so that there is some
common position on what exactly is what you need?

Mr. Boum& Yes, we have, Senator MeCain. 'We atiended a
meeting chaired by councilman Adams at the county building here,
where our needs were discumed with the group at that time.

The propoeed developer, the Collier Enterprises, has met with us
on one occasion, and has discussed their interest and willingneas to
work with us in being neighbors if that should develop.

Mr. McConsr. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I app_reciate your help here today.
Mr. MCoricipn. Mr. ft -rman?
The Coonzsmt. Senator DeConcini.
Mr. DzCompa I have to take leave to go to Arizona State Uni-

versity for a speaking engagement. I want to thank you, Mr. Chair-
man, for the hearings and accommodating my participation in
them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you for appearing and help on this
matter, not only today but in the past.

We'll now here from Mr. Paul Winslow, chairman of the Phoenix
Citizens' Advisory Committee.

STATEMENT OF PAUL WINSLOW, CHAIRMAN, PHOENIX CITIZENS'
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL PROPER-
TY
Mr. Whitlow. Chairman Udall, and members of the committee,

as the repreeentative of the We, the People Constituency of the
part of this process

The CHAIRMAN. Could we have a little bit of order? MTh Wins-
low. We do appreciate the o rtunity to have a voice in this Iwo-

We seem to be the element on the totem pole, typical-
we seem to be the last to know, and we are sometimes dis-

to figure out, but as the chairman of this Citizens' Advisory
ittee, I woultl late to try and reflect my impressions of what

our committee has heard, and what I believe to be, at least, the
major sentiments in the city of Phoenix from the citizens m-
selves.

It I. difficult for a city and its citizens to react quickly to any
kind of proposal of this own

The CHAIRMAN. Could you just spare just 1 minute?
Mr. WimaLow. Sure.
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The CHAIRMAN. Could we have a little better order? It is hard to
hear the witnesses.

'Go ahead, Mr. Winslow.
Mr. WirisLow. As I said, it is difficult for the city and for us as

citizens to react qukkly to propooals such as this. To date, the clo-
sure of Indian Sc.hool, to us, is Just a rumor, and the impacts of the
closure and the potential use of the property aren't really yet in
focus by those of us out in the general population.

City planning process is a slow proms, and to be meaningful, it
reqmres a lot of ideas to be presented and debated and digested,
and-modified, and then represented.

The city of Phoenix has recently gone throligh this process, and
it has adopted a general plan, which I think is unique as plaza go
for the country. And I thiiik the city of Phoenix is trying to become
the truly 2Ist CAmtury City.

In this plan, however, was adapted the idea that the highest and
best use for this property was open space. The general plan that

iwas adopted was based on nvolvement, a citizen involved planning
process which the mayor spoke of earlier. And this planning proc-
ess also focused on the idea that this land was primarily the open
space usage.

Some of the plans that have been presented and that were in
public domain were not probably annotated to the detail that
would imply the original citizens committee's intent for these, but,
nevertheless, the plan that was adopted by the city of Phoenix does
call for this particular property to be used primarily as open space.

For our purposes, it proposes for a specific piece of property. The
use has to be taken in context with the surroundings to determine
its potential impacts.

Determining the potential impacts is really what our citizens
committee is trying to do. In terms (.#f trying to feed that informa-
tion back to the city council.

More importantly is looking at the long term consNuences of

any decision that is made on a piece of property such as this.
Planning by definition is preparing for the future. To tlto end,

we must look at the significance of this use at least 25 1, ears
down the road. Those of you, and also Mr. Campbell, I kw) have
been he,e over the 10-year period, the last 10 years when our city
was graced with only a half dozen highrise buildings. Building e
new one was a spectacular event.

In the interim, many highrises have been built to the point today
that a couple of highrises are being developed and they are almost
not seen. They have faced into the mass as other highrises have
grown. And so we can look to the next 50 years where we will un-
doubtedly have more significant density in this part of the city.
And planning for open space will be seen as a wise forethought for

the future.
And I think that what, that the problem is from our side of the

fence, as citizens, is trying to perceive what the city should be like
in the future, and convey our concerns and our hopes and our fears
to you who are in the position of setting some of the destiny of this.

And I relate it to the change that happened in technol. 3 when
the Wright Brothers flew the first plane. It was about 11 years
until we had Lindbergh cross the ocean by himself; and then it was
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another 30 years before we had somebody put something into
space, and then another 15 ymrs, we had people on the moon.

The reason I use that illustration is to say that 50 years from
now, Phoenix, at the rate that it is growing, is. Fein; to be an en-
tirely different area, and the f- - '44 the city of Phoenix
is putting into the concern about I open space looks to that
iesue.

The citizens of Phoenix are concerned about their city and its
planning. About 1 year or so ego, there is a significance on the
case, on a piece of property on a major site. Certainly, not really

--the scale of this site, but the citizens of -Phoenix came out-to a
zoning hearing that was held in a 1500-eeat auditorium, where
people had to stand in line outside the door and take a number
before they could come in when someone eke left..

That was also televised live, and it probably had a record setting
-le for a television audience for a 5- or 6-hour duration of

proal ly any other public sponsored pmgram in the history, of
Phoenix.

I think that what this u,0 is that there is a sleeping giant of
public concern that really rn't focused yet on this issilo. We
haven't really faced the realities of what the impacts of what the
change of potential use of municipal property is.

And so our citizens committee has had a series of public meet-
in,gs, and has advertised and had tome public hearings, and I would
like to give you a couple of quick tits of their primary con-
cerns, and I think the first and oveing concern that was ex-
pressed was whether the school closure was really necessary, and
whether it is in the best interest of both the Indian community and
the city of Phoenix.

However, if the Indian School is closed, then the overwhelming
sentiment of the pqpulation is that the city of Phoenix should take
the primary role in the planning of tbU property, even to the
point, if necessary, of trying to figure out a way to acquire it.

Many feel that the property should remain strictly park and
open space totally to use for recreational and cultural purposes;
and others believe that some commercial use that is consistent
with the development of open space is acceptable to generate reve-
nue for maintenance and develo ent of park and cultural facili-
ties and to compensate the In I community for their obvious
losses.

Other significant concerns presented were for the historic struc-
tures on the site. These b
nix and deserve to be recognized in whatever the disposition this
PrePerty is.

Also concern for traffic and surrounding, both on the property
and surrounding areas, and to what extent this committee can
have any impact on assuring that these issues are taken into con-
sideration before any final disposition is made. Our committee will
continue to evaluate the impacts of various land use options awl
public comment.

But in conclusion, the citizens of Phoenix are concerned about
the fate of this property and its impacts on our city. Because of the
ambiguity of the closing of the school, our community has not yet
focwod on this issue.

are part of the heritage of Phoe-
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It undoubtedly mill in the months that follow. This large parcel
adjacent to but not within a current urban village core or the area
designated as intense and highrise development, will have a maJor
long term impact on the development of the heart of the city.

Any use other than the current planned park or recreational

eiL
use should be, of course, the sole prerogative of the city of

I think we would ask for you not to, for expediency sake, solve
lern without ensuring that we are not just passing the
in a different form to another entity.

Thank you.
The CHAIIIKAN. Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Mr. Winslow follow8:1
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difficult for a city and ite citizens to react_quickly to a

-;eroposal such as that being discussed today. To date,.cloeurenf

"Indian !School ie only armor. The lepects of cLosurs,and the:.

- potential uses of the property Awl pot yet infocup.

City planning is a slow process. To be meaningful, it requires ideas

tribe presented debated, digested, modified end represented. The

City, of Phoenix has gone through thet process recent/y. In adopting

its currant general plan, the highest and best use determined for

this site was park and open since. The general plan was based on a

citizen involved planning process which also focused on open space as

the primary use of this 1mnd.

Mben e use is proposed for a specIfic piece of property, that use

must be taken in context with its surroundings to deteming potential

.114Plicts. More importantly, however, is looking at the long-term

consequences of any decision. naming by definition is preparing

for the future. To that end, one muselook at the significance a

this land and its use in at least a 25- to 50-year tile frame. Those

of you that may have been in Phoenix tan years ago, know that only a

half dozen high-rise buildings graced our skyline. Construction of

new one was a spectacular event. In the interia, many high-rises
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have been built. Currently, two axe under:construetion yot go all

but unnoticed. With the rapid growthsatedboonix has experienced,

SO years will undoubtedly being eignificant density to this part of

the city. dllamming for significant open apace now will be seen as

wias fonthOUght in the futpee.

The citizens of Phoenix are concerned about the planning of their

city. Just a year or so ago, one 1100101 case on a significant piece

of property, though not nearly the size of this one, Planning

fammission hearings were held in IMO-seat theater. Not only did

'concerned citizens fill the theater beyond Capacity, they waited in

line to get a seat when others left. They also watrbed the

eaveral-hours-long proceeding live an public television, In record

cumbers. Thin nInnisind giant at public concern has not yet become

conscious to the realities of what you are considerine here toda.V.

Our citizens committee boa begun to ost a sampling of their feelings

from the public meetings and Merinos we have held.

The first concern they expressed was whether the school atti4r0 was

necessary or in the best interest of both the Indian Community and

the city. However. if the school is closed, overwhelsing sentiment

is that the City of Phoenix take the primary role in planning and, if

eppropriate or necessary, to /quire the property. Many feel the

property should remain strictly park and open space for recreational

and cultural use. Others believe that some commercial uos is

atceptable to generate revenue for maintenance and development of

park and cultural facilities and to compensate the Indian Community

for their lass.



Other Sienificent concerns presented sore for historic structures on

the site. These buildings are part of the heritage of Phoenix.

Traff ic and.parking ompatibility with both the surrounding areas and

the uses of the property are also of concern. Our committee will

Continue to evaluate the impacts of variOus Los usf options and

public comment.

Jo.;

tsa sitisenset Phoenix are concernedebout the fate.
.

of this property end its impacts an our. city. &mama of the

-:--eabiguity of the closing of:the schocd, our community hes not yet

focusadon this issue. It undoubtedly mil/ in the months that

follow.,-This large parcel adjacent to but not within the current

,.urbansIllage core or area designated es intense and high-rise

:development, will have a major long-tern impact on the development of

ithe'heert.of the city. Any use other than the current planned park

should be solely the prerogative of the city. let us not. for

expediency, solve one prOblem without ensuring that we are not just

.1-passing on the problem in a different form to another entity.
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me cammAN. Senator McCain?
Mr. MoCanx. nark you, Mr. Chairman.
And, thank you for your statement.
In responie to a question I had for the mayor, he said that he

felt that within 3 or 4 months that the city could come up with a
pretty specific proposal as to the disposition of the land.

What is your estimate?
Mr. %squaw. The mayor carried a very big weapon. He can

probably point us in a direction, and we will make every effort to
-meat that. I think that it is possible for us to come back with a
fairly signifscant list of impacts and potential recommendations on
some directions in that time period. It is a complex iesue, and I can
assure you that we will do our best to try.

Mr. Miii. Thank you, and thank you for the countless hours
you have spent on this and other issues that affect the city of Phoe-
nix.

Thank you.
The Cliantuat4. Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you very much.
We will now hear from Mr. Roice Norwood of the Federation of

Federal Employees.
Mr. Norwo

STATEMENT OF ROICE NORWOOD, LOCAL NO. 367, PHOENIX,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES I1FFE1

Mr. NORWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Roice Norwood from the National Federation of Federal

Employees. I am a member of the Phrrenix Indian High School staff
-aM faculty. I am here today addressing you as a representative of
the National Federation of Federal Employees, better know as
NFFEnot as a representative of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The National Federation of Federal Employees is pleased to
appear at this oversight hearing on the proposed closure of Phoe-
nix Indian High School.

As a representative of the major , of the Indian Affairs employ-
ees, including all existing offireeervation boarding schools, we are
vitally concerned with the education of Indian children.

We have represented the staff at the Phoenix Indian High School
since 1967. We have beenand so are intimately familiar with all
aspects of the school's strengths and weaknesses.

I might add that I hare been employed by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for 241/4 years; I have been at Phoenix Indian School 121/2
years: 10 years at Sherman Indian School, and 2 years at Chilocco.

So, you ht say that I have been around, and I have been over
the road, I am a battle-ecarred warrior. NFFE believes that the
_proposed closure of Phoenix Indian School would be contrary to the
best interests of the Yndian children, and so we oppose the propos-
al.

The February 3, 1987, report from the Assistant Secretary Swim-
mer to House Speaker Wright includes a fairly accurate description
of the problems at the school. However, I want to pcint out one
thing that is highly suspect, and that is Mr. Swimmer's allusion to
an approximate figure of $505 million to renovate the property.



We feel that that is overblown, overstated, and I think it is de-
signed to incite Congress' interest in this day and age of Gramm-
Rudman, budget reductions, mtd tremendous concerns about the
cost ((the Federal Government

However, the report fails to state that these problems were
caused mainly by _the yesrs of .*ct on the part of the Bureau.
We at Phoenix Indian High School feel "set u " after years of ig-
noring our need for physical renovation, hab&taton the Bureau
claims that our sckool is too run down to save.

Our last mefor ,,tapital improvements project was
1975. That was the new gymnasium and t,he renovation the stu-
dent union facility.

The report also fails to discuss one of Phoenix Indian High
School's biggest ametsthe school's close proximity to the Indian
commimities of' the Southwest.

Donald Antone and chairman Moore allude to this.
Became of the relative nearness of Phoenix Indian School,

our staff has developed * close ra port with parent, to drscuu reg-
ularly their children's school pethrmaiwe and their social develop-
ment.

In fact, we have gone out of our way to ensure that this ra port
and open line of communication has been firmly established and
has continued to be exercised. We can run a student out on a mo-
ment's notice to tee their parents. We can go out and talk to them;
we can take the student with us.

We are also close emu0 so our staff can bring students to their
homes when necary. Parents know and trust us. This relation-
ship would be lost if Thoenix Indian High School is permitted to
close.

I would also like to invite your attention to the 19th page of Mr.
Swimmer's report. The 19th ww of this report intimates that the
Indian community and Indian WMrs and tribal groups concur in
this recommendation of Mr. Swinuner:s; and from the testimony
that -you have beard here this moring particularly from Mr.
Anton° and Mr. Moore, you can bee thst thiaianot the case.

Additionally, I would like to point out t our Phoenix Indian
School board, which is the embodiment of thjs tribal representation
was not formally and officially notified of thi. hearing this morn-
ing; they learned of this hearing this morning through me Monday
afternoon; and I am not a representative of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. I represent the employees of the school actually.

I think that this should be brought to your attention because it is
significant in light of those comments that have been made here
this morning.

When the Bureau met with parents, tribal representatives and
community leaders in the spring of 1986, the Indian people made
dear their desire for the continued option of sending students to an
off-reservation boarding school.

The need for a specialized facility to serve thoee students with
alcohol and substance abuse problems was also recognized. We be-
lieve parents were misled into expecting that such a facility would
open in Phoenix in September 1987 upon the closure of Phoenix
Indian High School the previous May.
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In reality, of course, a new school focusing on the treatment of
drug and alcohol abuse would be at least 2 years away. Had this
been clear, it is likely that patents would have made their opposi-
tion to the closing of Phoenix Indian High School more strenuous.

There is no question in my mind, having close affiliation with a
nuinber of parents that this is true.
off-reservation boarding schools fill a vital need for Indian

students whose educational and social service needs cannot be met
in other settinp. NFF.E has expressed this. position for years
and voiced our di " 4 " to the cl of Chilocco,
Concha, and Mr. 1114.9 Stuart Indian School in Nevada, and
tlintah Mountain 044 in Utah. .

In fact, through its actions over the past several years, the
-Bureau has actively discouraged parents from sending children to
oftreeervation boarding schools.

Funding levels have been reduced so that the off-reservation
boarding schools have been unable to develop programs and aggres-
sively recruit students.

Student enrollment levels have been artificially kept down by
making admission standards more rigorous and by making the ap
plication process more cumbersome.

Finally, as we mentioned earlier, physical plants have been ne-
glected so that off-reservation boarding schools become leas attrsc-
tive alternatives for parents and students. The Bureau should not
be able to use its own efforts to sabotage a school and its programs
to justify that school's closing.

This has already been addressed by numerous people who have
preceded me, and I appreciate the comments that were made by
you gentlemen, and it is my pleasure to come in behind and rein-
force what they said.

The National Federation of Federal Employees 1NFFEJ is also
concerned over the prospects for the staff we represent in the even
-Phoenix Indian High School is closed. Many of our members have
spent their careers in the education of Indian children and would
like to continue working in this field.

Positions within the BIA are being cut back, however. We worry
that many employee* will not be offered outplacement opportuan-
ties. Rag, as well as students, will be forced to suffer because of
the Department of the Interior's action and Roes Swimmer's recom-
mendation.

In conclusion, NFFE opposes the proposed closure of Phoenix
Indian High School. The school's service to Indian students should
not be ended. Rather, we recommend that Congress investigate the
Bureau's undermining of off-reservation boarding schools and see
that these schools are even the resources needed to fulfill their im-
portant mission.

I would like to answer any questions concerning the school and
its current situation.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Norwood followsl

...
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The National Federaticm of federal IMployees is pleased to appear at

this oversight hearing on the proposed closure of the Phoenix indian

sigh School OM). As the representative of the majority of Bureau

ofIndise Affairs employees includis all the wasting

-off-reservation boarding schools, we are vitally concerned with the

----education of Indian children. Ne have represented the staff here at

PINS since 1967, and so are intimately familiar with all aspects of

tam SCh001's strengths and weaknesses. WITS believes the proposed

*closure of PIUS would be contrary to the best interests of the

, Indian children, and so we oppose the proposal.

The February I, 1967 report from Aasistant Secretary Swimmer to

Uouse Speaker Wright includes 4 fairly accurate descriptioo of the

problems at PISS, particularly the extensive repairs required by our

physical plant. However, the report fails to state that theme

problems wore caused mainly by the years of neglect on the part of

the Bureau. We at PIHS feel ',set upo - after years of ignoring our

need for physical renovation and rehabilitation, the Bureau claims

that our school is too run down to save.

The report also fails to discuss one of PIUS's biggest assets, the

school's close proxiaity to the .iadian communities of thc Southwest.

Sicause of the relative nearness of PIHS, our staff hau developed a

close rapport with parents to discuss regularly their children's

school performance and social developeent. We are close enough that

our staff can bring students to their hosts when necessary. Parents

law and trust us. This relationship would be lost if PISS is

permitted to close.
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When the Sureau met with parents, tribal representatives 444

'4:4000kinity'leaders Ln the Spring of 1911, the Indian people made

clear their desir, for the cootinued optioo of sending students tm

an off.-reservation.boarding school. The need for a specialised

:facility to serve tWose students with 410001 and substance abuse

--,--problees was also recOgnised. 'We believe parents were.misled into

expecting that such a facility would open in PnOenix in September

:1217 upon th closur of PIES thmpsavious May. In ,reelity, of

:C.00r*Or * new school focusing on tba treatment of drug and alcohol

abuse would be at least two years away. Sad this been clear, it is

likely that parents would have made their otyosition to closing PISS

more strenuous.

The off-reservation boarding schools CORMS) fill a vital role for

Indian students whose educational and social service needs cannot he

met in other settings. MIFFS has expressed this position for many

years and voiced our objections prior to the ciosings of ChilocCo,

Seneca, Conch°, and Mt. Edgecumbe schools. However, the Bureau's

administration does not share this commitment. In fact, through its

actions over the past several years the Bureau has acti*el,

discouraged parents from sending children to the ORBS. Funding

levels have been reduced so that ORBS have been unable to develop

programs and aggressively recruit students. Student enrollment

levels have been artificially kept down hy making admission

standards more rigorous and by making the application process more

cumbersome. Finally, as we mentioned earlier, physical plants have

been neglected so that ORBS became less attractive alternatives for

parents and students. The Bureau should not be able to use its own

efforts to sabotage a school and its programs to justify that

school,. closure.
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APIS is oleo concerned over the Prospects for the staff we represent

in the event PUS is closed. Many of cur members hel spent their

'careers in the. olducatica af Indian chiidxso and wauld like to

'continue working in this field. Pefitions within the SIA are being

cut back, however, and we worry that many esoloyees will not be
.

'offered placement opportunities. Staff as well as students will be

forced to suffer because of the Administration's acti044.

In conclusion, ATPA opposes the proposed closure cd Phoenix Indian

.,Sigh School. The school's service to Indian students should not be

ended. Rather, we recommend that the Congress investigate the

Bureau's undermining of off-reservatiao boarding schools and see

that these wheels ax given th resources needed to fulfill their

important mission.
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The CiunistAx. I have one question. The repprt of Mr. Swimmer,
and it is somewhat detailed, seems to be sayingI was
ca it last seemed to be saying that the

School and the school at Rivenide were about the same
there wasn't, if you had to close one or the other, it was a pretty
close call; and that if you could close the Phoenix one, you could do
some things along the lines that we are studying but you
didn't have any similar benefit in California.

You don't agree obviously. If you had to close one of the two
which would you close?

Mr. ORSVOCID. That puts me right on the spot, Mr. Chairman. I
appreciate your question. I really don't want to get into a beauty
contest, and as I mentioned I did spend 10 years at Sherman, and I
have great admiration and respect for the school and its facility;
however, our school I. simply located and accessible to the Indian
population and the Indian parents, and I pereonally have taken
student* to the reservation to counsel their 13arents, and that ready
accessibility has enabled me to develop the rapport with a wide
number of parents.

And, yes, I feel that Phoenix Indian School would serve the inter-
mits of the Indian community best.

The NAUMAN'. All right. Do you have any further questions?
Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAstram. One question, Mr. Norwood. Thank you for your

vigorous testimony.
I don't want to get too far away from the issue, but last week,

when I was making preparation to come down here, I called seveM
friends in education in the BIA, and asked them who was going to
appear to testif3r; and they told me that someone in the hierarchy
"W told them specifically that some of the employees in education
were specifically told not to appear.

Do you know an
Mr. Norwood. Mr. Chairman, and, Mr. Campbell, I appreciate

your presence here with us today, Mr. Campbell, I am from Czlora-
do. I bought retirement land there, and will be retiring back there
even asmaybe sooner than I expected

M.uthoajoon. Yes, I d ha e indirect hearsay information tha
in fact, employees were drect11, that they would not appear,
not testify. There were employees asked e they could attend this
morning's hearing, and they were told if you have leave of some
sort that you can take, and you are not needed in your duty, we
would have no obj.ection.

were swifically toldand as far as the employees are con-
cerneI righffiffiy so because we are the exclusive representative,
and I am here speaking on behalf of the employees. But the hierar-
chy that you allude to, in all block question was told that they
would not have a presence here today.

Mr. CAUPSZIL lunk you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cumuzu . Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Noewoon. I might add that if you are going to carry through

with your walk about on Phoenix Indian High School campus
today, I would be honored to be invited, and, ifl am invited, I can
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ceitainly steer you toward the people tbat can give you same very

P°
t answers to your questions.

41LnanCRAIIIMAN. Weilis this is going to be an open hike, if I survive
at all. We are going to hike around the campus as soon as this

concludes, which I will be about 12 o'clock.
Mr. NoawooD. We've gat j ache, but we'll limit it to 34.
The CHAIRMAN. Right Where does the
Mr. CAMPULL. By the way, I am going to retire in Arizona.

ter]
. Where does the hike begin?

The Vox= Principal's office.
The Cuaraktaw. Priiicipars drift, administration building?
Mr. NORWOOD. Yes, sir, the principal is standing by for your ar-

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I just want to welcome anybody who
wishes to join us there.

We have been joined by Congressman Jon Kyl, who is interested
in this matter. Ile couldn't be with us not for all of the morning,
but part of it. We are delighted to have you here, and appreciate
your interest in the legislation and the_problem before us.

Would you care to make a statement?
Mr. Kn. Thant you, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I would like to make a

very brief statement.
The CSAIIMAN. Yes, you are recognized-

STATEMENT OF RON. JON RYL, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. Kn. Thankrioaevou. I apologize, first of all, for not being here
for the entire pe

Mr. Chairman, I know that all of us have thanked you privately,
and we thank you publicly again for making this opportunity avail-
able for everyone to expnas themselves. I share with others the
notion that this is an historic opportunity far us, and it is my view
that everyone can come out a winner if this whole matter is han-
dled properly.

And I have thought that the primary goal is to dispose of a Fed-
eral asset, InAtlittivirig its utility; and, to that end, we san add to

ian mportant wildlife habitat, in another part of this country; we
can make needed improvements to our veterans hospital; we can
add to the tax base and the economic growth of Phoenix; we can, at
the same time assure quality development with public amenities,
and we can assure that the educational needs of Indian children
are nrt.

I do not think we should necessarily consider our job finished if
we accomplish all of these goals. At this stage, I don't think we
should foreclose other opportunities. One that has been s
is to maximize the benefte to our IvAian communities in thi Salt
River Valley by dedicating a part of land to resolve problems
in closing the outer loop of the freeway system that will serve ev-
eiyane in this valley, by allowing the Salt River-Pima-Maricopa In-
dians to, in effect, trade land for land, we could provide the neces-
sary right-of-way for this community freeway, without causing the
tribe to suffer a reduction in the side of the reservation.
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And we could avoid the unnecessary destruction of hundreds of
homes with all its attendant costs.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest that before concluding that it cannot
work, we might at least consider dealing with both Indian land
issues for the good of-the entire community, and at least keep this
oPtion °Pen-

But, whatever we do, I know that we will do it together after
considering all the options, and I certainly,pledge my cooperation
in working with you toward that end.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Congressman Eyl. You may have to
crese-esamine our colleague.

All right, thank you very much. We will now pioceed to hear
from Mr. Roy Cawley of the CollierEnterprises.

Mr. McCAm. Mr. Chairman, as the witnesses take their position
of right, ,just state that unfortunately I have to leave around 11:30
a.m., so I will not perhaps be able to question the witness.

I am glad that Mr. Cawley is here. I appreciate his efforts in re-
solving this issue, and if I could also comment about the last wit-
ness' statement on the part of the Sierra Club, and the Audubon
SocietY, and others. I am not surprised at all, but again disappoint-
ed that there is no mention of the requirement of our taking care
of the needs of the men and women who have served our country,
and I would hope that those organizations would at least give a

consideration to the requirements for our veterans of the
Indian School, and I am again disappointed but not sur-

prised that they have not addressed the issue, but I am sorry that I
have to go before then, and I will try to get as much of the testimo-
ny of the neat witness as I can before I have to leave.

Th2 CrimastArr. We understand.
Mr. Caw'sy?

STATEMENT OF ROY CAWLEY, PRESIDENT, REAL ESTATE
DIVISION, COLLIER ENTERPRISES, NAPLES, FLORIDA

Mr. CAWLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain, and members of the committee.

We certainly appreciate the opportunity to be here, and we will try
and make our comments brief, and I don't think it is important for
us to review what we consider to be the substantial benefits of the
lands in Florida and their impacts on the environment, and the im-
portance of those impacts.

It is certainly obvious to me, in listening to the testimony and
the responses from the committee that perhaps your knowledge
may be greater than n: ine having looked at those issues for several
decade&

So, I think the question of whether or not those are important
national assets is well recognized.

I thought it might be of some interest, at least, to recognize how
we of the Qsllier familiesI represent Collier Enterprises; Mr.
Barry Collier is also with me hare today to represent the Collier
Gompanies, and those two groups represent our Janda in Florida
collectively, and w e were asked sometime in 1985 by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, representing that Gramm-Rudman was caus-
ing considerable constraints upon their abilities to fund certain
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projects, we would be intemted to considering trades for the lands
that we held in Florida, recognizIng that there was legislation in
the House and the &nate addressing itaelf to the public acqi
of those properties.

We agreed in cor-- pt, and were directed to look at several
groups of land Ili,..ungs that were controlled by the Department of
the Interior in the Western = of the United St lates.

Observing the Indian property, we ct 'minded that was
certainly a very important piece of property and given that the
values had respective relevance, that would be a concept that we
would certainly, be_ comfortable to explore further, and that could
be resolved. We are excited about that opportunity.

We met with several members of the delegation, I believe, in
late, mid-December of last year. It was announced in Arizona
-amongst what I might couch as mixed reviews.

We have then proceded in the last 11/2 ars where I have been
in Arizona 36 times and spent in excess of 100 days in meeting
with many, many groups, many interested parties in trying at least
to defme who we were and how we got here.

Certainly the Collier families view this as a very important of
their family holdings, and would look for the opportunity to be a
significant citizen within Phoenix, and concerned and interested
about all the issues that have been highlighted here today.

Rather than be confronted with the considerable negotiatizig
powers of Senator McCain, Chairman Udall, we too supPert the
V.A's concerns about what lands that they need to have, and feel
that it is important that those lands be planned in concert with
what occurs in the overall sight development

The city of Phoenix, we believe, has responded exceptionally in
terms of the due diligence that they had gone through in trying to
determine whether we had the qualification, the characteristics,
the attitude, and the civic concerns that they feel are important
within their community.

And we certainly applied that scrutiny. We are perfectly com-
fortable to come into tNis community if we have that opportunity
in the most positive ways and do believe that we can 1: n in this
particular property to represent the best responsible interest of all
the parties involved, that it can be a very significant part, and
pleasant and exciting part of the growth of Phoenix.

In terms of the closure of the WI= School, which is certainly
the prerogative of Congress to decide, we have discussed with the
ITCA on many occasions our views as to when that needs to occur.
It is our view that that should occur at the point in time when the
educational requirements of those displaced children are resolved.

We have no urgency that must occur next month or next year.
But, certainly, in the period of time that allows for those decisions
and those discussions to be resolved in a way that takes care of
what we consIder also as very important issues.

So, we come to you today, recognizing that there are significant
questions, but we pledge ourselves, not only in the past but in the
future to work with you, the city of Phoenix, the rreA, and any
other inteb. ,ted groups, including the Veterans Administration, tc
come up with a concept and a plan that hopefully allows us all to



participate in a plan as I think Congressman Kyl relates can be a
win situation for all those involved.

With that, I would answer any questions. that you might have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Cawley fol1ows.1
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Chairman Udall, members of the House Interior

Committee, my name is Roy Cawley. I am president of the real

estate division of Collier Enterprises, a Naples, Florida

partnership involved in high quality real estate development.

I understand that your purpose here today is to discuss the

Phoenix Indian School and the impact of its possible closure on



the Arizona Indian tribes sad the City of Phoenix. Matters of

Indian education are obviously outside ei expertise. On the

other hand,.2 appreciate the. appoTtunity you have.provided

to discuss a related subject. In the vent COngress authorises

closure of the school,.the Department of the Interior has

proposed a method of disposing of the land in a way to gain the

grestest-benefits. The)Psclioaal la an interstate 4and exchange

invok".ng Collier-owned lands surrounding the Zverglades

National Park and the Sig Cypress hational Preserve and the

fedosally-awned Phoenix Indian School. The proposed exchange

iS unusual end escitings its consummation would provide

enormous benefits not only to national interests but to local

COACO;ni as well. Word I discuss the proposed exchange, I

wouldi likes to review the various elements and intereate.

BUIfismauld

niumiliudiLLicaujitai. As you are well aware, the

_E*erglades is one of the most significant wildlif and wetlands

ecosystems in the nation. Within the last sis months, the

imagesiees of both the Sierra Club am& the Wilderness Society

'-have published major articles discussing the Everglades and the

ieportance of preserving this unique ecosystem.
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Tbe Zverg/adoe,Lational Park waccreated on:Way

1934, and by-1955,.:it.!amprised.1.5 .aillion 1974,

the pig, Cypress National preseFve Odded.another.one-half

'million acres. More recently, environmentalists throughout 1,oe

nation have perceived the need to-edd,_another 21:44000 ecrea_Cf..

AW.vetely bold land north and west of Big CM:lies in order to

--'-:-ensure..completeprotection for_eWties of 0.14.449os

-Iverglades ecOsystea.

The Itverglades ecosystem is a water-driven system.

The region receives an average of 53 inches of rain per Fear-Watnr.eccumulates on this land end nourishes vast *rose of saw

grass, tree ielands, and hardwood hammocks, w4ile slowly

*Witting sheet-like to the Tan Thousand Islands on the eastern

. edge of the Gulf of Mexico. In addition, the slow moveeent of

the water across the land allows some of this vital water to

move downward tluough the soil to recharge the undrground

aquifers which ars essential for potable end irrigation water

in south Florida. The land encompassed in the proposed

exchange will encompass sufficient adjacent areas to Dig

CyAress to protect the natural water transport mechanises which

are ssential to the life support system in this entire area.

This integrated wetland system contains the source of

the most productive natural environments on earth. This

productivity in turn energises a food chain that supports
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thousands of species of,wildlifs,.many'of which4re important

to'commerce1.reCreational activities,.andSeethetio2purauits.

Commercial fiehing,:sport,fishing, hvAting 'flaF dear And.wil4

bog,'Ind tens of thousands of wading and water birdssre

,loPortant aseeta:thatare totally a product of the Evergledes.

:In addition, the apecial,habitet of thie.region is thellome of

severaliandangered specieas such.as the PlOrida-Penther (the.

:most endangered American mammal), the wood stork, and the West

Indian manatee.

'A significant number Oland sales.have occurred in

the:area in recent years, primarily involving recreation;usse

--'4.4ch:ea_hunting, fishing0:Caegffig, and so_fprth.Nowevet. en

fitiles;e4 25% nf the land is usable as farm land, and ii17.000

acre.citrus project has been planned within the proposed land

,exchange_area.

Acquisition will remove the threat of development and

the opening of certain of the areas to agricultural activities,

which would otherwise alter the quality and quantity of the

sheet flow into Dig Cypress and the tvergledes National Park.

If the additional private lands are added to the existing

protected lands, a splendid national treasure will be consrved

for the recreational, economic, and aesthetic benefit of all

Americans.

-4-
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COWIE. Approximately 145,000 acres of the proposed

200,000 acre.acquisition is owned by the Collier interests.

The land was originally Obtained in the early part of this

century by Barron G. Collier, who had the unique but relatively

simple idea of street.car edvartising. As a Mew York

'advertising man, sOms of his early commissions were paid with

undeveloped land in Florida. Later, Mx. Collir expanded his

Original holdings. Today, the Collier mete include south

Florida's :;roducing oil fields, vegetable and citrus farming,

cattle ranching, 16130 holdings both in Florida and in Wyoming,

real estate developments, and, until recently, the Maples Daily

Tho Collir assets are managed bY two companies, the

Barron Collier Companies and Collier Sots:prises, headed by the

1mto branches of the family descended from Barron O. Collier.

Ths Collier devlopments that are either completed or

underway include industrial and research parks, commercial,

residential and mixed-use developments, ind a resort complex

featuring a golf course, earine, and condominiums. Collier

developments are charecterised by high quality land use

planning and design elements coupled with strict attention to

environmental impacts. Thefr projects have dealt successfully

with issuos involving stream flows, water conservation, water

quality, waste disposal, plant and wildlife preservation, open

space utilization, densities, traffic dispersion, and various

other impacts common to urban developments.

159
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Collier isalsocommitted to s process of obtaining

inioUt from various community interests who may ,be affected by

development projects and of incorporatina Soy prollOsals 'or_ _ _ . _ _

ideas thst will increase tiwvalue and usefulness of the ,

project.to,the oommuMity:The C014er orgsniaetions have a

.siroud record of direct involvement in the communities where

they (*Mite. For xample, the Collier companies have donated.

,oesaly:,50000 acres of land to municipal county, state, and

federal governments for schools, parks, hospitals, and

preservation and recreation uses.-

7city of Phoenig. In proposing to come and work in

Phoenis,.Collier has found a city that ift.;%s compatibly with

its own approach to development. Phoenix is a thriving center
. .

foF:growth. Collier has,found its elected political leaders to

joe dynamic and visionary, committed to working with those who

':-seek to work with them in creating exciting environments.

Collier has also found the business leadership committed to

planned growth, ever mindful that development can be

planned and accomplished only through the close cooperation of

the public and private sectors. Finally, Mayor Goddard,

members of the Phoenix City council, the community interests st

large, and Collier all agree that public uses, the "people

space," must be of primary concern in any development.

-6-
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phoenix Ineign_echgol. Shortly. I will explain how

Collier became involved with .the phoenix Indian School, but

thereare 00ers)sereAmdey.whe ca4 give you more background,op

the echool aed its future. It would be inappropriate for me to

-,coemeat onbhe Interior pepartment.!e recommeadatioee regarding

Indian education concerns. This is a natter for your committee

--.to-rletermins. but Collier supports the efforts of the member

bribesof the IntexTribal Council to ensure high quality

education and adolescent care.

yttersns Hospital. After the Second World War. the

Veterans Administration opened a hospital on a portion of the

parcel awned by the federal government for the Indian School.

The VA Medical Center now comprises a bit more than 20 acres.

Anticipated needs forecast that the Veterans Hospital will need

an additional approximately ten to fifteen acres within the

next decade to service its projected constituency well into the

21st century.

This.itsmaielidillfLEachanae

Beoinninga. Interest in acquisition of the Collier

land surrounding Big Cypress dates back to 1904. At that time,

ibbecame apparent that the east-west highway across southern

Itlorida was to be converted to a limited access interstate

-7-
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highway. 'This limited.access.would.graatly affect property

owners, including Collier, along.the highwaY. In addition, the

interior Department sought to.acguire additional lands, to

protect the Everglades eccsYltem.

Thereafter, a proposal developed, through joint

'77nagotiations among the federal government, the &tete of

:Florida, the Florida environmentel:C040Unity and the

sore than 145,000 cores of the Collier land most

Critical to protection of the Xverglades would be acquired

.through_e 20% contribution from the State of ;Florida and 80%

from.the federal government. In addition, the Coiliers would

:be_coeVensated for their land that would be condemned for the

limited 4CCOSS Interstete highway and for the severance rights

from ot.ber 4ollier property.

Initielly, the Department of the Interior considered

.Payment to the Colliers through general federai funds. Late in

1955, however, it became apparent that federal
_

budgzt-tightening and Oramm-Rudman jeopardised the availability

-of federal funds for such activities. Officials at the

Interior Department, however, suggested the possibility of a

trade for federal loads.

In late 1985 and early 1986, the Colliers reviewed a

number of tracts, mostly in the west, interior had included in

30-464 - 90 - 6
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its list the Phoenix Indian School because it anticipated the

future closure of the school, consistent with the ongoing

federal policy favorieg local oalreservation educational

facilities. Italy km 19SG, Collier concluded that the Phoenix

Indian School land would be appropriate not only because of its

own ongoing activities a4 urban dvelopmeat pro3ects but

becaUSe C2Ilier sought an opportunity to expand its activities

to Phoenix. The Interior Impertment agreed that the Phoenix

IndianSohool could be appropriate as trade for the Florid*

part of the transaction. There remained the fipal agreement

between Interior, Collier, and the host of other interests that

would be affected by the transaction.

2111111C-MASUlainn. In mid-May 1986, Interior decided

to broach the plank first with the Arizona Congressional

Delegation. The Florida Delegation was already fully

supportive of ths acquisition of the Collier lands, and several

bills ware moving through Congress iA 1966 to authorize this

acquisition. Because the land exchange was interstate in

scope, however. Congressional approval was necessary, and the

Arizona Delegation was one keystone to such approval. The

other keystime was a final decision that the Phoenix Indian

School would closed.

Initial reaction was not favorable. The Arizona

Delegation had already been working with Phoenix and Indian

-9-



interests to daternine the Iutume of the.prnperty. Collier was

not known inA4ixona., and Phoenis was particularly_sensitive to

_unplanned development! .sp.c141117 :for a parCel es large and

-significant tn the city's own downtown development 1"" the

ShoenisrIodian School property. In eddition,',thm xft

Community was greatly concerned for the educational future of

Studenter..

Throughout the rest of 1916, reprsentatives of the

Colliers spent agreat deal of time talking with the vetious

interests. We met with the business communitY, politioal

leaders, local environmentalists, the VA Hospital, the Phoenix

Union High School District that operates Cmntral High School

just north of the Indien School, the Coogreasional Delegation,

and anyone else who wanted to learn who the Colliers were and

what they planned.

?roe the beginning, the Colliers came in with no

specific development plan. We accepted the concept prepared by

the Sncanto Village Planning Committee as tha starting point.

l'he concept anticipated thrt the property should be devloped

with.high- and low-rise commercial development with significant

portions of public and open space and residential

availability.

-10-
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'Collier firmly believes that proper planning for the

Phoenix .Indien School land gen be achieved only through

.cooperation of all the interests. Me will saleeble a design r*
11

team of the finest practitioners pf taf,r4rApys_04Ap$plinos

.from across the country._ Th. mostimportent part of the

plannino.process however, will_bei,the long term.working_

-together of the design team with Phoenix people: the elected

V.ffiCials. the City's, wogessional.planaing staff, end members

-ofthip public who will beMost interested in the exciting

Possibilities for the project.

Collier also recognized the crucial importance of the

Indian concerns. Although Collier is in no position to

dictate, Collier agrees that the Indian educational needs must

be protected if the Phoenix Indian School is closed. The new

on-reservation schools will help. and Collier would support use

of funds generated by the transaction to support future Indian

educational needs.

Today. The 100th Congress is currently reviewing

lgislation that would facilitate federal acquisition of the

-Collier lands in Florida. Also, the SIA has submitted its

rport to Congress recommending closure of this Phoenix Indian

School at the end of this school year. Legislative concepts

ere being proposed by member ttibes of the InterTribal Couficil

of Arizona, with input from the City of Phoenix and Collier,

$911S.
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that would accomplish the followiog:

1. Authorise continuation of the Phooniz Indian

School unt41 the Secretary of the Interior and

Congress approve its closure. Alternative

cangements would be made_tomeet ths,students'

educational and adolescent care needs, and an

Axisona Indian Trust Fund_would be crested.

2. Authorize the Secretary of the Interior to

exchange the Phoenix Indian School land for the

Collier lends or other private lands or lands

Owned by Phoenix.

3. If the Phoenix Indian School land is sold or

exchanged, & significant portion of its fair

market value must be set side in the Arizona

Indian Trust Fund, to be administered by the

Secretary of the Interior, the income of which is

to be used for meeting the future educational and

adolescent care needs of the Arizona Indian

children.

-12.-
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Collier supports an mrchssgs that would work as

Thmfederelvovernment would,acquire_title to

145,000 acres of Collier land.north and west 0

the 11,4 Cyprese National Preserve to expand Big

Cypress and to add two now wildlife refuges.

2. The federal government would reimburse Collier

for the loss of itecess to the surface leads

severed by the east-west highway becoming a

limited access interstate highway and for

additional lands condemned for the highway.

3. In exchange for the 105-acre noon's Indian

School tract, Collir would convey to the federal

government its 145,000 acres of land supporting

the Nvorglades ecosystem plus the additional

money needed to equalise the exchange.

4. The cash received by the fedoral government would

establish the Arizona Indian Trust Fund.

-13-
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Collier would work closely with-the City of

Phoenix in planning and developing the property

to provide high quality mixed uies with

significant,open.end public spaces.

Phoenix would obtain a comprehensive high-qual ty

plan for developing the large parcel, which is

owned by single company.that is committed to

steying in and working with Phoenix.

7. Ths development plan would include setting aside

specific land for acquisition by the federal

government to accommodate future needs of the VA

Medical Center.

agelli.X.21WOMMint. One gemstone in the proposed

.
exchange will be assuring careful and planned development of

the last major urban parcel in Phoenix ahd the west. Collier's

urban development projects are characterised by a high degree

of cooperation with local public and private interests. The

development plan for the Indian School, which was annexed by

Phoenix in 194S, will incorporate substantial public uses.

Collier has sought, received, and will continue to receive

extensive input from the Phoenix community and has worked

closely with Mayor Goddard and the City Council in exchanging

ideas. The planning process will be characterized by

-14-
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continuing extensive:additional input from the City's

piofessional planning ataff end the Miyor and City Council.

'Ms final dynamic:plan will-not be a Collier plan'but instead

will be a plan worked out through the approval of All interests. .

-Ig11ami4221402. This secoo4 gi. toswiflb o.

eseerieg toe contin.04 maintenance of Indien educational

-needs...2Aa.pertrers,.the:federalgovernment7andthe ember_

tribes of.the InterTribil Council of ArisOns will_have funds

available to assure that the continuing responsibilities for

1.ediazi,edece.ticnaleed adolescent care swede eilA 041 mot. /n

Abe interim, Collier le fully supportive of maintenance of a

:-fully staffed, high Quality, and cooprebensive facility at the

phoenix IndianSchool uritil.the Secretary of.the Interior and

Coign's; make a final decision to close the school.

USISZASA-M4ASital. Third, the future needs of the VA

Medical Center will be net. Without the cohesive and

Comprehensive planning envisioned by Collier, possible VA

espansion would be threatened. By building into the plan from

the beginning the room for VA's future needs, when and if such

needs become tangible, they can be achieved.

raxilaimantal2zattatign. Finally, the proposed

exchange will bring comprehensive protection for the Tverglades

ecosystem. This national treasure will now achieve the goal

-15-



sought for years ty Conarims, the Department of :the. InterinrL,

the State of Florida, and the national environmental li.oups,.,

iacluding,the Xational Audubon Society, the Sierra Club.

Digolandirspf_ Wildlife._the. Ise* Walton League. the, Xature

Clussisimacy, the Wilderness .Society, and Metinnal Parks end

Conorvation Association, the lational PnVg,lOdis Snvironmental::

Coalition. the National Wildlife Fedoretion, and the American

--Itivere.Conservation Council.

Canglulion

I have outlined the proposal exchange as viewed by the

Colliers. You will also bear or hav heard %estimony from the

City of Phoenix and the IntrTribal CAuncil of Arixona, *song

others. WO will all work together to come up with a use snd

-design plan for the Phoenix Indian School land not only

satisfactory to all of us but with great'future benefits.

The exchange proposal I have discussed involving the

..Phoenix and Florida lands would be the first interstate

exchange involving federal lands of this magnitude in the

continental United States. It would bring about a unique and

creative solution to a variety of concerns both on the national

and local levels. It is exciting when it combines the vision

and cooperation of the multitude of parties that have been

-16-
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tsr,Ireq has,. Wi ask that TOU supp00 tha exchano that will

6411 ,t1141, plans .444 aspectotioaa,,ot. eh* parties before you a
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'rho Cumastsis. I appreciate the positive attitude of you and
clients ,and the Collier fami/y. Some of Florida has suffered
this same rapid , that Arizona had, with many
a from the but you have taken a positive position, an

that we can WOrk it OUt.
I 't have any questions or comments really but Arizona has to

gat itis- act together and find out where we are going before we can
finality consummate an arrangement with you and your clients and
the Collier

But I appreciate the positive way you have approached this, and
I am ham to have you here to give your testimony.

Mr. CAWUCY. 'Thai* you.
CUMIN/AN. Senator McCain?

Mr. MoCens. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
also would like to -esis my appreciation for an excellent

statement and past attituIe of cooperatson that has been displayed
by you and your li s,Mr.Cawley.1 alio think the written state-

. meat indicates bow crucial to our Nation the Everglades ecosystem
is, and if we can xxissibly arrange a way to save that as soon as
possible, 1 think it is in the interest. of all .Amesicans as wan as Ali-.

raisins.
The only question that I have, Mr. Cawley, is do you agree that 3

or 4 months is a reasonable time frame where you could work out
agreements with the city of Phoenix and the other entities in-
volved, or-would you see, envision 3 to 4 months for them to come
up with a plan, and then following that week there would be nego-
tiations with you, then?

Mr. CAWLIgY. We have indicated to the mayor and his staff and
the city council that we are available to spaid continuously all the
time necessary to do that in the shortest passible time. I do believe
_that it is very possible to come up with the concepts that would
allow a resolution as to how we momM forward, and I think that
perhaps that's the way that it will occur.

In other words, I think that we will agree end concur in the proc-
ess thet will define how that, how thaw lands ire wed.

I think if we were looking towards the concept of can we filen
and specifically zone those lands for their future uses, I don't think
that that's a reasonable period of time to do that, because I think
there is so much interest in the community, and so many issues
that have to be heard and understood before that plan can be spe-
cifically involved, that is a process that may take 1 year or 11/4

years to do, and I think the parties of good faith move forward to
do that, that is totally accomplishable.

So, I think that we can perceive and conclude a process by which
that can be accomplished, and that certainly is doable within 3 or 4

months.
Mr. McCaw. Isn't it true that due to the fact that your clients do

own the property in Florida that you have the option of developing
that land?

. Mr. CAWLICY. Yes, sir. That's correct.
Mr. McCAm. And, so, I would sugpst that given the fact that

they are in private enterprise in this country, that sooner or later
their patience on this deal would be exhaustive.
Is that
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Mr. CAWLIY. That's also correct.
We, however, believe that the that is now before the

House and the Sonata, the lktlon that we understand
mey be forthcoming from those ireg1x to move
forward in this Comma and that se certaijul think because of the
=grand. of both issues being the Arisona ProPertY end theEverglades that which we sae reeponsible to look st this Congress
in the period of time in which that is accomplished.

So, we are not in any urgency to move forward tomorrow or next
or next month. We think that within 3 or 4 months we can

reeolve those processed questions with the city; we can understand
-the that we will be willing to take the time end put the _
effort in this Congress to try to resolve those Imes.

Mr. McCaw. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I regret to have to leave, and I especially regret

missing the hike with you, but perhaps we can hike around Ca*tol
Hill next week, and I would appreciate it.

Really, I think this is a. very valuable I think for all of
us that_ are wWpating m it. I would like to tJuink our colleague
from CoWa& for taking the time to join us.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kyr
Mr. lin. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAMPIIIILL Mr. Chairman, part of its been answered through

Senator McCain's
Aejust going k this very briefly since it is pretty exten.

sive, and read this when I have time a little later, but I appreci-
atP the attitude of lrying to keep that Florida land o spare and
time public environmental concerns, but you have to ve a trade-
off; and I assume the tradeoff is that if you acquire this land it is
going to be developed.

We have had some questions and some discussions, statements
about what would be left in open space, and larks, things of that
nature. I don't find anything discussed at all in your testimony
here about that

Was it your plan if all thia comes to pass we require that land to
have that in totalor not.

Mr. CAWLICT. We have throughout the discussions with the city
and other groups indicated. We think that there is a requirermult
of substantial open space within the project. We think that it is
also important, however, to define what that open space is and how
it is used, and how it relate; to the other elements of the particular
developer.

Our concern is not that there should be open space because we
believe and agree that there should be, but how that is in
into the overall concept and therefore that we have been aillie po-
sition that this sWuM be a comprehensive well planned overall
concept that addresees all the issues and all of the uses that will be

if p'ou will, within that site.
So, we have no °ejections to the concept of open space, merely a

concern that it is well planned and that it is designed in such a
way that it can never be used and can be of a positive benefit to
and to all those involved.

Mr. CAMPRZIL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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We think it might be cleanest and easiest to ,judge each bill if the
trade becomes available on its own merits, aM not hold up one =-
nominally. I don't think that moving ahead .with the authorization
for that

he forthcoming in 1islatlon'toauthorji, the such as
we ye talked about.

The Merits of the particular Indian School trade proposal aside,
for the moment, we are vei7 concerned about the
tions nationwide of this administration focusing so much on trad-
ing lands, as a MOMS of acquirhsg environmen significant

and not " very mur,.h time at all I at other
such as purchase- "It the Land and Water

Fund, which was set up a number of years ago,
Accomplish these sorts of things, pr.ovide a fund
drawn from resource extraction to reinvest into nationally
cant lands, to provide for the future.

Now, certainly land trade* are certainly one way to go; they are
low cost. One of the problems I think we see here is that it does
create attention, the competitiveness between a variety of very
worthy interests, and 1 think that the addition perhaps of some or
all of the lands in Florida into the Land and Water Quiservation
Fund appropriation can go a long ways toward providing money, if
it's needM, obviously, sad some value in the trade, as well as pro-
viding maybe more flexibility on this end so that in expanding the
options.

Now, whether this trade is accomplished between the Indian
School and the Everglades without that, or not, I think this is a
unique case, and we need to look at that that way.

Certainly, we are concerned that the Land and Water Conserva-
tion Fund is being underutilized right now, and needs to be used
more.

To clarify for the purposes of the record the concerns of Senator
McCain about whether we care about the Veterans Administration
and its possible need to expand, we apologize for leaving that spe-
cific reference out of the statement. It is not meant to drive anyone

-off the land, and we certainly recognize that one of the major play-
ers here and well before these hearings is clearing the Veterans
Administration and their needs for a hospital and possible expen-
Sioll.

We had focused in our statement particularly on the Everglades,
ly on the lisktion that I. being talked abouj, wheu .

arly on the Indian S&ool as the .r blocks of land. &ally, the
Veterans Administration is talking .tit small blocks of land for
their needs compared to others. And, so, for the record, we would
like to say it is at worst, an oversight on our part. We apologize for
that. Let the record show that we consider that to be clearly one of
the important factors that has got to be weighed in here equal to
everybody else.

The Ciwasimq. I'll convey that to Congressmanto Senator
McCain, who will surely be pleased.

Mr. Slum One fiml note, in addition to the 2 pages of testimo-
ny, prepared statement on behalf of the three groups, the local
group of the Sierra Club, the Palo Verde group, would like to also
register strong support for a part open space to a maximum extent
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and back up the efforts of the mayor and the city council
trying to achieve that in some manner.
The esszawArt. Thank you.
fPrepared statement of Mr. Smith, with attachment, follow]
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Statement of Rob Smith, representing the PALOVERDE GAWP Cf THE SIERRA.
CLOB, THE EllEINESS SOCIETY and THE MARICOPA AUDUBON SOCIETY, at an
oversight hearing of the ikuse Interior and Insular Affairs Committee
on possible closure and disposition of the Phoenix Indian School,
Phoenix. Arizona, February 13, 1917

J. Cheireanesul Members pf the Comaittee,

Ny mile is Rob Saith. I would like to enter this statement into the
marl On behalf of:the Palo Verde Croup of the SierraClub, TheWilderness

Seciety and thelAartcoiceAUdubon Society. We're pleased to have this
.,..ApOottunity to state cur concerns regarding the potential closure
'of the existieg Phoenix Indian.School and thikulthastedasposition
cf that site.

First of ell, ouriommbers want the educational and cultural needs of
the Indian tribes currently benefiting tramthe existing school to be
satisfied. That's not strictly an environmental issue, of course, but

: feel strongly that that's the first step towards any successful
resolution of i&at to do with the school site.

.Beyond that, the Indian School property, should it become available,
theuld be considered for its value inmeeting public and environmental

Awes here and elsodiere.

.0he option we've all been made aware of is using this property as
,-vradingStock with landowners in southern Florida, specifically the
Collier family, who now own environmentally significant areas which
'mild be prime additions ta the Big Cypress Preserve. It is to the
credit of the Colliers that we lisve this creative choice before us

....and we greatly appreciate the efforts they have made to mork with both
vs ind our counterparts ia Florida,in saving the Everglades.

:,..Legislation is now ;lending in Congress to authorize expansion of the
Big Cypress Preserve to encompass the Collier lands and others. These
bills represent important and long-overdue_ protection of this area. of
:truly national signifkance, and we hope this legislation can move
'quickly to passage. Alva, there ate Florida interests involved, including
other Lend owners and the Florida Departitent of Transportation, which
no doubt with V3 get on with implementation of the new legislation.

We see acquisition of additional Big Cypress lands through a land trade
as an option of great merit, but as a separate issue from the Big
Cypress authorizing legislation. In particular, we want ta be sure that
the Florida lands acquired for addition to the Preserve would be managed
in a bay consistent with other such National Park Service areas,
especially in tem of energy and mineral development. We also want
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to see that the concerns of the Arizona Indian tribes and the City of

Phoenix are addressed before agreeing to any trade.

The fairest resolution of both the land trade and Big Cypress issues, we
think, will be to judge each on its own merits. We usge Congress to move
ahead now with the Big Cypress legislation, which authorizes land
acquisition through purchase, donation or exehange. Legislation
needed for a land trade, if appropriate, should be worked out at its
own pace.

Trading the Indian School property for lands in Florida might ultimately
be the best way to go in this instance. However, this individual case raises
the laner question of the future of Land and Water Conservation Fund.

This Fund is based on the premise tl r tr-,1 nation ought to reinvest some

of the money it receives for resourc: :,%mion into a program which
preserves public land resources for at: The current Administration

has been anxious to develop the resousce -4t not spend any of the
money raised for needed acquisitions. The big Cypress additions are an
example of areas that would be high on anyone's list for purchase with
Land and Water Conservation Fund appropriations.

By insisting so much on land trades, the Administration is artifically
constraining what's possible and creating tensions between interests
whiCh need not exist. For instance, many of our members have sapported
the efforts of Mayor Goddard and the Phoenix City Council to create a
park at the Indian School site if the school is closed, yet we certainly
don't want to sacrifice protection for the Everglades under any circumstances.

Again, given the coaplexities of the Indian School issue, this case is
unique. However, we strongly encourage Congress to assure that the
Land and Water Conservation Fund is used as it was intended so that aS

acquisition opportunities arise the fullest range of options can be

explored for the best solution.

Thank you for this chance to express our concerns on the possible
Indian School closure and disposition. We hope to stay involved as

this issue moves forward.

17S
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SIERRA CLUB
gti Palo Verde (Phoenix) Group

RESOLUTION ON INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY
February 121 1987

The Phoenix Indian Schoo1 property is the last large parcel of
land in central Phoenix. It mresents a unique and final opportunity
to provide open space in our urban area. The Palo Verde Group
recommends that this property be used for 2 park. The Florida
Everglades land should be purchased with money from the Land and Water
Conservation Fund.

1 7 In;
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The CHAnuami. Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAMPUS/. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a last closing question. The way I understand your testimo-

ny, Mr. Smith, if you had your druthers, your groups would like to
have both pieces of land, and both kept in open space; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. Sum. If it was up to us, that would be perfect. I think with-
out question the Everglades represents something of great national
significance that a lot of us have worked a long time for, and I
her that reflected by members of this committee and others.

_dere is no question that the Everglades is a top priority, but I
think the Land and Water Conservation Fund if some money can
be used thlre allows us some flexibility in also trying to deal cre-
atively with some broader options on this end too, so maybe there
is something for everybody.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CasismAN. Thank you.
Mr. Kyl?
Mr. Km. Mr. Chairman, I just have one comment, rather than a

question for Mr. Smith, and that is I think that you can appreciate
that we all share the desire to acquire this very important national
asset to add to the national asset that exists in Florida.

That sometimes here in Arizona, we tend to make a little light of
the swampland in Florida, and I think that you could assist us
grep v in this cooperative effort that we have talked about earlier
in ping to convey to the people here in Arizona the importance
ar ignificance of that national trade is there, and therefore the
im portance of utilizing this asset to help acquire that for the bene-
fit of all of the people in this country.

And I know you will be doing that. You can certainly assist us in

that area.
Mr. Slam. Well, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Kyl, certainly this

delegationand I am sorr-,- that Senator McCain had to leave be-
cause he has been one of tge leaders in particular in protecting the
Grand Canyon, there is no stranger to the protection of nationally
significant parklands; and I will convey that our friends in Florida
and our friends in Washington have been working for a long time
in the Everglades and don't intend to give up now, and are just
concerned that things be worked out satisfactorily on this end,
whatever that means, and that's why we are here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that concludes the testimony, and this con-
cludes the hearing this morning.

I want to thank everyone who made this possible, and I am told
that supervisor Carcile Carpenter on the board is herefor her
help in putting the agendas together, I want to thank her especial-
ly, and to Congressman Ben Campbell who no doubt has other
things to do in Colorado, for spending his time with us at this hear-
ing this morning.
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THURSDLY, JULY 30, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Cowan= ox INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:50 a.m., in room 1324,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Morris K. Udall (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

The NAnulmt. The Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
will be in session.

We gather today on a matter of importance, and I'm glad to see
such a good turnout. I hope there are .lenty of people watching the
store back in Arizona. We welcome 1. .yists, Indians, citizens, tax-
p#3rers, and anybody who might have come in here by mistake.
This is the day we begin to focus on what we are going to do about
the 109 acres in Phoenix, Phoenix Indian School land.

Noticing a number of my friends and colleagues from the Wash-
ington community and the Arizona community as well, I'm remind-
ed of an old lawyer's story about the ,judge who came out on the
bench to begin the trial, and he said, "Now before I begin, I want
to make an announcement. Yesterday, the attorney for the plain-
tiff came by and left an envelope with $5,000, but this morning
when I arrived at my office, the attorney for the defendant was
there and gave me an envelope which had $10,000. I want the
record to show that I'm giving $5,000 back to the attorney for the
defendant, and we're going to try this case strictly on its merits."

What we're trying to lo today is to get the facts on which this
committee some time this fall, I hope, can make a decision on the
Phoenix Indian School property. We'll be looking as the witnesses
proceed for three or four things, factors in this judgment.

First, and I think foremost, is, what is the effect of these propos-
als on our responsibility to help meet the educational and social
needs of Indian children, especially those affected by the closure of
the school? Second, what are the relative values of the lands of-
fered in exchange as potential new components of our Federal
system of conservation of land? Third, what future status of this
property would be in the best interests of the people of the city of
Fthoenix? And, fourth, how will the requirements of the Veterans'
Administration on the facility best be met? In addition, I'm sure
that my colleagues on the committee will have a number of other
concerns an.1 criteria they will want to explore as we begin this
process.

I want to emphasize that we're just at the beginning of the proc-
ess as far as I'm concerned. I don't think anyone has made up their
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minds on this matter at this point. I recognize that much work has
already been done by the Interior Department, by the city, and by
the tribal groups, and others, and we look forward to getting the
benefit of their experiences and their conclusions and advice.

We are now beginning our own examination of the situation and
will be coming to our conclusions about not only to whom this
property is to be disposed but how and under what terms and con-
ditions. So we'll get to work.

We have a long witness list today. Our practice has bt. -n to en-
courage the witnesses to file with us their formal statement and
then to summarize in 5 minutes or so the important points that
you want us to look at- This leaves us a little time for questions
from the panel, which frequently are the most important part of
the hearing. So we will ask the witnesses to be brief. We will have
an official hearing record which will contain your full official state-
ments, and we would ask the witnesses to summarize the main
points they want to make the best that they can.

This is a busy day here in Congress.. Not only in some places over
on the other end of the Capitol they will be discussing deniability,
credibility, and so on. I am, as luck would have it, managing on the
Floor today in the House. We are half-way through the Price-An-
derson nuclear amendments problem, which many of you may
never have heard of but which is very important to the electric
utility industry. So be bouncing in and out of here today until
we can get that bill passed on the Floor. It doesn't express any lack
of interest on my part, but we will have other Members present
who can participate and report to me on what goes on.

[Prepared statement of Chairman Udall follows:]
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STATEMENT

OF THE

HONORABLE MORRIS K. UDALL

JULY 30, 1987

Teday, we are holding an initial hearing on a very important
issue of great concein from many points of view. Given the
apparent reality that the Phoenix Indian School will, in fact,
close in the near future, the federal government is now faced
with having a very significant and valuable asset whose status
has yet to be determined. More than 100 acres in downtown
Phoenix obviously is something sure to generate a great deal of
interest.

Presently, there are two proposals to exchange most of this
property for other lands and interests. Both the proposal
advanced by Baron Collier Enterprises and the one backed by the
Phelps Dodge Development Corporation have much to reeemmend them.
It is the job of this committee to try to evaluate them. In so
doing, we will have several factors to consider.

First, what is the effect of these proposals on oux solemn
responsibility to help meet the educational and social needs of
Indian children, especially those affected by the closure of the
school.

Second, what are the relative values of the lands offered in
exchange as potential new components of our federal system of
conservation lands.

Third, what future status of this property would be in the
bast interests of the City of Phclnix.

And fourth, how will the requirements of the Veterans
Administration facility on this site best be met. In addition, I
imagine that my colleagues on the Interior Committee may have a
number of other concerns and criteria they will aant to explore
as we begin this process.

I want to emphasize that the Interior Committee is at the
beginning of this process. I fully recognize that much work has
been done already by the Department of the Interior and other
parties and individuals on many aspects of this endeavor and I
look forward to having the benefit of their experience. But this
committee is now beginning its own examination and will be coming
to its own conclusions eaout not only to whom this property is to
he disposed but also how and under what terms and condicions. It
is not out of the question that another course not nowbefore the
committee will emerge.

So let's get to work.
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The CuAnnumq. Before we begin the testimony, is there an open-
ing statement from other members of the committee?

We have the only native American serving in Congress, he is a
very valuable member of this committee, Ben Campbell from Colo-
rado.

Ben, you are recognized.
Mr. Csisragiz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm pleased to be here this morning to hear testimony on the

closing or potential closing of the Phoenix Indian School. The pur-
pose of this oversight hearing is to focus 'on the disposition of the
school property, taking into account how this committee should
balance the interests of the Federal Government, the city of Phoe-
nix, and others who will be impacted. rm very interested in hear-
ing from our witnesses on their concerns on the proposals.

Many things have developed since I attended the field hearings
in Phoenix in February with you, Mr. Chairman. The Bureau's an-
nouncement of its intent to close the school generated a great deal
of interest. At that time, I expressed my reservations about the
proposal, and I was deeply concerned about the well-being of the
students if the school is closed, and I am still concerned.

For many years, the Phoenix Indian School has served these stu-
dents and allowed them to be reasonably close to their families. In
the previous hearings we have established the importance of meet-
ing the educational needs of Indian children. I think we can all
agree that Ws committee must address the future welfare of those
students who currently attend or who may attend the school in the
future.

I have to say that my mikjor disappointment at the hearings in
Phoenix was that we heard from a long list of people from veter-
ans' associations to environmental groups to land developers to dif-
ferent levels of Government, including the city, the county, and the
State of Arizona. During the testimony a great deal of talk cen-
tered around the potential value of the land but very W e about
the future of those youngsters.

It was suggested in passing that the youngsters could be sent to
the Riverside Boarding School or somewhere else, and I couldn't
help but think at the time that that was the same kind of sensitivi-
ty we use on our ranch when we ship cattle, and I was very disap-
pointed in that.

The Phoenix Indian School is located in downtown Phoenix and
obviously it is considered prime land for development. We, as mem-
bers of this committee, will hear testimony from many witnesses
again today and tribes, the city of Phoenix, and the Department of
the Interior, and from environmental groups and development cor-
porations. Hopefully, these individuals will offer additional insight
to what we heard in Phoenix.

I come here today with an open mind to examine the proposals, I
would like to make it clear that my primary concern is still not
who is making the money from the transfer of the land but what
the future holds for the families and the children affected by the
transfer of that land.
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I look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and the rest
of t.he committee, and I am very hopeful that we are going to put
the human values of those youngsters ahead of the profit margin.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Campbell follows:]
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STATEMENT OF OEN NIGHTHORSE cAMPOELL
ON THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL LAND PROPOSALS

JULY 30, 1957

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE THIS MORNING TO REAR

TESTIMONY ON THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL. THE PURROSE oF THIS

OVERSIGHT HEARING IS TO FOCUS ON THE DISPOSITION or THE PHoENIX

INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY, TAXING INTO ACCOUNT HOW THIS COMMITTEE

SHOULD BALANCE THE INTERESTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERMENT, THE CITY

OF pHOENIX AND OTHERS THAT WILL BE ImPACTED. I AM VERY

INTERESTED IN HEARING FROM OUA WITNESSES ON THEIR CONCERNs AND

PROPOSALS.

MANY THINGS HAVE DEVELOPED SINCE I FIRST ATTENDED FIELD

HEARINGS IN PHOENIX IN FEBRUARY. THE BUREAU'S ANNOUNCEMENT OF

IT'S INTENT TO CLOSE THE SCHOOL GENERATED GREAT INTEREST. AT

THAT TIME, I EXPRESSED MY RESERVATIONS ABOUT THIS PROPOSAL. I WAS

DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE WELL-BEING OF THE STUDENTS IF THIS

SCHOOL IS CLOSED AND I AM STILL CONCERNED. FOR MANY

YEARS THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL HAS SERVED THESE STUDENTS AND

ALLOWED THEM TO BE REAFONABLY CLOSE TO THEIR FAMILIES. IN

PREVIOUS HEARINGS WE HAVE ESTABLISHED THE IMPORTANCE OF MEETING

THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THESE INDIAN CHILDREN. I THINK WE CAN

ALL AGREE THAT THIS COMMITTEE MUST ADDRESS THE FUTURE WELFARE OF

THE INDIAN STUDENTS WHO CURRENTLY ATTEND OR WHO MAY ATTEND THE

SCHOOL IN THE FUTURE.

PHOENIX INDIA,i SCHOOL IS LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN PHOENIX AND IT

IS CONSIDERED PRIME LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT. WE AS MEMBERS UF THIS
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COMMITTEE WILL HEAR TESTIMONY FROM MANY WITNESSES, THE TRIBES,

THE CITY OF PHOENIX, THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, THE

ENVIRONMENTALISTS, AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS, AND HOPEFULLY

THESE INDIVIDUALS WILL OFFER SOME INSIGHT ON HOW WE SHOULD PROCEED.

I COKE HERE TODAY WITH AN OPEN MIND TO EXAMINE THE

PROPOSALS WHICH WILL BE PRESENTED TODAY. I LOOK FORWARD TO

WORKING WITH YOU AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE IN ORDER TO

REACH AN EQUITABLE DECISION.

1
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The CHAIRMAN. We have as a member of this committee an out-
standing new Member who carries an Arizona name. We will give
him time to get his papers sorted out here. Congressimn John
Rhodes.

Mr. RHODICS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I have a statement by Congressman Jon Kyl from

the Fourth District of Arizona which I would like to have submit-
ted for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will have your full state-
ment for the record.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Kyl follower]

1
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THE HONORABLE JON RYL

MR. CHAIRMAN, I want to commend you and the members of

the Committee for holding this hearing today regarding the

disposition of the Phoenix Indian School and tse various land

exchange proposals affecting the school property.

Both of the land exchange proposals appear to me to have

merit. One, proposed by the Collier group in Florida, would

allow the Federal Government to acquire over 80,030 acres of

environmentally-sensitive land for addition to the Big Cypress

National Preserve. Another 301000 acres would be ad,',d to the

National Wildlife Refuge System as a refuge for the endangered

Florida panther and other endangered and threatened species.

The second proposal, made by Phelps Dodge (PD) in

cooperation with the Estes Company, would keep most of the

benefits of the exchange in the Southwest by allowing the

government to acquire over 300,000 acres of environmentally

significant lands in Arizona and New Mexico. The United States

would acquire, among other lands, the Gray Ranch, which

supports the greatest concentration of state and federally-

listed endangered species in New Mexico; the Eagle Creek lands,

which support some of the highest concentrations of breeding

birds in North America, and threatened species like the

Spikedacei and the Alamo Hueco properties', which contain

special ecological, cultural and scenic features.

Both proposals include a cash component, ani both address

the needs of Indian Tribes who have sent children to the Indian

School, land for the expansion cat the Veterans Administration

Medical Center, and the creation of a city park for the City of

Phoenix.

In addition, it is my understanding that both groups are
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willing to negotiate investment by the Pima/Maricopa Indian

Community if that Tribe conveys right-of-way to the state for

the outer loop of the freeway.

Because both proposals provide tangible benefits to the

United States, both should be thoroughly explored to ensure

that it is the taxpayers who ultimately get the best deal. I

have a sense that time has not permitted a thorough

investigation and comparison of the two proposals.

In a letter dated June 30, 1987, Bill Horn of the

Department of Interior responded to Chris Monson of Phelps

Dodge regarding the PD offer, stating that the Department has

"been working for over a year and a half with the Collier

companies of Florida on an exchange involving the same Phoenix

property."

In the same letter, Mr. Horn concluded that the PD

'proposal possesses merit but is not superior nor is it equal

to the Collier project when judged according to the review

criteria." He reached this conclusion less than a week after

receiving the PD offer.

While Mr. Horn is one of the most competent people in the

service of our government, I doubt that even he could possibly

have thoroughly reviewed the PD proposal in that one week.

His conclusions may well be correct in any event. But,

it is our responsibility to see to it th4t all proposals are

thoroughly reviewed and compared so that we do what is best for

Arizona and best for the United States. I would recommend,

therefore, that the Department take a little more time to more

thoroughly investigate the merits of both proposals and provide

the Committee with a side-by-side comparison of both.
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While I have the opportunity, I want to express a few

other thoughts to the Committee. Firsz, we should ensure that

the Navajo Indian Tribe receives some fair benefit from the

sale of the school property, since so many Navajo children have

attended the school and some will have to be sent elsewhere.

Second, we must be absolutely sure that some land is set

aside from the start ffn expansion of the Veterans

AdMinistration Medical Center.

Third, I mote that both proposals would have the Federal

Government set aside 20 acres of the land for a Phoenix city

park.

Mr. Chairman, our primary conceta should be the

representation of the American taxpayer. The fact that this

Federal land is no longer needed for the purpose for whish it

was originally set aside should not be viewed as an opportunity

for every special interest to attempt to "get a piece csf the

action." Legitimate interests, beginning with Federal

interests, must be satisfied. After that, the taxpayers should

get the best possible deal for this property.

When I introduced legislation earlier this year to convey

60 acres of Forest Service land to the Payson School District

in Payson, Arizona, there were a lot of concerns about an

outright (free) conveyance. The Committee ultimately reported

-- and the House passed -- a compromise bill allowing the

school District to buy the land for its appraised value over

time. Payson is a community that is already highly taxed, has

a high unemployment rate -- about 20% and a population that

is 60% retired. There is virtually no private land to serve as

a tax base. But we required Payson to buy the land, albeit at

a price and under terms that were very favorable to Payson.

1(4
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The same principle should apply here -- the Department's

analy:iis should clearly spell out any costs to the American

taxptlyers in pursuing either ol these proposals.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for the

opportunity to join you today. I hope the Interior Deportment

will take a complete look at these two fine proposals.

commcnd both the proponents of these proposals for their

complete prebentations and the Department for its attention to

this matter.

Thank you.

1 (r,s,
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a formal opening state-
ment. I'm looking forward to the testimony we are going to hear
this morning. I believe that it's going to provide us with additional
information which will supplement the information we received at
our field hearing in Phoenix several months ago.

I expect that the committee will examine the proposals which
are available to us in an even handed light ana make a decision
that is in the best interests of the communities and constituencies
which we serve, which include, fi st, the Indians, the city of Phoe-
nix, the State of Arizona. and certainly not least important, the
people of the United States, who do have a rather significant and
vested interest in what we do in the disposition of the property and
the acquisitions that we make with it.

So without anything further, Mr. Chairman, I do thank you for
your assistance in bringing this matter to this hearing and hopelnl-
ly bringing it to i close in the relatively near future, and, as I said
before, I look forwaid to the testimony will receive this morn-
ing.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN, Thank NOLL
With us today is a former member of this committee, the junior

Senator from Arizona, John McCain.
John, welcome back to your own committee.
Mr. McCAIN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. It's good to be hack. I

appreciate very much your courtesy in allowing int, to be here
today as we hear the facts on this very important issue. I also
would like to express my appreciation to Congressman Campbell
who was kind enough to come to Arizona when we had the initial
hearings. and I appreciate very much his continuing interest on
this issue.

Again. Mr. ('hairman, I think it's very important that you called
this hearing, and I look forward to hearing from the witnesses and
appreciate your willingness to try and get this issue resolved as
soon as possible.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Idaho have anything to

contribute before we begin the testimony?
Mr. CRAIG. No. Mr. Chairman. I have reviewed both the propos-

als and find them fascinating. HI be interested in listening to the
witnesses this morning. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our first scheduled witness now is the mayor of Phoenix, Ar zo-

na. the Honorable Terry Goddard.
Mayor Goddard. it's a pleasure to have you here today. and we

will be delighted to hear from you.

ST.vruMENT OF TERRY GODDARD, NIAYOR. PIIOENIX. ARIZONA
Mr. GODDARD. Thank Nou, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be

here.
Chairman 1.7daIl, members of the committee, Senator McCain, at

the chairman's suggestion I will submit my prepared remarks for
the record and will elaborate briefly. I hope. on some of the kt.y
points.

A
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The CHAIRMAN. That will be acceptable. You may proceed,
Mr. GODDARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me review very briefly the position that I brought to the

committee's field hearing in Phoenix in February. That was a posi-
tion of' extreme concern about the progress that appeared to be
taking place concerning the Phoenix Indian School. The people of
Phoenix felt that they had not been consulted in the early stages
and were struggling to catch up just to find what the options were
that might be available to our citizens in the event that the proper-
ty were transferred from public ownership to private ownership.

I will be very clear at the outset, especially in light of Congress-
man aampbell s concerns, that our initial position and our present
position is that an Indian School is the traditional and preferred
use of this property, and we support that. My comments are based
upon a Federal decision to transfer this property into private own-
ership. Only in that instance do the comments and the concerns
that I'm expressing on behalf of the city of Phoenix come into play.

I would like to just reiterate some of our particular interest in
this property, and it is unique. It is unique because of its central
location in the city of Phoenix ana as a very key parcel on North
Central Avenue. It is different from other parcels in that the city
of Phoenix has served it as the Phoenix Indian School for over 90
years without any charge to the Federal Government or to the
Indian tribes. We have provided utilities, garbage service, police
protection, and so on.

We paid one-third of the purchase price, and I think that is
something that I mentioned before and I would like to reiterate,
that by pilssing the hat the citizens of Phoenix came up with one-
third of the cost back in 1S9l when the Federal Government
wished to purchase this parcel to use as a Phoenix Indian School.

It is not zoned currently, nor does it have adequate infrastruc-
ture, to serve the kind of commercial purposes that have been dis-
cussed and which were certainly brought into play by the appraisal
that the Interior Department obtained. So we have very great con-
cern about our ability to serve this piece of property and the
changes which appear to be proposed for it,

Lastly, we have a very high concern that the optimum use for
this property is to continue as public open space as much as possi-
ble. We would prefer, should it be closed as an Indian school, to be
able to have all or virtually all of the property purchased in some
way by the city of Phoenix and used as public open space.

We understand from the last hearing and from discussions with
Members of Congress and the Department that that is not likely to
happen, and therefore we are encouraged by questions that we re .

ceived back in February to get to work and to try to find any
common ground that we could possibly have between, at that time,
the only known private interest concerning the property, the Col-
lier Corporations. and to try to find a way that we could work to-
gether on the future of this property.

I'm pleased to say that I think we'Ne made a great deal of
progress along those lines and that our opposition to the proposal
that I expressed in February now, with certain conditions being
met and if certain conditions could be met in the future, that the
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city of Phoenix is prepared to go on record in support of a disposi-
tion to private hands, again, under very stringent conditions.

The proposal that we made back in April to the Collier Corpora-
tions in an effort to try to make the best of a situation that was not
of our making was, first, to call for joint planning between the city
of Phoenix and the Collier Corporations, or whoever the private de-
veloper would be, joint planning which would fully involve the city
at every stage in the development and which would be committed
to the very highest quality, that there be significant reservation of
public space, and that that be a priority in terms of the develop-
ment proposals, and that there be an option by the city of Phoenix
to purchase if at some time in the future we would find the where-
withal to take some of this property back to the public ownership.

Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I've got to leave to handle the matter that I men-

tioned earlier on the Floor. The ranking Democrat on our commit-
tee is Congressman George Miller of California. He will be taking
over for me on and off today. He is a friend of Arizona, and a
friend of Phoenix, and a friend of Indians, and a friend of every-
body else.

Mr. MILLER. What a guy.
Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, we are familiar with the friendly

nature of the Congressman from California.
Mr, MILLER [presiding], Mr. Mayor, please go ahead.
Mr. GODDARD. Chairman Miller, may I proceed? I was just reiter-

ating the proposal that we had made to the Collier Corporations
concerning what we felt would be a way to develop this property
consistent with the best interests of the city of Phoenix.

Even with the discussions that went along those points, we were
frankly unable to agree until Assistant Secretary of the Interior
William Horn stepped in at my request and provided a way of help-
ing to ease the deadlock. What Secretary Horn proposed was that
that amount of land in the Phoenix Indian School area where the
appraisal came in at more than the Florida land which the Federal
Government desired to obtain, that amount of value could be trans-
ferred to the city of Phoenix.

When the appraisal came in at $122 million, it was apparent that
there was approximately 20 acres which was not covered by the
value of the Florida land, and Secretary Horn, in a letter which is
attached to my statement, proposed that that 20 acres be trans-
ferred in fee to the city of Phoenix separate from any other aspects
of the agreement with the Collier Corporation or any other private
development.

That made a significant difference in our ability to reach the
table and to come to a conclusion, and therefore we were able to go
first to the city ad hoc committee on the Indian School, next to the
city council subcommittee on the Indian School, and finally to the
city council, to discuss the transfer of 20 acres from the Federal
Government and the other development agreements that I have
spoken of.

In those hearings, we extensively looked into the Collier Corpora-
tion, the Collier Companies, and their various backgrounds. We
were satisfied that they had. first, the financial ability to carry on
a development of this scale, and, second, that they had the develop-
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ment experience in their efforts in Florida that showed that they
had a track record of real excellence in this area. They convinced
us that they were here for the long term, that they weren't just to
come into Phoenix, turn over a piece of property, get it planned,
and then sell it. They convinced us that they were there for the
duration. And, last, they were very adamant, and we were very im-
pressed with their dedication of quality. They were interested in a
project that would truly have regional if not national appeal, and
that was very positively received by the city council.

At the time that we met to consider the Colliers' proposal, it was
made very clear that this was a minimum standard, that if the Col-
liers could come up to the conditions in the proposal and if the Fed-
eral Government would transfer the 20 acres, that we could have
an agreement with them and be satisfied with it, but that if other
private development interests came forward that met the same
qualifications or better, that the city of Phoenix would also be will-
ing to entertain their proposal.

At the council consideration of the Collier proposal, the Phelps
Dodge Development Corporation did in fact come forward, said that
they were willing to enter the same kind of agreement, would we
do so with them on the spot? The city council declined. We went
ahead and ratified our agreement with Collier but transferred the
Phelps Dodge proposal to our subcommittee on the Indian School
for a more thorough evaluation.

That has been proceeding. It came just I week ago to the city
council, and the feeling was that it waa premature, that we still did
not have full understanding of the nature of the Phelps Dodge pro-
posal or of the joint venture partnership which was behind the pro-
posal. Therefore, it was referred for further consideration and will
come back to our city council for another discussion at the first
available date after our summer break.

I should say that the proposal, on its face, appears to be identical
with the Collier proposal. The Phelps Dodge _orporation, of course,
is known to all of us in Arizona It is a major mineral company
that is now headquartered in Phoenix. The Estes Company, with
whom they are a joint venture, is an experienced developer and
one that we have the greatest respect for.

The questions seem to all revolve around exactly what the rela-
tionship between the two would be in the future. So we have no
final action by the city council upon the peoposal by Phelps Dodge
Development Corporation.

So. in summnry. I'd like to say that we come to you today with
one private development proposal which has met a rigorous set of
standards that the city has set forth, another which may be able to
meet those standards. but I cannot say as of this moment.

I would like to emphasize that what we have set forward has
been in an effort to fulfill the mandate of the chairman of this
committee and of Members of Congress who have spoken to us
about making our utmost effort to reach an accommodation with
the potential private developers. We are not making a decision as
to which one or as to whether we think the property should be
transferred to private ownership.

If we were to have the best of all possible worlds, we think other
routes would be preferable, but given the direction things seem to
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be taking, we believe we have secured an arrangement through
long and arduous negotiations with Collier Corporations in which, I
should say, they have been a very positive player and a very agree-
able group to work with, so that we can come to this committee at
this time saying that we are satisfied that we will have something
which meets the best interests of the city of Phoenix provided that
all of the minimum conditions that I have set forth and which are
expanded on in greater detail in my testimony for the record are
met.

I would be very happy to answer any questions that the commit-
tee has.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Goddard, with attachments, follow:]
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STATEMENT OF TERRY GODDARD. MAYOR.

CITY OF PHOENIX, APTZONA

FOR PRESENTATION TO UNTTED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS.

HONORABLE MORRIS K. UDALL. CHAIRMAN

WASHINGTON. D.C.

JAY 30. 1987

CHAIRMAN UDALL AND MEMBERS OF THF COMMITTEE=

ON FEBRUARY 13. I SPOKE BMW THIS COMMITTEE TN PHOENIX.

ARIZONA. ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL PROP-

ERTY. I AM PLEASED TO REPORT TODAY THAT MUCH POSITIVE PROGRESS

HAS BEEN MADE IN THE INTERVENING TIME.

LAST FEBRUARY. THE CITY OF PHOENIX FACED THE PROPOSED CLOSURE

OF THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL AND THE TRADE OF THF PROPERTY TO

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT INTERESTS. THE CITI7ENS OF PHOENIX WERE

JUSTIFIABLY DISTURBED BY THE SUDDEN NATURE OF THIS PROPOSAL AND

THE FACT THAT NEITHER THEIR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES, NOR THE

INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF ARIZONA. HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN 1NE EARLY

STAGES.

1 ""
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OF THIS POLL SHOWED OVERVHFLMTNGLY THAT THF CTTT7ENS OF 00P

CITY ARE STRM1Y IN FAVOR OF A MAXTMOM AMOUNT OF PORLTC OPEN

SPACE AT THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL STTF. T RFGRFT TPF APPARENT

POLICY OF THF INTERIOR DEPARTMENT TO DISPOSE OF PUBLIC LANDS

RATHER THAN SEEKING A LONG-TERM PAYMENT SCHEDULE THAT WOULD

MAKE IT FEASIBLE FOR THE CITY OF PHOFNIY TO PURCHASE THF

PROPERTY.

THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERTOR. FISH AND OTLPLTFE SERVICE. HAS PEEN

INTIMATELY INVOLVED IN THE DISCUSSIONS WITH COLLIER AMP. AT A

CRUCIAL MOMENT. HELPED TO MAKE AN AGREEMENT POSSTBLE. THIS WAS

DONE BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OTLLIAM HORN WHO. UNDEPSIANDING THF

STRONG DESIRE TO HAVE AT LEAST A. SMALL PAPT OF THE PROPERTY

GUARANTEED AS OPEN SPACE IN ANY FUTURE INDIAN SCHOOL PROJECT,

OFFERED TO THE CITY OF PHOENIX A DIRECT FEE TRANSFER OF

APPROXIMATELY 20 ACRES. THIS PARCEL REPRESENTED THE AMOUNT OF

AN APPRAISED VALUATION OVER AND ASOVE THE PRICE muwn TO

OBTAIN COLLIER EVERGLADE AREA PROPERTY IN FLORIDA. WITH THE 20

ACRES IN HAND. THE CITY NEGOTIATORS LIE.RE ABLE TO COMPLETE A

PLAN WITH TWO BASIC POINTS:

1. THE CITY AND COLLIER WOULD JOINTLY PLAN THE INDIAN SCHOOL

SITE. CHOOSING THE TEAM. REV:EWING OPTIONS AND A SFrCIETC

DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
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0 COLLIER INTENDED TO DEVELOP THE PROPERTY OVER THE

LUNG-TERM AND WAS NOT INTERESTED IN SIMPLY PLANNING

AND SELLING.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE CITY COUNCIL APPROVED THE ATTACHED

AGREEgENT WITH THE COLLIER COMPANIES, PROVIDED, OF COURSE, THAT

COLLIER MUST OBTAIN TITLE TO THE PROPERTY FROM THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. THE CITY EXPRESSED NO OPINION ABOUT THE DESIRAPIL-

ITY OF THAT PROGRAM.

THE AGREEMENT WITH COLLIER WAS NOT INTENDLD BY THE COUNCIL IO

BE EXCLUSIVE. IT WAS MADE CLEAR AT THE HEARING IN WHICH THE

COLLIER AGREEMENT WAS ACCEPTED. THAT IF ANOTHER QUALIFIED

DEVELOPMENT INTEREST WERE TO MAKE THE SAME OR A BETTER OFFER TO

THE CITY OF PHOENIX, THAT IT WOULD RECEIVE SIMILAR CONSIDFRA-

TION.

IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE CITY COUNCIL WAS TO GIVE FINAL CONSIDER-

ATION TO THE COLLIER PROPOSAL, THE PHELPS DODGE DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY MADE A REQUEST TO OBTAIN THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

THROUGH TRADE OF PROPERTIES IN ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO.

AT THE COUNCIL HEARING, PHILPS DODGE REPRESENTATIVES AVID TO BE

INCLUDED AS ANOTHER QUALIFIED PARTY TO DEVELOP THE INDIAN SCHOOL

PROPERTY.

CITY COUNCIL FELT THAT MORE INFORMATION WAS NEEDED AND REFERRED

THE MATTER TO THE CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND THE AD HOC COUNCIL

-5-
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SUBCOMMITTEE. A HEARING WAS HELD ON JULY 20, 19E7, JOINTLY

BEFORE THE CITIZENS COMMITTEE AND THE COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEE.

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE CET)" COUNCIL AD HOC SUBLOMMITTLE IDENTILIED

PHELPS DODGE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AS A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN PHELPS

DODGE, A FORTUNE 500 COMPANY HLANUARTERED IN PHOENIX, AND THE

ESTES COMPANY, ONE OF ARIZONA'S LARGEST REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS,

THE ESTES COMPANY, HEADOUARTERED IN APIZONA FOR THE. PAST- 41 YEARS,

IS A MULTI-DISC!PLINED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THL

DEVELOPMENT Of COMMLRCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, RESIDENTIAL. AND RESORT

PROPERTIES.

DURING .'.RT HEAT,ING, PHELPS DODGE DEVELPPNT COMPANY PROPOSED 10

ENTER INTO THE SAML NON-EXCLUSIVE IEVELOPMENI AGREEMENT AS AGRLED

UPON BY THE CITY OF PHOENIX AND THE COLLIER COMPANIES, THE SUB-

COMMITTEE REFERRED THIS MATTER WITHOUT RECOMMENDATION TO THE CITY

COUNCIL, THE COUNCIL TOOK OP THE PHELPS DODGE PROPOSAL AT

ITS LAST SESSION PRIOR 10 sur,inER RECESS ON JULY 21, 1987, BUT

WAS ASKED RY REPRESENTATIVES OF PHELPS DODGE 10 CONIINUE THE

MATTER UNTIL 101 NEXT AVAILABLL DATE FOR HEARING, AL"GUST 26,

THE CITY COUNCIL A(.RELD 10 1HE CONIINUANOE,

IN A KLATED MATTER, I HAVE RFOUESIED THAl 1HE CIT'T OF PHOENIX

PARTICIPATE IN NEFJOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

AND THE ARIZONA STATE UTSTORIL, PRESERVATION OFFICE REGARDING THE

DISPOSITION OF SINIFICANT HISTORIC PRUFERTIES ON THE PHOENIX

INDIAN SCHOOL SITE, FULL DOCUMENTATION OF THE HISTORIC PROPERTIES,

PURSUANT 10 SECTION 106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION
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ACT OF 1966, HAS BEEN PREPARED BY THE NATIJNAL PARK SERVICE

DEPARTMENTAL CONSULTING ARCHAEOLOGIST, BENNIE C. KEEL.

THE PHOENIX CITY COUNCIL RAS ASSUMED THAT THE ISSUES OF TRE

DESIRABII1TY OF THE VARIOUS LAND TRADE PROPOSALS ARE, AND SHOULD

BE, A MATTER OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE TO BE DECIDED BY THE DEPART-

MENT OF THE INTERIOR, THIS COMMITTEE AND ULTIMATELY THE U.S. CONGRESS.

THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL HAS MADE NO RECOMMENDATION ABOUT THE

DESIRABILITY OF THE TRADE OR TRADES IN QUESTION.

I HOPE THIS INFORMATION IS HELPFUL TO THE COMMITTEE AND WILL

ASSIST IN RESOLVING A DIFFICULT SET OF PROBLEMS,

-7-

'I
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1,ItiT_OE.ATTACHMENTS

A. Planning and Devolopmenr Agreement Between The City of Phoenix,
Collie: Enterprises and Barran Collier Company.

B. Letter to Mayor Terry Goddard from William Herr, Assistant Secretory
of. the Interior for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, May 4, 1987.

C. Letter to William Horn, Assistant Secretary of the Interior tor
Fish and Wildlife and Parks from Mayor Terry Goddard, July 21, 1987.



ATTACHMENT A

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT AM/an
SEMEN THE CITY OF PHOENIX,

CoLL1EA ENTARPS1SES AND SAWN COLLIES COMPANY

INIS AGREEMIHT is hereby entered into on this day of
1547. by end between Collier Enterprims and Barron Collairi CompanyriWiT17--1
after referred to as "Collier"), and the City of Phoenix.

Moe following provisioos ars *greed to by the parties:

BACKGMOOND

I. Collier toterpriem and Barron Collier Company (collectively, "Collier")
ars negotiating an agreement with the U.S. Department of the Interior to
exchange lande owed by Collier is Florida for land owed by the federal
goverment located is Fhoenix, Ariama.

I. Legislation which would facilitate this exchange Ms been introduced and
is mow pending in Coegress.

3. TM land in Phoenix Coosiits of approximately 105 acres mead by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for Indian education (the "Indian School
property").

4., TM Indian School property is located at the mortbeast tomer of Central
Meow and Indian School Road is so arm of Phoenix that has experienced

significant development.

S. The purpose of this Planning and Development Agrammot is to identify a
process to be followed by tbe City and Collier to jointly plan tba devel-
*pewit of the Indian School property.

6. This joist planoiog process shall be in addition to, and sot in lieu of,
the requirements *pond by state Lem sod City ordinances.

OBJECTIVES

1. TM City recognises pat the future developoest of the tedien gmbool
property by Collier my present the City with a unique opportunity to
implement innovative plans and objectives for this . 'es of Phoenix.

2. The City sod Collier understand that a joint }leonine effort is required
in order to serials* the public and private benefits thee can result from
the developmeot of the Indian School property.

3. The City aod Collier recognise the following =coal goal they %it'd to
sccosplish through the planning and developtent process described in this
Nesorandum:

01-
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Niptipi&& the amount of publicly-accessible open space to be provided
through the development of the Wien School property. recoguiring
the t

tit the ameuet el oyes apace will be a direct fuoctios of project

dip; sod

(ii) the value al epos space SI & community resource lo **banged by
adjacent activities god amenities.

4. The City sad Collier wish to create a unique regional ectrecticso by cba
development of the Iodise School property for a gixture of commercial,
residential end civic meas. "Civic uses" se, ieclude parks. museums,
cultural casters sod public odecetioo

5. The City and Collier desire to select the very beat outside coosulteste
to assist ia the pleasing. desists sod davsloposat of the Iodise School
property.

DIFILMINTATION IT FORMULATION
Of A SflCIFIC PLAN

1. lite City wishes to supplement ite developmeot regulatioos to further
facilitate cooperatiom sod petticipatioe betwees the City mod developers
with respect to those dewelopeast projects of makes *Portents to the
City sad City Owning. It is recoenised that flexibility sod design
creativity sre essestial ia order to allow for the effective plaguine of
smolt davelopsest projects.

2. tor these rename, the City astd Collier have exasieed the use of a mutu-
ally satisfactory specific plas process to Amide the plaintive sod devil-
opmest of the Wise School property. AlOecifie Platt for a property is
Authorised is Ariaeme hy stets esabliss low for flemicipal ?lassies aid
ZOOLIIS *oder A.1.5. O-4il.01. The Specific Piss is e hybrid plemoill
tool, beide( both plammino god regulatory effect. It Me bees weed by
other Arisesa sides to ettetrol large, private developmest mad redevelop-
meat projects. Counties have tureen? Secured am ameadmest to the state
sooisg meanies low, *Uprises counties to employ the Specific Platt tech-
siege. lodepeedentiy el tbe Collier proposal, the City is explorisg
aseedment of its development re/mistime to allow the use of a Specific
Pies with regulatory a. evil se planning effect.

3. The City will investigate the incorporation, into ite develops/et reguls-
tions, of suablieg authority for the preparation, adoptiom end enforce -
nest of Specific fleas. War that authority, the following process win
be used by the City and Collier for the plannieg and developmest of tbe
Indian School property.

C
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PREPARATION OF TRE_SFECIFIC PLAN

The Land Use Planning Teem -- The Citi end Collier mill &seeable land
use planning team (the "Plaunine Tess") consistieg of City sod Collier
repressotatives who will, in tura, eutually designate the very best out-
mide planners, eagisemrs and other coteulteste to orepare alternative
proposed Specific Plass for the Indies School property.

A6 The City representatives am tba Planning lesm will be:

(i) three representatives appointed by the Mayor; mmd

(ii) the Chairpartoe of the Indian School Citisten's Advisory
Committee.

The City represeotatives will be advisors to sad observers of
Collier and the consultasts in the preparation of the Specific
Plan. They will 'Lot 4141 the primer, liaisoa between the Ineoning
Teem sod the Mayor and Council Subcommittee (the "X/C Subcommittee")
whose omposition sad functioss are describei *slow. Secept for
financial informestios related to Collier's operatioas, the City
representatives will have sous. to ell isformative submitted to and
prepared by the cateulteots, ismandisg project plannieg information,
market feasibility studies, development cost estimates sod economic
research sod forecasts. The City representatives will have author
ity to convene the entire Plaanins teas, whes ressoaably Necessary,
to examine the consistency of the progress of the draft Specific
flan with the City's plannieg goa/s and objectives sad, if there are
questioas, to seek directioa from the M/C Suhcommittee.

Collier will dasiesete four representatives to the Plassieg Teem.

C. The Mayor sad Collier lay agree to dissipate additionel repre-
sentatives to the Planniog Tema.

D. Collier may from time to time designate edditionsl consultauts
to the Planning lesm.

2. Technical Advisory Croup -- The City will 'Resemble a group of representa-
tives from City departments smd sgsacies having techoical or programmatic
responsibilities associated with development of the Indian School prop-
erty and adjacent areas. The Technical Advisory Croup will provide
information and technical advice to the Planning Teem, the consultants to
the Planning Tess sod to the MIC Subcommittee sod will be chaired by
representative designated by the Mayor.
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. The M/C Subcommittee -- The members of this three-p.m:11 group will be
appointed by the Mayor aod will consist of the Mayor ao4 two members of
the Council.

The M/C Suhcommittee will provide the liaison between the Plenning Team
and the Mayor sod Council. The K/C Suhcommitte* shall make decisions on
behalf of the City conceroins the preparation of the Specific Plan. Upon
presentation to the M/C Subcommittee of the Planning Teen's recommenda-
tions regarding the preparation of the Specific Plan, the M/C Subcommit-
tee will accept, rejAct or sodify ths recommendation. of the Planning
Teem. Failure to accept, 'reject OT modify the PlanAine Team'. recommen-
dations %titbit, forty-five (45) days of the recommendaticem shall consti-
tute acceptance of the recommendations. The Plannine Tess or Collier may
appeal the decision of the M/C Subcommittee to the Mayor sod Council
after receipt of the m/C Subcommittee decision.

PHASING

1. Specific Plan Phases -- This preparation of the Specific Plan will proceed
in two phases. tech phase will have one or more benchmetts at which
major choices or dcisions oust be mode about the Specific Plan being
prepared. At each such beschmork, the Plannine Team will sake a report
sod give its recommendations to t?., M/C Subcommittee, fully explaining
the etatue, choices or decisions to be mad, end the information on which
the Planning Teee's recommendations are based. Upon presentatioo of the
Planning Tese's recommendetioos, the K/C Subcomeittes will accept, reject
or modify the recommesdations of the Planning Team. Failure to accept,
reject or.sodify the Pleasing Team's recommendations within forty-five
(45) days of the recommendations shall constitute acceptance of the
recommendstioms. The Planning Team or Collier soy appeal the decision of
the NJC Subcommittee to the Mayor and Council after receipt of the M/C
Subcommittee decision. In addition, at least twice during each phase of
the Specific Plan preparation process, Collier shall give the Mayor and
Council a status report.

A. Phase One -- This phase shall include, among others, the following
benchmarks:

CO Identification of the general goals and objectives to be
addressed in the planning process;

(II) Identification of additional benchmarks, if any, for Phases
One sad Tao of the Specific Plan;

9
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. (iii) Selectioo of the coosultents to the Planning Team;

(iv) Formulation of a propoaed chedule for preparation of the
Specific Pion and related reports and studies, including a
proposed timetable roforencing all baschmarks;

(v) Formulation of a report describing the developmont potential
of the Indian School property, including the capacity of
relevant public sad private iefrestructure and a market for
various land uses;

(16) Foreulation of eme or sore developmont concepts for the Indian
School property, showing the par/meters of proposod develop-
ment and the proposed locations and astent of major land uses.

S. Fhaso Two -- 'this phaso shall iocluda tbo fellovios beochmarks:

(i) Formulation of datailed design plans. based to the developeent
concepts telectod im These Ooe, showiog the propossd locations
and sixes of open spaces, principal boildiaga, ttests sod
pedsstrian ways, public and private amenities, imcludieg
architecturol remdarimge where appropriate; and

(ii) Freparatiors of a descriptios of project devslopment phasing.
It is cootemplated that dovstrpment el the Indigo School prop-
erty will occur over 15 years or toasty, is three or sore dis-
tinct plumes.

2. Collier will schedule end conduct public meetings to esplaio the status
of sod obtain public commeot oe the proposed Specific Plan tot loss fre-
quantly than each sit months following the *election of the ?loosing Team
gad consultants.

roma CITY APPROVAL OF IKE SPECIFIC PLAN

After Cho draft Specific Plan is prepare!, it will be submitted to the City
for formal review and approval. Pursuant to state egabliog law governing
specific plans sod eh. City's implementing ordiaance, thie will ioclude a
public hearing and recomendatioo by tha ?loaning Cammissioe, follywod by
public beariog and approval by adoption of a resolutiom er ordimaace by the
Mayor and Council. If approval of the Specific Plan requires an amaodeent of
the City'. General Plan, the City will initiate and process that earendsont
sieultanaously with tha Specific Plan.
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SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

buthiog contained in ibis agreement shall be damped to prevent or restrict the
ability of Collier to suction, sell, mortgage, pledge, hypothecets, lease or
otherwise deal freely with all of the property. This agreement, however,
shall be deemed e restriction running with the land and all persons having en
interest :n the property shall be bound by the terms, cooditions and obliga-
tions hereof.

CITY ACQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL LAND

Wore development commences oa each phase of the project, the City will, in
addition to the property designated fot open space we too Specific Plan, have
en optioo to acquire, through trade or purchess, undeveloped parcels for pub-
lic use (the "Oetion Parcels"). The location mid bewadaries of the Optioo
Parcels shall be illustrated on the Specific Plan. lb* wows peke og nu
Opties Parcel aball be equal to the fon of: (i) the fair marina value of the
Optioa Parcel ma of tho date coeveyed to Collier, (Li) the expenses iecurred
by GbIlier in its acquisition of the Option Parcel, vet to exceed l.62S of the

-. fair whet value of the Option Parcel as of the date coeveyed to Collier,
(iii) the aspenees incurred by Collier in its saintseesce of the Option Parcel,
(iv) the 011f4O048 iscurred by Collier in providieg seceseary public services,
facilities sad isfrastructure daeositrated by Collier to be specifically and
directly attributable to the Option Parcel, and (v) the development costs
incurred by Collier sad demoestrated by Collier to be specifically and directly
ttributable to the Optioe Parcel, ierluding. without lieltation, real property
taxes, sesesseente, and engiodering, architectural, design, legal, arcountine
dad cseaultisg fees. Notwitbstaadieg the foregoisg, in camputieg the purchase
price of as Optios Parcel: (a) the cowman of the purchase price described
as (i) through (v) in the precadiee **stow* shall all be iscreased to reflect
infietinh. end (b) the Cit.? and Collier uoy mutually agree to a reductiou in
or elimisatimi of that portion of the purchase price of day particular Option
Parcel described as component (v) in the preceding footsore is exchange for
the City agreeieg to transfer all or a portion of the dessity allowable for
that Option Parcel to another parcel wood by Collier within the Indiep School
property.

APPROVAL OF SITt PLANS

The Specific Flan will contain provisions describieg the procedures to be
followed by the City and Collier in the preparatioo, review end approval of
detailed site plans for actual development. Such procedure: shall approximate
that sow followed by the City for the review end approval of site plans and
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subdivision plats and ehall be described is the isplementing ordisance and
regulations for Specific Plena to be adopted by the City. These procedures
shall he esseatially administrative is character end shall require so addi-
tional public hairless or discretionary actioos by the Mayor sod Council.
APProval of a site plan shall be the basis for the issusoce of buildioS
-permits.

AKENOMENT OF TRE SPECIFIC PLAN

Any sajor amendments to the Specific Plan must be accomplished in ccordance
with the ease procedure outlined above for adoption of the Specific Plan and
shell be describud in the implementing ordinance end regulations for Specific
Flans to be adopted by the City. Minor amendeents, as that tern shall ba
defines ia rho Specific Plan, will be approved by the Ptomains Director.
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CANCELLATIOM OF ACIEMMENI

The failure of Collier to acquire title to the Iodise School property shall
reader tbie agreement mull and void.

City Clerk

Collier Saterpri.

Its

Perron COliier C40404%7

Its

Itis City of Phoenix A Municipal
Corporation

$y
City Manager

Afprovitd as to Fara:

Sy
City Attorney
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ATTACHMENT IS

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHDiGTON, D.C. 24210

nay 4 , 1987

Honorable Terry Goddard
Mayor of Phoenix
Phoenix, Axisona 85003

Dear Mayor Goddard:

This is in response to your letter to Secretary Hodel relative
to the proposed exchange involving the Phoenix Indian School
site, You had indicated a willingness to support this exchange
if the Department of the Interior could accommodat the City of
Phoenix's concrns fox park and recreation open space and
P1appa4 developmeut.

Mow that the initial planning, documentation. and administrative
review has been completed and the details of tho proposed land
exchange agrfement are known, it appears that there will be
RPPrOximately 20 acres of land abov and beyond that needed for
the exchange which can be made availtble for public park and
recreation purposes. This land is located on the north side of
the subject property adjacent to existing athletic fields.
Additional lands may also be made available for the Veterans
Administration (VA) for expansion of its facility. The ultimate
location and conveysnce of this 20 acres and lands which may be
made available to the VA will be addressed in legislation.

It is my understanding that you will shortly reach agreement
with Collier on the joint planning process for the development
of the property. This agreement hould provide the City with
the necssary assurance to maximise pUblic recreation open
apiece. I am also persuaded that the development planning
process you have created with C011ier Enterprises to mect your
concerns can be appropriately nshrined in our contract with
C011ier. in the legislation, or in the legislative record.

With these assurances, I assume that you are now in the position
to lend your full support to this exchange. I look forward to
your support and our continued close coordination on this issue
during the upcoming months.

2 1
.)

Assistant Secretary for Fish
and Wildlife and Parks
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
-Why don't we go vote, and then we will return for questions. So

we will be gone for a few minutes here.

AFTER RECESS

Mr. Miumt The committee will reconvene, and we will start
questioning with Congressman Rhodes.

Mr. RHODES. Mayor Goddard, what is the status of the council's
consideration of the Phelps Dodge proposal? I know you referred itback to your subcommittee, but did you put time limitations on thesubcommittee? Is there a date certain by which they will reportback to the council and the council considers the proposal?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Rhodes, we have seta dat--. Our city council is in a short recess for the summer. Our
first. available hearing date, first available council meeting date.will be, I believe, Tuesday toward the end of August; I believe it isAugust 25. Whatever that Tuesday around the 25th is will be thedate that we will take up this matter, I believe for final disposition.

The reason it was continued at the request of Phelps Dodge De-velopment Corporation was because some questions had beenraised at the subcommittee which unfortunately was held the daybefore the city council hearing. Those questions revolved aroundexactly what the arrangement between the Estes Corporation, onthe one hand, the Phelps Dodge Company, on the other, were inthe joint venture, and although Mr. Monson, on behalf of that or-
ganization, tried very hard to make it clear to us, I'm not sure thator any members of the committee really followed what the rela-tionship would be.

Since this is a new organizationit has no track record in devel-opment as a joint venture partnershipthe council wanted to in-quire further into how that would work.
Mr. RHODES, If I understand your testinamy and the letter to youfrom Secretary Horn, the proposal that he suggested to you wasthat any acreage on the Indian School property in excess of ap-proximately $100 million, or the value of approximately $100 mil-

lion, would be offered to th., city for public and recreational pur-poses. Is that a lair summary of the suggestion Mr. Horn put toyou?
Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Rhodes, that is a fairsummary, I believe. What. I requested of Secretary Hodel was anyexcess value. The purpose. as I understood it, of this arrangementwas to secure certain environmentally sensitive lands in CentralFlorida. At least at the time of my letter, that was the only knownpurpose to me. Since then, there is the possibility of other environ-

mentally sensitive lands being brought in. But at that lime, it was115,000 acres approximately in Central Florida. It had an ap-praised value, we were told, of about $100 million.
My request was, because I was having real trouble getting anagreement out of the two parties, if the Interior Department hadmore value in the Indian School than they needed to secure theland they wanted, I felt the city of Phoenix had full right to be thepremier applicant for that value based upon some of the factorsthat I've gone into, based on our one-third contribution at the time
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that the property was originally purchased, based upon our service
to the property over 90 years, based upon its critical location and
the fact that we are going to have to go through extensive infra-
structure augmentation in order to serve any additional use of this
-ptoperty. I felt that, at a very minimum, we ought to have that.

We didn't know how much that would be until the value actually
came in at $122 million. At that point, it became clear that there
was something in excess of 20 acres of excess valuation, and Assist-ant Secretary Horn in his letter to me said that that property
would be transferred to the city of Phoenix. That made a signifi-
cant difference in reaching an agreement with the Collier Corpora-
tion.

Mr. RHODES. I have got a problem with this, Terry. That excess
vulue which you refer to belongs to the United States of America.

Not 3 weeks ago right here in this committee, we considered a
piece of property in Payson owned by the Forest Service, occupied
by the Payson School District for some 30 years, totally improved
by the Payson School District, rent being paid by the Payson
School District to the Forest Service for the property, completely
maintained by the Payson School District, and because of increas-
ing rental fees and the inability of the school district in Payson to
meet those expenses, they came to us, specifically Congressman
Kyl, and asked that the United States transfer that property, some
13 acres, to the Payson School District in fee without cost, and werefused to do that because it was an asset of the United States. We
felt that regardless of the nature of the use of the property, a
public use throughout, regardless of that, it was our obligation to
the United States to get some value. Granted, we gave them a good
price, and granted we gave them good terms, but we did insist that
the people of Payson pay for the transfer of that property.

Now here we've got 20 acres of land valued at $22-some
The people of the city of Phoenix, not the city of Phoenix, contrib-
uted to its purchase some 100 years ago, and the city's involvement
with the property since then has been minimal. There has been no
public access or use of the property since.

Incidentally, I'm not going to ask you this question alone; it is
certainly going to be directed to Mr. Horn as well. Would you
please give us some basis for our considering taking a $22 million
asset and transferring it in fee without compensation to the city of
Phoenix?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Rhodes, I'd be happy
to.

The first item clearly has to be that I was asked at this commit-
tee's last meeting on this subject to work jointly between the pri-
vate development interests and the city of Phoenix to come back tothis committee with an acceptable arrangement. I have done that,
and I can assure you that a minimum acceptable arrangement in-
volves the 20 acres at no cost. That was my challenge, and I believe
I've met it. Anything short of that will not result in an arrange-
ment which is acceptable to the ety of Phoenix.

I don't believe that some of your premises. Congressman, are en-
tirely accurate. The people of Phoenix and the city of Phoenix area distinction that I have some trouble understanding under these
circumstances. It is on behalf of the people of Phoenix that I speak

2 1 ;';
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here today. They have made it clear in many forms, most recently
through a poll conducted through our water mailers, that they
would like very much to purchase this property at good terms and
at a good price, and if the Federal Government is willing to sit
down with us and discuss that, and not the kind of what I believe
is an absurdly high commercial valuation which has been placed
on this property by the Department of the Interior, we would be

-7Very happy to do so. That has never been offered and I do not ho-
lieve has ever been put on the table, in spite of my request that
such a discussion be held.

So if, Congressmen, or anyone else, if you are willing to sit down
with us and talk about transfer to public use over a long period of
time with payments, lease payments, or some other kind of ar-
rangement that the city of Phoenix could be in a position to afford,
I'd be happy to do that.

You say that there has been no public access. That is not entirely
true either. This last couple of months, our Indian celebrations for
the city of Phoenix were held on the Phoenix Indian School. That
is not unusual. There have been sporting events over the past 90
years, there have beenI've got a long history, if you would like
me to go into it, of the times that there have been major public
interactions on this property.

But perhaps the most important public interaction is our provid-
ing at no cost a police and fire service, and that has been frequent.
I. don't believe it is any secret to this committee that there have
been infractions on the property and involving students that attend
this school that have frequently involved our city police. So it has
certainly not been without significant cost to the city over the
years.

hope that adequately answers your question, Congressman
Rhodes. But we are very concerned that we have a major option for
public open space.

I just, to get back to my first point, have to say that there would
be no way that I could get an agreement from the city council of
Phoenix or get any acceptance from the people of Phoenix, in my
opinion, without, on one hand, an absolutely assured piece of open
space, and that's the 20 acres, and then, on the other hand, contin-
ue a planning process which I have been assured by the Collier
Corporation will be, if they end up being ultimately the individuals
to develop the propertythat that planning process will result in
significant additional open space from the 80 acres that is remain-
ing. So that, taken together, we will have in the public domain a
significant amount of public open space, public park.

Mr. RHODES. It certainly does adequately answer my question,
and I appreciate that, and I will reiterate what Chairman Udall
said and I seconded, when our conditions for considering this par-
ticular transaction were discussed very early on, and those includ-
ed the inclusion of the city of Phoenix in the process and an ar-
rangement that was satisfactory to the city of Phoenix not only for
planning purposes but for the open space, recreation, which you
have discussed. I am favorably impressed with the arrangement.
and understanding that you have reached with Collier and which I
understand Phelps Dodge/Estes have agreed to meet as well.
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I appreciate your suggestion that discussions should be had con-
cerning the appropriateness of there being some consideration, and
I certainly also do agree with you that the United States should
not be considering selling .or considering starting discussions with
the citY of Phoenix from a commercially appraised price. That is,
as you said, ludicrous.

But I welcome your willingness to discuss with us the possibility
that.some consideration is taking place, nnd we will leave the issue
at that at this point and pick it up later on after the hearing. Your
answer was certainly more than adequate, and I appreciate it, and

pass the owl, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Congressman Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor Goddard, you mentioned the city of Phoenix has provided

some services at no charge for instancefire and police. You also
mentioned there has been some public interaction and the public
has used the ground there for different celebrations. I wanted to
ask just a couple of questions on that. Did they charge you, or was
there any compensation for when the public has been using that
ground'?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Campbell, the efforts
that I was referring to were always jointly with the students or
with the native Americans in the city of Phoenix. I don't know
and there may be instances, but I don't know of any right now,
where we, tbr example, came in and used the playing fields for, for
instance, solely parks and recreation use. There may have been,
'and if there were, I don't know whether there was charge back to
the city. I'm sorry, I don't have that information.

Mr, CAMPBELL. So you're not sure, but there may have been a
balance struck between them providing some use of the land and
not charging and you providing some services and not charging.
That is what I am trying to get at. It hasn't been a one-way street,
has it?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr, 'Chairman, Congressman Campbell, I wouldn't
say it had been a one-way street. In fact, our position all along has
been that the presence of the Phoenix Indian School in the center
of our city has been a very positive influence. It is an influence
which we are very loath to give up. We believe that the reciprocity
that has existed has been very good for both sides, and, as I said at
the onset, our basic position is, it should remain as the Phoenix
Indian School. Only if there is a significant change in use do we
feel.the city of Phoenix should step up to the plate and assert its
rights in the property,

Mr. CAMPBELL. SO should we construe that to mean that if the
city of Phoenix couldn't find an acceptable arrangement on the $22
million, that you would prefer to leave it an Indian School?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Campbell, I don't un-
derstand the question. Our initial preference is that it remain an
Indian School. If it is not to remain an Indian School, then we
would like to have the arrangement that I have set forward.

Mr, CAMPBELL. OK. One last question. How is the liability han-
dled when the public goes on that ground and uses it for any kind
of picnic, or celebration? Is that handled through parks and recrea-
tion of the city, if somebody gets hurt on the ground?
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Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Campbell, I can get
back to you on that. The most recent example, I know public liabil-
ity for the annual Indian celebrations was an issue, and I do not
recall how it was handled.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I was just curious, you don't have to get back to
me.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Congressman Craig.
Mr. CRAIG. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Senator McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank mayor Goddard for the thousands of hours

that he and the city council of Phoenix have spent on this effort
and their obvious cooperative and willing attitude. I alsi; would like
to express my appreciation, and perhaps mayor Goddard would like
to mention their commitment to the veteram so that there will be
a capability for the Veterans' Administration to expand that land.
I know that he has their interests in serious consideration as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mimes. Thank you.
Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain, I would certainly

like to thank you and thank Congressman Rhodes for your gener-
ous recognition of the work that we have attempted to do in trying
to reach an agreement here.

We have not specifically addressed the needs of the veterans in
that our command was to try to find an arrangement that could
meet the minimum requirements of the city of Phoenix. I would,
however, want to say that the Veterans' Hmpital is an important
part of that part of the city of Phoenix. They also, like the Indian
School, have been a major player in our community and continue
to be so.

Mr. MILLER. Congressman Kolbe.
Mr. KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I think Congress-

man Rhodes may have submitted my sietement. No. All right. Mr.
Chairman, I have copies of a statement which I would like to
submit for the record, if I might.

would just summarize by saying I think it is very clear from
this initial testimony of mayor Goddard that we have a very impor-
tant development of some land in front of us here that is important
for the State and important for the Federal Government, impor-
tant for the city of Phoenix, important for veterans, important for
the Indian to whom this land now currently belongs. Certainly it
will h.ave a great impact on the economic development of central
Phoenix if it is to be developed and will change the character of
that land. Certainly the propwed swap of land would be a very im-
portant acquisition for the Federal Government.

I think we have two very good proposals on the table that need
to be carefully considered. One of them has received a great deal of
valuation and attention. The other came in much later but I don't
think should be treated any less seriously because of that.

My only point that I would make here right now, Mr. Chaii man,
is that I hope both of these proposals, if one of them is to be what
is considered, receive the kind of careful evaluation by the Depart-
ment of the Interior so that this committee and the Congress can
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make a decision about what is the best disposition of this land, one
of the most important acquisitions to Ir made for the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Certainly in the song run, these are going to be extremely impor-
tent far Arizona and for the Federal Government, and I know that
the Members of Congress, and certainly the members of this com-
mittee, are intent on being sure that these proposals are evaluated
ve carefully and very seriously before any decision is made.

you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Kolbe followc]

214`;
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Mr, Chairman. 1 appreciate the opportunity to offer my views regarding
the controversy surrnundine the Phoenix Indian School Property. Since the
initial announcement by the Cepartment of Interior of their interest in an
exchange proposal by the Colliers Corporation, the unfortunate perception
has persisted that a prime piece of real estate in Arizona was going to be
given to a developer in exchange for swamp land in Florida. That

characterization ts, of course, absurd. it is just is absurd as any
assertion that the lands being offered by thy Phelps Dodge Development
Corporation are worthless arid landscapes. Moth packages of lands contain
an abundance of resources worth protecting. They are precious but diverse
Arias which deserve a thorough evaluation by the Department before a final
assessment of either's relative worth is made.
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For the last 18 months. the only proposal on the table for the Phoenix
Indian School land was the one by Colliers. Now, with the Phelps Dodge
Development Corporation working overtime, an alternative has been crafted.
Admittedly, the Southwest Exchange Proposal comes along very late in the
process. Pot I think it's clear that having two worthwhile proposals to
review is vastly superior to having just one.

I have had a strong interest in this issue since it first arose, but
that interest has been heightened since 1 learned what was included in the
Southwest Exchange Proposal. The 4500 acres of land along Eagle Creek in
Greenlee County Arizona lies within wy District, this is an extremely

isolated area of unspoiled riparian land. Riparian rones In the arid
southwest are triir Oates, and homes to an incredibly diverse variety nf
birds and mammals. Given the incrediOle yrowth of cities like lucson,
Sierra Vista, Casa Grande and Pfinonta, it isn't surprising that such eases
are becoming increasingly rare and deserve special rare.
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This liouse has recognized this priority in the past when it passed

legislation both in this COngress Ind last for the protection of the San
Pedro Riparian Conservation Area in Civilise County, Arizoea. It's fair to
say that the priority associated with that acquisition is analagous to the

----priority associated with Eagle Creek. The tagle Creek area represents Only
eine percent of the total acreage involved in the Snuthweet proposal, het it

is very valuahle component of that proposal,

The Gray Ranch comment of the proposal, while in New Mexico. is
directly adjacent tn my district as well. Environmentalists and
Naturalists from throughout my district have contacted me to express how

_important the Gray Ranch is tn terms of wildlife habitat. The vast acreage
and topographic diversity encompassed by this land lends itself tn an
equally diverse variety of wildlife, Including several endangered species,
The envirrinmantal significance of this and the Eagle Creek land is beyond

question.

I make these observations not le lessen the importance of or in anyway
cast doubt upon the exchange proposal made by Collier's. On the cnntrary,
I'm certain that the lands adjacent to the Big Cypress are an extremely
valuable resnurce and of high priority to the Department of Interior. Sul,
Mr, Chairman, we're faced with two excellent proposals. One has the
benefit of administeative review over the course of almost two years, and
the other, the Southwest Exchange Proposal. wis rejected be the fish and

-Wildlife Service after a flowinai review period of only two weeks, I

believe 2 proposal of this magnitude deserves more carefel consideration.
1hr issues see not th't clear cut,

The bottom line. Mr. Chairman, is that the federal government must get
the hest deal it can. there are many complex elements and constituencies
that must be heard, incleding the Intertribal cmencit of Arizona. the
Veterans of Arizona, and the City of Phoenix to name just a few. And I am
not in a position to pass judgement on valuations of thP land packages. I

will be guided by the independent jedgement of others on that question,
eut I do not believe that Phelps Dodge Development Corporation should he
penalized because of the lateness of their entry into the fray, Their
proposal is not a trivial, empty exercise. It Is extraordinaly, and
deserves a fair and thorough review just as fair and thorough a review
as was granted the Colliers.

Then and only then will this Congress and the Department of Interior
be able to say with certainty that the eventual choice is the hest deal
possible for the people of the United States,
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Kyl.
Mr. Kvt.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I believe that Congressman Rhodes has already submitted my

statement for the record,- and therefore I won't embellish that, but
since I cannot attend the rest of the hearings I would like to take
this opportunity to make just a couple of brief comments, first of
all,-to thank mayor Goddard for his presentation and, in advance,
to thank Mr. Horn for the presentation which he is going to make.

It is important, I think, that everyone recognize what my col-
leagite,-Congressman Kolbe, just said, and that is that we need to
take some time here to evaluate both proposals very carefully as
well as the interests of all of the people who have a claim or a re-
quest to be a participant in this process.

I think it is going to be important for everyone to have an open
mind and to work very positively in order to be sure that all of the
various interests at play here, from the veterans of this country
who happen to be in the Phoenix area, from the Indian communi-
ties, disparate Indian communities who have an interest in this
property, from the city of Phoenix, which is involved and has been
involved in this property for a long time, and the U.S. taxpayers,

. as was commented upon earlier by Congressman Rhodes. Everyone
has an interest here, and in order to accommodate all of those in-
terests and see that the best proposal is selected, I think it is im-
portant for everyone to have a very open mind and be able to work
together to resolve this to the best of all.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my remarks.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mayor Goddard, as far as you know, in the arrangement between

the United States and Collier, there is nothing that would preempt
your city's traditional zoning and planning arrangements, is there?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, there specifically is not. Our agree-
ment, which is attached in full to my statement, is a complex
agreement. It is a memorandum of understanding, in the first
place; it hasn't been signed by either party; but it sets out the basic
conditions that we believe we can act under. It specifies that it is
supplemental to the regular process of law which the city of Phoe-
nix would go through in approving any development parcel. It sub-
stitutes, however, for our normal zoning categories a specific plan
which would apply to the entire property of all of its phases and
would spell out the entire development of this parcel in all of its
aspects. It is different from anything we have accomplished or at-
tempted in the city of Phoenix in the past.

Mr. MILLER. And you would expect. I assume, to enter into that
same kind of memorandum of understanding eventually, the same
kind of agreement, with Phelps Dodge at some point if their plan
proceeds?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, that is correct. We have, in fact,
made the statement that any private development interest who has
submitted to the Congress and the Department of the Interior a
proposal for the Phoenix Indian School property could receive city
of Phoenix support or at least meet the minimum qualifications by
doing the same agreement or a more favorable agreement to the
city of Phoenixwe certainly don't want to exclude that as a possi-
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bilityand that they met the other qualifications that Collier has
met, which has to do with their development experience, their abil-
ity to do the project, their fmancial ability to do the project, their
commitment to high quality, and their willingness to 13e with this
project not just as a speculative entity but for a long term patient
money development. We feel all of those are critical.

Collier has satisfied our questions along those lines. Those are
the kind of questions that we still plan to put to the Phelps Dodge
Development Corporation, and that is the reasonbecause we
didn't have all that information at the last council meetingthat
is the reason that this item was continued by the Phoenix city
council.

Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you if I understand your response to
Congressman Rhodes correctly. Are you saying that absent the 20
acres of excess value or excess landshowever you want to charac-
terize itthere is no agreement from the viewpoint of the city of
Phoenix?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, the agreement that we have before
us from the city of Phoenix is what was approved by the Phoenix
city council in all of its aspects. Yes, absent any part of that agree-
ment, we do not have an agreement. I would have to go back
through the whole process, and I would not be particularly confi-
dent that I would be successful.

Mr. MILLER. Well, am I interpreting that to suggest that you are
telling us that if we strike an agreement, if the Congress approves
an agreement, that must be a part of that agreement? That is what
you are sayingright?

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, my understanding, both from the
directions of this committee and the work that we have done with
the Department of the Interior and with all the other parties to
this was that we would be able to put this together in all of its
parts.

Mr. Chairman, I have done the best I can to get the local agen-
cies to the table and then to have them produce the minimum ac-
ceptable proposal for the city Phoenix. I have to say that is run-
ning against a very substantial portion of public feeling in Phoenix,
that we shouldn't give up on any of the demands for the property. I
think I have carried the day in saying that the Congress demands
a certain amount of rationality and practicality about this but that
we still believe we have very substantial rights in the property,
both zoning and planning rights as well as historic rights, and that
this is the minimum acceptable. Yes, sir.

Mr. MILLER. I understand that, and that, obviously, I think,
should be your position. I am just concerned that the $20-22 mil-
lion or the 20 acres comes out of the hide of the Federal Govern-
ment. If this was in private hands, you would be negotiating that
with the developer, would you not? I mean there would be terms
and conditions of the development in terms of the amount of space
that would be set aside or acreage that would be set aside and what
kinds of developments as you had laid out in your agreement. But
what we have here is a third party contributing $20-22 million, if
that is the value, to make the agreement between you and Collier
go.

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, what I believe--

2')
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Mr. Muss. I assume the agreement between you and Phelps
Dodgeapparently it was written much the same with respect to
the acreage within Phoenix. Is that correct.

Mr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a final agreement be-
tween the city and Phelps Dodge, but I assume it would be along
the same lines.

In terms of the ability bring this to a conclusion, I don't think
I can emphasize strongly enough that the inclusion of the 20-plus
acres by Secretary Horn was a critical factor in being able to reach
an accommodation, because to simply leave the amount of public
open space to future negotiation through a development process did
not receive a tremendously favorable response.

The people of Phoenix were very clear that they wanted to know
up front that there would be at least x number of acres that would
be guaranteed as public open space before we started the planning
process and that planning process would produce an as yet unde-
termined amount of additional public open space. But to simply say
we will leave it to negotiation did not give people the warm feeling
that they apparently wanted. The 20 acres was very significant in
helping with that process and bringing us to the table.

Mr. Musa. No doubt it was. I'm convinced of that.
Mr. GODDARD, Mr. Chairman, I believe this whole understanding

and this whole discussion has been taken in a spirit of multijuris-
dictional cooperation. We did not feel that the procedure that was
followed up until now showed that kind of cooperation.

Really, Mr. Horn's statement here, I felt, was the first expression
of the legitimate rights of the city of Phoenix that the Federal Gov-
ernment had shown. I believe that it is a minimal statement but
that it was the best he could do on behalf of the Department of the
Interior, and I certainly appreciated his willingness to do it. But I
believe very strongly that that is critical to making this arrange-
ment work and to having something other than an imposed peace
in this particular discussion.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. GODDARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Are there any other questions by members of the

panel?
Thank you for your testimony.
Next we will hear from the Honorable William Horn, Assistant

Secretary of Fish and Wildlife, Department of the Interior; and Mr.
Robert E. Lindsey, Junior, Director of Operations, Department of
Medicine and Surgery, Veterans' Administration.

Gentlemen, welcome to the committee. Your prepared state-
ments will be placed in the record in their entirety, and you can
proceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable.

Mr. Horn, we will start with you.
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PANEL CONSISTING OF. WILLIAM HORN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR FISH AND WILDLIFE AND PARKS, US. DEPARTMENT 'OF.
.THE INTERIOR; AND ROBERT E. LINDSEY, JR., DIRECTOR FOR

, =.-43PERATIONS. DEPARTMENT. OF.MEDICINE AND SURGERY, VET-
ERANS' ADMINISTRATION
Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a pleasure to

be ..here this morning. I sincerely appreciate the calling of this
hearing. I think this is a very important issue in which we have
invested considerable time and effort, and we welcome the congres-
sional scrutiny of the proposal before us.
`Let.me go through very briefly the two proposals that have been

.presented to the Department regarding disposition of the Phoenix
property. The first is the Collier proposal involving the acquisition
of refuge and park properties in the Florida Everglades which has
been the focus of our efforts with the Department, the Colliers, the
city of Phoenix, and others for over 11/2 years. The second is a pro-
posal .received 5 weeks ago from the Phelps Dodge Development
Corporation involving properties almost exclusively in New Mexico.

There have been two important predicates to pursuing our dis-
cuEsions and evaluation of these projects. One, of course, is that the
Indian school be closed by Congress pursuant to the Department's
recommendation; and, let me add, the Department is totally com-
.mitted to an orderly and sensitive closure process so that we appro-
priately accommodate the needs of each and every Indian student
presently attending the school.

The second important predicate is that the Government must re-
ceive .at least equal value in return for disposing of those portions
of the Phoenix property that would go into the hands of the private
sector.

Beyond those two basic fundamentals, we. asked three questions
--in evaluating these projects. First, will the United States get envi-
ronmentally sensitive and important lands? Second, will there be a
substantial cash payment which is necessary to provide a more fun-
gible commodity for congressional disposition? And, third, will local
concerns be thoroughly accommodated?

[Map shown.]
Let me start first with a summary of the Collier proposal. This

proposal would provide the U.S. Government 118,263 acres in ibur
parcels in the Florida Everglades, as indicated in the green. Two
parcels would be added to the Big Cypress National Preserve, a
unit of the National Park System; one parcel would be added to
and complete the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge, in
blue on the upper left; and the fourth parcel would allow for the
establishment of a new 10,000 Islands National Wildlife Refuge, on
the left side in blue. You can see the proximity of this property to
the rapidly growing metropolitan areas in both the southeast and
southwest Florida coasts.

[Chart shown.]
Now I'll go through the details. The first parcel called Big Cy-

press North, is in the northeast portion and contains 70,010 acres
to be added to Big Cypress with an agreed-to value of $26.6 million.
The Big Cypress West parcel, again to be added to that national
park unit, contains 13,060 acres valued at $10.6 million. The 13,573
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acre parcel to be added to complete the Florida Panther National
Wildlife Refuge, is valued at $6.4 million. The 10,000 Islands Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge will be created by the 19,620-acre parcel
valued at $5.8 million. Total land value coming into the United
States under this proposal would be $49.4 million.

In order to equalize the value of the property in Phoenix, we
would receive a cash payment of up to $48.6 million from the Col-
liers, for a total value coming into the United States of up to $98
million.

There is an ancillary benefit that I must note in relation to this
proposal. Because of the partnership with Florida related to the I-
75 process, which is the completion of an interstate across this por-
tion of Florida, Florida is prepared to contribute substantial sums
of money to help us acquire an additional 57,000 acres of land at
State expense to be added to the National Park System. The fact
that this proposal dovetails into the exchange areas, the total la 4
that would come from this partnership package would be the
118,000 acres from the Colliers plus the up to 57,000 acres which
we would expect to get from the State's role in the process.

On the Phoenix side, we are looking at up to 85 acres to be pro-
vided to the Colliers, valued at $98 million. As has been previously
discussed, we anticipate 20 acres being provided at no cost for com-
munity recreational purposes to the city of Phoenix, and that is a
$24 million deduction from the $122 million appraised value of the
property.

Additionally, we have clearly indicated our willingness to accom-
modate the Veterans' Administration and work with Congress to
allocate some acres. Whatever acres are allocated to the Veterans'
Administration pursuant to congressional direction will alter the
amount of acreage ultimately conveyed to the Colliers and, of
course, will have an impact on the size of the cash equalization
payment.

The criteria that we have applied, as I indicated, were environ-
mental values, size of the cash payment, and accommodation of
local concerns. Let me go through the application of those criteria
to the Collier proposal very briefly.

I think it is safe to say that the Everglades are nationally and
internationally recognized as a unique subtropical ecosystem in the
United States. We have had continuing concerns since the 1960's
about protection of the Everglades National Park, concerns which
led to the creation of the Big Cypress Preserve in 1974. The hydrol-
ogy of the area and the unique sheet flow make this a unique bio-
logically productive area for a wide array of wildlife and fishery re-
sources, iacluding endangered species, and species having commer-
cial an6 recreational value as well. Two of the major parcels, total-
ing arproximately 80,000 acres, would be added to the Big Cypress
Preserve to help us continue to protect the critical sheet flow in
the area.

The Florida Panther acquisition would permit the completion of
the Florida Panther Wildlife National Refuge, which we see as a
key step in the recovery plan for the endangered Florida Panther,
one of our most endangered mammals.

The 10,000 Island area is a major primitive island estuarine
system, home to many unique birds and endangered species. It pro-
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vides critical nursery habitat for important sport and commercial
fish resources, such as snook and shrimp, and habitat for endan-
gered manatees. Given its proximity to Everglades National Park
and the rapid growth in the Naples/Fort Myers area to the west,
we think it is very, very important. The dramatic population
growth in south Florida has put pressure on all of these resources
in the Everglades, and we think addition of these very valuable

habitats to both the National Park System and the National
Refuge System clearly meets the criteria of getting environmental-
ly important lands.

Let me add that there has been some concern expressed in the
past about the protective arrangements that we had previously ne-

gotiated relating to the retained oil and gas rights in the lands that
we would obtain from the Colliers. The retention of oil and gas
rights is pursuant to the 1974 arrangement established by Con-
gress, and it has been our policy in the Big Cypress National Pre-

serve to acquire only the surface estate, again, per the 1974 direc-

tion from Congress. We thought we had provided appropriate pro-
tective arrangements.

Some concerns were raised. Based on those concerns, the Colliers

and the environmental community engaged in subsequent negotia-
tions that have yielded proposed legislative language which would
take the place of our original contract provisions. We have re-
viewed this language. I can say that we can support this new ap-
proach, and, subject to what are some very minor technical modifi-
cations, we hope that this revised language can be incorporated
into the bill to approve the exchange.

The second criterion we applied was the size of the cash pay-
ment, as I indicated, to provide more fungible benefits to the
United States to be appropriately disposed of by the Congress. The
cash payment in the case of the Colliers will be as much as $48.6
million, almost half of the total value that we obtain. As indicated,
the ultimate amount of the cash equalization payment would be de-

pendent upon the acreage Congress may allocate to the Veterans'
Administration.

The third criterion was the accommodation of local concerns. On

the Arizona side, a number of steps have been taken to deal with
that. No. 1, the 20 acres which would be provided to the city. No. 2,
the development of the formal planning agreement between the
Colliers and the city that we have urged be incorporated into the
legislation effectuating the exchange. No. 3, the generation of a
large cash payment which will provide flexibility to Congress in
dealing with local concerns that may include Indian educational
needs. No. 4, the willingness to accommodate the concerns of the

Veterans' Administration.
Accommodation of local concerns on the Florida side are: Ex-

panding the Big Cypress National Preserve in partnership with the
State of Florida, and complete support in Florida for adding these
important lands-118,000 acresto the National Park and Nation-

al Wildlife Refuge Systems.
Now let me turn to the Phelps Dodge proposal that we received

approximately 5 or 6 weeks ago at the Department. It would pro-
vide us 311,566 acres of land, 90 percent of which is located in the
State of New Mexico, in three areas. The first and major portion of
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the proposal, the Gray and Hidalgo Ranch properties in the far
southwest corner of the boot heel of New Mexico, totals 301,664
acres. The second just a little to the east and again in the boot heel
of New Mexico, the Alamo Hueco properties, totals 5,160 acres. The
third and only property in Arizona is small, basically in three par-
cels along the Eagle Creek drainage, and totals 4,742 acres.

According to the Phelps Dodge proposal tendered to the Depart-
ment, these lands come to a total value by their estimation, not
ours, of approximately $70 million. They would augment that with
-a cash payment of up to $15 million in return for approximately 70
to 72 acres of Phoenix Indian School land valued at approximately
-$83 million. So, under their proposal, we would get $70 million
worth of land and $15 million in cash in exchange for the 72 acres
of land in Phoenix.

Before turning to the application of the three review criteria, I
need to outline a major problem we have with the Phelps Dodge
proposal; that is, the matter of value disparity. Ninety-seven per-
cent of the acreage, and presumably the value, emanates from the
Gray Ranch parcel where Phelps Dodge owns part of the land and
has some form of option on 226,000 acres of that 30(664-acre
parcel.

According to their proposal to us, Phelps Dodge estimates this
land to be valued at approximately $224 per acre, for a total value
for the Gray Ranch parcel at nearly $68 million. This property
clearly makes up the major portion of their proposal.

We have been working on the acquisition of this property with
both the original and the current owner for some time, and based
on that work and subsequent work after we received the proposal,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service realty officers estimate the
parcel to be worth no more, at least initially, than $25 million
based on comparable land sales in the general area of $38 to $74 an
acre. In addition, the State of New Mexico has indicated that it
may own the mineral estate on a substantial portion of the ranch
which might further depress the value of this land as well as add a
management complication that we are not sure how to resolve at
this point.

The consequences of this disagreement over values are illustrat-
ed on the chart, and based on the comparables that we have looked
at and our initial gross estimates, we think the value of the Phelps
Dodge package totals only $42 million, which is considerably short
of the approximately $83 million value represented by the 70-some
acres of Indian school property that they are seeking.

Let me move on to the three review criteria. In terms of environ-
mental values, the Gray Ranch property is an important parcel,
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service does have a significant in-
terest in it. It is home to two endangered speciesthe bald eagle
and peregrine falconand it is also lies in the northernmost range
of several mammals and birds. We think it would be a worthy, ap-
propriate addition to the National Wildlife Refuge System. As indi-
cated, regardless of what happens here, we would like to pursue
the acquisition of this area with Phelps Dodge in some manner,
shape, or form.
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The Alamo Hueco properties are part of an existing pending
BLM wilderness study area, and BLM has indicated to us that ac-
quisition of this property is not a priority for their Bureau.

The third parcel, the 1 percent in Arizona, is the Eagle Creek
property, which does have riparian habitat values and some bird
breeding habitat of interest to both the Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Bureau of Land Management at a local level. At a national
level, neither Agency considers this property to be a high priority
acquisition. However, because of the local interest, we would like to
work with Phelps Dodge regarding this property, regari dims of
what transpires here.

The second criterion we 'used was the cash payment. This par-
ticular cash payment will be up to $15 million, or as much as $33
million less than the Collier payment. In relative terms, the cash
component of the Phelps Dodge package constitutes 18 percent of
the total value by Phelps Dodge's estimates, whereas the cash com-
ponent is nearly 50 percent of the value in the Collier proposition.

No. 3, we considered the accommodation of local concerns. In
Phoenix we, of course, have the 20 acres to be provided to the city.
Phelps Dodge has also indicated a willingness to have 13 acres allo-
cated to the Veterans' Administration and as the mayor indicated,
they are presently working with the city but have no formally exe-
cuted or approved planning agreement at this time.

We have a new player as a result of the Phelps Dodge proposal
and that .s, of course, the State of New Mexico. We have received
expressions of concern from State officials regarding the effect this
proposal would have on their mineral estate ownership in the Gray
Ranch area. Opposition has been expressed in public by major in-
terest groups, the Ranch and Farm Bureau of New Mexico, end,
frankly, we have received no indications favorable or unfavorable
yet from the Governor's office or the elected officials in Congress.
So it is basically a whole new set of players to deal with after fo-
cusing our efforts over the last 11/2 years on Arizona and Florida.

Based on the application of these criteria and the value disparity
problem I noted about the Phelps Dodge proposal, we are persuad-
ed that the CollierEverglades exchange is the superior proposal,
and we would strongly recommend and commend it to Congress.

One of the other reasons we would like to do so is that extensive
work has been done on this project over the past 11/2 years, and we
have compiled a complete administrative record on the Collier pro-
posal. Complete appraisals have been provided on all of the proper-
ties to ensure that there is no disparity in value. We have conduct-
ed and completed a legislative environmental impact statement
that has reviewed the entire proposal. We have carefully negotiat-
ed a contract that has been provided to Members which would pro-
vide the terms and conditions of conveyance between the parties.
This has been a thoroughly considered, painstakingly negotiated
proposal. We think it is solid. We think there are no tricks and no
surprises and based on that, we strongly commend it to Congress
and hope that it may be approved and incorporated into the Big
Cypress expansion bills, H.R. 184 and S. 90.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Horn follows:]
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-Mr. Chairman, I am William P. Horn, Assistant Secretary for Fish and

Wildlife nd Parks of the Department of the Interior. I am pleased to

,bi able to testify today on a subject of mutual interest a land

exchange involving 105 acres within the city of Phoenix, Arizona,

currently occupied by the Phoenix Indian School:

Specifically, two exchange proposals were presented to the Departaent.

The first involves Collier properties in the Florida Everglades that

have been the subject of extensive assessments and negotiations over

the past year and a half. The second is proposal by the Phelps Dodge

Development Corporation -- tendered to the Department five weeks ago--

.that would convey properties almost exclusively in New Mexico. I will

xplain both proposals in detail shortly.

Given the fact that the Phoenix Indian School was proposed for closure

and both entities indicated an interest in exchange involving that

property, we have proceeded with the assumption of the availability of

that property for exchange and established three objectives for review

and evaluation of the proposals: (1) environmental values of national

interest and significance be obtained; (2) a substantial cash payment

be required to equalize values; and (3) any exchange boo ensitive to

local interests including the vital interests of the Arisona Indian

Community.



Asyou_knowk t4e Department bat placed a strong emphasis on protection

of valuable natural resources by means nth:- than purchase Mith

-appropriated funds given the tremendous constraints on tha Federal

Budget. Exchanges, although time-consuming an often coaples, enable

:the Government to trade marketable .but no longer needed lands for other

lands of greater resource value without major expenditures of

-7-appropriated funds. However, the Governrent has the increased

responsibility to assure that any

Moreover, as a general rule, we

earmarking of receipts from ths

budget and appropriatior process.

general Treasury.

alchemy' Is in the public interest.

have reservat'ons with the autometic

sale of Federal assets outside the

Usually, c..ch receipts go into the

We barliswit that this Phoenix land proposal iu unique and does not

create precedents for other exchanges in either the criteria or

conditions that make for appropriate exchanges. The majority of land

exchanges conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or Rational

Park Service are carried out within existing authorities. However,

exchanges which cross state boundaries and involve other complex

circumstances such as cash payments, and accommodation of local and

other interests, necessitate specific legislative action. Thus, either

of the xchange proposals under discussion involving the Phoenix

property require legislation since both would require conveyances of

ths remaining parts of the school property to the city and Veterans

Admiristration, and payments of cash for Indian education purposes

could b. involved.
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The Phoenix Indian school property was originelly e pert of a 160-acre

treat. Purchased by the Federal Government in 101 and used

predominantly as an Indian sChool ince that time. Over the years,

apprOXieately 57 acres have been deeded to State and local governments

for:education and piblio recreation purposes or to the Veterans

Adainistration for hospital development. The Department has recently

:completed .a study of the 'school operations and has recommended to

Congress that the school be closed given that the school sit is no

,longernnecessary as a boarding school by the DIA. In no event,

.howewAr, would any exchange of the property take place until alr the

students have been accommodated in suitable replacement schools.

This property is valuable as commercial real state because the

surrounding lands have been developed with high-density office

boildings, retail businesses, hotels, and multifamily residences.

Currently, the primary value of the school site to the Government is as

an asset of significant value that could either be sold by the General

Services Administration or traded for lands of comparable value, thus

adding to the Nation's conservation estate.

At historical appropriation rates, however, a decade could easily pass

before comparable monies become available for acquisition of the

properties involved in the exchanges under discussion. Further, the

piecemeal approach assumes the sellers would agree to such a time

period and land values would not substantially appreciate. Use of the

Indian school property for exchange now can overcose this obstacle.

3



will now describe **eh of the exchange proposals under consideration.

"The Collier exchange offers approximately 115,263 acres adjacent to the

Sig Cypress National Preserve and Everglades National Park at a

negotiated value 01 $49.4 million plus up to $48.6 million in cash, or

up to $5 acres of the Phoenix property valued at $98 million. Acreage

to be conveyed to the Veterans Administration will reduce the acres

conveyed to the Colliers as vell as the cash equalisation payment.

Four Collier properties in Florida are being considered in the proposed

exchange. They include two additions to Big Cypress National Preserve

and two proposed national wildlife refugee. The National Park Service

would administer the additions to the Sig Cypress Preserve. The

Florida Panther and Ten Thousand Islands National Wildlife Refuges

would be managed by the fish and Wildlife Service.

These four areas have important biological values. The Florida land

within the proposed exchange is a water-driven system. Water

accumulates and nourishes vast areas of sawgraes, tree islands, and

hardwood hammocks, while slowly migrating sheet-like to the Ten

Thousand Islands on the eastern edge of the Gulf of Mexico. This

wetland system is the source of a productive natural environment. This

fertility energises a food chain that supports litany species of wildlife

that ars important to commerce, recreational activities, and aesthetic

pUrsuits. Important assets that are a product of the Svergladem

include commercial fishing, sport fishing, hunting for deer and wild

4



_ _hogs, and tens of thousands of wading and water birds.

The NVerglades National Park is a 1.5 Million-sore xample of this

'system. In the 1960. it became clear that despite its size it was not

large enough. The Sig Cypress National Preserve was added in the

1970,s. Water movement allows aqirifers to be recharged that are

ssential for potabla and irrigation water in south Florida. The

proposed project will acgvire adjacent areas and protect the water

transport mechanisms that are essential to the life support system of

the area.

The xchange acreage protects the integrity of the nearly two million

acres already in public ownership. It will remove the threat of

development that would alter the quantity and quality of the sheet flow

in to the Sig Cypress National Preserve and Everglades National Park.

These lends are valuable for the protection of the endangered Florida

panther, Florida manatee, and American bald eagle. They support

recreation and an active fishing industry. They also contribute to the

preservation of natural water flow and other conditions that maintain

the unique hydrology of the Sig Cypress watershed.

The first area, the northern addition to Big Cypress National Preserve

is quite different from the Everglades. Unlike the Everglades, which

are characterized by sheet flows or Water through sawgrass terrain, the

Big Cypress consists of combinations of strands, prairies, and cypress

swamp. The area is the home of many rare species of plants end

5



animalA, some are listed as threatened or ndangered. Preservation of

the astern township land will.contribute to the protection of the

lragile hydrology of south Florida. Protection of these lands will

ensure the habitat for continued hunting and fishing activities.

The second area, the western addition to Big Cypress National Preserve

is very sisilar to the northern addition. The endangered Florida

panther uses this area. Acquisition would be important in efforts to

nhance its survival.

Current activities in tvc i.:oposed western addition Present problems to

the Big Cypress Preserve in the form of trespass and illegal access by

off-road vehicles to Preserve lands. Control of these problems would

benefit the Preserve lands.

The third proposed area, the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge

provides habitat for the Florida panther. The Florida panther is one

of the most critically endangered mammals in the country, with an

stimated 30-50 animals occupying the Everglades-Big Cypress region of

Florida. The throe known population centers are the Fakahatchee

Strand,'the Sig Cypress National Preserve, and Everglades National

Park. The latter two areas are under Federal management. However,

Fakahatcheo Strand is threatened by development and other unfavorable

land use activities.

The Fakahatchse strand is in Collier County, at the western and of the

Big Cypress swamp. It is one of the larger remaining wilderness-type

ri "
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areasin Florida. It includes several Watercourses, many ponds, and

elevated areas containing hammock forest.

This subtropical area contains many rare plants, inpluding over As

species of orchids. -Oaks, palms, and various tropical trees form a

dense canopy over the area, with an understory of epiphytes, ferns and

shrubs. Areas with deeper water era dominated by cypress, pop ash and

pond apple trees. As much as 90 percent of the area is inundated

during the rainy season.

Wildlife in the area is either water-dependent or water-tolerant.

Habitat is provided for over

considered rare,

Nine are listed

threatened or

as threatened

30 species of plants and animals

endangered by the State of Florida.

or endangered under the Endangered

Species Act. Extensive populations of wading birds and various species

of fish also inhabit the area.

The fourth area is the proposed Ten Thousand Islands National Wildlife

Refuge. It is one of the last major primitive island-estuarine systems

in the United States. Most of the lands within the etudy area support

a variety of tropical vegetation. This island complex is rich in

marina and wildlife resources, and provides a classic xample of

ecological succession. The area contains plants and anisal species

found in few other places in the world. The sangrove islands are alive

with sany birds, including the brown pelican, black eisser, anhinga,

roseate spoonbill, great egret, snowy egret, swallow-tailed kite,

mangrove cuckoo, reddish egret, and various gulls and terns.

7
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Accurate. counts of nesting bald eagles and osprey are Pot svailable,

'but both species have been observed with young at goveral ites. A

,refuge_will..permit.a periodic census of the area for the southern bald

eagle, American osprey, and other endangered or hreatened species.

7,

The.primary arela used by wintering waterfowl is the ponded 'marsh

portion just north of the mangrove zone. SWAM Use ie made of the

inland .bays where widgeow,grass occurs during periods of sufficient

:freshwater flow. Waterfowl wintering in tte area include blue-winged

teal, scaup, ruddy duck, pintail, and ring-necked dock.

The mixture of fresh and salt water found here in aesential for the

propagation of the fish, crustacean, shellfish sni marine plants found

along this part of the Gulf coast. Organic mediae:its deconposed into

nutrients are essential food elements in the life cycle of the many

species of sport and commercial fish. At least 23 species of major

commercial isportance in the Gulf of Mexico use the Ten Thousand

Islands estuary. The shallow marshes, grassy flats, and natural

estuarine conditions make this.complex an important nursery and feeding

area for shrimp. About one and one-half 'million pounds of commercial

pseneid Shrimp originate in there. Many are caught on trawling grounds

miles away.

Most of the islands and a strip of considerable width on the mainland

are fringed.with red mangrove, with the exceptions on the shell-sand

beaches. Black and white mangroves thrive inland from areas of active

2 '4 "
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ticipsjind occupy the centers of islands or the J./mediate uplands of the

,mainland.

As stated earlier, oar first objective for review and evaluation of the

' proposals was that environmental values of national interest end .

ieportance be obtained. Theee four properties clearly meat that test.

As discussed, negotiations have involved four separate parcels owned by

the Colliers. The largest piece is 70,010 acres within the area

.-adjacent to the northern boundary of Big Cypress National Preserve.

This property is directly affected by the construction and acquisition

of the right-of-way for Interstate 75 (1-75) from the Colliers. The

70,010.scre tract will be severed by the highway project, with the

resulting disunition in value paid as severance dasages by the Florida

Department of Transportation as part of the Highway costs. The whole

parcel will then become a part of the exchange package for its reduced,

remainder value, stimated to be $26.6 million. This figure is the

maximum value which will be assigned to this land. If the Florida DOT

appraisals indicate the value is less than $26.6 million, the Colliers

will make up the difference with additional land to be added to

Everglaaes Nations/ Park or a larger cash equalisation paysent. If the

value is greater, no alteration in the exchange values will occur--

the United States will have achieved additional, essentially

unbergained for benefit. Although Florida DOT has made no foreal

offer, it appears that the poet-severance value of this 70,010 acre

parcel will exceed $26.6 million. That will ensure that the government

will receive more than equal value in the Collier exchange.
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Coebining this pert of the exchange with the DOT purchase will save the

_government Si considerable aux, the exact a-bunt of which awaits

-sattlenint of the highway acquisition. Assiming the exchange is

completed, the moaning 57,000 acres of nor -Collier lands, mainly

small ownerships, could be acquired by the State of Florida under the

30/20 acquisition formula contained in N.R.164 and 5.90 and donated to

'the National Park Service. The State has alvtady appropriated $20

sillion for such an acquisition. This partnership is a special filature

that sakes th exchange with the Colliers sc attractive very simply,

the National Park System will obtain sciditional lands via the

partnership with Florida at no cost to the Fvivral t.axpayer.

The second parcel is a strip of land lui.ated along the western

boundary of Big Cypress National Preserve which approximates 13,060

aeres and is valued at $10.6 million. It was appraised by the National

Park. Service at $8.125 million and the Collier appraisal was 517.5

million. The negotiated value is 30 percent over the Service's

appraisal and 39 percent below the Collier appraisal.

The tbird parcel involves the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge.

Congress has appropriated sufficient funds to purchase just over half

of the 30,500-acre refuge and negotiatiols aro underway for the

purchase of thesis lands from the colliers. This xchange would secure

the remaining 15,573 acres for the Panther Refuge, valued at $6.4

million. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has appraised the entire

30,500 acres at $10.7 million and $5.3 million for the 15,573 acres to

10
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be added to the Panther Refuge. The Collier,' appraised value for this

acreage is $8.3 million. The negotiated valge at $6.4 million is 21

percent over the government's appraised value and 23 percent below the

Collier. appraisal.

The last parcel would create the Ten Thousand Islands National Wildlife

Refuge of approximately 20,000 acres including about 4,500 acres of

submerged lands ubject to title claims by the State of Florida. The

approximately 15,600 acres of lands above mean high water is appraised

by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servico at $4.5 million and the

negotiated price was $5.8 million or 30 percent over the government's

appraisal. The Colliers will quitclaim their interest in the submerged

lands and those lands will be conveyed to the Fish and Wildlife Service

at no additional cost to the government. Thim will end any further

disputes since a valid Stt lais to title is compatible with refuge

status.

The negotiated values of 21-30 percent over agency appraisals are

reasonable, considering tne sire and unique features of these

properties, and are consistent with negotiated prices in similar

situations. Appraising is not en exact science as the courts prove

time and again -- ono need only to look at recent awards made affecting

the Redwoods, Voyageurs end Manassas Battlefield Parks. Currently the

National Park Service condemnation awards average over 150 percent of

their appraised value and awards resulting from Declarations of Taking

are 200 percent of our appraised values. These figures do not include

the related Court and legal fees.

11
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The property rights tp be acquired Cr, Collier are exclusive of oil

and gas ,which is consistent with the 1974. Act which. Created the lig

,, Cypress .Preserve and 13 years of subaequent manageMent and land

acquisition. The contrect we negotiate includes protective

nvironmental stipulations baud upon the current National Park Service

'9)1 regulations. However, lements of the nvironmental community

raised concerns about these stipulations. As a result, the Colliers

engaged *n further negotiations regarding oil 4 gas measures with

representatives of environmental organitationi. These discussions

yielded legislative language acceptable to both parties. We have

, reviewed the language and support it in prn..lpia We believe minor

ilodifications may be needed and hope that codified language can be

4ncorporated in the legislation needed tc effectuate this land

Amchango.

The Phoenix Indian School site is approximately 105 acres artd has been

officielly appraised et $122.2 million. This is a complex transitional

property currently used at below its anticipated highest value. The

Fish and Wildlife Service conducted two appraisals as per standard

Realty Procedures and approved the one which was judged to be based

upon a more comprehensive feasibility study, contained a more rational

appreciation rate, end better supported the unit/square foot prices

paid for comparabl commercial lends.

Pursuant to our efforts to accomodate local concerns we worked with the

City of Phoenix and decided to propose that 20 acres of the Indian

2 4 1
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_School property be conveyed to Phoenix for creation of a city prrk.

°This reduces the conveyance to the Collier& tO $5 acres valued et $98

million. Additional conveyance of acreage to the Veterans

Adeiristration would further reduce the conveyance to the Colliers.

One of the key features of the Collier exchange plan is the -executed

and approved agreement between the Colliers and the City committing to

a cooperative planning Process. We intend 'that the process be

Incorporated into the approving legislation.

Another special provision is what I term the 05 5" features. First,

immediately upon approval of this arrangement, the Collier properties

will be committed to conservation management and become de fecto parts

the National Park and Wililife Refuge Sysitems. Second, we provide

up to five years to consummate the actual land conveyances. This

poriod is designed to facilitate relocation of students at the BIA

school and permit the City-Collier planning process to proceed. Third,

if by chance the entire arrangement falls apart, the colliers provide

the Department a cost-free option to purchase the Florida properties in

years 6 tt)rough 10 at the present negotiated values.

In Summary, Mr. Chairman, the Congress must authorize and appropriate

funds for any exchange. The Collier exchange, we believe, makes every

interest a winner. The NaZional Park Service gets $3,070 acres of land

for the Big Cypress National Preserve worth $37.2 million to help

protect the Everglades ecosystem and Everglades National Park. The

U.S. Fish and Servird gets 35,193 acres worth $12.2 eillion to

complete tha Florida lanther Refuge and protect the endangered panther
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and, to etablish a now Ton Thousand Islards Refuge to protect the

Floridm manatee and conserve nursery habitat for important coastal

fisheries. Finally, the U.S. Governsent olotoiTul $41.4 million in.

revenues. The size of this payment will diminished by any

conveyance of acreage to the Veterans Adoini .ration. The City of

PhOOnis gets 20 acres for a coriaunity park iT adeition to other park

and open_spaces provided for pursuant to the Phoenix-Collier planning

agreement. The Ve_srans Administration cou1:1 glot acreage far future

xpansion pursuant to congressional deteroknati. n. Lastly, the

Colliers acquire up to SS acres that they divslop in cooperation

with and for the benefit of the Phoenix comm....lizy.

After IS months of procedural activities suc,, aE appraisals,

environmental and historical evaluations, end ne3oti3tions regarding

value and contract wording, the Department is and has bean ready for

months_to move forward with the exchange agroesent.

However, we wanted to confer with the Arizona and Florida congressional

delegations and committees of interest as wall as the City of Phoenix,

the Arizona Inter Tribal Council, and others prior to recommending

further action by Congress to authorize the exchange. The contract now

includes items to accommodate virtually all of the expressed concerns

and we are persuaded that it is ready for execution by the Department

and approval by Congress.

Five weet..14 ago we received a proposal from the Phelps Dodge Development

Corporation (PDDC) offering a total of 311,566 acres within the Animas

14
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iSountains and Alamo Hueco areas of New Mexico end Nagle Creek, Arizona

(99 percent of the land is in,Mew Mexico) valued by ppm et $70

million. In addition, up to US million in cash would be contributed

for a 'total offering of approximately $115 million. In return, the PDDC

would %%COIN& 72 acres Of the Phoenix property Valued at approximately

i$83 million.

Almost 97 percent of the lands offered for exchange are located in the

Animas Mountains of New Mexico, an area of recent interest to the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service. The area serves as habitst for two

endangered species. the American bald eagle and peregrine falcon, as

well as * host of other important animal and plant species. This area

represents the northern-most habitation for several missals and

birds, in particular, and is seen at a very worthwhile addition to the

National Wildlife Refuge System.

The Eagle Creek property has been considered to some degree in the past

for its riparian habitat values by both the Bureau of Land Management

and the Fish and Wildlife Service but neither agency has considered it

a high priority 'Area. The Alamo Hueco properties ere part of a still

imcomplete wilderness study by the Bureau of Land Management, with a

determination of its value for that purpose still pending. The Forest

service reports the offered lands, while close to the Coronado National

Forest, are not needed for effective management of the Forest.

As noted earlier, the tour properties included in the FDDC exchange

have been valued by PDDC at $70 million but du* to the very recent

15
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7Si.Loiasion of this proposal, formal Appraisals hive not yet bson

Completed by the government. However, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service has been discussing possible acquisitiol of ths Gray Ranch with

its owner, American Broca, prior to receipt of the MC offer.

'Vonseggently, the Fish end Wildlife Service is iiite familiar with the

natural values of this parcel and to some xtent its market values.

While formal appraisals have just begLA on the Gray Manch, a

,preliminary gathering of comparable sales seggests a combined value for

the Gray Ranch (226,664 acres) and the Hidalgo Aench (75,000 acres) to

be in the $20-$25 million range as compared to FMC's valuation of

Approximately $68 million. This represents F. ualud of $66 to $83 per

acre versus the $225 per acre valuation by 11)Dc. uur diminished value

'estimates are based

to $74 per acre.

on comparable sales in the arta that range from $36

We know little of the market values of the Eagle Creek and Alamo-

Hueco areas but for the moment, accepting the PDDC's valuation of

approximately $2 million for these properties results in a total

valuation by PDDC of $70 million for the offered lands. This is two to

three times the government's preliminary figures.

Moreover, two major infirmities exist regarding the Gray/Hidalgo

property. First, PAW does not own aIl of it -- it has an option on

the land, the details of which have not been disclosed to us. Second,

there are indications that the State of Mew Mexico owns the mineral

estate on a substantial portion of this area. The consequences of such

4
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a split estate have not been resolved (or even discussed) which;is 4

marked contrast to the resolution of this very. issue in the.Collier

propoesl. Moreover, the ownership interests of Mew Mexico may further

devalue the offer mad. by PDDC end enlarge the already enormous ..traitke

differential between its estisates and those of the Fish and.Wildlife

Service.

The :current offer Nada reference to an unspecified reservation to be

retained only on the part of the Eagle Creek lands. An essumption at

this point is that the remaining land, involved in the PDDC exchange

would .include all mineral rights.

moc hss relied on the current value of the Phoenix property as

determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. There is no

reference to the tieing of this exchange relative to the school closing

or to a guaranteed price fcr the PDDC lends should the school closure

take some time and conveyance of the properties be delayed.

The PDDC exchange proposal also anticipates 20 acres to be granted to

the City of Phoenix by the Federal government plus approximately 13

acres to be made available to the Veteran's Administration. PDDC has

indicated that it is prepared to work with the City of phoenix in a

cooperative spirit but PDDC has not executed nor has the City Council

approved sny planning agreement with PDDC. Their exchange would also

provide an dditional $15 million to the local Indian community and

one-half acre would be set aside for an appropriate Indian School

monument or museum.

17
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In suasary, the POW proposal would provide 311,565 acres, prisarily at

AnLmasi Mountain, as a national wildlife refuge for a total value as

-calculated by PmIc otspp:ouisately $70 Killion. WeLestisate the value

of the land to approximate no more than $30 million, or 57 percent lima

then FDDC,s offer. ,The Arizona Indian Cosmunity.would receive $15_

million, the City of Phoenix would get 20 acres tar park purposes. the

Veterans Adainistration would gat up.ta 13 acres for future sxpansion

and PDDC would get approximately.72 acres of the Phoenix Indian School .

site worth approximately $53 million.

If we were to proceed with this exchange it would require 12-18 months

of necessary environmental study, appraisals, negotiations of values

and, exa:I. corms of the exchange end extensive coordination with.the

Arizona and

Congressional

Phoenix, the

Phelps Dodge

Naw Mexico Congressional delegations, interested

coamittoes, the State of

Inter Tribal Council. the

Now Mexico, the City

Veterans Administration

of

and

Development Corporation beflre we could appear again

Wore this Comeittee to advocate such an exchange.

Used on the relative environmental values of the offered lands, the

relative sixes of the cash contributions, and the formal accoamodation

of local concerns, I am persuaded that exchange with the Collier

ceepanies is clearly superior to the Phelps' Dodge proposal. Other land

managesont entities (i.o. the Fish and Wildlife Service, Motional Park

Service, Sureau of Land Management and Forest Service) are

effectively in concurrence with this conclusion as well as the

15
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Assistant Secretary for Indian.Affeirs,Nho quite understandably favore

the Collier exchange boccie, it could provide as such as $42.6 million,

potentfally, tor Indian.murpoees as covered to $15 Million from rpc.

,Mowever,, _we- remain .interested in working with PA= regarding

. acquisition of the Gray/Hidalgo ranch properties. These are valuable
,

H-Lwildlife lands and we lock forward to resolving the concerns previquely

outlined so-that a mutually satisfactory acquisition strategy can be

.41eveloped.

The exchange with the Colliers has been thoroughly evaluated including

a legislative Environmental Impact Statement, formal approved

appraisals on all the properties, carefully negotiated contract, and
_

complete endangered species review. Moreover, this project has been in

the public eye for nearly a year and a half and has been subjected to

.° intense scrutiny. It contains no tricks and no surprises. We wilco's*

your review and are convinced you will be able to reach the ease

conclusions. I hope that expeditious action can occur to approve this

proposal and fold it into H.R.184 and S.90 so that it 'say be executed

and provide important benefits to Arizona, Florida and the Nation.

19
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MILT.VOR Thank you.
Mr. Lindsey.
Mr. LINDSKY. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, thank you for being here.

You have my statement for the record, and I can just summarize
that for you, please.

I am pleased for the opportunity to appear before the committee
to express the interest of the Veterans Administration in acquir-
ing a portion of the Phoenix Indian School land in Phoenix, Arizo-
na.

The veteran population within the primary service areas of the
Phoenix VA Medical Center, which includes Maricopa County, is
projected to increase between now and 1995, and the most signifi-
cant increase is the number of veterans over the age of 65, which is
expected to double by the year 2000 to a total of 94,500. Of course,
as the age increases among our veteran population, we see an in-
crease in utilization of services provided by our hospitals of both
outpatient care and inpatient care.

As the number of outpatient visits increases, the need for addi-
tional clinical services becomes even more important. Currently,
the Medical Center is designed to accommodate approximately
60,000 outpatient visits. This year the Phoenix VA Medical Center
will see approximately 152,000 outpatient visits. And by the year
2000, we project that the visits will increase to over 225,000.

The VA Medical Center in Phoenix has recently been approved
and funded for a hospital based home care program, a substance
abuse treatment center, aid to the homeless veterans program, and
a very recently approved posttraumatic stress disorder treatment
facility. The reason I mention this is that the capabilities of Phoe-
nix, which is a terfiary level hospital in our system, the highest
caliber of hospital, those services will continue to grow as the popu-
lation of Phoenix grows. The addition of these several functions has
stressed an already tight space.

The planning process which is used by the Department of Medi-
cine and Surgery in the VA to meet future patient workload de-
mands is a process we call MEDIPP, Medical District Initiatied
Planning. Working within this process, the medical district and the
VA Medical Center in Phoenix has completed demographic analy-
ses, program planning, and general construction requirements to
the year 2000. Under and through that planning process, they have
projected a need for a clinical services addition, a laundry complex,
a radiation therapy center, increased parking, and the possible co-
location of a regional office. They have developed a site plan for
those options and have estimated a requirement for approximately
16.8 acres west of the VA Medical Center. That would appear to us
to be an optimum requirement. What is clear to us is that addition-
al land will be required if the Phoenix VA Medical Center is to
meet its mission and patient workload demands.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Lindsey, Jr. follows1
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased for the opportunity to appear before thia Committue today to

.ampress ths interest of the Veterans Administration in acquiring some portion

of the Phoenix Indian School land in Phoenix, Arizona.

When th4 current size of the VA Medical Center in Phoenix was planned in the

'late 1960s, the city of phoenix WAS much smaller than it is today. It was

22n4 in size, nationally. Thm tremendous growth of population has changed

that size designation and in the 1980 censua, it placed 9th, nationally. The

Phoenix area iS currently the fastest growing metropolitan Arta in the United

States with a projected census for the year 2000 of more than four million

People. Added to these census data are the winter visitors who further swell

the Phoenix population by an estimated one-half million. A apiraling demand

for veteran health care services parallels this general growth in population.
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The_growth.of the Phoenix veteran population and the increase in the average,

age of the veteran may require a re-examination of the physical facilities of

the Phoenix Veterans Administration Medical. Center. The existing Veterans

Administration property. including the recently acquired health and %man

Service* property, *Ay not be adequate to sufficiently support future

projected workloads of the medical center.

The veteran population within the primary service areas of the Phoenix VA

Medical Center, which includes Maricopa County, is projected to .increase

between now and 1995 to a total of 237,000. The most signifioant inc ease is

'the number of veterans over the age of 65 which is expected to double by the

_./ear. 2000 to a total of 94,500. The Phoenix VAMC will need to increase its

-ability to serve this population growth. The medical center Is land locked on

.three /sides and future expansion within current boundaries is not feasible.

The Indian School land is the only adjacent space available for VA expansion.

As the number of outpatient visits increases, the need for additional clinical

services becomes even more important. Outpatient treatment at the Phoenix VA

Medical Center is provided in space designed for 60,000 annual Visits. The

medical center is projected to accomplish 152,000 visits for FY 1967. The

rapid growth in this activity is constrained by current staffing and space

resources, creating a real limitation on meeting future projected patient care

needs.
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The Phoenix VA Medical Center is * medium.sized tertiary care facility.

Phoenix has recently been approved and funded for a hospital based how, care

pXogram, a substance abuse treatment center, A community residential care

site..aid to the homeless veteran program, and very recently a post-traumatic

stress disorder treatment facility. Phoenix is also the location for Medical

District ft24 as well as the Regional Pire and Safety staff. The addition Of
_

these several functions hae stressed ap already tight. space.

vappreciate.the opportunity to present to you today our reasons for interest

in the Phoenix Indian School property. My colleagues and I would be pleased

to.respOnd to any questions that you or other members of the Committee nay

have.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Rhodes.
-Mr. RHODES. Mr. Lindsey, do I take it from your testimony that

your plans for expansion for the hospital do not include any addi-
tional inpatient capability?

Mr. LINDSEY. No, sir, I did not mean to leave that impression.
Clearly, within the VA system, the greatest growth we are experi-
encing is in the outpatient area. Coupled with that will be some ex-
pansion needs for inpatient as time progresses. We don't feel that
we need additional land to accommodate the increased inpatient

-workload projected to the year 2000.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you.
Secretary Horn, let's review the Indian school site for a moment.

What is the acreage of the site, the net acres?
Mr. Holm. It gets a little complicated. The total acreage of the

site is 108 acres. Five acres of it are now overlaid by city rights-of-
way, which means there are 103 acres of actual usable property. Of
those rights-of-way, three are exterior to the property as we know
it, and two are interior to the property.

What we have proposed to convey is 105 acres. Two of the interi-
or acres would be subject to the city rights-of-way and if the city
ever relinquishes them, then the landowner would acquire those
particular pieces of land.

Mr. RHODES. Are those dedicated rights-of-way or are they ease-
ments?

Mr. HORN. I would have to check. You may want to ask the city.
I'm not a 100 percent sure.

Moms's xarz.Mr. Horn subsequently supplied the following
information:}

A survey and title search on the Phoenix School site has not been completed to
date. Thus, neither an accurate acreage or complete list of encumbrances are avail-
able. From the records on hand, we are unable to determine that approximately 5
acrea or the tract are dedicated to rights-of-way to the city of Phoenix for those por-
tions of Central Avenue, Indian School Road and the 7th Avenue running along the
exterior of the property. Approximately 2 acres of these rights-of-way lie adjacent to
the existing Veterans Administration hospital tract. The remaining 3 acres logically
would be conveyed to any future owner of the remaining Indian School tract.

Mr. RHODES, The appraised value of the property is what?
Mr. HORN. WS $122 million.
Mr. RHODES. And is that based upon the gross or the net acre-

age?
Mr. HORN. That's based on basically the 103-105 interior acres.
Mr. RHODES. Of the 103 acres, then, it is proposed that 20 be de-

ducted for the city?
Mr. HORN. Yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. And 10 through 15 be deducted for the VA?
Mr. HORN. We have not made any specific proposal and have ba-

sically deferred to Congress to determine what is the appropriate
amount of acreage to be allocated to the Veterans' Administration.
As I said, we've had numbers and discussions from 3 to 16, but we,
obviously, at Interior are not in a position to make that decision
and have not recommended any acreage number for the Veterans'
Administration.
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Mr, RHODES. The Collier proposal is $98 million. Based upon
what acreage? When you calculate the $98 million, what acreage

are you iiroposing to transfer to the Colliers?
M.r. Hoax. Basically the 105 acres, which includes two of the in-

terior acres that are covered by the city rights-of-way. When you

take the 20 acres out for the city,that's a $24 million value dWuc-

tion, which takes you down to this aggregate value of $98 million.

If, of course, Congress decides to allocate some acreage to the
Veterans' 'Administration, that would drop the amount of acreage

going to Collier from 85 minus whatever acres are determined to go

--to the VA. That, of course, would generate an alteration in the size

of the cash equalization payment as well.
Mr. RHODES. So in order to evenly compare the proposals, instead

of a bottom line figure, we really ought to be talking about a per

acre figure, shouldn't we?
Mr. HORN. Well, we could. We have tried to look at it in terms of

what are the aggrm. ate packages. Just as an example, if it were de-

termined that the C,ongress would provide 5 acres, say, to the Vet-

erans' Administration, the basic value of the property in Phoenix

by our appraisal would be approximately $1.2 million per acre, and

if 5 acres were provided to the VA, the Colliers have indicated a

willingness that that's acceptable. Than, the net acreage conveyed

to them would be 80 acres and we would multiply $1.2 times 5 and

deduct that from the $98 million total. That would bring HEI down

somewhere probably in the vicinity of $90-92 million, a value then

accruing to the United States from the Colliers for, in that casP, 80

acres of land in Phoenix.
Mr. RHODES. When you have referred in your testimony then to a

cash payment of up to $48.6 million, that's what you're anticipat-

in as a deduction from that payment?
. Hoax. That was the original offer to us from CAlier. That

does not include any of the deductions that might occur as a result

of an allocation to the Veterans' Administration. That payment
would be dropped by whatever acres are allocated to the VA..

Mr. Rrionts. But that figure does anticipate a 20 acre deduction
from the net acreage for the city?

Mr. HORN. That's correct.
Mr. RHODES. So there would be no decrease in the cash equaliza-

tion payment as a result of dedication to the city?
Mr. Hoax, That's correct.
Mr. RHODES. Would the transfer of land to the city of Phoenix be

directly from the Department of the Interior, or would it go
through the Colliers?

Mr. Hoax. I think it would be directly to the city, at least that's

our anticipation.
Mr. Raonas. From the Department?
Mr. Hoax. Yes.
Mr. &toms. Now, the Phelps Dodge proposal, in terms of the

numbersand accepting for the moment at least Phelps 1*.!e's
evaluation of the landin terms of the numbers, their pro : is

roughly the same; is that correct?
Mr. Hoax. In terms of aggregate dollar value. In terms of envi-

ronmental value, it is not the equal of the Collier proposal. We

think the Florida lands are far more environmentally significant.
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Of course, in terms of the mix, we have sought from the beginninga fair split between the cash component and the land component,because we thought the higher cash component would provide CAm-gress additional flexibility in dealing with those concerns it deemsapRropriate.
Mr. RHODE& Let's talk about the cash component fer a second.What is to be the disposition of that cash?
Mr. HORN. That is for Congress to decide. Unless Congress de-cides differently, under existing law, those receipts would be depos-ited in the Treasury and then be subject to the standard appropria-tion process.
That is under present law. Obviously, Congress may choose to dosomething different with those dollars. That is at its discretion.Mr. RHODES. If we did nothing, then those funds would not gointo the Department, would not be subject to disposition by the De-partment of the Interior?
Mr. Holm. No. Under existing law, in the absence of any specificdirection by Congress, those receipts would be deposited in the gen-eral Treasury and then be subject to the normal toudget and appro-priation process.
Mr. RHODES. So you haven't made any plans for using thesefunds to acquire other assets elsewhere?
Mr. HORN. No, we have not.
Mr. RHODES. Do you have any recommendations to the Congressas to what should be done with those funds?
Mr. HORN. Not at this time. That is something we would like andon which we look forward to working with Congressthe appropri-ate disposition. I note there a:e other elements of the, Governmentthat, because of the deficit constraints, are highly desirous ofseeing that money deposited in the general Treasury for revenueenhancement or deficit reduction purposes.Mr. RHODES. One of the major considerations of members of thiscommittee is the benefit of the Indian, and one element of that, ofcourse, is what happens to the students who are attendin thatschool right now. I realize that the BIA is not in your jurisdiction,but certainly in your consideration for these proposals and in yourconsideration of the future of the site, that consideration has tohave been part ofwhat you looked at.

Could you tell us, please, to the best of your ability, what the De-partment's plans are in terms of the continuing education of thestudents who are currently at that school and students who would,in the ordinary course of events, attend that school in the future ifit remained open?
Mr. HORN. My understanding, Congressman Rhodes, is that theDepartment and the Bureau of Indian Affairs have recommendedthis school be closed. The general thrust of the education programof the Bureau has been to develop a much better on reservationeducation capacity. That has been reflected within the State of Ari-zona with the construction of new high schools on the Hopi andPapago reservations so that the children from those areas can stayon the reservation and go to scho.,1, as opposed to having to leaveand go to Phoenix.
There, of course, has also been an effort to consolidate our re-gional or westwide boarding school programs, close some, and leave



open those that are deemed to be appropriate and make sure
they're appropriately enhanced. We have spent considerable
sumsI think millions is the number I have heardon improving
and enhancing the Riverside facility so that it is a top-of-the-line,
state-of-the-art school facility. I think the Bureau's program is to
do as much as we can to facilitate appropriate on-reservation edu-
cation opportunities. Those children who cam be accommodated
adequately in on reservation facilities ar. i those children who want
to go or should go to a boarding school would go to the Riverside
School, which has been brought up to a top-of-the-line facility.

The Bureau, of course, has submitted the reports. I think the
committee has received copies of those. Obviously, I would be
pleased to provide any additional information along these lines
from Assistant Secretary Swimmer.

Mr. RHODES. Just to reiterate one thinf. about the cash payment,
you heard Mr. Lindsey testify that their optimum plan would re-
quire almost 17 acres. Is it correct that, if that optimum plan were
consieered favorably by Congress, the cash payment from the Col-
liers uould be reduced by about $20 million?

Mr. HORN. It would be basically 17 times $1.2 million in total re-
ductions. Of course, the Phelps Dodge plan contemplates 13 acres
to VA, so if the acreage to VA was up to 17 acres, the Phelps
Dodge cash payment would drop 4 times $1.2 million, and that
would be deducted from $15 million. So it would drop the Phelps
Dodge payment to probably around $10 million or less.

Mr. RHODES. You heard my questions to mayor Goddard concern-
ing the transfer of 20 acres to the city without compensation.
Would you add your comments or give me your response to that
question?

Mr. HORN. Yes, sir. There are really three reasons we decided to
take that course of action. First of all, there is precedent through
the Federal surplus/excess land programs. It has been the common
practice over many years to provide, I think, what are called public
interest discount conveyances to State localities for park and recre-
ation purposes. In many instances, portions of Federal properties
are basically provided free of charge or at very, very substantial
discounts to localities for park and recreation purposes. The provi-
sion of 20 acres in this case is consistent with that type of prece-
dent.

No. 2, there is the history of this property. It has been a part of
the city, a part of the city's open space, and in some measure the
city did contribute to helping buy it. We thought that there was
some matter of equity, that it was not inappropriate to have the
city get a share of it through this accommodation.

No. 3, of course, from the very outset in our consultations with
this committee and other members of the Arizona delegation, there
were very strong indications that we should try to accommodate
the interests and needs of the city of Phoenix. The city, as the
mayor said, has had this intention to preserve open space. Given
the fact that we could get the land we wanted in Florida and still
get a very substantial cash equalization payment that almost
equalled the land value while at the same time provide the city
this open space, we thought it would be appropi iate to take this



extra step and accommodate the city by providing them with 20
acres.

Mr. RHODES. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I realize that I have gone well past my time. I do

have a 'couple more questions I would like to ask.
Mr. MILLER Go ahead.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you very much.
I would like to talk to you a little bit about your estimated valu-

ations of the Phelps Dodge lands. You mentioned that Fish and
-.Wildlife had done some work previously on the Gray Ranch. Has
Fish and Wildlife actually had appraisals done on that property
and, if so, how long ago?

Mr. HORN. We have never had an official appraisal done on the
Gray Ranch property. What we had done is, because of the interest
in the property, work with the owner of the property, American
Breko Corporation, pursuing what options we might have for acqui-
sition. When we start that type of work, we generally go out and
try to do some rough initial estimates of how much it will cost to
acquire the property. Based on those estimates, which include a
review of comparables, the Service has concluded the total Gray
Ranch property is worth approximately $20-25 million.

I Could give you some of the comparables on which this is based.
In January 1986, a 34,000-acre parcel was sold 40 miles north of
Gray Ranch, and the transaction price for that 34,000 acres was
$38.06 an acre. In July 1987, a 6,500-acre parcel in the vicinity of
the Gray Ranch was sold. The deeded price per acre was about
$62.45 an acre. The only actual sale we have on the Gray Ranch
was transacted in April 1979, and the price was $74 per acre for
nearly 20,000 acres. The realtors note that if the sale were adjusted
up 25 percent for appreciation, and then down 50 percent for depre-
ciation, the present-day value would be about $47 per acre. I can
provide this comparableq sheet that our realty office generated.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.Mr. Horn subsequently supplied the following
information:]

Ranch property was appreciating from 5 to 10 percent per year up until 1983,
which is the basis for the 25 percent overall rise in value from the time of sale to
1983. Thereafter, ranch prices dropped about half from 1983 to present date. This is
the basis for the subsequent 50 percent depreciation of loss in ranch values.

At $75 an acre, we add the 25 percent increase to get the $93.75 per acre value for
1983. Fifty percent of that value is $46.88, or $47 per acre for 1987.

The following chart details the values for the lands in New Mexico. The map. also
atiached, shows the location of the Phelps Dodge lands
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WEll MAR100 RANCH SALES MARKET DATA

Acreages Total Overall Overall Permit ehd Loewe
Do0eeded Consideration Price Price Price

Sale LeLeAsed for Land, Lenses Per AnIss1 Per Par
No. Dere Tan:1W Percentage .014 turovmencti tkeEt Unfte An$641 L'oit Animal i,rItt

28 6/86 D 167,256
L 102,512
T 269,768

29 7/87 D 6,500

30 1/86 D 4,080

31 1961 T 20,896

31A 0/87 D 5,480

L 8,096
T 13,576

319 6/87 0 4,320
L 3,000
T 7,320

37 10/8r, O 19,280

33 1/86 D 34,159

I. 51,237
T 85,395

34 5/85 D 50,000

3$ 7/87 o 117,197
I. 13,119

T 130,316

Otedod
Prico

Per Acre

62%
18%

1002

100%

(see
below)

40%
601
100% 4

59%
41%

100% 9

100%

40!
60%
100%

1007,

90%
10%

100%

911,038,000

$ 405,900

$ 250,000

5 1,107,000

$ 351,500

$25.69/A

$ 175,0001

$23.91/A

$ 810,000

$ 1,750,000

$ 2,300,000

Asking $5,860,000
will rake $4,100,000

566.26

562.45

$61.27

$52.98

$64.14

540.51

542.00

951.23

946.00

3,975

123

7$
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Mr. HORN. We think the property, as I said, is worth somewhere
in the vicinity of $20-25 million, as opposed to the $68 million rep-
resented to us by Phelps Dodge. Obviously, we are interested in
this property and would like to work with Phelps Dodge. It is an
iniportanti significant area. But before we could consummate any
type of arrangement, or propose that Congress adopt any kind of
arrangement, this substantial disparity difference would have to be
narrowed rather dramatically.

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Horn, I want to thank you for your testimony. I
want to indicate to you that I appreciate full well that you've been
working .on this project, you and your office, your staff, from the
Collier's standpoint for quite some time. I appreciate also that the
Department has had an interest in the Cypress property for quite
some time. I understand the difficulties placed upon you by the
lateness of the submission of the Phelps Dodge proposal.

Personally, I am not prepared to make a final decision as to
which of these proposals, if either of them should be pursued by
the Congress, until I'm satisfied that the same amount of effort and
energy has gone into analyzing the Phelps Dodge proposal and that
we're absolutely positive that the comparisons made between the
two proposals are accurate and that we have the information avail-
able to us to make the appropriate decision.

I in no way want to indicate to you that I don't feel you have
done an adequate job. I believe you have, given the constraints
upon you. I just want to say to you that personally I am not pre-
pared yet to decide on the merits of this ease which of these prop-
erties is ones that the United States should acquire. Naturally, I
have a slight bias towards the Southwest, the Southwest properties,
but that will not be the basis of my final decision.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your patience with me. I will yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not sure I totally agree with my distinguished colleague

from Arizona about the accuracy of the preparation. I would like to
ask Secretary Horn a question and make a comment to Mr. Lind-
sey, too.

You mentioned, Mr. Secretary, that there were three concerns
environmental values, cash payment, and local concerns. It's inter-
esting to me that there doesn't seem to be any interaction in the
overall plan in the Interior Department about the future of these
youngsters that I mentioned. Considering that one of the primary
missions is the trust responsibility and relationship that Interior
has with Indian tribes, I find it surprising that they weren't consid-
ered under local concerns when veterans' concerns were. I have to
say that veterans' concerns have very little to do with fish and
wildlife, any more than Indians do. But if one was considered, it
seems to me the other one should have been considered, too.

I would ask you to do one thing for the committee if you can, and
that is to get us dollar comparison between both proposals, the
Phelps Dodge and Collier proposals, as it would deal with Indian
education. Could you do that?

Mr. HORN. I think it's very simple--

40 .1
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Mr. CAMPBELL The reason I ask this is you're the only one here
from Interior. It might not fit right in your Department, I realize
that.

Mr. HORN. As I indicated, there were two basic predicates before
we applied the three criteria. One was taking care in the orderly
process of closirig the school to accommodate the education needs of

-the students. We only started to punue the exchange aggressively
when we were advised by the Bureau of Indian Affairs that they
were going to propose that, this school be closed. Of course, as part
of that closure proposal, they have plays that they think are appro-
priate to deal with the needs of the Indian children. It was only
after that basic predicate was in place that we went forward and
applied the additional criteria. So I think the needs of the children
were addressed as the threshold question before we even started.

No. 2, in terms of the cash payments, what we're looking at here
is approximately $15 million to lye provided from the Phelps Dodge
proposal, as compared to the Collier proposal of up to $48.6 million.

if we have some acres deducted for the VA, we may be looking
in the $40-$45 million range, or less, depending upon what Con-
gress decides. So we obviously would have a much larger cash pay-
ment and additional flexibility provided to Congress .ursuant to
the Collier arrangement than we do under the Phelps D e pack-
age.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
I have to agree with my colleave on this point, that I think the

land in Arizona is a lot closer than is Florida. You have several
pieces of land.

What piece of that Phelps Dodge land is the closest to Phoenix
now, in miles?

Mr. HORN. There are three parcels totalling 4,700 acres in the
Eagle Creek drainage, which is basically in southeastern

Mr. CAMPBELL. How far away is that from Phoenix?
Mr. Hoax. Let's take a look at the map. I don't have a scale on

there, but it's right over by the border. I would have to defer to one
of the Members from Arizona who knows the distances.

Mr CAMPBELL. It would be 150 miles or something?
Mr. RHODES. WS 274.
1.1.,aughter.1
MT. CAMPBELL. Good. I appreciate that.
just in closing, Mr. Chairman, if I could just say to Mr. Lindsey,

since you're interested in veterans affairs, that the largest number
of American Indians who have graduated school and have gone in
the service come from the Phoenix Indian School.

It included one Ira Hays, who was a Medal of Honor winner in
World War II, and one of the people who raised the flag on Iwo
Jima. I wasn't sure if you were aware of that, so I thought I would
tell you.

Mr. LINDSEY. Thank you.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILL&R. Thank you.
Mr. Craig.
Mr. CR.AIG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Horn, I have a couple of questions. When you were notified

by BIA of their intention for the ciosure of the school, how did you
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roceed in making it known publicly that these properties were
viewed as surplus or would be.viewed for some ether disposi-

tion.
M. Hoax. We had no formal public notice. What transpired was

that 11/2 years ago the Collier Corporation approached us seeking
an approach by which we could acquire their lands in Florida. At
that time, we indicated that we did not lave $50 million in cash
lying around for land acquisition, as much as we liked the proper-
ties. They asked if we could possibly examine the prospect of some
type of a land exchange.

Coincidentally, at that point the Senate Appropriations Commit-
tee for the Department inserted committee report language and
took steps which indicated that at least the subcommittee thought
the Indian school should be closed. Questions were raised if that
would make this property available. 'We checked and found if it
was closed it would.

We went back and asked the Bureau about its plans. They said
their indications were to move in the direction of potentially dos-
ing the school. All of our discussions with Collier were basically
highly contingent upon what BIA, independently, would recom-
mend and, of course, on subsequent action by Congress. It was un-
derstood no trade could go forward until Congress gave authority
to close the school.

We notified the Arizona and Florida delegations that we were
ursuing these discussions well over 1 year ago. At that point this

e pubP.c and we stated at that time that anybody else who
was interested in pursuing the acquisition of this property was
more than weicome to come see us. It was not done in a formal
sense, but it did get fairly wide notice out there. No one came for-
ward until we received the Phelps Dodge proposal approximately 5
weeks a,go.

Mr. CRAIG. How long had you been in negotiation with the Col-
lier group prior to it becoming general public knowledge that this
property might be available?

Mr. Hoax. We started, I think, serious discussions with them
about what an arrangement might look like sometime in early
1986. If my recollection is correct, we came up to advise various
congressional delegations sometime shortly thereafterI'm going
to say during the May/June timeframe. I would have to go back
and check the exact sequence of events, but it was pretty shortly
thereafter.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Would the gentleman from Idaho yield just a
minute on a point?

Mr. CRAIG. Sure.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I didn't know we were going to get into this, but I

might bring something up that came out in testimony in Arizona,
and also just in private conversations down there. I think the Mem-
bers should be aware that the declining enrollment at that school
was not necessarily accidental, that some of the people told me per-
sonallythat the parents were intentionally discouraged from send-
ing their youngsters there over a period of 3 or 4 years. They felt
that that was a movement toward being able to say 'Look, we have
a declining enrollment; therefore, it should be closed and sold."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. CRAIG. SO you had already, for a period of several months.,
been involved in discussions with the Collier people?

Mr. HORN. All the discussions
Mr. CRAW. And you had approached them on the potential avail-

ability of this property?
Mr. HORN. No, they approached us.
Mr. Camci. Well, they had approached you on the Cypress prop-

erty.
Mr. HORN. They had also approached us about the Phoenix prop-

erty, because they had gotten notice of itas a matter of fact, they
asked us "What about this Phoenix property? I read this Senate

........_tommittee report that says this school ought to be closed. Isn't that
located on acreage in downtown Phoenix?'

Mr. CRAIG. I'M glad you clarified that because I was not clear, in
your earlier statement, whether your approached them or they ap-

_ proached you specific to the Phoenix property.
Mr. Holm Not having done a lot of negotiations in Arizona or

ever being involved with the BIA education programs, I have to
confess I was not aware that there was a place called the Phoenix
school or the Phoenix school property until it was brought to my
attention by the Colliers after they found out about it through this
Senate appropriations report.

Mr. CWG. And from that point forward you then began your
work with the Collier people and the city of Phoenix to see if some
arrangement could be brought about?

Mr. HORN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAIG. All during the time that you had discussions with the

city of Phoenix, did they register their desire to lay claim, if you
will, to a certain portion of the property, or--

Mr. HORN. The mayor made very clear, I think in our first con-
versations, his proposal that the entire 100-plus acres should be
provided to the city for park and recreation purposes.

Mr. CRAIG. Given to the city?
Mr. Holm. Yes.
Mr. CRAIG. I see.
As the mayor testified earlier, the city, or the citizens of the city,

earl3r on participated in moneys that would go to the acquisition of
the lands for the Indian school a good many years ago. I can under-
stand why Phoenix wants it. I won't argue that. But I guess I'm a
little surprised that they lay the claim they lay almost as if they
own it, or they should own it. I know what cities do to promote eco-
nomic growth, and they will participate from time to time, or city
fathers will, or industrial development corporatons, will provide
land or make land available. Obviously, over a long period of time,
the city of Phoenix has gained benefit by the presence of this
Indian school.

How many employees has the Indian school historically had on
the property; do you know that?

Mr. HORN. That I don't know, and I would have to provide that
information.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.Mr. Horn subsequently supplied the following
infortnation:]

The Phoenix Indian Sehool was founded over 90 year,4 ago, so providing the em-
ployee figures for all those years would be extensive. If we go back 10 years. 1977-
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78, there were 167 positions allocated and 645 students, for a ratio of 3.9 to 1. In
1981-82, there were 122 positions available and 483 students, for a ratio of 3.9 to 1.
This year, there are 44 positions for 170 students, for a ratio of 3.8 to 1. (Staff posi-
tions include the dormitory personnel for students that live on-campus.)

Mr. CRAIG. Do you know how many dollars the Indian school has
contributed to the city of Phoenix' economic base over nearly 100
years?

Mr. Root. I could get you the information on the operating
budget and what that transWtes into in terms of dollars-

Mr. Camo. Because I assume they buy most of their goods and
services out of the Phoenix area

Mr. -Howl. I presume, if people live there, and the students are
there, that they do.

Mr. CRMG. Now, do the employees of the school live on the prop-
erty or live within the commtmity, do you know?

Mr. HORN. That, sir, I don't know.
Mr. CRAM. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that's a side note of

some importance, because obviously this school has been of eco-
nomic benefit to the community and certainly a benefit to the stu-
dents who have attended it. And it is Federal property. I think my
colleague from Arizona mentioned earlier that this committee
looks pretty closely, if you will, at the gifting of property or the
granting of rights of property to both public and private entities

. based on value.
Now, you cited a specific law. We in the West are very familiar

with that law, because many of our communities are considerably
landlocked by public lands. For any kind of growth and expansion,
oftentimes if s necessary to see if public land is available, for what-
ever reason. But in most instances that I'm aware of, that land is
not valued at millions of dollars per acre. In most occasions that I
have had experience on this committee in which we have done
thatand we have, on a variety of occasions, when municipalities
or States approached us for making public lands available, those
dollar values were considerably less, some of them $15, $20, $40,
$50, $100 an acre, especially in the West and Southwest where we
deal oftentimes with arid land.

But here we're dealing with millions, or nearly millions, of dol-
lars per acre. I find it very interesting that we have here testimony
that deems there is almost a moral obligation by the Government
to grant some $20 million worth of valuable property to the city of
Phoenix when they have historically gained what I will think dem-
onstrates substantial benefit by its presence. Obviously, the city fa-
thers of nearly 100 years ago thought that or they wouldn't have
participated as aggressively as they did in gaining those properties.

One last question of you, Mr. Horn. I sense, by your turning,
reaching and putting on the table substantial volumes of effort, a
bias on your part. Now, I guess I wouldn't criticize you for that, but
I think it's important for the record. You have invested a phenome-
nal amount of time, your staff has invested a phenomenal amount
of time, in the effort with the Collier group. I can appreciate that,
and we would want you to do that, because this is valuable proper-
ty and the properties that would potentially be acquired are dem-
onstrating their own value.
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But I would hope that, for the sake of equity, as I think my col-
league from Arizona has referenced, that we see a similar kind of
effort placed on the Phelps Dodge proposal so that we can have a
clear and objective view. 'We would expect that when that is done
you would arrive at an opinion and present that opinion to the
committee. But I have a feeling that we're already getting an opin-
ion based on a very extensive review of the Collier proposal and a
cursory glance at the late coming Phelps Dodge proposal.

Reaction?
Mr. HORN. Yes, sir. I think we gave the Phelps Dodge proposal a

full and fair consideration. We reviewed it using the same criteria
--- --that we applied to the Collier proposal.

Let me just comment on that very briefly. Let's start with the
environmental component. All of our land-managitig Agencies, and
specifically the two that I overseethe National Park Service and
t e Fish and Wildlife Serviceroutinely maintain priority systems.
We keep tabs on areas that we think ought to be added to the park
and refuge systems, including inholdings or expansion areas that
we think are environmentally desirable. It is relatively easy for us
to ask our Agencies, when someone tenders us a piece of land, "Do
you want it, how much do you want it, how does this stack up na-
tionally?"

Both of the Bureaus that I oversee can tell you categorically that
the Florida lands are at the very top of the hst. We have been en-
gaged in a long-time effort. Congress, dating back even before the
efforts on Big Cypress in 1974, has had a long term interest. It is
Congress that also appropriated the additional moneys to start the
Florida Panther Refuge in the last few years, and we could com-
plete it with this exchange.

These lands in Florida, when compared under any objective re-
source criteria, are far more environmentally, significant than the
lands being offered to us by Phelps Dodge. I have indicated that we
are interested in the Gray Ranch property and we would like to
pursue it with Phelps Dodge, but our interest is not so high nor of
sufficient magnitude that we want to substitute the Phelps Dodge
proposal for the Colliers' because we think, by any objective stand-ard

Mr. CRAIG. We're not asking you to do that.
Mr. HORN. Well, we think
Mr. CRAIG. Or I'm not, at least.
Mr. HORN. We're here, in our mind, to make a recommendatic

of choice. We have looked at both. Based on the environmental cri-
teria, we think the Florida lands are more important, although we
also like the New Mexico lands.

Based on the cash criteria, I think it's very simplewe're talking
about $15 million of cash equalization payment as opposed to some-
where around $40.-$45 million or up to $48 million. I think the
level of flexibility provided to Congress with $45 million is a lot
better than $15 million.

Lastly, we looked at local concerns. I think we can discuss the
accommodation of the Arizona interests, but the fact that 99 per-
cent of the Phelps Dodge land is in New Mexico brings in a whole
new player. We have had expressions of opposition from interests
in New Mexico, and concerns have been raised by elements of the

t



State government about the impact on their mineral estate owner-
ship in the Gray Ranch area. So there are local concerns there. We
think we have accommodated the local concerns in Florida; we
don't know where we stand on the local concerns in New Mexico.

So based on those simple objective criteria, we have come to the
conclusion, which we think is readily apparent, that the Collier
package is a better arrangement environmentally, from a cash per-
spective, and because of the local concerns affected.

Mr. CRAIG. You spent how many months on the Collier package
to date?

Mr. HORN. About 18 months.
Mr. CRAIG. How many months on the Phelps Dodge package?
Mr. HORN. We got the Phelps Dodge proposal 5 or 6 weeks ago.
Mr. Clam. So it's 18 montbs versus 5 to 6 weeks of appraisal,

evaluations, and direct consideration.
Mr. Holm. Mr. Chairman, no matter how much we look at the

Phelps Dodge land, our resource managers are going to come to the
seine conclusion. We may settle the enormous disparity of value
problem that we have and we may finally negotiate that the Gray
Ranch is worth $32 millionwe think it's worth $22 million and
they say it's worth $68 million, but we can resolve some of those
-issues. We could spend months negotiating the contracts. We could
spend months doing the legislative EIS.

I think I can assure you that the resources managers, the Na-
tional Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service, are going to
come back time after time and say, on a national scale of signifi-
cance the Everglades properties are more environmentally signifi-
cant than the properties in New Mexico. I don't think that's going
to change.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Secretary, I would have to
agree that a panther has a great deal more appeal to it than the
ndge nosed rattlesnake, just from the aesthetics of something fuzzy
and warm versus something rather sinister that rattles. But I
would expect that we would have a broad-based objective view and
no prejudgment.

Mr. HORN. As I said, I asked the Service when the Phelps Dodge
package came in. I asked the Director of the Fish and Wildlife
Service, "I know you've been interested in the Gray Ranch proper-
ty. How does it stack up?" He said, "We're interested in the Gray

we would like to acquire it, but we think the stuff in Flori-
da is far more significant, far more valuable. It's under siege be-
cause of the growing population threats, and if you ask us which
one we want first, we want Florida first."

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much.
Two quick 9uestions, Mr. Chairman, because I see we have a Sen-

ator in our midst, and the chairman of the committee, and I'm sure
their interests are much more direct than mine because of the
presence of this.

Mr. Lindsey, you mentioned a desire for about 16.8 acres. Do you
have a schematic plan, or does the Veterans' Administration have
a schematic plan, as to what those acreages would be utilized for at
the current time? You talked about a lot of facilities and things.

Mr. LINDSEY. We do have such a plan. We can provide it for the
record. It was developed by the VA Medical Center in Phoenix.
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Mr. CRAIG. How much of that land would be used for parking
space?

Mr. LINDSEY. A considerable amount of land would be used for
parking space. see if I have a number on that.

Approximately 8 acres. I'm going to verify that for you, though.
Mr. Qum. I guess my only question there, because I knew it was

sizable,- it was nearly half. In land that's worth upwards of $1 mil-
lion an acre, I'm amazed that the Administration is contemplating,
I would have to think, surface level parking versus highrise park-
ing. You are anticipating surface level parking, I understand.

Mr. LINDSEY, The VA Medical Center's proposal was for surface
_parking, and that's why I made the comment that the 16.8 acres
was optimal. The effectiveness and the efficiency of a parking
garage versus surface parking is something we have to take into
consideration, obviously.

Mr. CRAIG. I appreciate that. But I know on a lot less valuable
lands in urban areas the choice is made to go to multilevel parking
simply because of the value of the acreage, some of it no where
near worth a milion-plus an acre.

Mr. LINDSEY. We understand that.
Mr. CRAIG. I would think that would have to be a consideration.
Has any discussion been presented byand I guess this would go'

back to Mr. Hornany discussion presented by BIA as it relates to
the Phelps Dodge proposal of a 21 percent interest in the commer-
cial development of the property for the Indians?

14r. HORN. No. I've heard rumors about different equity interests
that may be provided. The proposal that we received from Phelps
Dodge called for a simple $15 million cash equalization payment,
and that was the extent of what we reviewed. Based on that, As-
sistant Secretary Swimmer's review was that it was better to go
with a proposal that offered over $40 million as opposed to $15 mil-
lion in cash, because that would provide additional flexibility to
Congress that might be expressed in terms of earmarking funds for
Indian education purposes.

Mr. CRAIG. Fine. Thank you.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Udall.
The CHAIRMAN. I will have to leave again in a few minutes for a

vpte due to occur at 11 o'clock. I just wanted to acknowledge the
presence in the hearing today of our senior Senator, Dennis DeCon-
cini, who will be sitting in as much as he can today.

I have a statement from Senator Jeff Bingaman, the junior Sena-
tor from New Mexico, who expresses support for the Phelps Dodge
Development proposal and asks that it be given adequate consider-
ation. I ask that statement be entered in the record.

Mr. MILLER. Without objection, that will be put in the record in
its entirety, as will all of the statements from the Arizona delega-
tion.

(Prepared statement of Mr. Bingaman follows:)



Statement of Senator Jeff Bingaman
The House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee
July 30, 1987.

,; ,thank the Chairman for holding this hearing, to review

the alternative exchange proposals that have been presented

:.to _the Congress related to the Phoenix Indian School property

in Arizona. I believe it is important for the Congress as

well as the Secretary of Interior to carefully review the

various proposals before any final decision on the

disposition of the Indian School land is made.

Mr. Chairman, T am concerned that the Secretary of

Interior has not given due consideration to the proposal

offered by the Phelps Dodge Development Corporation. I have

reviewed this specific proposal and it is clear that the

corporation is prepared to offer significant holdings of

environmentally sensitive lands in the Southeast, and

substantial monetary benefits for acquiring a portion of the

Indian School property.

I am very familiar with the New Mexico lands proposed to

be exchanged by Phelps Dodge. These include 301,674 acres

which comprise the Gray Ranch and the Gray Ranch Foothills,

and 5,160 acres of Alamos Hueco lands. I recognize that
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_there is concern over the large amount of land that would be

removed from, private ownership. further understand that.

the Corporation is seeking to resolve any resource conflicts

_on_these lands, -- including the potential for loss of grazing .

and subsurface mineral rights -- with the appropriate state

and local officials and private landowners. I have

encouraged the corporation to meet with all interested

parties and address those concerns.

ne.ur-tiltiaa-sit-Erszatiaal

Let me briefly explain the significant features of the

lands being offered. The Gray Ranch and Gray Ranch Foothills

encompasses the entire Animas Mountains and Animas Valley.

The area supports the greatest'eoncentration of state and

federally listed endangered species in New Mexico. This area

has more species of Mammals than an s. national park or

wildlife refuge in the United States (75 species), one-fourth

of New Mexico's 4000 plant species, 30 percent of New Mexico

breeding bird species, one fifth of the state's reptiles and

amphibian and outstanding short grass prarrie.

The Alamo Hueco lands are within the Alamo Hueco

Wilderness Study Area. The WSA contains special ecological,

cultural and scenic features. The mountains of the area are

a biologically unique area in which many Mexican species

reach their northern limits. The scenery, geology,
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"4-

vegetation, wildlife and cultural values of these mountains

result in an exceptional primitive recreation resource. The

BLM has been unable to recommend the area for wilderness due

'-to -the private in-holdings. This exchange would subsantially

eliminate the in-holding issue.

Conclusioa

I urge the Committee and the Secretary of Interior to

review this proposal with the same thoroughness as the

_Florida land exchange alternative. I believe this proposal

allows flexibility for the Administration and the Congress in

resolving the needs of competing interests and merits careful

consideration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

,)
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The CmustizAsz. And I have a letter in which I would like the
same treatment given from the Chairman 'of the House Public
Works Commtitee, James Howard of New Jersey. He says that the
ovezsight responsibilities require him to request that in the event
the Interior Committee should decide in favor of the Florida prop-
erty, he would ask that the sequential referral of any enabling leg-
islation be made to his committee so that they can clarify the high-
way aspects of this transaction.

Mr. MILLEE. Without objection, that communication will also be
placed in the record of this morning's hearing.

[ThnTozi's xorx.At time of printing, Mr. Howard had not yet
supplied the above-mentioned letter. When received, that letter
vvill be placed in the committee's files of today's hearing.]

The CILluRRIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Mirs,Eii. Mr. Horn, what is the event that's going to take

place to generate the cash for the Colliers to make that part of the
payment?

Mr. Hoax. Some portion of their cash may come from the 1-75
severance procedures that started this entire Big Cypress expan-
sion effort some years ago. They are constructing an interstate
highway, basically taking a road known as "Alligator Alley" and
upgrading it to an interstate. In the process, they are severely re-
stricting access of that road under the standard highway proce-
dures. The landowners along that area who now have access to
their property which will be severed by the new highway are enti-
tled to some measure of severance damages.

For example, on the 70,000-acre Big gypress north parcel, we get
that land in the exchange for $26.6 million because that's the post-
severance value of the land. This is one of the reasons Florida has
been so interested in pushing this exchange. It permits us to ac-
quire the land at a substantially reduced cost because of the dimin-
ished property values attendant to the severance process. Those
landowners along 1-75 who suffer severance losses get paid sever-
ance damages by the Florida DOT.'

Mr. MILLER. What's the source of the Florida moneys that---
Mr. HORN. I don't know how the highway payment process

works. I presume it's some mix of Federal and State dollars.
Mr. MILLER Well, I would request that you supply that for the

committee for the record. Chairman Howard conveyed his concerns
to me yesterday and I think it's important that we know that. I
also think it's important whether or not we're finding out we're
using Federal dollars to buy a Federal school. That concerns me.

[Emma's NOTE.-Mr. Horn subsequently supplied the following
information:]
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Since the highway is an interstate, 90 percent of the funds are federal, 10 percent
axe State.

The Collier a have two parcels of land involved in this exchange.

Parce1155: Value of land
Compensation for
1.0 ms of access

Total

Parcal156 value of land
Lois of access

Total

$ 91,200

$14,3491000

$14,440,200

$ 91,250
$14,055,100

$14,146,350

Total. payment to Collier $28,586,550

Federal Portion
State Portion

$25,727,995
$ 2,958,655

2
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Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you this also.
Your statement earlier, I believe, to Congressman Craig was that

there was no formal public notice of the intent t sell this property;
is that accurate?

Mr. Hoax. There is no intent to sell. There has been no formal
notice, nothing published in the Federal Register. What we had
was a proposal brought to us. We looked at it and concluded it was
worth pursuing. We made it clear from the outset that not only
would congressional action be required to effectuate the exchange
but also congressional action had to be taken to close the school,
which is the fundamental predicate before anything can proceed.

-Then we began notifying the Congressthe authorizing committees
and Lidividuals in the different delegationswell over 1 year ago
when the discussions were in an early stage. Ever since that point
we have worked very closely to keep all the members of the Floridaand

Mr. MILLER. I understand that.
It would seem to me that it would be logical, in the position of

your fiduciary relationship here, if you will, that a formal notice to
get the widest possible circulation of the availability of this land
--would be in the interest of the taxpayers. Then you might want to
start from there to determine whether or not you wanted to make
some substitutions with the Inocurement of lands.

I agree with you, the desirability of the Everglades land or the
Gray Ranch or whatever else is out there in that sort of inventory
that revolves through the Department of lands that we're interest-
ed in. But why wouldn't we go out and try to find out what the real
value and what the interestat least the interestis of this piece
of property on the open market?

Mr. HORN. The standard procedure would be to close the school,
then excess the property through the General Services Administra-
tion, and put it out for bid, under the standard arrangements. That
was obviously an option that we discussed internally. There are
elements within the Administration who strongly preferred that
course of action as a way to generate dollars.

Mr. Musa. Are you saying that's the only option?
Mr. HORN. That's the only option that we have under existing

law. The only other options we have require special acts of Con-
gress and that's why we're here. The proposed disposition of this
property through a land exchange requires an act of Congress. If
we were to do it administratively, we would close the school, after
receiving congressional concurrence, excess it, give it to GSA, and
they would put it up on the block and sell it to the highest bidder
without regard to what the city's concerns were, without regard to
what our concerns were.

Mr. MILLER Then what you're telling me is you do not have in
your inventory of procedures that you could publicly notice the
intent to close in the future the Phoenix Indian School, and the
possible disposition of land, and you expect an orderly closure of
that school over a period of time and all interested parties that
may be interested in participating come forward, you don't have
the ability to do that; but you have the ability to go out and negoti-
ate with a single entity?

't
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Mr. HORN. We did publicly notice that the BIA has released a
report recommending that the school be closed. That was a public
document, well circulated and provided to Congress at its request.
As I indicated previously, when the discussions were in their veryearliest

Mr. Mu= Mr. Horn, you just testified earlier that you appar-
ently worked in Arizona for some time and didn't know the Phoe-
nix school existed.

Mr. Hoax. That's correct.
Mr. Miwcz. So the notice that you're going to close the Phoenix

school may not mean a lot. A lot of people might think the Phoenix
school is a 1-room schoolhouse as opposed to 100 acres in downtown
Phoenix.

Mr. HORN. After we began the discussions, we then at a very
early stage came up to alert the affected delegations that we had a
-proposal. The proposal was content on arrangements, notice

. MILLER. Mr. Horn, we're Wking about the public, not mem-
bers of the delegation. Most of us aren't going to p t ether a
syndicate to buy the school. We're talking about noti,fiz lf the
public and interested possible investors, people who wow nter-
ested in the development of this property.

Mr. HORN. There was no formal Federal Register notice that we
were interested. There was quite a degree of public notice through
the media, through the statements on and attention to the propos-
al. I think most folks knew about this because I know we enter-
tained a lot of inquiries about it.

Mr. MILLER. How many inquiries?
Mr. Hoax. I would hate to think of the number of phone calls,

questions and inquiries I've received about different pro
asking what are you doing, what's involved. We had a number of
entities come to us and ask what is this all about.

Mr. Muss. What were the discussions that were carried on with
the BIA?

Mr. Hoax. When the Colliers approached us, with their second
approach, they brought to our attention the language in the Senate
appropriations report about closing the school. They asked if this
property would become available if this were to occur. We asked
INA and they said yes, if this were to occur, the property would
become available. As you know, it would then normally go through
the GSA program unless some other disposition were provided for
by an act of Congress.

We then notified the Colliers that we could discuss prospective
arrangements but that nothing could take force and effect. We
could make no binding commitments because the ability to execute
any exchange or even take a proposal to Congress was contingent
first of all on a recommendation to close the school. Of course, that
recommendation was provided some tune ago. Upon receipt of that
recommendation, Congress took specific action to say that the De-
partment does not have the administrative authority to close the
school, that it would take an Act of Congress as well. That is why
this entire arrangement has been brought to the congressional
arena. Closing the school and disposing of the property other than
through the standard GSA program will require particular acts of
Congress.
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Mr. Muss:, I guess what concerns me is that this is theoretically
an asset that belongs to the BIA. It belongs to the Federal Govern-
ment, obviously, but it's a BIA asset. I'm a little disturbed that
somehow the decision was made that we wou:d go out and acquire
endangered lands, and I don't see that serious consideration was
given to whether or not this could be used along the same lines
that we would offset some other cost that might be associated with
the mahitenance and operation of the BIA.

I notice in the narrative the suggestion is that when this school
.is closed some of these students will then go to schools on the
Papago Reservation and on one of the other reservations.

I had the opportunity since to spend a fair amount of time on the
Papago Reservation out of Santa Rosa at one of the high schools
there, I looked at a high school that had in many instances very
good amnesties equipment, no instructor, and could not be user!. A
marvelous music room with equipment, no instructor, couldn't be
used. Chemistry labs without sufficient equipment that couldn't be
used. I am terribly disturbed that the BIAI certainly have the
impression that they've been shunned aside in this debate and
we'Ale made a decision, or at least your Department has made a de-
cision, that the paramount use for whatever resources are derived
from the closure of the school and the sale of this land is that it's
going to go to the acquisition of other lands. That concerns me a
great deal.

You know, we see people in public office and elsewhere, with
members of the private sector communities come forward and
guarantee a college education to students who graduate, who qual-
ify for college, and yet, when you look at all of the statistics around
Indian children, forget college. It's juat whether they graduate
from high school. It's devastating. The notion thatwell, l don't
know if it's a notion. I guess I'm asking you. But as I have followed
this now over a period of months, I don't get any suggestion that
the BIA has been placed on equal footing with the Colliens or the
Everglades.

Mr. HORN. Mr. Chairman, as I indicated, we did not proceed be-
cause we were not in any position to make any recommendation
about pursuing an exchange until we had a departmental/BIA rec-
ommendation, and that recommendation was to close the school.

Now, one of the other factors, and I thirk the most important
that, we pursued in our discussions with the Colliers, was to ensure
there was b isically a 50-50 split between land and cash equaliza-
tion payment. We wanted to make sure that there was a very large
sum of funds, some equity, so that funds could be available for ap-
propriate disposition by Congress. If Congress so decides, those
moneys can be made available to help Indian education pmgrams.
That's one of the advantages we see in the Collier proposal as op-
posed to the Phelps Dodge pmposal, where you have almost a 70-30
split.

Mr. MILLER. With all due respect, you have taken out 50 percent
of the money, and you have taken it in-kind, ar.d you have decided
for submission to us that that's going to be dedicated to the aquisi-
tion of land. Then you have said, "Well, if you ever figure it out in
the future, Congress, you can figure out what to do about the Indi-
ans." What I'm suggesting is perhaps that half of the money could
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have easily have been dedicated to trust funds in the improvement
of Indian education, and then the other half could have come and
you could have said, "Congress, if you want to figitre it out, here's
an inventory of lands that we're interested in." Those are two
ferent

fir:Les. st.Mr. rees, sir. The Bureau's recommendations, and what is
driving their entire operation of the education programs, obviously,

_ includ,es a request for appropriated funds that they think are suffi-
cient to administer the education program in an appropriate fash-
ion. They have recommended that this particular school be closed

--as no longer necessary to provide appropriate education for Indian
students in the Southwest, basically, that it is no longer needed.

Mr. Baum I understand that, and I'm not quarreling with that
decision. I don't know enougl" about that decision. I'm not quarrel-
ing with that.

Mr. HORN. But they have also gone the extra step. My under-
standing is that the Bureau's position is that we are ruesting
adequate funding through the normal budget process to take care
of the Indian education programs.

Mr. MILLER. With all due respect, I don't believe that, OK? But
that's a difference of opinion.

Mr. HORN. Well, you know, I don't run those programs
Mr. MILLER. And I have listened to Fish and Wildlife and others

tell me that they have sufficient funds for acquisition of land and
for the protection of lands. We've heard that from time to time in
the budget submissions around here, except now we find out that,
even though you have sufficient funds in each and every budget re-
quest, you have now gone to the $50 million for this purpose, the
exact purpose for which you have sufficient funds.

You know, I think at some point that ecology is a human ecolo-
gy, too. I think when we see the kind of devastation that's taking
place and that we have an oyportunity, that some consideration
has got to be given to that. Fm just questioning whether or not
that is the same consideration that's been given to the notion that
we're going to purchase the lands.

Let me ask you another question. The mayor is obviously of
strong mind that this 20 acres is key to the city's acceptance and
cooperation in this transaction. I worry that Congress has been
placed a little bit in a bootstrapping operation. But as I read what
is called this summary of agreement among the United States, Col-
lier Enterprises, and the Barron Collier Company, section D of
thisI think it's a 5- or 6-page summary. I don't know whose it is;
I don't know if it's the Department's or if it's Colliers.

It says, "The exchange agreement provides for a 20-acre contigu-
ous parcel located along the northern border of the site shall be
conveyed to the city for the use of a park, unless the Congress in
ratifying legislation identifies other acreage." I just want to make
sure the view here isn't that we're locked in to this 20 acres, other
than what the political beliefs and problems are within the city of
Phoenix and the delegation and all that, that there's nothing in
this agreement that locks us into the conveyance of that 20 acres.

Mr. HORN. Congress is not locked into anything. The contractual
arrangement and the agreements that we have reached respective-
ly amongst ourselves, Colliers and the city, would provide 20 acres

gs2
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of the property to the city without charge. As I said, we did that
because of the precedent in the GSA program for providing these

c discount conveyances, the history of the city and the contri-
ution it made in the 1890's, and our desire to accommodate the

city's, what we think are, legitimate open-space interests.
Now. obviously, whatever we send up in the form of a proposal is

complet,'-, open to changes by Congress in whatever fashion it
deems appropriate. -We think that the appropriate balancing of
local and national interests is to accommote the city with this 20

_
acres, take about 50 percent of the remaining Federal value in land
in the Everglades, and have the other 50 percent in cash for appro-
priate disposition by Congress. We're just trying to work out a bal-
ance.

Mr. MILLER. We have a vote on, and my understanding is either
the chairman or Mr. Qunpbell will be rotating over here. So what I
would like to do is recognize Mr. Richardson, a member of the com-
mittee. We'll go vote. I would like at that opportunity to give Sena-
tor DeQincini and Senator McCain an opportunity to ask questions
in our absence. I assume that the Democrats will protect the com-
mittee here and you guys won't run away and make a deal while
we're gone, right?

[Laughter.]
I ought to have my head examined, leaving two Senators in con-

trol of this committee, but--
[Laughter.]
Congressman Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, like many of my colleagues, I just want to reiter-

ate the concerns that some have made, especially Mr. Rhodes, that
the Phelps Dodge proposal get serious and thorough review by your
department, Mr. Horn. I know it was submitted a little bit late.
But I am particularly concerned because their proposal includes
over 300,000 acres in New Mexico that will include some of the
most environmentally sensitive lands in the Southwest. The bulk of
these lands, as you know, are part of the Gray Ranch in the south-
west part of the State. I have seen some of this ranch, and I think
it would be of great benefit for the American public to acquire the
land.

I think we are also going to be hearing some testimony from an
eminent archeologist that the ranch contains several significant ar-
cheological sites, two of which might be deserving of national
monument status, and such sites might be looted or destroyed if
they remained in private hands.

As for the disposition of the cash payment, let me associate
myself with Mr. Miller, that I think as part of the exchange I
would like to see some of this money go to help the effected chil-
dren and tribes and perhaps to build a new school.

I want to ask just one question, Mr. Horn, and that is the matter
of equity. Do we have your assurance that the Phelps Dodge pro-

will get serious consideration, or have you made up your
mind and are you confronting us with a conclusive decision? If
that's the case, when I might just judge, on the basis of this hear-
ing and the process, that maybe you concluded something without
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adequate review, therefore, that would concern me in approving
your request.

Mr. HORIC Sir, as I indicated, we have had a number of review
criteria. The first predicate that affects both properties, of course,
is whether the school gets closed, and that's a decision for Con-
gress. The second predicate is that thtire be equal value transacted
between the parties. As I indicated, all of our indications are that
there is significant value disparity in the Phelps Dodge proposal
between their valuation of the land and our valuation. They're tell-
ing us that the land they have offered up is worth approximately

-$10 million. We have looked at it and we don't think the land is
worth more than about $20 million at the outside. So we have a
substantial gap there, which means it's not possible for us to satis-
fy that fundamental equal-value predicate.

One criterion was environmental sficance. The Gray Ranch
property is important and we would like to acquire it. I have so in-
dicated to Phelps Dodge. But my two bureausthe Fish and Wild-
life 'Service, primarilytold me, on the record, that the Gray
Ranch is an important piece of property but it is not as environ-
mentally significant as the lands that we would prospectively ac-
quire from Colliers in South Florida. Based on environmental re-
source criteria, the service would like us to go after the Florida
lands as the preferred course of action now.

The second criterion we looked at was the cash payment, so we
could provide flexibility to Qmgress. There the difference is be-
tween $15 million and somewhere between, let's say, $40-$48 mil-
lion. Obviously, $40-$48 million provides additional flexibility to
Congress.

The third criterion is a combination of local concerns. Phelps
Dodge is not as far along with the city of Phoenix as Collier is.
Moreover, New Mexico would be a new player; we have received
indications of some concerns from the State because the State ap-
parently has some mineral ownership in the Gray Ranch area. We
don't know what impact that has on future management or value.
We know that the Farm and Ranch Bureau has come out in opposi-
tion to this land transaction. We don't have the same level of local
accommodation in New Mexico, for example, that we have in Flori-
da.

Based on those criteria and those facts, which we have tried to
put together objectively, we have come to the conclusion that the
Caier proposal is the better proposal and is the one that we think
is worth pursuing.

I would like to work with Phelps Dodge. We hope to work with
them in the future on the Gray Ranch property, but basically on a
different track, under a different type of strategy.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, I know the State of New Mexico will be
testifying, and it's my view they have expressed some concerns
about mineral rights. We obviously would be concerned up here,
too. But I don't think you should judge on the basis of early re-
sponse from anyone, even members of the congressional delega-
tions, that this matter should be settled. I hope that possibly
Phelps Dod,ge will come up with a revised proposal. I don't know.
But I just don't want you to close your mind. I think we have to
protect the American people, we have to protect these children, we



have to protect the land, and maybe you have gone through 11/2
years with the Florida people and maybe the negotiations have
bwn all right. But if you get a better deal, and if there is a better
national interest, and if you can protect the children and the land
and others, you should do what is in the national interest. The na-
tional interest is dermed by all those qualities that I listed.

So all I am urging you is to keep your mind open and let Phelps
Dodge get an even shot. That's all I'm asking.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have to run off and vote.
Mr. CAmeax.u. [presiding]. Senator McCain.
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. Chairman, I think Senator DeConcini might

have ascendancy here.
Mr. CAMPBELL. All right.
Mr. DeCoPtcmt. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and I thank my col-

league. We both have to go to an Indian Affairs Committee at
12:30, so I am going to be very short.

Let me just say that I want to thank Chairman Miller and Chair-
man Udall for this opportunity. I think it's very positive. I want to
thank also Mr. Horn. I think he has done a very outstanding job,
Mr. Chairman, in sifting through what I considered at first blush,
as Senator Goldwater and I both said in the joint statement over
1% years ago, that we don't want any foreigners telling us what to
do with the Indians, with the veterans, and with this city of Phoe-
nix land. Indeed, he has worked out a proposal here that has a lot
of merit to it.

I want the committee record to show that it has been the delega-
tion's position that the primary concern here is the education of
the native Americans, of the Indians that are involved in this prop-
erty. All the negotiations that have been going on with Mr. Horn
and the Collier people, and would go on if there were further nego-
tiations with Phelps _e or any ,bW37 else, that has always been
the primary interest, fin ing a proper, adequate education system
for the Indian children that are there now and those that might
come. That will always, as far as this Senator is concerned, be the
primary interest. If we can't do that, I'm not interested in closing
that school, and I'm not interested in having it developed, I'm not
interested in having the veterans get any of it, and I'm not inter-
ested in having the city of Phoenix get any of it. So that, to me, is
important, that we are past that stage.

I think everybody understands that, whatever comes about, if
you go with the Phelps Dodge proposal, there's going to be $15 mil-
lion for a new school, and they may offer some equity interest in
their project. If you go with the Florida proposal, you're going to
have $45 million for Indian education, for new schools, and perhaps
ari endowment fund to maintain that school. So we have not at all,
I think, forgotten about our primary responsibility.

No. 2, I want to indicate that I hope that Mr. Horn will look at
the Phelps Dodge proposal, assuming it's any different than what
you have already seen. I have been told by them that they have an
equity proposal in there for the Indians' interestsand what it is, I
don't know the details. Apparently it was not in the original pro-
posal to you, and that's unfortunate. But I think that is very im-
portant. I think you have got an opportunity to pick between two
outstanding citizens who have an economic interest to gain from
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here and to provide for the best interests of the native American
school children, and, of course, for the veterans, and to help the
city of Phoenix have some enjoyment of that property.

just for the record, you know, peopio nmd to be reminded that
in Arizona only 15 percent of our entirt State is privately owned
land. So we are at the so-called mercy and the pleasure of Congress
and the Federal Government to work with us, but in that working
we have not abandoned the Indian education purpose. I think Mr.
Horn has done a very good job in dealing wi h that, as has both the
developer groups that are here.

So, Mr. Chairman, I have a lot more I could say here. I do want
to thank you, Chairman Campbell, for your time in holding these
hearings, and Chairman Miller for his time in it, and, of course,
Chairman Udall. Thank you. And I thank my colleague from Arizo-
na.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, too, Senator DeConcini, for bringing
into focus something that I have been concerned with and have
been pretty articulate about, and thank you for appearing here.

Senator McCain.
Mr. McCAm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would also like to as-

sociate myself with the remarks that my colleague so eloquently
stated. I k.now that he and I speak for the entire delegation and, in
fact, I think for a majority of the citizens of Arizona, that the

Indian interests have been and will remain primary in whatever
discussions or agreement that we reach. I think it is important that
we keep that in mind.

Mr. Chairman, I know you have a long list of witnesses. I hope to
be back after an Indian Affairs Committee hearing over on my
side. I would like, however, to make a few remarks in the hopes
ofand I've been here all morning nowto put perhaps some of
what has been said in some perspective.

First of all, Secretary Horn, I think you deserve great credit for
your work on this issue. I think you have made an honest and
good-faith effort to try and get this issue resolved. It was placed in
your hands and I think you have done a very fine job, not only
from the standpoint of trying to reach an equitable decision, but in
keeping the Arizona delegation informed of what you're doing, not
only on this but other issues.

Now I would like to make a few points. I think it's important to
the State of New Mexico that the Phelps Dodge offer, in which a
large percent of it is involved, be well heard, not only the State au-
thorities but also the Congressman in whose district this lies, Con-
gressman Skeen. I would be very interested in having the commit-
tee hear his views on the Phelps Dodge offer.

I also hope, Secretary Horn, that you will respond to the letter of
July 16 which Phelps Dodge has sent you, and I hope you will give
every consideration to the points that they raise in their letter to
you and keep me and other members of the committee informed as
to your response.

I think it's important to recognizeand I have been involved in
this issue for a number of years nowthat it was well known that
the Phoenix Indian School was intended to be closed. I don't think
that was ever any secret. Chairman Udall and I and others stoutly
resisted that effort until such time as we were assured that ade-
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quate replacement of education facilities were being not only au-
thorized but appropriated by the Congress of the United States.

.Congressman Yates was very helpful in that effort, both for the
construction of Hopi High and Papago High School,

I think it is also clear that the Indians also deserve,.as I said, a
significant benefit as far as additional education facilities are con-
cerned out of whatever agreementis made.

I also would like to point out that it's unfortunate, but true, that
the Phoenix Indian School had changed to some degree us to its
original intention and was not providing the kind of education that

---We want any of our citizens to receive. I hope that the new facili-
ties will be somewhat different. I won't elaborate too much on that
point. .

This is Federal land. This is Federal land, I repeat. And yes, the
city of Phoenix deserves a great deal of consideration here. But I
would suggest that our veterans also deserve, right behind the Iadi-
ans, primary consideration. Mr. Lindsey, I hope that you will come
up with a plan which, as was pointed out by Congressman Craig,
.that perhaps underground parking or highrise parking can be ar-
'ranged so we can make maximum utilization of the land fer our
veterans.

I think the statement you mede is important, wh;ch graphically
describes the dranuitic increase in the veterans' population, par-
ticularly 65 and older, that the State of Arizona is going to experi-
ence, and we have an obligation to the veterans of this country to

...provide them with whatever is necessary. This is an opporti_nity
where- we can do that with federally owned land. I hope that the
city of Phoenix and everyone else receives that message loud and
clear.

I also would like to point out that the points raised by Congress-
man Miller are correct. Indians in America do not receive the kind
of education that non-Indians do. It is through the efforts of people
like Congressman Udall and Congressman Campbell and ethers
that we are making a good-faith effort in trying to make improve-
ments here. I don't see that the Phoenix Indian School particularly
bears on that problem. That problem is getting the attention of the
American people and their representatives in Congress to a crying
need for providing our native Americans with the kind of educa-
tional opportunity which we owe all Americans.

So, Secretary Horn, I think you appreciate that the opinion of
this committee is that you will gi-,ive a reevaluation of the Phelps
Dodge proposal. I hope that you will understand that the priorities
are that the Indians, veterans and the city of Phoenix and other
interests are taken into consideration sort of in that order, al-
though I'm sure that is blurred to some degree. I hope that we will
not forget that the primary purpose that we have is not for anyone
to receive particular economic benefit, although that's a nice and
pleasant side effect of the increased value of the land, but it is to
take care of all our citizens, particularly our Indians and our veter-
ans.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate your involvement
in the issue. If Secretary Horn would like to respond to any of that
diatribe, I would be appreciative of hearing it.
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Mr.. Homv. Mr. Chairman, 1 think we have made it clear from
the 'very outset, when we first came up and talked to people and
were asked what if there are other proposals? We think if we get
another proposal or if the Phelps Dodge proposal is altered so we
get lands of equal environmental significance, and we get a cash

'equalization payment that equals the size of the one from Colliers
so that we get maximum flexibility to Congress, and we can accom-
modate the local interests that the Senator just outlined, then obvi-
ously that would change the complexion of the situation.

I just think right now that we're always prepared to engage in
'open faith evaluation and we're in the process of responding to
_that July 16 letter. As I said, at this time, according to the objec-
tive criteria that we laid out, we have done the review on the
Phelps Dodge proposal, and we're neither getting lands of compara-
ble environmental significance nor getting a comparable cash pay-
ment. Of course, we also have the concerns of New Mexico that
haven't been addressed to the same degree as the concerns of Flori-
da have been. Based on that, at this time, I think we would have to
continue to recommend pursuing the Collier approach.

If, however, circumstances are materially altered to change the
impact of those criteria, or how the Phelps Dodge proposal relates
to those criteria, then obviously we would take that under review
and pass on a new evaluation to all of you.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
I assume my friends from the other House are about to abandon

me now, since I'm the only one left. Thank you very much for your
valuable insight and testimony, Senator, and I look forward to
working with you further on this.

That is all the questions we have, Secretary Horn. I might say
that I concur with both Senators, that Phelps Dodge got in a little
late, and I would appreciate your reviewing that and looking at it,
at least letting them get into a competitive posture,. had not even
seen a briefing packet, in fact, of Phelps Dodge bawl today. I just
had a few minutes to look at it while I was walking over to the
Capitol. I think they have some valid and interesting things in
there. So I would appreciate your reviewing that.

Without objection, your written testimony will be put in the
record. Thank you for appearing today.

Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LINDSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CAMPBELL. The next witnesses are Mr. Row Cawley, presi-

dent of Collier Enterprises, and Mr. Chris Monson, president of
Phelps Dodge Development Corporation, accompanied by Mr. Steve
Carothers, environmental consultant.

I have been informed that you were both listed on panel No. 3
but you don't necessarily have to sit there at the same time if you
don't want. Since you're going to be in a little bit of an adversarial
position, you might want to keep a little space there or something.

Mr. Cawley, we have a number of witnesses. If you would like to
sumbit your written testimony for the record and abbreviate or
summarize it, that would be fine.

Mr. CAWLEY. I will certainly be glad to do that, sir.
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STATEMENT OF ROY E. CAWLEY, JR., REPRESENTING THE;
BARRON COLLIER COMPANIES AND COLLIER ENTERPRISES

Mr. CAWLEY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Roy Cawley. I represent
the Barron Collier Companies and Collier Enterprises. With me
here today is Barry Collier, a representative also of Barron Collier
Companies, and John Arell, counsel to Collier Enterprises.

The Collier family, as you are aware, has owned land in south-
west Florida since the early 1900's, and that continues to be the
primary fmancial strength of their partnerships. Both of those fain-

collectively, own lands that are being considered for purposes
of this exchange.

In addition to being in the conunercial real estate development
industry, they are also involved in significant agricultural bu-
siensses, citrus production, vegetable production, cattle ranching, et
cetera, as well as certain involvements within the financial indus-
tries.

My purpose here today is to bring forth and discuss the proposal
that we have had under discussions and negotiations for some
period of time with the Department of the Interior and with re-
spective interests within the State of Arizona.

I think it is also important to point out that the State of Florida,
which has been very active in the concept of trying to obtain the
Florida lands, is an active partner, in that their legislative groups
had approved 1 year ago almost $20 million to participate in the
acquisition of the lands along with the Federal Government.

Just briefly, the way that we got here, so to speak, is when the
interstate highway was to be constructed from east to west across
the State of Florida, which connected the two interstates from
north and south on the east and west coasts, and the funds had
been made available as a function of the Federal highways tax.
The concepts came up as to what would happen with the adjacent
lands which bordered the Big Cypress National Preserve and the
Everglades National Park. With the highways going through, there
was significant concerns that potential development would then in-
trude into those lands and that the opportunity to then preserve
them and protect them may potentially be lost.

With the movement of the Federal Highway Administration and
the State Department of Transportation of Florida to proceed with
the construction of that, there was significant effort put forth by
the then Governor of the State of Florida, now Senator, Bob
Graham, to create what was later called the "Save the Everglades"
program that encompassed many of the acres that are involved in
this particular exchange.

Once it was apparent that the State of Florida was willing to
participate with the Federal Government, and that that concept
has received at least acceptance at the Secretary of the Interior
level, both from then Secretary Watt and later Secretary Clarke,
and then Secretary Hodel, we moved forward to try and create leg-
islation in cooperation with the Florida delegation. That legislation
has gone through the House and I think was reviewed by this com-
mittee in the form of KR. 184, and is currently in the Senate
under S. 90. That anticipates the expansion of the Big Cypress Na-

11
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tional Preserve, although it doesn't include all of the acres that are
proposed within the exchange.

In reviewing that potential with the Department of the Interior,
it became clear that their view was that they had significant finan-
cial constraints as it related to being.able to fund that size of acqui-
sition, and that had been occasioned by the recent passage of the
Gramm-Rudman Act, which they felt significantly inhibited their
ability to put forward to the Congress that type of request.

With that, we started to look for possible exchanges and were ad-
vised by the Department of the Interior that they had a variety of
landholdings. We then took it upon ourselves to go look at those
landholdings to determine if there was anything that may have the
size and impacts that may be necessary to equal the lands that we
conceived had significant values within Florida. In going to Phoe-
nix, we had been advised in reading .some of the press and that
there had been another developer, as I recall, David Eaton, who
had been making some proposals prior to that to developto
obtain and develop the Indian School site. And when we were ad-
vised that there was some opportunity that school might be closed,
we then proceeded to the Interior Department, as expressed by As-
sistant Secretary Horn, to see what potentials existed for that.

It was obvious to us, and it was stated to us on almost every oc-
casion, that only if the Congress were to decide that that school
was to be closed would there be any opportunity to view that, and
the mAjor consideration for that would be how the requirements
for the displaced Indian children would be taken care. So in every
instance, from the mayor and city council, from the Arizona dele-
gation, from the Department of the Interior, that was always a
paramount concept.

Once it was considered that there was a potential to create some
type .af exchange, we then went through and tried to negotiate
those agreements with the Department of the Interior. Once we
were able to at least come to some major conclusions as to how the
dollars would be exchanged, what lands were involved, we then
went through the process of discussing that with the Arizona dele-
gation and with the various other interests, including the Inter-
tribal council, the Veterans' Administration, and the mayor and
city council of Phoenix.

Again, in every instance, it was paramount that we were able to
satisfy those concerns. I think this was all brought to a significant
point in February of this year when we appeared before the sub-
committee in Phoenix and were able to present some testimony as
to the potential exchange and the concepts that surrounded that.

At that particular time I think we were given certain charges by
Chairman Udall and the committee as to what we would have to
become involved in and be associated with before this concept could
move forward. I think those charges were very precise. One was to
try and evolve a program that satisfied or attempted to satisfy the
Indian educational requirements as a function of the closing of the
school, No. 2, to rescive what kind of procedure or process would be
acceptable to e,e cit./ council and the mayor of Phoenix, and No. 3,
to recognize the interests of the Veterans' Administration in terms
of what their expansior requirements might be. We embarked on
that process directly the reafter, and I think we can say today that



we feel we have substantially accomplished what we set out to do
at that point, in cooperation with all of those groups and the nu-
merous amounts of hours of meetings and so forth that everybody
had to participate in to reach those positions.

In discussing with the Inter-tribal council the concepts that
might be available, again if the Congress decided to close the
school, it became apparent that the more capital that could be cre-
ated, that could be directed toward purposes of Indian education,
would certainly be preferable. I think that was expressed in the bill
that Chairman Udall introduced in March of this year, that set
forth the possibilities of the school being closed and half' of the land
being sold, half of the land being exchanged, and that the moneys
that were received for the sale of the half be put into a trust fund
for purposes of educational benefits for the Indian children. We
certainly endorse that and believe that a significant amount, if not
all, of those funds that would result from our exchange should be
directed in that area and recognize that it is certainly up to the
Congress to make that determination.

No. 2, we met with the city of Phoenix on numerous occasions
and tried to negotiate with them relative to their interests and
what their comfort levels would be, with a possible exchange en-
dorsement with us as potential developers of that, and went
through a very exhaustive process by which we were investigated
by representatives of the city council who came to Florida and
spent several days in talking and discussing who we were, looked
at the projects we were involved with, tried to determine what
level of commitment we had to those things that we embarked
upon, what our financial strengths were, and I believe returned
with the viewpoint that we had fulfilled all of those qualifications.
Certainly the Arizona Republic sent a team of reporters who did, in
effect, the same thing, and it may well be that in their files there's
a copy of my personal mortgage on my home. We think we went
through a fairly exhaustive and very worthwhile due diligence
period with the city.

The city also imposed upon us certain other qualifications before
they would sit down and seriously discuss with us any types of pro-
posals. They wanted to be sure that, in fact, we had a serious pro-
posal that had some merit and acceptability to the Department of
the Interior, since they did not want to waste their time on some-
thing that may not have any particular possibilities of moving for-
ward. They had always been supportive of the Inter-tribal council's
positions in terms of what they needed to obtain and wanted to
make sure that there was some concept there that would be com-
fortable. I think again that was expressed in Chairman Udall's leg-
islation that was introduced in March. They also wanted to be ab-
solutely sure we were as we had represented ourselves to be and,
therefore, wouldn't discuss any of this until their investigative
teams had confirmed that.

Once all of those things had been confirmed and they were satis-
fied that the proposals had merit and credibility, we then went
through an exhaustive planning process in terms of trying to
define how we would develop the properties, what the process
would be, and I think came up with a very unique and creative
program that seems to have satisfied them in that the city council
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and the mayor voted unanimously 1 month ago to support that par-
ticular position.

So we feel that all of the charges that were given to us in the
February hearing have been substantially satisfied. The only other
issue that we. had to deal with, which was not an Arizona issue but
was an issue that had to do with the minerals exploration stipula-
tions within the Department of the Interior agreement. We believe
they have now been satisfied with the environmental community.
and they no longer have any opposition to the way the minerals
will be explored for in the Florida lands which we will retain the
mineral interests for.

So, to our knowledge, at least, all of those charges and all of the
issues that confronted us at that particular point in time have been
satisfied to the major extent with those constituencies and we feel
the process is now in a position to where, at least in terms of our
proposal, it is able to go fbrward if the Congress makes that deter-
mination.

That is my presentation to you. I am happy to answer any ques-
tions that you might have.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Cawley, Jr., followsl
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TESTIMONY OF ROY E. CAWLEY, JR.
ON'BEHALF.OF

THE COLLIER COMPANIES
HEARINGS BEFORE THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND
INSULAR AFFAIRS -

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON

PROPOSALS FOR DISPOSITION OF
THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY

JULY 3.0, 1987

MT. Chairman, I very much appreciate the opportunity to

appear before the Committee today. My name is Roy Cawley. I

.

as, appearing before you today on behalf of the Barron Collier

Company and Collier Enterprises. The Collier Companies are two

'irlorida partnerships that manage the Assets of the Collier

family. The Collier family hak maintained extensive

landholdings in southwestern Florida, located primarily in

'Collier County, since the early part of this century. These

landholdings are the traditional financial base of the

,Companies' diversified business activities which include real

estate development, agriculture, natural resource development,

__and investment. A substantial portion of the lands owned by

Collier are adjacent to the Everglades National Park and the

Big Cypress National Preserve. The majority of the lands now

in Federal conservation units in these areas were originally

acquired from the Collier family.

My purpose here today is to present for your consideration

a proposal developed by Collier and the Department of the

Interior for disposition of the Phoenix (Arizona) Indian



Boarding:school property by means of a land exchange. The

Collier proposal was originally conceived nearly two years ago

-es a means by which the United States could acquire substantial

'.acreage in the vicinity of the Big Cypress National Preserve

---Jor-PurPgeee .of environmental protection at a time.when.

, competing needs for Federal funds strain the eovernmeht's

ability to fund major land acquisitions through the

:appropriations process.

The case for protective Federal ownership of these lands

in southwest Florida is well-established. Their acquisition

'has for several years been a high priority for the Congress,

the Administration and the environmental community. As this

proposal has matured, however, it has become apparent to all

concerned that any transaction involving disposition of the

Phoenix Indian School must also serve a number of important

interests that go beyond the environmental value of the lands

to be acquired by the Federal government.

When the outline of our proposal first surfaced last year

in itt, earliest form, it was met with a number of valid

questions concerning the future of the school, and the need to

ensure equitable treatment of the Indian students if the school

is closed. In addition, questions were raised concerning

Collier's record as a developer and corporate citizen, its

likely plans for development of the property, and the role of

the local community in those plans. And there were competing
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needs of the City and the Veterans Administration for various

parcels of property that required consideration.

These questions were raised to us by leaders of the City

and the Arizona Indian community and by members of the Arizona

congressional delegation. There was substantial interest in

our proposal. But this interest was punctuated by clear

instructions to us that it would be our responsibility to work

with all interested organizations to gain their support and

confidence, and to return to the Congress with a fully matured

proposal that satisfies the complicated and competing needs of

those who will be affected by any Congressional decision

concerning disposition of the Indian School property.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that we have followed those

instructions. We appear here today with a fully developed

proposal that we believe offers great value to all those

concerned.

Before I proceed to describe our proposal, I must

emphasize one impoltant point. We well recognize the historic

role that the Phoenix Indian School has played in meeting the

educational and social needs of the Arizona Indian community.

We therefore understand fully that any pvoposal to dispose of

the Indian School property is contingent upon careful

Congressional evaluation of the continuing need for the Phoenix

Indian School to meet the educational and social needs of

Indian students traditioni.11y served by the school. We also
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recognize that any decision to close the school is the province

of the Congress, and that in making any such decision, the

needs of the Indian students are to be paramount. We,

therefore, express no opinion, and could not express an

opinion, as to whether or not the school should be closed. We

do understand, however, that the Congress may well conclude

that the very substantial demands for improving Indian

education and social services can be better served through

other means. If that is the Congress' decision, we believe

that our proposal provides a meaningful opportunity for

Congress to permit the Arizona Indian community to realize

significant benefit from the disposition of the school

property.

I. ELEMENTS OF THE COLLIER PROPOSAL

A. The Florida Lands

/ have attached to my testimony a summary of the

Agreement between Collier and the United States which describes

in some detail the specific elements of the Exchange. To

summarize, our proposal provides for the Federal acquisition of

approximately 119,000 acres of southwest Florida lands which

are of longstanding environmental concern. The largest parcel

includes 83,000 acres of land within al area that would be

designated under pending House-passed legislation for

acquisition as part of a 136,000 Addition to the Big Cypress

National Preserve. In addition, the Exchange would permit
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acquisition of land.owned almost wholly by Collier between

S.R. 29 and the western boundary of the existing Preserve.

These lands have been identified as prime habitat for the

endangered Florida panther.

,The Addition lands are viewed by conservationists as

integral to the wetlands ecosystem that feeds the Big Cypress

Preserve, the Everglades and the water table that supplies

population needs in southwest Florida. While we believe that

economic development of much of these lands can be accomplished

within the bounds of careful, environmentally sensitive

safeguards, we nevertheless understand and support the

objective of those who wish to provide ultimate protection for

the Everglades and the Big Cypress watershed, in the form of

Federal ownership and long-term conservation. The Exchange

provides the Federal government with the means by which to

acquire all the lands owned by Collier within the boundaries of

the proposed Big Cypress Addition. Thus, by means of the

single transaction of the Exchange, the Congress could complete

acquisition of 63 percent of the acreage and perhaps SO percent

of the value of the lands proposed for purchase under pending

legislation.

The second parcel is comprised of approximately

20,000 acres of land in the Ten Thousand Islands area which

runs along the west coast of Florida between Naples and the

Everglades National Park. This area has long been under study

2q1
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by the Fish and Wildlife Service for possible acquisition

tocause of its unique habitat characteristics which foster a

wide range of plant and animal species unique to southwest

____Floridajncluding mangrove, orchid, certain shellfish species

-and the endangered Florida manatee.
\

Third, the Fish and Wildlife Service has already begun

acquisition of Collier lands north of State Road 84 (Alligator

Alley) for purposes of establishing the Florida Panther

National Wildlife Refuge. The Exchange would complete the

acquisition necessary to bring all the lands within the

designated boundaries of the Florida Panther Refuge under

Federal ownership.

S. The Arizona Prozertil

Under the Agreement in its present form, Collier

would acquire title to approximately 85 acres of land located

at the current site of the Phoenix Indian School. In response

to requests of the City of Phoenix that a substantial portion

of the property be committed to a public park, we have agreed

upon a proposed accommodation that would grant the City title

to 20 acres of the property to be used for that purpose. We

are also aware that the Congress may determine that a certain

portion of the acreage should be made available to the Veterans

Administration to permit parking or other expansion for that

facility. Collier would, of course, be willing to work with

the Congress with respect to this matter. We would be willing



to acquire a somewhat smaller number of acres at the Phoenix

site, with a corresponding reduction in the cash contribution

necessary to acquire the lands.

C. Cash Eayalization

The Agreement assumes values that are the product of

negotiations between the Department and Collier based upon each

party's appraisals, for the Panther Refuge lands, the Ten

Thousand Islands and the State Road 29 strip. Independent

appraisals were not undertaken for the acreage located north

and south of Alligator Alley known as the "Eastern Townships."

These lands are the subject of a condemnation and severance

proceeding by the Florida Department of Transportation as a

part of the State's federally-approved plan for conversion of

Alligator Alley to a limited access interstate highway. In

that proceeding a substantial portion of the value of the

Collier lands will be acquired by the State when it condemns

Collier's valuable private surface access along the existing

highway. This requires an extensive valuation and negotiation

process involving private landowners, the Florida DOT and the

Federal Highway Administration in consultation with other

officers in the State of Florida. Accordingly, the parties

have agreed to rely upon values yielded in the state proceeding

for purposes of determining the residual value of the surface

that will be acquired by the United States in the Exchange.
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Based upon the negotiations and appraisal process and the

bee.t:available information from Florida DOT,_ we have arrived at

a total value for the Florida lands of $49.4 million. Based on

.the United States Fish and Wildlife Service's appraisal, the

United States has valued the 85 acres to be acquired by Collier

in the Exchange at $98 million. As a result, a cash

equalization payment from collier in the range of $48.6 million

will be required. This amount will ultimately be adjusted

upward or downward, depending upon the final outcome of the

'values placed on the Eastern Township lands in the 1-75

proceeding.

EVALUATION OF THE COLLIER PROPOSAL

Mr. Chairman, Colliesr very much agrees with the judgment

of this Committee that both proposals for disposition of the

property must be judged according to similar criteria, designed

to ensure that !.ny exchange meets local Arizona concerns,

provides substantial benefits to the Arizona Indians, and

permits the United States to achieve maximum values and

environmental protection for the lands it acquires.

Shaping a proposal that meets these goals has required

lengthy, and at times, difficult discussion between Collier and

the Department, representatives of the Arizona Indian tribes,

local officials and representatives of the environmental

community. The end result is a proposal which, we believe,

fits precisely the criteria established by this Committee.
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A. Value 10 the Indian çommUnity

As stated above, we recognize that no proposal to

dispose of the school property will be acceptable to the

tcmgress, until it determines under what circumstances the

Phoenix Indian School can be closed. Over the last year

Collier has been engaged in significant discussions with

representatives of the Arizona Indian community, and in

particular the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona, for purposes of

determining how a proposal can be structured that provides

maximum benefits to the Arizona Indians. Based upon our

discussions with representatives of the Arizona Indian tribes,

it is apparent that the educational and social needs of Arizona

Indian students are substantial. Also based on these

discussions we have concluded that our proposal is most

usefully structured to provide a significant cash contribution

to the Federal government so that the Congress may, in turn,

use all or a portion of that cash for the benefit of the

Arizona Indians.

It is our understanding that the Arizona Inter-Tribal

Council continues to support the legislation introduced into

thc House of Representatives and the formula implied therein

which would ensure the Arizona Indians approximately 50 percent

of the value upon disposition of the Phoenix Indian School

property. We believe that our proposal most closely

approximates that requirement and, indeed, we believe that only

) t-
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OUr proposal can yield cash values that approach that

magnitude.

Collier does not believe that we can appropriately comment

----on what portion of the cash equalization payment should be

iwailable for such a trust fund. However, we do encourage the

Congess to recognize the equitable concerns underlying the

requests of the Indians for an opportunity to participate in

the benefits derived from disposition of the property. We

would lend whatever assistance we could to support the

enactment of legislation that would ensure that all or a

substantial portion of that cash would be made available to the

Arizona Indian tribes in the form of a trust fund.

In addition, there are certain other specific elements of

our proposal that have been tailored to meet the concerns of

the Arizona Indians. We have agreed, at the request of the

Department of the Interior, to preserve administrative

flexibility ir. the hands of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)

to continu" to operate the school for as long as two additional

years after Collier acquisition of the property. Moreover, we

have agreed to follow standard archeological preservation

practices that would ensure the Department such access to the

property as would be necessary to create a complete

archeological record of the school site for the benefit of

future generations,

2°C



B. The Citv of Phoenix

Collier has spent a significant amount of time in

Phoenix over the last year and a half in an effort to respond

tO 'the needs.of the City of Phoenix in connection with this

proposal. As mentioned earlier, our proposal attempts to

accommodate the City's requirements in several ways, including

the agreement between Collier and the Department of the

Interior that a substantial portion of the acreage would be

convoyed to the City to be used as a park. This aereage would

be in addition to whatever acreage might be committed to pork

and open space in the planning process mutually agreed upon by

Collier and the City.

Also important, I believe, has been our effort to develop

d cooperative Agreement between Collier and the City

establishing guidelines for development of the property. This

effort culminated approximately three weeks ago in an action bv

the City Council authorizir,g the execution of dn agreement

governing the development efforts wi:h respect to the property

in the event that Collier acquires it.

I believe that you will bind in the testimony preseRte

here today that all parties agree that this proptIndi

coLtemplates a unique planning arrangement ensuring maximum

public parti7ipation in the critical pl,aiining decisions ove;

the course of project dovelopmt. Collier has a9rced t th n

procet-is for several reAsons. F rst, atnuo..ih this ;r4:,;:es:, ts

k
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in many respects unique, it is our view that commercial

development of this magnitude must occur with the full

cooperation and support of the local community. Indeed, we

believe that the history of our projects in Florida

demonstrates that Collier is consistently committed to the

highest quality of development and well recognizes the need for

local participation.

Moreover, I do not believe that the City would have

entered into such an agreement were it not convinced of the

willingness and ability of Collier to live up to the very

substantial commitments imposed upon the developer under this

proposal. I believe that this document is a planning document

mof which all participants can be proud. And, I believe it lays

a meaningful predicate for establishing the zoning requirements

which will permit all parties to ensure that commercial use of

the Phoenix Indian School property will be a beneficial and

integral part of the Phoenix community,

C. The Veterans Administration

As noted above, Collier understands that the Congress

may conclude that the Veterans Administration programs in

Phoenix require expansion into a portion of the parcel

currently occupied by the Indian School. Our agreement does

not provide specifically for that acreage, because we as yet

have no direction from the Congress as to what it views to be

the appropriate amount of land that is necessary for VA
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.---programs. However, we are more than willing to work with the

Congress to ensure that an appropriate amount of acreage is

designated for VA use. If the acc-mmodation to the VA occurs

through a reduction in the amount of land acquired by Collier,

we, would expect a corresponding reduction in the cash

contribution.

D. Environmental Value of the Florida Lands

I have already described in some detail the

Significant environmental value of the Florida lands. In

addition, I understand that other witnesses appeariily t'et.)re

you today will describe th ,lbjectives of environmental

conservation in acquiring these lands. I do think it is

important, however, to emphasize several points.

First, the acquisition of the Collier lands within the

proposed Big Cypress National Preserve Addition must be seen as

part of the larger picture of the acquisition planned under the

program as envisioned in H.R. 184. Acquisition of lands within

the Addition by the Department of the Interior constitutes a

significant portion of the Federal contribution contemplated in

H.R. 184. Moreover, acquisition of the lands within the

Addition also triggers a corresponding State contribution of an

additional 20 percent worth of value. As a consequence, the

Collier proposal must be viewed as a part of a larger

acquisition that extends the net of environmental protection

across a large portion of southwest Florida. At the same time,

"or'4. '4'
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-.because the Collier exchange also includes the addition of the

Ten Thousand Islands and the Florida Panther National Wildlife

Refuge it goes beyond the scope of H.R. 184, adding other

environmentally significant lands that have long been the

subject of study, and in some cases have already been

designated for Federal acquisition. Thus, the Collier proposal

presents Congress with the opportunity to accomplish as much as

$60 million worth of land acquisition without the expenditure

of appropriated Federal funds.

Second, Collier has also agreed with the Department on

interim management policies that impose significant limitations

on the use of its Florida lands prior to closure of the

transaction. These limitations, in essence, ensure that no

surface activities will occur that are inconsistent with

preserving the lands in a condition suitable for inclusion in

the National Park and Wildlife Refuge Systems. Moreover, in

the event (which we believe to be an unlikely event) that we

are unable to close on the offer, a corresponding five-year

offer to the United States becomes effective, pursuant to which

Collier agrees to sell the Florida lands to the United States

at the unappreciated $49.4 million value established in this

Agreement.

Third, we believe that we have in recent weeks devised a

means for solving a potentially significant problem relating to

development of reserved oil and gas rights within the Sig

t/
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Cypress National Preserve. Since 1974, when the Big Cypress

National Preserve was first established, it has been the policy

of the Congress not to acquire the subsurface oil and gas

interests located beneath the surface of the Big Cypress

National Preserve. This Congressional determination in 1974

was premised upon the view that oil and gas development could

-occur within the boundaries of the Preserve consistent with the

purposes fcir which the Preserve was created, so long as

str:ngent environmental regulations were observed. Similarly,

all legislation introduced thus far to acquire Addition lands

has also designated only the surface for acquisition. As is

the case in the existing Preserve, the subsurface could be

acquired only upon a determination by the Department that such

acquisition was essential to avoid detrimental effects to the

Preserve.

We believe that the experience of oil and gas development

within the existing Big Cypress Preserve has demonstrated that

that original Congressional conclusion was correct. However,

recent efforts by Collier to explore for reserves within the

existing Preserve have been subject to what we view to be

unreasonable regulatory delay and difficulty in securing the

necessary permits.

In the context of the negotiating this Exchange, we raised

an objection to current permitting practices and prevailed upon

the Department of the Interior to develop a set of stipulations
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that would govern oil and gas exploration and development of

our reserved oil and gas interests within the boundaries of the

'Addition. The stipulations we developed were based upon

--procedures that have worked extremely effectively in the

.Atohafalaya National Wildlife Refuge in Louisiana.

We believe that the procedures developed were reasonable,

and.indeed contain substantial authority on the part of the

Park Service to impose extremely stringent environmental

-standards, modeled upon the existing Park Service practice in

the.existing Preserve. However, objection has been raised by

those within the environmental community to aspects of the

procedures that would limit the scope of the National Park

Service's authority to issue a permit prior to the efforts of a

developer to undertake exploration, development and production

of privately owned oiI and gas interests within the Preserve.

We believe that fundamental fairness requires that the

development of our oil and gas rights be permitted to occur in

a timely fashion. Nevertheless, we also understand the

institutional concerns with abandoning the traditional

permitting regime within the Preserve boundaries. We have

therefore met with representatives of the environmental

community to develop a proposal that meets our mutual concerns.

Through those negotiations we have arrived at an agreement

on language that we believe would be an appropriate addition to

legislation authorizing the creation of the Sig Cypress

3



....'Preserve Addition. This language would direct the Department

of the Interior to develop regulations, specific to th Sig

Cypress Naticmal Preserve and the wetlands conditions therein,

governing oil and gas exploration and development. The

-regulations developed by the Park Service would establish

specific time frames within which permitting decisions would be

made. This meets our needs for predictibility, And it also

assures that oil and gas development within the Preserve and

the Addition will occur only pursuant to Park Service permits

and according to practices with demonstrated effectiveness in

environmentally sensitive wetlands areas. Moreover, we have

agreed to work with the Department to develop an agreement

requiring, us to follow this permitting requirement for any oil

and gas activities undertaken after Congressional ratification

of the Exchange but prior to Federal acquisition of the land.

PI. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, we believe that we did exactly what members

of this Committee and the Arizona Congressional delegation told

us to do a year and a half ago, and repeated to us this past

February. This was not an easy task. It required painstaking

negotiation, substantial investment of our time, and

considerable ingenuity and cooperation on the part of all

interested parties from the Department of the Interior to the

Mayor and City Council of Phoenix tc. the Arizona Inter-Tribal

Council and the national environmental community. We believe

I )
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that the product we have before you is a mature, complete and

effective agreement that assures that the interests of all are

fully satisfied and that significant benefit is provided for

-the national interest as well as both Arizona and Florida

interests. We believe that upon examination the Committee will

recognize that the Collier proposal offers significant benefits

to all concerned and ensures that the United States gains

maximum benefit from the disposition of the Arizona Indian

property. It is our strongest hope that a Congressional

decision can be forthcoming so that we may proceed as quickly

as possible through the Phoenix planning process and that the

,expectations of the Arizona community can be realized as

quickly as possible.

Thank you very much for your consideration. I would be

pleased to answer any questions.
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Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Cawley, before I turn the chair back to Chair-
man Miller, let me ask you to clarify a couple of things. I under-
stand your proposal a little better because I attended the February
'hearings iniThoenix.

As I. understand it, from reading the letter to Chairman Udall
from Congressman Howard, the Interior Department is suggesting

-that funds originating in the Highway Trust Fund be used to ad-
vance this arrangement. Could you clarify that, how the Highway
Trust Fund would be involved in that?
'-.Mr. 'CAWLEY. Yes. The Interstate 1-75, which has now been ap-

proved by the Federal Highway Administration, is going to be tzon-
structed across lands that we have and thereby we and many
others will lose access to those lands. That was a project that was
aPproved in 1974. It was then finally approved approximately 1
year ago, when all of the negotiations were completed in terms of
the cost estimates and other procedures that the Federal Highway
Administration goes through. So those lands will be lost in terms of
access rights and we will receive in excess of $40 million for loss of
those access rights.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Which you intend to use to apply toward this--
Mr. CAWLEY. Which we intend to use for whatever purposes we

could use $40 million for. Those were funds that were going to
come to us in any event..

We made the investment decision that a good place to put thwe
funds would be into an equalization payment along with the re-
maining land values of the severed lands for purposes of the ex-
change. So that was our decision from an investment viewpoint,
that we felt that was a good use of those funds that we would have
in any ovent.

Mr. CAMPHELL. One other question. Did I understand you to soy
you're retaining the subsurface mineral rights?

Mr. CAWLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAMPIVII, Was that language changed from the original pro-

posal in the February agreement?
Mr. CAWLEY, No, sir ln 1973, when the original Big Cypress Na-

tional Preserve was created, where we had a substantial amount of
that acreage and, in fict, most of the mirmals, we retained the
mineral rights at that point in tittle, tvo. It was specifically allowed
fi.r in the enabling legislation. W..? have been in the pro,2ess
through our leasees and that of exploring ler minerals for over a
de,:ade in the Big Cypress National Preserve.

;gr. Who retains tbe oso of the rniut.ral rights under
tne laud that I;; going to hi.! high A:a

Mr. t...ttaill

Cchigr,ssucia,1 v/(,L0,1
Mt. MFLT.Elt tpresidingl. Nir. Rluxies.
Mr. lTop; Thai,k you, Mr. Choi nnan.
Mr. Cawey. let .ne 1gin by Fiaying, I personally wouki lilw

cominend you and the (!eliier interests for the work that you
done, the time and resources that you have expended on bringing a
very unique opportuniy. I think, forward for the benefit of quite a
few interest6, not the least, of which is the United States. And
along the way you have managed to establish some relationships

)
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'with -the city of Phoenix and some commitments to the city of
Phoenix which, quite candidly, made the work of the competing ap-

-:plication that much easier -and that much quicker to get to the
poiut that we're all at right here. As I say, I do want to commend
you for .that.

I need you to bring me up-to-date on something. From time to
"time during this process there has been -talk of including in the de-
.. velopment of the property, as a partner in some fashion, either the

Salt River Pima Indian community or the Inter-tribal council of
Arizona, or both. As I say, would you bring me up-to-date? What is
the status of that particular branch, if you will, of the discussions
and negotiations that have gone on to date?

Mr. CAWLEY. When we entered into our initial discussions with
the Inter-tribal council, we investigated a variety of possibilities in
which they might wish to participate. We had proposed that some
of that could be in the form of capital, provided that the Congress
decided .to allocate it to that particular use, that a part of that
could be in participation. It was our understanding that they had a
greater preference to see the cash generated and that could be put
to more secure uses' and, therefore, our proposal took the form of
'suggesting that the Congress look to the cash that was generated to
p to that trust fund as established under Congressman Udall's bill
m March.

We discussed with the Pima-Maricopas, who indicated to us that
they expectzd to receive some funds from the highway department
of Arizona for right-of-ways that they were intended to negotiate
and would we be interested in al/owing them to be a partner
'Within the project if they were to take some of that capital and
invest it into the project. We said certainly, we would be happy to
explore that with them. We have provided to them joint venture
documents for their review and we are waiting for them to respond
to us in that regard

Mr. RHODES. So there were essentially two separate partnership
explorations from time to time? One was the council, and a totally
separate one with the Srdt River Pirna-Markopa0

Mr. CAWLtly I'm not :Aire I undrstpnd the !,c,ri.iwrship with--
the !nter-tribal council?

Mr. ibionEs. The Inter-tnbal council.
Mr. CAWLEY, We were advised by the lnter-tribn.i council repro-

Pritatives that they had greater inteie't in obtaining the ca2h
;Ind, theieforo. vm-e not partir:ularly nterested in the partnership
ix)sition. The discussions with the Plma-Maricopas hinged around
thew investinf;, :is any 9ther ed wirtner would, iilto that. par-

proy.rv.
Mt. RrItIOES !t' the let(1- tnilal council had 'cidod that thry

Wrireloa te*, the, tlevplOpmerit of tine: property, thou it's
inidetEi.atidiog that theu investintnt would :,.-)tne frin-n the
sortie iYii!!ion cah equnliz,ation payment thn,t you '.vere going o
make to tho Uhited State:, is that correct?

Mr. CAWLEY. That's correet.
Mr. RHODE.i.4. Thank you, Mr. Cawley.
I don't have any other questions. Mr, Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Explain to me againCollier has been compensated

for the loss of access, is that correct?
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Mr. CAWLEY. Collier will be compensated for loss of access. At
this time the State of Florida Department of Transportation and
the Federal Highway Administration are in the process of con-
structing the interstate from Naples, FL, in effect, across the State
to Fort Lauderdale. They have already entered into condemnation
proceedings on certain portions of our property and other proper-
ties and are in the process of, in effect, suing us for the purpose of
condemnations on the remaining parts of our properties.

Mr. MILLER. Then how do you arrive at the $40 million?
Mr. CAWLEY. The $40 millionin fact, the $48 millionwas a

cash equalization payment that made the difference between the
value of $98 million that we perceived our land had in the aggre-
gate, including the cash equalization payment, and the residual
values of the lands that we would convey to the Federal Govern-
ment.

Mr. MILLER. Then the $48 million is not really related to the
compensation for 1-75?

Mr. CAWLEY. We will receive the moneys for condemnations of 1-
75, regardless of whether there is an exchange or is not an ex-
change.

Mr. MILLER. I understand that. I'm just trying to determineare
you suggesting to us that the value of those receipts will be $40
million, or $48 million, or what?

Mr. CAWLEY. Right now it is our anticipation that the minimum
amount of receipts that we will receive is approximately $42.6 mil-
lion.

Mr. MILLER. Is this a friendly condemnation?
Mr. CAWLEY. We hope so. It has been under negotiation foi some

time with the State of Florida. It is the largest single amounts of
properties, at least in the Collier County side of this expressway,
and so we're hoping that we can negotiate that with the State De-
partment of Transportation. We feel that we're very close to being
able to do that.

Mr. Mu-LER. The money you anticipate receiving, that is in line
with what has been received in other condemnation suits and other
agreements to sell'?

Mr. CAWLEY. Yes.
Mr. MILLER The cash equalization payment, what is the timing

of that payment?
Mr. CAWLEY. Under the "quick take" provisions of the State of

Florida Department of Transportation, they have a right to come
in and condemn the property, place funds in the court, and then, if
there is a dispute about the amount of funds placed for purposes of
that, you argue about that in court at a later date. Then those
funds go directly to the owner, if they wish to withdraw them. So
we would enter into negotiations with them, or are in negotiations
over part of it, and would enter very shortly into negotiations over
the rest, So we would expect that those funds would probably be
available some time within the next six to twelve months.

Mr. MILLER. Under the agreement, should the Congress accept it,
when would the first payment from Collier to the United States be
made?

Mr. CAWLEY. The agreement with the Department of the Interi-
or, which we hope would be ratified, provides for a 5-year time-
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frame in which the payments could be made. That was occasioned
by our understanding at least that there needed to be some time-
frames in there so that the uses, or at least the reclassification or
facilities required to meet the demands of the displaced Indian chil-
dren, could be accommodated. So we have provided in the agree-
ments that the land, even if the agreement was ratified by the Con-
gress, could have a period of time so that those issues could be de-
fmed and alternative facilities could be created for purposes of

--Indian education. In addition to that, there is a zoning process that
needs to be consummated with the city of Phoenix, which was the
agreements we reached with them as to that process.

Mr. Musa. When do we get our money?
Mr. CAWLEY. We would anticipate that you would get your

money within 2 to 5 years.
Mr. Miuma. When are you required to give it to us?
Mr. CAWLEY. We are required to give it to you no later than 5

years.
Mr. MILLER. You could conceivably give us no money for 5 years?
Mr. CAWIZY. Under that agreement, yes, sir.
Mr. Musa. There is no down payment?
Mr. CAWLEY. No.
Mr. MILLER. There is no installments?
Mr. CAWLEY. No. There isif for any reason that agreement

were not to go through, then we have agreed with the Federal Gov-
ernment that they have an equal period of time in which to ac-
quire the Florida lands at the appraised prices as of today. So there
is, in effect, a significant penalty to us if we don't proceed.

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, would you yield?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. If the agreement were ratified by the Congress,

when are you required to convey the Florida lands?
Mr. CAWLEY. Under the agreement with the Congress, the first

thing that occurs is that we are not able to do anything with the
Florida lands. We can't use them for any kind of purposes. They
are also then regulated under the mineral agreements as if the ex-
change had gone through. So they immediately come under the
regulation of the Federal Government and we can't proceed to im-
prove them or enhance them in any way. That continues through
the period that the lands are obtained by the Federal Government.
We would then enter into this period of time in which we have to
convey the funds to the Federal Government, which is at the point
in time where all of the process of the relocation of the Indian stu-
dents, whatever time it takes to do that, and this zoning process
gets completed.

Mr. RHODES. When are you required--
Mr. CAWLEY. We're not required for a period of 5 years, as the

agreement stands today.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, would you yield for one further

question along that line?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
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Mr. CAMPBELL Five years, that's a considerable amount of
money to wait for 5 years. Is there any provisions made about in-
terest on that money?

--Mr. CAWLEY. No, sir, there is not.
Mr. MILLER. We lose half of the benefit in just the carrying cost.
Mr. CAWLEY. I think, our perception, at least, is that there was

some requirement from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to have some
period of time in which they could make some determinations as to
the relocation of the Indian children, and that they would have
some timeframes allowed to them to be able to--

Mr. MILLER. I understand the rationale. We can go into the ra-
tionale later as to whether or not that makes sense. Since it's a 4-
year high school, I question whether you're going to keep sending
students there r.) not if, in fact, they're going to close it.

But the fact of the matter is, just in terms of our bookkeeping,
roughly half of the cash benefit is lost in the carrying charges of
waiting 5 years for $50 million.

Mr. CAWLEY. If you discount that at some rates, that would be
correct.

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, may I
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. I can see some justification if the reason that the

Collier interests cannot acquire fee title to the Indian School prop-
erty is because of the United States. I can see justification for us
not charging them interest on the money during that period of
time. If it were the other way around, if the Inocess was delayed
because of Collier's activities, I fully agree with the point that I
think you're getting to.

Mr. MILLER. I understand, and that's to be examined. That's why
I say, if that's the real reason, there may be some justification. But
I think again, you know, haunted by the question from our con-
stituents that we all say we get, why don't we run the Government
like a business, I know a lot of people that tie up millions of dollars
worth of property and they don't know whether they're going to
get all of the zoning, all of the agreements they want, but they
have to put some money up. They have to make some payment be-
cause the seller of the property is interested in going on with their
life. Your argument is that's where you get the Everglades acreage.

Mr. CAWLEY. Well, our argument to that is that in that agree-
ment, if anything extremely negative were to occur for some rea-
sons that none of us control, that we have agreed to fix the price of
the Everglades, where we have the same problem, in addition to
whatever period of time it takes us to go through that, if something
were to happen that didn't allow that to consummate, then the
Federal Government has a like period of time to acquire the Ever-
glades property at the prices established at that point. So we, in
effect, have the same issue to deal with in terms of discounting
those values.

Mr. MILLER. You have mentionedand I've read this a couple of
times, but I'll be damned if I can understand it. But on the bottom
of page 9 and 10, in the event that you're not allowed to acquire
that, you give us essentially a 5-year option, or within 3 years, the
receipt of C'ollier of 1-75 compensation, to go in and to purchase
your landsis that right?

3 I 3
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Mr. CAWLEY. That's correct.
Mr, Muss. Now, let me ask you something. Is there an adjust-

ment in that process?
Mr. CAWLEY. I'm not sure how you--
Mr. Maass. Well, I don't know the meaning of what I am read-

ing. So much for California law schools. [Laughter.]
Mr. CAWLEY, There is no actjustment in
Mr. MILL= Then what is "subject to an actjustment increasing

or decreasing the amount of such payment by the amount of the
-remainder value as that term in paragraph 14 of this agreement
exceeds or is exceeded by 26." that sounds to me like an actjust-
ment. I don't know what it is.

Mr. CAWLEY. Yes, and the reason that was put in at that point in
time was that, when we went through the appraisal process for all
of the lands that were in Florida, we appraised, both us and Interi-
or, appraised the lands apart from the lands that were going
through the condemnation process. We agreed that the State De-
partment of Transportation and the Federal Highways Administra-
tion would be making the final determination on those values as a
distant third party, and whatever those values were, that would be
what would defme the remainder value of that land. That's why
that adjustment is in there.

If, in fact, those lands were evaluated at less, then we would
have to put in more lands, and we have agreed on an area where
that would occur. So it was simply a reflection of the fact that the
State Department of Transportation and Federal Highways Admin-
istration were making the final determination on the remainder
value of those lands.

Mr. MILLER. Why don't we just have the DOT condemn the whole
parcel and forget the severance values?

Mr. CAwuy. In effect, that's what they're doing. They are deter-
mining the total value of those lands and then, out of that, the sev-
erance values. So it is a one step process. So in the process of deter-
mining the severance damages, they will define the total value.

Mr. MILLER. I won't argue with you for 1 minute, but I'm worried
a little bit that it appears to me, not on its face, that we may be
paying once again for these lands in that process.

Mr. CAWLEY. No, I don't believe so, because, in effect, what hap-
pens is that the Department of Transportation says those lands
and there is one significant block of lands, some 70,000 acres
those lands are worth $60 million and we're going to give you for
severance damages, let's say, $30 million. The difference in that
would then be the remainder value that goes to the Federal Gov-
ernment. So I hope you're only paying for it once. We think it's a
great concept to pay for it twice, but--

Mr. MILLER. It wouldn't be the first time that we've had that
problem.

[Laughter.]
OK. We'll just have to explore that. I don't have the time now to

make that determination.
The value of the lands owned by Collier and the value placed

upon those lands, that was arrived at by what proceedings?
Mr. CAWLEY. The proceedings that we went through were for the

Department of the Interior to make formal appraisals of those
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lands. We also made formal appraisals of those lands. Then we
went into a negotiating process to try and establish or come ta
agreement on the differences that we had. We negotiated those dif-
ferences and then came to--

Mr. MILLER. What were those initial differences?
Mr. CAWLEY. They were 50 percent, approximately, of what we

were. We then negotiated it down to where I think in two instances
they raised their value byone by 18 percent, another by, I be-
lieve, 20 percent. So that we were not quite in the middle. We were
more sloped to their values than our values.

Mr. MILLER So these were negotiated values?
Mr. CAWLEY. They were negotiated on the basis of the appraisals.
Mr. MILLER I'm sorry Mr. Horn left because apparently Phelps

Dodge wasn't given the same consideratioa. If he was off by 50 per-
cent in the value of these lands, he may be off by 50 percent in the
value of their lands. I don't know. I'm not very familiar with their
lands. But that's not your problemwell, it may be.

I think that's all the questions I have. I would like to reserve the
right certainly to submit some questions to you in writing, that as I
finish reading your agreement with the Federal Government that.

may come up
Mr. CAWLEY. We would be most happy to respond.
Mr. MILLER. Yes, for your response. But we have a lot of wit-

nesses left and I don't want to take up the time of the committee.
Thank you very much.

Mr. CAWLEY. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Next we will hear from Mr. Chris Monson, who is

president of Phelps Dodge Development Corporation, accompanied
by Steve Carothers, who is the environmental consultant.

Welcome. Your statement will be placed in the record. C.7ertainly
you can proceed in a manner in which you're the most comfortable.
If you have heard something that's gone on here before that you
disagree with or whatever, it obviously would be helpful to this
record to have you comment on that, since a number of members,
some of whom aren't here, raised issues about what went on with
the treatment of your land in negotiations by Mr. Horn's depart-
ment or any other aspect of this hearing That same right is obvi-
ously reserved to other witnesses that either previously testified or
will testify. It is helpful to us, if you hear something that you don't
think is accurate or something that needs to be expanded on for
the purposes of this record, let us know that. We will hold this
record open for a period of ten days so that people do have the abil-
ity to comment on the testimony.

Mr. Monson, go ahead.

PANEL CONSISTING OF CHRIS MONSON, PRESIDENT, PHELPS
DODGE DEVELOPMENT CORPO!IATION: AND STEVEN CAR.
OTHERS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANT

Mr. MONSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members or
the committee. My name is Chris Monson and I am president of
Phelps Dodge Development Corporation. I want to thank you for
calling this hearing on pending proposals on the interstate ex-
change of private lands for the Phoenix Indian School propery.
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By law, Congress reserved the right, under the Federal Land
Policy Management Act, to approve any interstate land exchange.
Our proposal is supplemented by a number of exhibits, including a
photo brochure of the lands being offered, that we offer into the
record at this time. With the assistance of our principal environ-
mental consultant, Dr. Steven Carothers, I would like to summa-
rize our proposal.

'The Southwest land exchange would nocomplish ono of the larg-
est acquisitions of natural resource lands in the history of
United States. This acquisition can occur without any appropria-
tions of Federal funds. At the conclusion of this hearing, Phelps
Dodge Development Corporation would urge the committee to in-
troduce and move legislation approving the Phelps Dodge proposal.

The opportunity to make our proposal arose due to the decision
of the Secretary of the Interior to close the Phoenix Indian School.
For now, Congress has prohibited its closure through the appro-
priations process. We do not believe the school will be closed until
this committee decides that the needs of Arizona's Indian children
are met. We agree that they must be met. But we have been con-
vinced that the facility will eventually be phased out.

The Phelps Dodge Development Corporation is a new venture,
drawing on the resources of two established companiesthe Phelps
Dodge Corporation, a Fortune 500 mining company with over 100
years experience in Arizona and New Mexico, and the Estes Com-
pany, the respected Arizona-based developer of residential, com-
mercial and resort properties with 40 years experience in our area.
The Phelps Dodge Development Corporation is headquartered in
Tucson, AZ. Its charge is, in cooperation with the Estes Company.
to manage, plan and develop a diversified portfolio of Phelps IWge
properties in the Southwestern United States.

The chairmen of both our companies were here today, but Mr.
"Bull" Durham of Phelps Dodge had to leave early, and Mr. Wil-
liam A. Estes, Jr. of the Estes Company is here.

Let me say a word about the philosophy and mission of this new
venture. Phelps Dodge and the Estes Company exemplify two im-
portant trends in the Southwest today. As a great mining company,
F'helps Dodge has adapted creatively to the retrenchment of Ameri-
ca's basic industries and is diversifying as a means of assuring prof-
its for its shareholders. A small homebuilding enterprise only 20
years ago, the Estes Company is now one of the most responsible
and creative developers in the country, having benefited by the ex-
plosive migration to the Southwest.

This marriage of one of the great landowners of the Southwest
and its best developer will not simply result in the development of
Phelps Dodge holdings. We also wish to exchange lands in our own-
ership that have real conservation value for those that have devel-
opment value, and to produce permanent environmental, recre-
ational, archeological and other benefits for the public while gener-
ating profits for the private sector. Our present proposal is for the
proposed exchange of some 311,000 acres of prized Southwest wil-
derness and archeological sites for the right to develop the Indian
School property in downtown Phoenix.

The basic elements of our proposal are that the Phelps Dodge De-
velopment Corporation would receive approximately 70 acres of the
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103 acres or 105 acres of the Indian School property; we would
grant an undivided 21 percent interest in the property to a trust to
address the educational and social needs of current and future gen-
erations of Arizona's Indian children.

We would transfer to the Department of the Interior six separate

441cels
of environmental significance and national importance in

eriv Mexico and Arizona to be protected in perpetuity. Neither
Phelps Dodge Development Corporation, Phelps Dodge, or its sub-
sidiaries, is to retain any mineral reservations. The parcels to be
transferred include 4,742 acres in the Upper, Middle, and Lower
Eagle Creek in Arizona, 5,160 acres on Alamo Hueco lands in New.
Mexico, and ove? 300,000 acres of the Gray Ranch in New Mexico.

In preparing this proposal, we have attempted to recognize the
needs of each of the parties upon whom this exchange will have a
major impact: the native Americans of Arizona, the city of Phoe-
nix, ,the Department of the Interior, and the Veterans' Administra-
tion.

In our presentations to the Arizona and New Mexico congression-
al delegations in early June, the Phelps Dodge Development Cor
ration proposal for addressing Indian concerns was to provide 15
million in cash to be held in trust for the Indians, together with
three percent of the profits from the development.

Included in that proposal was the option for Phelps Dodge Devel-
opment Corporation to provide both land and. a new school facility
to be constructed at a site such as the Verde River Valley north of
Phoenix.

Following the announcement of our proposal, we have had a
number of talks with Indian representatives, including the Inter-
tribal council of Arizona and the counsel to the Navajo Nation.
Based on those talks, we have modified our June proposal.

On July 14, at a meeting with representatives of the Arizona
Inter-tribal council, i offered an alternative contribution of a 21
percent undivided interest in the property and in the project we
will develop. I formalized that offer 1 week later in a letter to the
ITCA and the Navajo counsel. We obviously believe that this prop-
erty will generate excellent returns, and this offer will allow the
beneficiaries of the educational trust to share substantially in those
returns now and in the years ahead. But it is still the position of
Phelps Dodge Development Corporation that the tribes and Con-
gress may choose among those options. We are prepared to support
whichever approach is most appropriate.

We, have also appeared before the elected officials of the city of
Phoenix as recently as last week and have committed to mayor
Goddard and to the city council to accept the requirements for land
purchase options and for planning cooperation that have been in-
sisted upon by the city. We have also included in our proposal the
principle that a portion of the Indian School site could be commit-
ted to the city for a part of at least 20 acres with expansion poten-
tial.

Approximately 5 weeks ago I delivered our proposal to William
Horn, Assistant Secretary of the Interior Department. The proposal
outlined the diversity of wildlife, recreation, scenic and wilderness
values of the lands we are offering. Additionally, these lands con-
tain 11 archeological sites recently proposed to be added to the Na-
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tonal Registry of Historic Meet, including 2 that are .potentialcandidates for national monuments.
The response of Mr. Horn was not delayed. In 8 working days he

had assembled positions from BLM, BIA, Fish and Wildlife, and theTForest Service. Mr. Horn's review, simply put, was cursory. I wouldsubmit Mr. Horn's review for the record, but I ask that you set itaside and make your own independent judgment of our proposal. I'am also submitting for your review the Phelps Dodge response toMr. Horn.
. Mr. Chairman, you asked me to identify anything that I mighthave heard that was of concern to me, and I would. The valuatons'that 'were put upon our lands by the verbal testimony today causeme .great concern. I would read to you from Mr. Horn's formal tes-Iimony today, page 16, where he said "We know little of themarket values of the Eagle Creek and Alamo Hueco areas. but forthe moment, accepting the PDDC's valuation of approximately $2million for these properties results in a total valuation by PDDC of$70 million for the offered lands. This is two to three times theGovernment's preliminary figures."

No. 1, we never broke out the properties and assessed an acrevalue to them. No. 2, I think it's very important to recognize thathe admits here that they didn't have any idea, any knowledge of'those values, and yet completed a cursory analysis of our proposalin 3 days. From his own response, and from one of his colleagues,he saidone of his colleagues saidthis is a letter from Mr.Dunlap to Mr. Horn--"The value of $224 per acre for thc. GrayRanch tracts appeais reasonable for this well begetted, climaticallydiverse property.' And yet, when the values were addressed in hitestimony. he chose the lowest values that were submitted by :hosethat he had run this by.
We would simply suggest that appraisal process will he comply:ed and obviously needs to he looked at very thoroughly.
The Phelps Dodge Development Corporation believes that theproperties offered are of such outstahding significance that theiracquisition by the Federal Government through an exchange of theIndian School siw is dearly in the national intccest Mr Chairman.the equity in the Phoenix property provides an excellent opportuni-ty to accomplish a national congervation goal which, giveo pre.v:i

.expenditures of land and water conservation funds, would othel--wise tlke years of Pederal appropriations.
Open public aocess to the natural archeok/gicai a:1d iihorvalues of the Phelps Dodge Development Corporation propel ucswill stimalate :A new recreation industry, particuntrI ri r('tithwestN,-w Mexico. W. befit-we the potential h.--iefi*7t. co!ss;'..;c'onotry, vi hat) heen econornica4 sagnitil tor !rulnya aqpf qj of kji.; r

wouid n,,w ask i.); Steve Carot'at.r, to pret.eal is 1,:,er photu .graphical tour of lati&.
Steve.
Mr. CAROTHERS. Rank you, Chris.
Chairman Miller and members of the Home Interior Commitee,my name is Steven Carothers. I am president eV SWCA, Inc., an en-vironmental consulting firm with offices in Flagstaff und Tuct:on,AZ. I urn a professional ecological scientist with over 20 years of
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experience in research in the American Southwest. I am currently
an adjunct professor at the University of Arizona and Northern Ar-
izona University. Formerly I served as director of research for biol-
ogy at the Museum of Northern Arizona and I have been a re-
search scientist with the National Park Service.

My firm was asked by the Phelps Dodge Development Corpora-
'Hon to identify a group of properties portrayed with the Federal
Government which contained environmental values that warranted
and deserved the protection that is only available within the Feder-
al domain. The Southwest exchan,ge properties are such a group.
You have before you a color brochure that we taut together in the
last -few months that illustrates pho aphically the unique areas
that we're talking about todaythe le Creek area, the Gray
Ranch, and the Alamo Hueco.

tEnrroit's NomThe above-mentioned color brochure may be
found in the committee's files of today's hearing.]

Throughout my professional scientific career I have been contin-
ually awed by the vast diversity of life forms and habitats that

iexist n the American Southwest. Perhaps the two most significant
biological features of these areas are the isolated mountain ranges
and the streamside or riparian habitats.

As climates have changed throughout the geologic time, the
Southwest mountains have become refuges for many species. If you
will, they have become islands of mountains, islands of habitats, in
a sea of desert. The ecosystems of these mountains are also influ-
enced by the overlapping biota of the Rocky Mountains and the
tropical habitats of the New Mexico area. The biota of the South-
west mountains has developed into a singularly diverse important
and fragile array of species found no where else. The Gray Ranch
and Alamo Hueco areas contain superlative examples of these eco-
systems.

Throughout my career I have conducted research in the riparian
habitats of the Southwest. The purpose of this work is to establish
the diverse value and the increased value relative to the land mass
of these habitats. No where else do we find ecological values in
terms of the productivity of these habitats that equals riparian
habitat. We find that oftentimes the majority, if not always, in the
American Southwest, a majority of the species and the total ecolog-
ical value can often be pinned down to those narrow corridors of
riparian habitat.

Early in the 1960's we documented that the highest known densi-
ty of breeding birds found anywhere in North America was estab-
lished in the riparian habitat.

The fish of the Southwestern desert rivers are unique. We call
these endemic species and they're found no where else. These are
also significantly impacted by the threat of elimination. There is
no habitat that rivals the riparian habitat in terms of the amount
of destruction that ; tking place in the desert Southwest. We're
all familiar with the . euggle for water and the fact that the origi-
nal settlement of the area centered around the springs and rivers
of the area. It is the riparian system that has been eliminated
more than any other system.

Let me present a brief summary of the significant components of
the Southwest exchange properties. The Gray Ranch, located in the

:3 I 7
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bootheel of southwestern New Mexico, 'encompasses the entire
Animas Mountains and the surrounding Animas Valley. The di-
verse habitats of the Gray Ranch include the shortgrass prairie,
the riparian communities, oak woodlands and pine forests. These
habitat support the greatest concentration of State and federally
listed endangered species in New Mexico.

Four federally listed species have been recently observed on the
Ranch: -the Mexican gray wolf, the bald eagle, the peregrine falcon,
and perhaps most importantly, the New Mexico ridge-nosed rattle-

----snake.-This rattlesnake exists no where else in the United States.
Twenty-one State-listed species have also been documented, in-

cluding the Arizona shrew, the white-aided jackrabbit. These two
are in special Federal notice of review for possible listing.

"Equally important resources of the Gray Ranch are the archeo-
logical sites of the Animas face of the Casas Grandes Culture
which represent the northern extent of the MesoAmerican high
culture. These resources will be described in later testimony.

Eagle Creek, the one closest to home, begins in the White Moun-
tains of eastern Arizona and flows through a deep canyon to its
confluence with the Gila River. The waters of Eagle Creek support
six species of native fish, including the federally listed spike dace.
The ranges of these fish have been severely restricted in the recent
past. Because of the diversity of the habitats in this special riri-
an area, this area is deemed to be, by the professional ecologists
that have seen it, as virtually priceless habitats. It is impossible to
replace these and it is impossible for us, from an ecological stand-
point, to place a value on these areas.

Eagle Creek supports cottonwood and sycamore riparian forests
which provide nesting habitat for black hawks, zone-tailed hawks,
two very rare birds in the United States. Bald eagles and peregrine
falcons use Eagle Creek as their wintering and migration area.
Eagle Creek is presently severely impacted by grazing and it is in
need of professional management efforts to restore and maintain
high quality. With proper management, Eagle Creek's value as a
unique refuge for endangered fish and obligate riparian species
would be greatly enhanced.

Moving back to New Mexico to the Alamo Hueco Mountains,
these mountains are visible from the Animas Mountains and are
similar in their ecological importance. The Bureau of Land Man-
agement evaluated these mountains for designation as wilderness
and documented a variety of plant and animal life, significant and
unique archeological resources, and outstanding opportunities for
unconfined recreation that are continually present in this moun-
tain range. Acquisition of the Alamo Hueco would facilitate wilder-
ness designation and allow for comprehensive management and re-
source protection by Federal land managers.

When given serious considerationand I'm sure as you look
through our color brochure and see the beauty of this areathe
Southwest exchange properties are recognized as nationally signifi-
cant. These are resources in need of Federal protection and I urge
you to support their acquisition.

Thank you.
Mr. MONSON. Thank you, Steve.

:3



The last element I would address is the Veterans' Administra-
tion. Our proposal provides for up to 13 acres for the Veterans' Ad-
ministration expansion needs, and that is to be accommodated
through a needs assessment and the planning process.

One of the issues that was confusing to me a little earlier is
when we talk about the cash available in the opposing proposal for
Indian education needs. We talked of up to $48 million. But if you
were to take out the 13 acres that we are allocating in our proposal
to be utilized for planning of those expansion needs, that would
probably have a value of about $15 million, so that number would
be greatly reduced as to what would be left over.

Also, as we talked about the valuation process, although from
the correspondence I have received from the Interior Department
their conclusion has been reached, there are two appraisals being
conducted as we speak on the Gray Ranch in southwest New
Mexico and I would welcome this body's attention to those once
they are completed. They have been ordered by the Interior De-
partment.

Mr. Chairman, as we stated to you in our June 22 letter, we are
delighted to work with Congress, the executive branch, the city of
Phoenix, representatives of the Arizona Indian Tribes, and other
interested parties to advance this discussion and proposal, and we
pledge our full cooperation in such an effort.

In conclusion, I want to say that the disposition of the Indian
School land should take place in the context of Southwestern inter-
ests that it has come to represent. Both Estes and Phelps Dodge
have a longstanding commitment to that part of this country. We
will have a direct local interest in seeing that the development of
that property turns out well, and our reputations will be on the
line to ensure that it does.

We know that the Indians of Arizona have reason to make a
claim on a portion of the property, and we wish to take them on as
a partner. We know the values of rural Arizona and new Mexico
wilderness and believe that we have found an unparalleled treas-
ure that we offer.

We ask for your support and we are prepared to answer any of
your questions. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Monson follows:j
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Testimony of Chris Monson, President of

Phelps Dodge Development Corporation,

in Support of an Exchange of Southwest Lands

for the Indian School Property in Phoenix, Arizona.

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

July 30, i7 .

Chairman, my name is Chris Monson. I am president of the

..Phelps Dodge Development Corporation (PDDC). I want to,thank yoU'

for calling this hearing on pending proposals for the interstate

exchange of private land, for the Phoenix Indian School property

located in Phoenix, Arizona. By law, congress reserved the right

under the Federal Land Policy Management Act to approve any

interstate land exchange. Our proposal is supplemented by a

number of exhibits, including a photo brochure of the lands being

offered, that we would offer into the record at this time. With

the assistance of our principal environmental consultant, Dr.

Steven Carothers, I would like to summarize our proposal. The

Southwest Land Exchange would accomplish one of the largest

acquisitions of natural resource lands in the history of the

united States. This acquisition can occur without any appropria-

tions of federal funds. At the conclusion of this hearing, PDDC

would urge that the Committee introduce and move legislation

approving the PDDC proposal.

The opportunity to make our proposal arose due to the decision of

the Secretary of the Interior to close the Phoenix Indian School.

For now, Congress has prohibited its closure through the

appropriations process. We do not believe the school will be
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closed until this Committee decides that the needs of Arizona's

Indian children ere met; los agree that they must be met. Sut we

.neve 'been convinced that the facility will eventually be phased

out.

.FORMATION OF THE PHELPS DODGE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

The Phelps Dodge Development Corporation is a new venture drawing

on the resources of two established companies; the Phelps Dodge

.CorpOrationo a mining company with over 100 years experience in

Arizona and New Mexico; and the Estes Company, the respected

Axizona-based developer of residential, commercial and resort

properties with 40 years experience in our area. PDDC is

headquartered in Tucson, Arizona. Its charge is, in cooperation

with the Estes Co., to manage, plan and develop a diversified

portfolio of Phelps Dodge properties in the southwestern United

States.

The chairmen of both parent companies are here today, and I would

like to introduce them to the Committee. G. Robert Durham, of

Phelps Dodge, and William A. Estes, of the Estes Company.

Let me say a word about the philosophy and mission of this new

venture. Phelps Dodge and the Estes Company exemplify two

important trends in the southwest today: as a great mining

company, Phelps Dodge has adapted creatively to the retrenchment

of America's basic industries and is diversifying as a means of
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:assuring profits for ite shareholders. A small .homebuilding

anterprise.only 20 years ago, the Estes Company is now one of the

%est responsible and creative developers in the country, having

benefited by the explosive migration to the sunbelt.

This marriage of one of the great landowners of the Southwest

_with.its best developer will not simply result in the development

- of PD's 'holdings. We also wish to exchange lands in our

ownership that have real conservation value for those that have

development value, and to produce permanent environmental,

recreational, archeological and other benefits for the public

while,generating profits for the private sector. Our present

proposal is for the proposed exchange of some 311,000 acres of

prized Southwest wilderness and archeological sites for the right

to develop the Indian School property in downtown Phoenix.

ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSAL

PDDC would receive approximately 70 of the 103 acres of the

Indian School property.

rimc would grant an undivided 21% interest in the property

to a trust to be formed to address the educational and

social needs of current and future generations of Arizona's

Indian children.
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Pa= would transfer to the Department of the Interior six

separate parcels ofcenvironmental sinificance and national

Importance in New Mexico.and Arizona to be protected in

_perpetuity. Neither MAC, PD, or its subsidiaries is to

_retain any mineral reservations. The parcels to be

transferred include: 4,742 acres of the Upper, Middle and

Lower Eagle Creek in Arizona; 5,160 acres on Alamo Hueco

lands in New Lexica, and over 300,000 acres cif the Gray

-Ranch in New Mexico.

In imeparing this promal, we have attempted to recognize the

Jleeds of each of the parties upon whom this exchange will have a

major Impacts

the Native Americans of Arizona

o the City of Phoenix

the Department of Interior

the U.S. Veterans' Administration (VA).

INDIAN TRIBES OF ARIZONA

In our presentations to the Arizona and New Mexico congressional

delegations in early June, the PDDC proposal for addressing

Indian concerns was to provide $15 million in cash to be held in

trust for the Indians, together with 31 of the profits from the

development.
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Inoluded.in that prGposal was the option for PDDC to provide both

land and a new school facility to be constructed at a site such

as the Verde.River Valley north of Fhoenix.

_Following the announcement of our proposal, we have had a number

of talks with Indian representatives, including the Inter-Tribal

Council of Arizona and the counsel to the Navajo Nation. Rased

.on those .alks, we have modified our June proposal.

.0A July 14, at a meeting with representatives of the Arizona

Inter-Tribal Council / offered an alternative contribution of a

21% undivided interest in the property and in the project we will

develop. I formalized that offer a week later in a letter to the

ITCA and the Navajo's counsel. We obviously believe that this

property will generate excellent returns, and this offer will

allow the beneficiaries of the educational trust to share

substantially in those returns now and in the years ahead. But

it is still the position of PDDC that the Tribes and Congress may

choose among these options. We are prepared to support whichever

approach is most appropriate.

CITY OF PHOENIX

I have appeared before the elected officials of the City of

Phoenix, as recently as last week, and have committed to Mayor

Goddard and the City Council to accept the requirements for land

30-464 - 90 - 11
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yUrchese options and for planning.cooperation,that have been

insisted upon by the City. We have also included in our proposal

the principle that a portion of the Indian School site should be

comMitted to the City for a park of at least 20 acres with

-....._:_expanaion potential.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Five weeks ago, I delivered our proposal to William P. Horn,

Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks of the

Department of the Interior. The proposal outlined the diversity

of wildlife, recreation, scenic, and wilderness values of the

land PDDC is offering. Additionally, these lands contain 11

.archeOlogical sites recently proposed to be added to the National

Registry of Historic Places, including two that are potential

candidates for national monuments. The response of Mr. Horn was

not delayed. In three working days he had assembled positions

from Bureau of Land Management, Sureau of Indian Affairs, Fish

Wildlife, and the Forest Service. Mr. Horn's °review," simply

put, was cursory. I would submit Mr. Horn's review for the

record, but I ask that you set it aside and make your own

independent judgement of our proposal. I am also submitting for

your review PDDC's response to Mr. Horn.

PODC believes that the properties offered are of such outstanding

significance that their acquisition by the Federal Government

through an exchange of the Indian School site is clearly in the

national interest. Mr. Chairman, the equity in the Phoenix
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property provides_an xcellent opportunity to_ accomplish a

national Conservation goal which, given present expenditures of

Land and Water Conservation funds, would otherwise take years of

federal appropriations.

- opening public access to the natural archeological and historical

values of the PDDC properties will stimulate a new recreational

industry, particularly in southwest New Mexico. We believe the

potential benefits to Hidalgo County's economy, which has been

economically stagnant for many years, is a positive aspect of our

offer.

I would now ask Dr. Carothers to present a brief photographic

tour of the lands.

- (Environmental Presentation) -

Mr. Chairman, as we stated to you in our June 22 letter, we are

delighted to work with Congress, the Executive Branch, the City

Of Phoenix, representatives of the Arizona Indian Tribes, and

other interested parties to advance this discussion and proposal,

and we pledge our full cooperation in such an effort.

In conclusion, I want to say that the disposition of the Phoenix

Indian School property should take place in the context of the

Southwestern interests that it has come to represent. Both Ertes



and Phelps Dodge have a longstanding commitment to that part of

this coantry. We will have a direct local interest in seeing

that .thie_development of that property turns out well. and our

rep-tations will be on the line to ensure that it does. We know

that the Indians of Arizona have reason to make a claim to a

portion of the property--and we

'partner. We know the values of

wilderness and believe that we

-treasure.

wish to.take them on as a

rural Arizona and New Mexico

have found an unparalleled

We ask for your support, and we are prepared-to answer any

questions.



Mr. MILLER. Mr. Rhodes.
Mr. %loon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr.

Monson, for your ttimony.
I don't suppose there are any good dam sites on Eagle Creek, are

there?
ughter.)
. CAROTHERS. Sorry, sir.

Mr, RHODES. I'M just kidding you.
Mr. Monson, you state that you have had discussions with the

ITCA concerning a partnership. Have they responded?
- Mr. MONSON. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Rhodes, they have
not. We have submitted our proposal to them in written form.

Mr. RHODES. And your discussions are not just with the ITCA but
also with the Navajo Nation?

Mr. Mo Nsox. That's correct.
Mr. Mums. So your proposal would be to include the Inter-tribal

council and the Navajos as partners?
Mr. MoNsorg. It was our understanding that we were addressing

the Indian education needs of Arizona. We didn't differentiate
there.

Mr. RHODES. Well, for the record, I think it should be noted that
the Navajo Nation is not a member of the inter-tribal council of
Arizona and it is necessary, in considering the provision for the
needs of the Indian children, that the Navajo Nation is included.

Mayor Goddard indicated that he had asked for additional infor-
mation from you. I presume that is being provided, that you're con-
tinuing, _to meet with the Phoenix city council, is that correct?

Mr. MONSON. That's correct.
Mr. RHODES. What was the basis that you used for the valuations

that you placed on these parcels of land in making your proposal?
Mr. MONSON. We evaluated, with those people who work closely

with us, including Dr. Carothers, the values that we would esti-
mate based on comparable sales and the values that we're putting
forward. That's an estimate. We clearly understand and support
the fact that independent appraisals will be done and must be used
to scrutinize the values attached to both ones.

Earlier in the testimony we talked about a value being placed on
the Indian School land. In fact, I believe you're the one that
brought that up. The Indian School evaluation assumes a very in-
tense rezoning of that site, so that value could vary a great deal.
We believe, and we're very comfortable, than when the independ-
ent appraisals that have been ordered, like on the Gray Ranch and
on our other properties, are completed, that those values will be
substantiated.

That's the purpose of the cash part of the equalization concept,
that it would offset whatever value was made up in the lands, but
we're very confident that no only will our lands meet that value,
most likely they will exceed the value. Again, we didn't break them
down on a parcel-by-parcel basis. It's a package estimate that we
put in our proposal.

Mr. RHODES. When did you acquire these properties, or when did
Phelps Dodge acquire them?

Mr. MONSON. Phelps Dodge owns all the properties, except the
Gray Ranch, for years. I'm sorry I can't give you the exact time.



The Gray Ranch is under option from the American Braco Compa-
ny with us at this point in time.

Mr. RHODES. I don't want to ask you something that might con-
sider to be confidential, but if you don't properly consider it to be
confidential, would you tell us what the option price is?

Mr. MoNsox. We really don't, as a corporate policy, discuss that
openly. Obviously, that will come out in that appraisal process. We
believe the value must be substantiated by that fair market valu-
ation process.

Mr. RHODES. Did you conduct an appraisal of the property your-
self before enterinf; into the option?

Mr. MONSON. We did not do a formal appraisal. 1.We compared
many, many option prices. One of our vice presidents, Mr. Robert
Lane, is a former Land Commissioner of Arizona and probably has
as much knowledge of comparable land values as anyone we know.
He certainly worked very closely with us.

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any other questions.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Monson, thank you for this magazine. I thought you were

giving us an Arizona highway map at first. Are these picture all
taken on the land?

Mr. MONSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I got the feeling from your testimony that you

thought we might be stampeded into something before we reviewed
everything, if we do make a transfer. I think I can pretty safely say
that we aren't going to be stampeded into doing something that
we're not very comfortable with.

I wanted to ask you a little bit about Phelps Dodge proposal,
when did Phelps Dodge and the Estes Company develop the Phelps
Dodge Development Corporation?

Mr. MONSON. That's been a process that was consummated on
April 15 of this year. It had been in process for about 11/2 years, sir.

Mr. CAMPBELL. In the process about 11/2 years?
Mr. MONSON. Yes.
Mr. CAMPBELL. So it wasn't developed just to deal with this piece

of land'?
Mr. MONSON. Oh, absolutely not. The Phelps Dodge Development

Corporation was given by the parent ,.,Impany, Phelps Dodge,
22,000 acres of other assets, buildings and homes, to manage and
develop.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Also, if I might ask a little bit about Phelps
Dodge's mining operation. flow many mines do you have down in
the Southwest that are open and in production now?

Mr. MONSON. Basically there is the Morenci mine close to the
Eagle Creek lands, the Tyrone mine in New Mexico, and also the
Chino mine next to the Tyrone in New Mexico.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Are the Tyrone and Morenci closed for good?
Mr. MONSON. No. no, no. They are still operating. Both of those

are operating.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Oh, they are operating?
Mr. MONSON. Yes, sir. The Ajo mine has been closed, and the

Bisbee mine has been closed.



Mr. CAMPBELL. Another question relating to mining. Does Phelps
Dodge have any mines now on Indian reservations?

Mr. MoNsos. Not to my knowledge, sir. I can't speak directly for
Phelps Dodge, because I run the real estate subsidiary.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I see. So you wouldn't know. I know that you are
probably aware there is about a 50 to SO percent unemployment
rate on the Indian reservations down there, about 10 times the av-
erage of the outside communities. You wouldn't have any idea how
many Indian employees there are with Phelps Dodge?

Mr. MoNsos. I would be happy to provide that information sup-
plementally.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Would you do that for us in writing to the chair-
man and me personally?

Mr. MoNsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
[Eprrea's NOTE.-At time of printing, Mr. Monson had not yet

supplied the information requested by Mr. Campbell. When re-
ceived, that material will be placed in the committee's files of
today's hearing.]

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mum. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Monson, for your testimony. I really don't have

the expertise or the ability to comment on your lands vis-a-vis
what Collier is offering, and I haven't seen if, in fact, there is a
formal ranking of these assets by the Department. I haven't seen it
yet, and I intend to look into that.

Obviously, under this scheme, that is of importance, I think, to
the Congress in making that determination. I don't know whether
Gray Ranch is better than the Everglades and whether the species
that can be preserved in these areas is more important, less impor-
tant, or however you rank those, and what we are looking at in
Florida. But under this current scheme, that is obviously going to
have to weigh, and I don't know how you end that argument if we
get engaged in it at some point, whether more people like mana-
tees or rattle snakes, I don't know. I'll tell you where I vote.

But I guess one of the questions I haveand my colleague can
comment also if he wants, or he can submit his commentsI guess
one of the questions I have is whether or not this is an attractive
piece of land if you didn't have other assets that you could trade in
kind. If you were Phelps Dodge Development Corporation and you
wanted to get in the commercial development of real estate in
Phoenix, is this an attractive piece of land? You may have some-
body else who does this for you, or whatever, but I am trying to
determine how much we should get involved.

I don't say this just to you, but I say this obviously to the Colliers
and also to the Departmenthow much we should get involved
with the notion that land swaps have to be an integral part of this,
as opposed to whether or not this is an asset that should be put up
for sale, and if Phelps Dodge wants to bid on it because you want
to get into the development area, or Collier wants to come across
the country and do that, or somebody from San Francisco of Los
Angeles. I'm not quite sure how we should arrange our thinking on
that part of it.
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I have been around that part of Phoenix several times. It looks
like a fairly attractive area to me in terms of its proximity, so I
assume it has a value without the trades.

Mr. MostsoN. It has an outstanding value, I think the trades help
its development capability, because it is a very long term develop-
ment. It is probably a 10- to 20-year development project. If you can
get into that with land that you have held for some time, that
makes it easier economically, rather than having to debt service
the whole thing in cash.

Mr. MILLER. SO you would consider yourself, and I assume the
Colliers would consider themselves, at somewhat of a competitive
advantage to people that have to go out and borrow the money or
go through the somewhat traditional means of looking for the de-
velopment of that property to finance it.

Mr. MONSON. I think that is a fair observation.
Mr. Mum. The Southwest excharre )roperties you own, or in

one case you have an option or some i,111{7, that was said this morn-

r. MONSON. That is correct. On the Gray Ranch, a portion of
the Gray Ranch, we have an option on it. We own all the others.

me. MILLER. Eagle Creek you own?
Mr. MONSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MILLER. OK. It was raised in Mr. Horn's testimony that

there is a dispute on minerals with New Mexico that he obviously
considers to be of substantial detriment to the offer you have made.
Is that accurate?

Mr. MoNsoisi. I think as they continue their evaluation and anal-
ysis they will conclude that split mineral rights is probably not sig-
nificant. It is very common in the Western part of the United
States, and all mineral rights that we own we are conveying. So if
these lands were ever to be conveyed, we can only convey what we
have, and those mineral rights are held bymost of thpm are held
by another governmental entity.

Mr. Mn.L.Ea. Is that the State of New Mexico?
Mr. MONSON. That is my understanding.
Croviously, the Phelps Dodge Corporation has teviewed the c;-o

nomic viability of mineral exploration.
Mr. MILLER. That is your businessright?
Mr. MONSON. Yesand concluded that, it is not .!c

viable.
Mr. MILLER. I don't have tunny mere questions a to the merits

of what you have submitted to the Department. As T said, I haven't
seen it that much But I am a little concerned about the I an;
more than a little concerned, l'm ver: concerned about the
because, again, we will have to sort throiigh this testimony, bu:
you suggested iiS they dismiss the valuatiomi out of h;ind. ;11 ,

they, f..nktzi,.;od in a son,ev;;-titt inre
appraisal. ot these lands yt.-t to bt d,stcrnii7lod. El wLt:,
the discussion of the Collier probkIns that hc wri tiiLjions oi
up to 59 percent that had to Le reconciled.

I find it interesting that the person who is representing the he;-ci-
eral Government in the sale of these lands. when somebody brings
him an offer--you represent your offer to he worth how much?

Mr. MONSON. We represent our lands to be worth $70 million.

3 .) r
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Mr. Mum. Seventy million dollars, and he says no, they are
not, and then he tells you to go away rather than saying, "Do you
want to put something else into the kitty?" I thought that was the
way you try to sell assets in this country.

Mr. -MoNsoN. We had no request by phone or in a written form
between the time we submitted our proposal and we got our formal
response from him of any clarification or request for any additional
information. That is why, as -you read in my response, we were
quite taken aback by the quickness of that response.

Mr. Mum. I am concerned about what appears to me to be a
great disparity in the treatment that these two offers have re-
ceived. -I don't know whether or not, when you get all done with
that, they are going to like yours or not like yours, or whether the
Congress is going to like it. But I think, clearly, there is a problem
here when you have the Government engaged in 18 months of ne-
gotiation and then you have another from obviously a reputable
corporation and apparently bona fide lands, that is dismissed out of
hand.

I am also terribly concerned that, on the face of it, it doesn't
appear that this notion that these lands were available was widely
circulated and that there may be other parties out there. You may
not be happy to hear that is my concern, but it isthat there may
be other entities out there that simply want to engage in the in-
vestment in these properties with or without other environmental-
ly sensitive lands.

I think Chairman Udall was wise in scheduling this hearing. I
am not quite sure where it takes us, and we have additional wit-
nesses, but I think it is safe to say that the record created here this
morning, the concerns that were raised almost by every member of
the committee as to exactly what is the process and how do people
know if they are in or they are out. It has been recommended that
this is "a done deal." Well, I think if you voted on this committee
you would rind it hard to believe, because I don't think we have
enough information to put our reputations on that line yet.

So thank you for you: 'mony. Again, as with Mr. Cawley, we
will have additional clip ts that we would like to submit to you
in writing as we go through your proposal and the correspondence
between you and Mr. Horn and the Department.

Mr. MONSON. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. MoNsoN. Just before we run, let me just say that I associate

myself fully with the remarks you have just made, especially your
concerns regarding the disparity of treatment between these two
proposals. I think we are going to have to do something to correct
that.

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER Thank you. We will recess for a moment and come

back after the vote.
AFTER RECESS

Mr. CAMPBELL [presiding]. If we could get the attention of every-
one, these proceedings will come back to order.

3 ,
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I was out for a moment, but I assume we have concluded with
the last gentleman, Mr. Monson. The next group will be: Mr. Don
Antone, president of the Inter-tribal council of Arizona; Mr. Enos
Francisco, chairman of Tohono O'Odham Tribe; and Mr. Jim Pla-
tero, director for economic development of the Navajo Nation. I
only have three listed on here. OK. I see.

Your written testimony, without any objection, will be included
in the record. If you would like to summarize, since time is running
on, that would be just fine, and we will proceed with Mr, Antone.

PANEL CONSISTING OF DON ANTONE, PRESIDENT, INTER-TRIBAL
COUNCIL OF ARIZONA; ENOS FRANCISCO, CHAIRMAN, TOHONO
O'ODHAM TRIBE OF ARIZONA; AND JIM PLATERO, DIRECTOR,
ECONOMIC PLANNING DEPARTMENT, NAVAJO TRIBE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY PETER SEGALL, ACTING DIRECIVR, WASHINGTON
OFFICE
Mr. ANTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, as you said, we would like to submit our written

statement for the record.
With me today is Enos Francisco, who is the chairm- of the

Tohono O'Odham Nation, and also staff from the ITCA.
We would like to express our appreciation to the members of the

committee and also Senators DeConcini and McCain for their con-
tinued support in our major efforts to try to identify the needs of
our children, which is of prime interest in this hearing.

I would like to also go back to the hearing of February of this
year which was held in Phoenix and briefly summarize some of the
concerns that were brought out at that hearing mainly because
there are continued unanswered questions from the Department of
the Interior.

Since 1891, the Phoenix Indian School has served thousands of
Indian children. Arizona tribes continue to insis that this school
remain open because it provides a necessary educational resource,
especially where no suitable alternative resources are available in
local communities. Only five of the Indian reservations in Arizona
have high schools located on reservation, and the dropout rate
among Arizona Indian 5,outh is approximately 36 percent, accord-
ing to the 1980 Census.

In May of last year, the Bureau formed a study group made up of
social service directors, ITC staff, and others, to investigate the
needs of the Phoenix Indian School and the Sherman Boarding
School. The study group interviewed many people, and they sur-
veyed students as well as parents, including persons from the
Washington office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and their con-
clusion was that the off-reservation boarding schools at Phoenix
and Sherman are a resource that assist students to stay in school
and to help meet the educational and social needs of the students.

Following that study, the Bureau chose to ignore the recommen-
dations of that study group and reported to the Congress that the
Phoenix Indian School should be closed. The report to Congress
said Indian students should be educated as close to home as possi-
ble and, contradictory to that statement, said that these students
needing boarding school services could be educated at less cost to
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs in California. Most of the tribes in Ar-
izona disagree with this and do not want their students presently
.attending Indian schools to be shipped off to California.

The Bureau rationale does not justify the closing of Phoenix
Indian High School. The Bureau, in closing the school, is failing to
meet its obligations to educate Indian youth who are not attending
school at present.

Statements made by the Secretary of the Interior and by the As-
sistant Secretary for Indian Affairs have indicated that the Phoe-
nix Indian School is no longer needed, as reflected by declining en-
rollment. I would like to remind the committee that the records
show that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has purposely not main-
tained the Phoenix Indian School over a period of years in expecta-
tion of closure and has also failed to properly administer the
school. This has caused a major effect on enrollment. In addition,
rumors within the Department of the Interior during the last few
years that the school would be closed have also resulted in declin-
ing enrollment.

As we stated in our February hearing, it is the position of the
Inter-tribal council of Arizona that Phoenix Indian School remain
open until suitable alternative arrangements have been made in
Arizona to meet the needs of the students and potential students
served by the school and until Congress expressly approves the clo-
sure of the school.

In relation to the transfer proposals, the Inter-tribal council has
received a proposal from the Phelps Dodge Development Corpora-
tion with regard to funding an Indian Educational Trust Fund.
Phelps Dodge proposes an equity interest of $15 million as a grant
toward the trust fund and a 20 percent interest in all income, prof-
its, and gains realized from the development of the Phoenix Indian
School property.

The position of the council continues to be that if and when the
Congress takes action to close the scly3o1 that proceeds from 50 per-
cent of the fair market value of the total amount of the Phoenix
Indian School property be conveyed to the member tribes of the Ar-
izona Inter-tribal council, 45 percent of which would be deposited
in a trust fund, and all rights, title, and interest to acreage of the
Phoenix Indian School lands which have a fair market value equal
to 5 percent of the total lands be conveyed to member tribes of the
Inter-tribal council of Arizona.

The trust fund is to be used for supplemental education and child
weIrare programs. The services for the benefit of these Indian
tribes which are members of the Inter-tribal council and the coun-
cil would oppose any proposal to distribute the funds on a per
capita basis.

At this time, the Phelps Dodge proposal falls far short of the ITC
proposal which attempts to meet some of the immediate education-
al and social welfare needs of the tribes.

The city of Phoenix, in a letter to Secretary Hodel, has supported
in concept the creation of a trust fund. Collier Enterprises, in their
testimony of February 13, 1987, also supports the major ITC pro-
posal that, "Cash received from the Federal Government would es-
tablish the Arizona Indian tribe funds."

4fte
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.The Inter-tribal council of Arizona has additional concerns with
regard to the Phelps Dodge Development Corporation's proposal
That proposal proposes that 33 acres be set aside for a city park
and for Veterans' Administration expansion needs. ITC's legislative
proposal provides for the sale or exchange of lands that would ac.
commodate the city of Phoenix.

The council continues to support land exchange by the city of
Phoenix for Phoenix Indian School lands or sale of Phoenix Indian
School lands to the city to accommodate a city park. In the past,
the city of Phoenix has received large parcels of the original school

--property for construction of Phoenix Central High School, for
parks, for commercial and other uses.

With regard to the Veterans' Administration, the council contin-
ues to support a transfer of land to the VA to meet their expansion
needs. The council recommends that this be accomplished through
a grant of an easement by the Department of the Interior to the
VA. If and when VA no longer has use for the land, ITC proposes
that the proceeds at the fair market value of the property be depos-
ited in the trust fund if thP property is sold or that the property be
retained for use by the member tribes of the Inter-tribal council of
Arizona.

In relation to culture and historic values at the Phoenix Indiaq
School, ITC's proposal also provides for the preservation of historic
buildings and objects, that at least one acre of land be retained or
acquired by the Secretary of the Interior to serve as a site to pre-
serve such buildings and objects.

The Department of the Interior has begun this section 106 proc-
ess under the National Historic Preservation Act to determine the
cultural and historic significance of the Phoenix Indian School
property. The Inter-tribal council wrote to the Secretary of the In-
terior requesting to be a part of this process in August. ITC did not
receive a written response to this letter until last week.

On July 17, our office received notice from the Phoenix Area
Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs of a meeting to be held on
July 22 to solicit public comments on historic preservation issues
dealing with the Phoenix Indian School. Although the Interior De-
partment consulting archeologist had met earlier that month with
ITC representatives to discuss the Indian School, we did not discuss
this public comment meeting at that time. Members of the tribe in
Arizona have critical information for assessing the cultural re-
sources' values of the Phoenix Indian School. The short notice of
this public meeting, less than 3 working days, made it almost im-
possible for tribes to participate.

This inadequate notification and the rush approach to the section
106 activity shows a lack of good faith on the part of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in working with the tribes on the cultural re-
sources issues involving the school. This lack of good faith is con-
sistent with Interior's overall approach to the disposition of the
school.

The school has historic and cultural value to Indian people and
to the Nation as a whole. We feel that any formal assessment of its
significant needs should be done thoroughly and provide for partici-
pation of Indian tribes as specifically recommended in section 106.

:3
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ITC has recommended to the Department of the Interior that the
Department work closely with tribes throughout the section 106
proms, including the planning for public information activities.
ITC also recommends that the Department of the Interior under-
take a study of the historical and cultural significance of the Phoe-
nix Indian School property. No building or portions of the property
should be eliminated from the study. The study needs to include as
a major element the gathering of oral history information from
former students of the school.

In addition, ITC requests to be a party to any memorandum of
agreement that is developed between the advisory council on
toric Preservation and the State Historic Preservation Office con-
cerning the Phoenix Indian School Council resources.

In regard to legislation, Qmgressmen Udall and Campbell intro-
duced legislation on March 23, 1987, that has many of the provi-
sions that were proposed by the Inter-tribal council of Arizona. The
council understands that the proposed legislation was introduced to
generate discussion and additional proposals regarding the disposi-
tion of the school property. Nevertheless, the council deeply appre-
ciates introduction by the Congressmen of the ITC legislative con-
cepts.

ITC continues to remain open to support any proposal that in-
cludes the following: one, that 50 percent of the fair market value
of the total amount of the Phoenix Indian High School property be
conveyed to member tribes of the Inter-tribal council of Arizona
and an amount equal to 45 percent of the fair market value of the
total amount of the Phoenix Indian School land would be deposited
in a trust fund for member tribes of the Inter-tribal council of Ari-
zona, and all rights, title, and interest to an acreage of the Phoenix
Indian School lands which have a fair market value equal to 5 per-
cent of the fair market value of the total amount of the land would
be transferred to member tribes of the Inter-tribal council of Arizo-
na. At least one acre of land would be retained or acquired by the
Secretary of the Interior to serve as a site to preserve historic
buildings and objects.

We wish to thank the committee for giving us the opportunity to
comment on our concerns, and our major concern continues to be
that of the continued echicational needs of our Indian children.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will be happy to answer any ques-
tions you may have. If we don't have an answer to your question,
we will certainly see that you get a written response to your ques-
tions.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Antone followsl



Testimony of the

INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL OF ARIZONA

Introduction:

Chairman Udall, members of the House Interior Committee, my
name is Donald Antone. I am Governor of the Gila River Indian
Community and President of the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona,
an- organization of 19 tribal governments in Arizona. EnoS
Francisco, Chairman of the Tohono Otodham Nation is also here
with me. 1 appreciate the opportunity to comment once again on
the latest proposed disposition of the Phoenix Indian High School
property. We have a written statement ue are submitting for the
record.

Background

At an earlier hearing on February 13, 1987, the Inter Tribal
Council of Arizona provided testimony on its concerns regarding
the closure of the Phoenix Indian High School. In reference to
that testimony I will oriefly sunmarize some of those concerns
because they continue to remin unansuered by the Cep-':tment of
Interior.

Since 1891, the Phoenix Indian High School has served tens
of thousands of Indian children. Arizona tribes insist that the
school remain open because it provides a necessary educational
rescurce, especially where no suitable alternative resources are
available in local tribal communities.

Only five of the Indian reservations in Arizona have high
schools lo6ated on reservations and the dropout rate among
Arizona Indian youth is 36 percent according to the 1980 census.

In May, 1986 the Bureau of Indian Affairs formed a study
group with tribal social service directors and ITCA staff
investigate the needs for Phoenix Indian and Sherman boarding
schools. The study group interviewed many people, reviewed
school and related docunents and surveyed students, parents,

included persons frcm the Washington office of the Bureau of
Indian affairs, concluded that the off-reservation boarding
schools at Phoenix and Sherman are a resource that assist
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students to stay in sChool and help meet the educational, social

and shelter needs of the students.

Following that study, the Bureau of Indian Affairs chose to
ignare--tne recammendations of the Stirly group and reported to

Congress that Phoenix Indian High School should ne closed. The

report to COngress said Indian students should be educated as
close to home as possible and in a contradictory statement said

those students needing boarding School'services could be educated
at less cost to the Bureau in the state of Qslifornia near Los

MOst of the tribes in Arizona disagree with this and do
not:vent their students poesently at Phoenix Indian High School

Shipped off toCalifornia. The Bureau nationale does not justify

the closing of Phoenix Lulian High School.

The Bureau in closing schools is failiny to meet its

obligation to educate Indian youngsters many of whom are
attending no school at all.

Statements made by the Secretary of the Interior and by the

Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs have indicated that the

Phoenix Indian High School is tic banger needed as reflected by

declining enrollment. I would remied the commdttee that the

record shows that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has purposely not

maintained the Phoenix Indian School over a nuuber of years in

expectation of closure and has also faileu to properly administer

the school. This has had a major effect on enrollment. In

addition, rumors within the Deparhaent of the Interior during the
last few years that the school would be closed have also resulted

in eLmclining enrollment. As ae stated at the February hearing it
is the position of the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona that
Phoenix Indian High School remain open until suitable alternative

arrangements have been made in the State of Arizona to !wet the

needs of the students and potential students served by the

,school, and until Congress expressly approves closure of the
school.

Land Tranfer Proposals

The Inter Tribal Council of Arizona has received a proposal
from the phelps Dodge Development Corporation (PODC) with regard

to funding an Indian Educational Trust Fund. Phelps Dodge

proposes an equity interest of $15,000,000 as a grant toward the
trust fund and a 20 percent interest in all income profits and
gains realized from the development of the Phoenix Indian School

property.

The position of the Council continues to be that if and when

Congress takes action to close the Phoenix Indian High School

proceeds from 50 percent of the fair market value of the total

amount of the Phoenix Indian High School be conveyed to the

member tribes of the Inter Tribal council of Arizona; 45 percent

of which would be deposited into a trust fund, anu that all

right, title and interest to an acreage of the Phoenix Indian

High School lands which has a fair market value equal to 5

2



'.percent of the total lands be conveyed to mender tribes of the
Anter.Tribal Council of Arizona. Tne trust fund is to be used
for supplemental edUcational and cnild-welfare programs,
activities, and services for the benefit of tbeSe Indian tribes

-Whiorh' are jaemberS of the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc.
.The council would oppose any proposal to distribute the funds on
a per capita basis.

At this thne the Pnelps Dodge proposal falls far snort of
the flEA proposal which attempts to meet some of the immediate
educational and social welfare needs of tribes. The City of
Phoenix in a letter to Seetetary Hodel has supported in concept
the creation of a trust fund. Chiller Enterprises in their
testimony on February 13, 1987, also supported the major ITCA
ploposal that "Cash received by the 1",!deral governmeot would
'establish the Arizona Inclian Trust Fund."

rine Inter Tribal Council of Arizona has additional concerns
with regard to the Phelps Dodge Development COrporation proposal.
'PDOC proposes that 33 acres be set aside for a city park and fhr
-Veteran's Administratioo expansion needs. 'die ITCA's legislative
proposal provides for the sale or exchange of lands that 'opuld
iseerawdate the City of Phoenix. The Cbuncil continues to
support land exchange by the City of Phoenix for Phoenix Indian
School land oi sale et Phoenix Indian School land to the City to
accommodate a city park for Phoenix. In the past the City of
Phoonix has received large parcels of the origioal school
property ler construction of tile Phophix CtIntral High Scowl, for
parks, ior enauxoeial and othet uses. Veth rooard to the
Veteran's Administration (VA) , the Couocil contrhuen to support a
Waster cf land to ilk, %/A to neet ineir expaosiOn needs. 'Ow
OvincjI recoinwhes that this be ,iccooplished thrrugh a grant (It

an easPirient by th..! Deparhaent ot the Interior to the VA. II anti
when the VA no longer tkis uno tor the hinet tne I4VA propoi42$.

rnat. (he pr:%-vds at toe t ourket value (,f property
deplt,ttid in 'Ivo trust iund it ptoperty is 5.old oi that th4-
property be ita.ined tor use ty the ffIluber tribe6 f,t the int,er

TribalConncil ot Arizona.
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'On July 17, 1987, cur office received notice from the

Phoenix Area Office of the Hureau of Indian Affairs of a meeting

July 22 to solicit public coinaent on historic preservation issues

t:Ickaling with the Phoenix Indian High School. Although Interior's

Departmental COnSulting Archeologist had met earlier'that 'month

with ITCA representatives to diScuss the Indian Scheel, he did

not discuss this public comment meeting at that time. Members of

tribes in" Arizona have critical information for assessing the

cultural resource values of the Phoenix Indian High School. The

.short notice for this public meeting, less than three working

:days, Miacie it almost impossible for tribes to ppiticipate.

This inadequate notification and the rushed approach to the

Section 106 activities shows a lack of good faith on the part of

Department of interior in wnrking with tribes on the cultural

resources issues involving the School; this lack of good faith

is consistent with Interior's overall approach to the disposition

of the School.

The Phoenix Ind5an Hign School has historic and cultural

value to Indian people and to th2 nation as a whole. WO feel

.that any formal ansessnent of its significance Needs to be uone

thoroughly and provide tot participation of Indian tribes as

specifically recf,thoenued in the Section 14)6 regUlations (Section

60.41(c)(2) iiii)).

ITCA is recomeruing to the LVpartment oi interior that the

department Work vlOsely with ttibes throughout the Section 106

process, including the plaoning tor public informution

activities. ITCA also reccommids that the Oppartiment of Inteme:1

Undertake a study the historical (ion cultural significance of

tne Vhnenix lodtan Sonool Proverty. No buildings or portions et

tne vroporty stouid ve olitvioatod from ttm. ntuly. The ,ifociy

nevvitt to irwlude, at$ a major elatx..ot, tne gathering of oral

hii;tory intormatlen from frqmor stlideas of the stlxy.11. It.

additiost, lILA eque!.;ts to be a party to any tkqpranciturt of
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The Inter Tribal Council of Arizona continues to remain open
to..,supporting any proposal that includes the folloaing:

That 50 percent of the fair market value of the total amount
'Of the Phoenix Indian High School property be conveyed to

-member tribes ot the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona ot
which:

o an atiount equal to forty five percent of the fair

market value of the total amount of the Phoenix Indian
School land would be deposited into a Trust Fund for

member tribes of the Inter Tribal Council of, Arizona;
and

o all right, title, and interest to an acreage of the
Phoenix Indian School lands which has a fair market
value equal to tive percent of tne fair market value of
the total amount of the lands wnuld oe tranferred to
member tribes of the Inter tribal Council of Arizona.

At least one acre of land would be retained or acquired by
the Secretary of tno Interior to serve as a site to preserve
historic buildings and objects.'''

Thank you. Ihe members of the Inter Tribal Council of

Arizona sincerely appreciate, once again, this opportunity to
address proposals concerning the. .'_aenix Indian School land
disposition.

5
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Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Antone, you are speaking on behalf of ITC
today.

Mr. ANTONE. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAMPBELL If the offers in a monetary sense and a develop-

ment sense were the same, from both Collier and Phelps Dodge,
does ITC have a preference if there was a transfer made, which
would they prefer to trade for, even though they may not have any
direct influence in the decision?

Mr. ANTONE. Not at this time, Mr. Chairman. We have had a
chance to review both proposals, and indicated our view today is
that Phelps Dodge's falls far short from the proposal of the Col-
liers. But we still have an open mind. It is our understanding that
both proposals will probably continue to be reviewed further. So we
continue to have an open mind on that.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you. I know that at this time the proposals
are negotiable. The only thing in this discussion that is not n-,lotia-
ble is the future of those youngsters, I think you would p s sly
agree. I just wanted to give you one Congressman's word that those
kids are not going to be shipped off to Riverside if I have anything
to do with it.

Mr. ANTONE. We appreciate that.
Mr. CAMPBELL. If we have any future for them at all, it has to be

close to their home, and I just wanted to tell you that, and I am
speaking for many other people here too, even though they are not
with us today.

OK. I guess we will take Mr. Enos Francisco next.
Mr. ANTONE. The statement that I made is the same.
Mr. CAMPBELL The same? All right.
Mr. ANTONE. Roth statements are included in the statement I

made.
Mr. CAMPBELL C.11 right.
Jim Platero.
Mr. PLATERO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee and guests. I would like to thank you for this opportuni-
ty to give the NavAjo Nation an opportunity to testify on this im-
portant issue.

My name is Jim Platero. I am the director of economic planning
with the Navajo Tribe, and I'm representing the tribe and Mr.
Mike Upshaw, who was supposed to attend here but had some
other urgent matters. To my right is Mr. Pete Segall. He is the
acting director of our Navajo Nation Washington Office and will
assist. We will both answer questions as they relate to this project
here.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your support on
Indian issues and some of the other Congressmen that were here
earlier that also support Indian education.

The Phoenix Indian School has played an important role in edu-
cating native American youth residing in Arizona. For many years,
the Phoenix Indian School has met the needs of targeted popula-
tions with very special needs. Currently, there are over 3,000 Nava-
jos 16 and under who have not been successful in reservation
schools and who are currently enrolled in a suitable school or
training program. Without such off-reservation facilities such as
the Phoenix Indian School and the specific programs they offer,



these young adults run the risk of becomiag permanent wards of
the Federal Government.

The Navajo Nation has had a long and significant relationship
with the Phoenix Indian School. Over 4,000 Navajos, or 22 percent
of the school's enrollment, have been educated at the Phoenix
Indian School since 1960. The Navajo proportion of overall enroll-
ment has varied from year to year. At times, over 50 percent of the
school's population have been Navajo. Thus, the Navajo Nation
urges the committee to recognize that any legislation affecting the
closure or transfer of the school property must take into account
the Navajo Nation's historical and present day interest in the
school.

Specifically, we encourage the committee not to permit the
school to close until it is satisfied the educational needs of current
and future Navajo students have been properly provided for. There
are currently two proposals for developing the school property. We
believe that both proposals have merit on their own but would
prefer the Congress choose the proposal that maximizes the funds
available for educating native American youth in Arizona.

The proposal put forth by the Collier family would exchange 145
acres in the Florida Everglades for 105 acres owned by the Depart-
ment of the Interior where the Phoenix Indian School is currently
located. Additionally, 50 percent of the value of the land would be
paid to the Interior Department and in legislation proposed earlicr
in the 100th Congress. The other 5O percent of the funds would be
put in a trust fund, and the accrued interest would be earmarked
for supporting educational programs similar to those of the Phoe-
nix Indian School. The Department of the Interior would adminis-
ter the trust funds for the benefit of the Arizona Indian tribes.

Another more recent proposal has been submitted for the devel-
opment of the Indian School property by the Phelps Dodge Devel-
opment Corporation. PDDC proposes to exchange a parcel of Arizo-
na and New Mexico lands said to be valued in excess of $70 million
plus $15 million in cash for the Indian School property. Phelps
Dodge offers to convey to Indian education funds a present equity
interest in the property of $15 million and 20 percent interest in
all income, profits, and gains realized from the development of the
property. Without describing a particular value of these particular
interests, PDDC does represent its firm belief that such a participa-
tion would provide a significant revenue source for Indian educa-
tional trusts.

The Navajo Nation believes that the difficulty of quantifying the
value of PDDC's equity participation proposal should not, per se,
deter consideration of the proposal. However, in view of the uncer-
tainties inherent in such arrangements, we believe that some addi-
tional protections should be built into such proposals. These protec-
tions are listed in our statement, Mr. Chairman, and, if you would
like, I can summarize these protections that we mentioned.

No. 1, at least six independent professional appraisals of the
property should be made. These appraisals should take into ac-
count the projected value of PDDC's development package at vari-
ous stages of completion and under various foreseeable zoning con-
ditions. We believe this committee should ensure itself that it is
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reasonably comfortable with an estimated value of PDDCs trust
fund contribution over time before accepting such a proposal.

No. 2, building into the legislation a requirement that the city of
Phoenix agree to appropriate zoning of the property in exchange
for its interest in the transfer. This condition is very important in
view of the fact that the Arizona tribes' interest in the property
could fluctuate in value dramatically depending upon the zoning
the property ultimately receives.

Ensuring that the tribe's ownership share in the property not be
encumbered by mortgage or other debt. This would protect the
tribes' share in the event of a default by the developer.

Ensuring that the trustees of the fund may, in their option, sell
their interest in the property to the developer at any time for its
appraised value at that particular time. PDDC might be required
to maintain a letter of credit or other source of evidence of ability
to Pay.

Ensuring that no action by the developer with respect to the
property which might adversely affect the value of the tribe's own-
ership or income participation could be taken without the concur-
rence of the trustee of the fund.

Ensuring the fund receives a full level of income every year from
its ownership intereSt, iegarding of the stage of completion or prof-
itability of the project. This would serve to protect the tribe's inter-
est from uncertainties in the real estate market or unforeseen de-
velopment respecting the developer's financial condition or market
strategies.

Perhaps this full level of income might be set as a percentage of
the tribes' ownership value times the prevailing interest rate. For
instance, if the agreed upon market value of the tribes' share is $15
million and the prevailing prime rate is 10 percent, then the trust
fund would be guaranteed a minimum income in that particular
year of $1.5 million. The developer might be required to purchase
interest bearing securities and dedicate their interest payments to
this purpose as a condition of approving Ps proposal.

We feel that Congress should pass 1.egislation that grants the
greatest resources to the tribe for such important purposes as edu-
cation. Additionally, the committee may wish to allow the tribes to
spend such incomes derived from the trust funds established by
such legislation to grant scholarships to tribal members.

4,300 out of 7,300 Navajos interested in attending college in 1986
did not have the resources to do so. This is a tragic waste of human
resources. Allowing trust fund interest to fund college education
might expand the resources available to Navajos to attend college.

Due to our historical use of the school, the Navajo Nation must
be full participants in any trust fund that is established. We look
forward to working with you to determine which proposal would
benefit Indians the most and how the Navajo Nation should par-
ticipate in any such legislation.

The Navajo Nation appreciates the opportunity to present its
views to the committee on such important issues. If you have any
questions, either I or Mr. Segall will be happy to answer you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Platero, with attachment, followsj
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TESTIMONY BY THE NAVAJO NATION

ON THE PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

Thank you for the opportunity to present the Navajo Natien's

wiows-on the proposals before us on the proposed cloaure of the

Phoen x Indian School,

As you know, the declining enrollment of Phoenix Indien School

combined with two new high schools built on the 'Vega and Hopi

Reeervetions has led the Bureau of Indian Affair* and members of

Cengress to question why the school should be continued to be

kept open. The Phoenix Indian School has played an important

role in educating Native American youths residing in Arizona.

For many years, Phoenix Indian School has met the needs of

targeted populations with very special needs.

Those youth who have been educated at the school are typically

those who have had social problems and who have not fared well in

schools near their homes. Thus, the school has educated and

trained those youths who otherwise might not hsve been in school,

or a training program. Currently, there are over 3,000 Navajos,

16 and under, who have not been successful in reservation

schools, and who are currently not enrolled in a suitable school

or training program. Without such off-reservation facilities,

such as the Phoenix Indian School and the special programs they

offer, these young adults run the risk of becoming permanent

wards of the federal government.

The Navajo Nation has had a long and significant relationship

with the Phoenix Indian School. As you can see from the last

page of thia statement, Attachment A, over 4,000 Navajos, or 22

percent of the School's enrollment, have been educated at Phoenix

Indian School since 1960. The Navajo proportion of overall

enrollment has varied from year to year; at times, over 60

percent of the School's population has been Navajo. Thus, the

Navajo Nation urges the Committee to recognize that any

legislation effecting the closure and/or transfer of the School

property must take into account the Navajo Nation's historical

end present-day interests in the School. Specifically, we



encourage the Committee not to permit the School to close until.

it is satisfied the educational needs of current-and future

Navajo-atudents have'been properly provided for. And based on

.11us htstorie and current- ties to the School, we believe the

'Navajo Nation must be included equitably as beneficiaries under

any trust fund provision established by such legislation.

There are currently two proposals for developing the School

property. We believe that both proposals have merits of their

-own but would prefer that Congress choose the proposal that

Maximixes the funds available for educating ?Wive American

youths in Arizona.

The proposal put forth by the Collier family would exchange

145,000 acres in the Florida Everglades for 105acres owned by

the Department of Interior where the Phoenix Indian School is

,currently located. Additionally, 50 percent of the value of the

land would be paid to the Interior Department and in legislation

proposed earlier in the 100th Congress, the other 50 percent of

the funds wnuld be put in a trust fund and the accrued interest

would be earmarked for supporting education programs similar to

those of the Phoenix Indian School. The Department of Interior

would administer the trust fund for the benefit of Arizona Indian

tribes.

The Navajo Nation understands that the most recent appraisal of

School property by the Fish and Wildlife Service valued the

property at $122 million. We would like to suggest that given

the education needs of young Indians in Arizona, that the tribes

be granted 75 percent of any funds over the $100 million.

Additionally, as the land has 'been characterized by a developer

as representing "one of the finest development opportunities in

the Southwest", it should be possible to compensate the tribes by

establishing an escalator clause in conjunction with the value of

the land.

2 -
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Another, more recent proposal has been submitted for.the

dvelopment of the Indian Sthoo.1 property by ihe Phelps Dodge

Development Corporation 1141100. PDOC proposes to exchange a

parcel of Arisons.end Newitexico-land said to be valued in excess...

of $70 million plus $15 millioh in cash for the Indian School

property. In its most recent proposal, Phelps Dodge offers to

Convey:to Indian Education Trust Fund a "present equIp interest"

in the property of $15 million and a "20 percent inteeeit in all

H--:=Income.profits and gains reslised Irom lhe development of *he

property." 'Without ascribing a particular value to these

participatory interests, PINIC does represent its firm belief that

"such a participation would provide a significant revenue source

to the Indian Educational Trust.'

The Navajo Nation believes that the difficulty of quantifying the

value of PDDC's equity-participation proposal should not, pee ee.

deter consideration of the proposal. However, in view of the

uncertainties inherent in such arrangements we do believe that

some additional proteetions should be built into such proposals.

These would include:

At least three independent, professional appraisals of

the property. These appraisals should take into

account the projected value of PDOC's development

package at various stages of completion, and under

various forseeable zoning conditions. We oelieve this

Committee should ensure itself that it :. reasonably

comfortable with an estimated value of FDDC's Trust

Fund contribution over time, before accepting such a

proposal.

Correspondence to Navajo Washington counsel from PDDC
President Chris Monson, dated July 21, 1987.

- 3 -
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-- Building into the legislation a requirement that the

.-' City of Phoenix agree to appropriate coning of the

property in exchange for its interests in the transfer.

_Tbis.condition is very important in view of the fact

that the Arizona tribes' interest in the property could

fluctuate in value dramatically depending upon the

coning the parcel ultimately received.

Ensuring that the tribes' ownership-share in the

'-property not beencumbered by mortgage or other debt.

This would protect the,tribee share in the event of a

default by the developer.

Ensuring that the trustees of the Fund may. at their

option, sell their interest in the property to the

developer at any time for its appraised value at that

particular time. PDOC might be required toMaintoin a

letter of credit or other secure evidence of ability to

pay.

Ensuring that no action by the developer with respect

to the property which might adversely affect tiu Value

of the tribes' ownership or income participation, could

be taken without the concurrence of the trustees of the

Fund,

Ensuring the Fund receive a °floorft level of income

every year from its ownership intereet, revardless of

the etage of completion or profitability of the

project. This would serve to protect lho tribes'

interestt, from uncertainties in the reel estate market

t:r urfurreen develormc,nts resptcqing the developer's

ntininl ,enditions or marketinz strategy, Pertaips

this "floor" love! of income might be set as s

percentage of the tribes' ownership veluc times the

4 -
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prevailing interest rates.for instance, i! the

agreed-upon market value of the tribal share ia $15

million and the prevailing prime rate is 10 percent,

then the Irust fund would be guaranteed A minimum

income in that particular year of $1.,5 million. The

developer might Os required to purchase .

interest-bearing securities and dedicate their interest

payments to this purpose, as a condition of approving

lie proposal.

Congress should pass legislation that grants the greatest

resources to the tribes for such importsnt purposes as education.

Additionally, the committee may wish to allow the tribes to spend

such income derived from the trust fund established by such

legislation to grant college scholarships to tribal members.

Only 4,300 out of the 7,300 Navajos interested in attending

tollege in 1918 had the resources to do so. This is a tragic

waste of human resources, Allowing trust fund interest to fund

college education might expand the resources available to Navajos

to attend college.

Due to our historical use of the school, the Navajo Nation must

be full participants in any trust fund that is established. We

look forward to working with you to determine which proposal

would benefit Indians the most, and how the Navajo Nation should

participate in any such legislation.

The Navajo Nation appreciates the opportunity to preaent its

views to the Committee on such an important issue.

5
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PNOINIE.INRIAN scuom

NAVAJO =mum= SINCE 1960

TOTAL
WROLUMENT

-.1960 - 1961 991

_1961_7 .1962 1030

.1962 - 1963 1008

1963 - 1964 1039

1984 1965 1013

1965 1966 1000

'1966 - 1967 992

4)1967 1968 993

1988 1969 972

1969 1970 900

1970 1972 1016

1972 1973 not available

WS 1974 not available

1974 1975 not available

1975 1976

1976 - 1977

1977 - 1978

1978 - 1979

1979 1980

1980 1981

1981 1982

1982 1983

1983 - 1984

1984 - 1985

1985 - 1986

1996 - 1987

TOTAL

NAVAJO
ENROLLMENT

NO. OF AS FEECINTAOX
NAVAJOS OP TOTAL

557 56.24

596 57.5%

810 55.56

527 50.7%

443 43.7%

352 35.2%

337 34.0%

292 29.4%

213 22.0%

128 14.21

24 2.31

not available not available

not available not'svailable

not available not available

773 5 .60

866 14 1.61

803 4 .71

654 7 1.06

699 23 3.31

684 28 4.2%

130 58 9.21

655 91 13.9%

642 126 19.6%

622 120 19.31

514 65 12.6%

230 27 13.0%

19,515 4,094 22.1%

SOURCE: Phoenix Indian School
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Mr. CAmPRELL One question. The Navajos are not now a member..
of ITC. Is that correct?

Mr. PLATEso. That is correct
Mr. CAusalu.. Do you have some ongoing negotiations with ITC

on how the Navajos are going to fit into this whole picture so we
don't end up with a big fight here in committee if this legislation
moves forward?

Mr. PLAnato. I will let Mr. Segall answer that question. Re has
been bivalved in that part of it.

Mr. &WALL Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is correct. We have been in
--- ongoing discussions with the council's Washington counsel and

hope that we can resolve the matter and not take up the commit-
tee's time with it.

Mr.. CAMPRRLL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, do you have some questions? Would you like to

resume the chair?

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. I thank the gentleman from Colorado
for the help he has given us today. We have got a conscientious
committee here and we pass the work around. If any of you have
stock in nuclear powerplants, you will appreciate my absence
today, we got the bill passed that might help with their financing
problems.

We thank you all for coming here and I will read your testimo-
ny.

We now have a panel of Mr. Curtis Schaafsma, Cynthia Lenhart,
Russ Butcher, Bill Reffalt, Charles Lee, and Ms. Joni Bosh.

Anyone want to go first?

PANEL CONSISTING OF CURTIS SCHAAFSMA, NEW MEXICO
STATE ARCHEOLOGIST; CYNTHIA LENHART, WILDLIFE SPE-
CIALIST, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, AND COORDINATOR,
EVERGLADES COALITION; RUSSELL D. BUTCHER, SOUTHWEST
AND CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL PARKS AND
CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION; CHARLES LEE, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, FLORIDA AUDUBON SOCIETY; WILLIAM C. REF-
FALT, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
SYSTEM, THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY; AND JONI BOSH, GRAND
CANYON CHAPTER, SIERRA CLUB

Mr. SCHAAFSMA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to go first, I have a
plane to catch.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Give us about 5 minutes of wisdom and
dash to the airport.

Mr. SCHAAFSMA. Yes, indeed, thank you.
I appreciate being allowed to attend the hearing today. I came

here on rather short notice and so I will have to submit my written
testimony through the mail, but I will do that as soon as I get back
to New Mexico.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will close the record in about 10
days so get it to us.

Mr. SCHAAFSMA. Very fine.
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I am the New Mexico State archeologist and also the president of
the American Society for Conservation and Archeology, a national
group.

I understand that the Phelps Dodge Development Corporation
offers for the Phoenix Indian School property include the Gray
Ranch and the Alamo Hueco Ranch 'in Hildago County in south-
western New Mexico. This is an area that has long interested me
and about which I have published and to be an attachment to the
presentation.

I have also been excavating in this area at the U-BAR-K in the
Alamo Hueco Mountains over the past 3 years. The U-BAR-K re-
sults are now being prepared for publication.

The two ranches being offemd to the Federal Government in-
clude some of the most important archeological sites in the United
States.

About A.D. 1150 they are spread northward into what is now
northwestern Chihuahua, southwestern New Mexico and southeast-
ern Arizona, a regional area of MesoAmerican high civilization
called the Casas Grandes culture. This culture was centered on the
major urban site at Cases Grandes but consisted also of hundreds
of small villages along the region's streams.

For about 250 years, until at least A.D. 1400, this culture was sit-
uated at the connecting point between the rest of MesoAmerica to
the south, and the Anasazi and other cultures to the north. This
culture is the key to understanding relationships between the
southwest and MesoAmerica during the critical period when the
modern Pueblo Indian cultures were coming into being.

A series of abandoned villages at the extreme northwestern
corner of the Cases Grandes region extends into what today is
southern Hildago County. These frontier communities were called
the "Animastai' by archeologists in the early 1930's.

A National Register draft nomination form was recently complet-
ed for the New Mexico State Historic Preservation Officer which
summarized the Animastai sites, states their significance and iden-
tifies the 25 sites which are the most important and representative.

These sites have been placed on the New Mexico Register of His-
toric Places and were submitted to the keeper of the National Reg-
ister in the spring of 1987. There are presently in the review and
revision stage.

The deputy State Historic Preservation Officer gave me a copy of
the draft nomination to present at this hearing and that will be
part of my written presentation.

The significance and description sections of this form I totally
agree with. Ten of the 25 sites that were identified by this National
Register process are on the Gray Ranch. Five others are on other
lands in the area being offered to the Federal Government. Thus,
over half of the 25 most important Animastai sites in the United
States would pass from private ownership to the Federal Govern-
ment if the Phelps Dodge offer were accepted.

Several of the 15 sites should be considered for development as
national monuments given their demonstrated linkage to the high
civilizations of MesoAmerica and their potential f9r understanding
and interpreting the relationship between Mexico and the Ameri-
can Southwest.
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I visited several of these sites in 1984 with the National Parks
and Conservation Association's Southwestern representative along
with several other people, such as Aldon Hayes, to consider the
possibility that these would merit National Monument recognition.
Of course, the research potential is extraordinarily valuable, and
several major research efforts are currently under way.

Presently, erosion, vandalism, and pot hunting are slowly de-
stroying these sites, and that is fully, documented in the National
Register nomination.

All things considered, I personally strongly favor transferring
the lands containing these important sites into Federal ownership
and protection. Apropos of some of thl general issues we have been
talking about, I personally strongly feel that if the Phoenix Indian
School is to pass from Federal ownership into private ownership,
we should make every effort to have Southwestern land traded for
Southwestern land.

One of the aspects of this would tie in with the proposed national
monument development in the future. Obviously, that sort of thing
results in tourism. To increase tourism throughout the whole
Southwestern region is a benefit to everybody living in the area. So
that is the general idea of what I have to say.

I thank you for your attention.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Schaafsma, with attachment, fol-

lows..]



:STATEMENT ce CJATIS F. SCHAAPSMA
NEW MEXICO STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST

'ARO
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SOCIETY rat CONSERVATION ARDNAECLOGY

COMMITTEE CO INTERIOR AND INSULAR ArrAtm.s
OVTASIGNT HEARING ON

PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL PROPERTY DISPOSITION

JULY 30, 1957

7-rt.'Cheire,an and members of the Committee, I AM the New Mexico State Archaeologist
'and'o:so the President of the &wirer+ Society for Conaervation Archaeology, which
Ls a national organization of professional archaeologists and cultural resource
manalers. I am pleased to testify at this hearing regarding the importance of

. archaeological sites an lands in New 'Waco beit8 0 ffered in exchange for Oa
Indian School property in Phoenix, Arizona,

Chairman, I understand that the Phelpa-Dodge Development Corporation offer for
the ,Thainix Indian School property includes the Gray and Alamo Hueco Ranches in

-N1dal;0 county of southwestern New Mexico. This it an area that ham long
:ir.terested me and about which I have published (Schasfema and 5.014a:saw 1974)
Ic'saafsra 1979). I have also been excavating in this area at the D-Ber Cave in
ths Alamo.Hueco Mountains for the past three years. Ito V ler Cave restOts are

-now bsing prepared for ptiblication and will complement the 1960 research at the
CAVO by Mar3orie Lambsrt and Richard Ambler (Lamiaert and Ambler 1961).

-Me two ranches being offered to the Federal Government include some of the most
'innortant archaeological sites in the United States. The sites aro on the
frontier of the Cases Grandes culture, which we now know is a n.,rthsrn variant of
ms.caserican high civiliration (Di Peso 19,4). They are of unparalleled
in:)ortance for understanding and interpreting to the public prehistoric
rtiationships between Mosoamerica and the American Southwest.

About A.D. 1150 (Lekson 1984) there spread northward into what i.i ne northwestern
Chinu4hoa, southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona a reqion.1 version of
foesewneric3n civilisation called the "Cases Grandes Culture, This culture was
cc-tared on the major urban site at Cases Grandes, Chihuahua, but consisted also
of hundreds of related sites along the region's drainages (Di Peso 1974, rig.
284-f, De Atley 1990, McClung*, 19651 Brand 1947: Schaafsma 1979). The influence ,f
Casae Grandes extended over a wide area of the Chihushuan Desert (Schaafsma 1979),
b.st the core area of unquestioned linkage to the Cases Grandes Culture only
extsnds into the United States in southern Hidalgo County (De Atley 1980). For
cgsr Z'20 years, until at least A,D. 1400 (Lekson 1984), the Cases Grandes Culture
was situated at the connecting point between the rest of Mesoamorica to the south
and the Anasazi and other cultures to the north. It is the key to understanding
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relationships between the Southwest and Hesoamerice during a critical period when
tba sodern Pueblo ImiLmicultures were developing 43cheafema 1940, mum

The abandoned villages at the extreme northwestern corner of the Cases Grandes
region in todey's southern Widelgo County were labeled the °Animas Phase by

'

Archaeologists in the early 030s, but they Ars not different from other Cases
Grandes sites immediately south of the border in the Cassette Basin of Chihuahue
(Brand 1943). Any differences would reflect their geographic position oss the
Case, GKandes frontier (De Atley 1980). Their research potential is extraordinary
aM severel major research Oforts focused on the Cease Grendts CUlture,are

-:-currently underway.

A National Register Thematic Nomination Form was recently completed for the New
Mexico Stet* Nietglic Preservation Officer ty Thomas O'Laughlin, Michael Taster
And :ohn C. Revesloot which summarises tho Animas Phase sites in Hidalgo County,

, states their significance end identifiee the 25 sites which are the most important.
and representative. Thesv sites have been placed on the New Mexico Register'.af
Cultural Properties and were submitted to the Keeper of the Netional Register sin
March, 1981. The nomination form is presently in the review And revision stage.
.summary of this action is attached to this testimony. The interested person
should contact kr. Thomas A. Merlan, the Now Mexico SNP° for details about this
oceination And particulers on the 25 sites.

ten of the 25 sites in the Nomination are on the Gray Ranch. rive others are on
other private land in the area being offered to the federal novernment by
Phelps-Dodge. Thus over half of the 25 most important Animas Phase sites in the
United States would pass from private ownership to the Federal Government if the
Phelps-Dodge offer were accepted. Other important sites are present as well
(McCluney 19651 De Atley 1980) and should not be overlooked.

Several of the 15 animas Phase sites should be considered for development as a
National Monument, given their demonstrated linkage to the civilisations of
Mesoamerica and their potential for interpreting to the public prehistoric
interection between Mexico and the American Southwest. I visited several of these
sites with Russel D. Butcher, the National Parks and Conservation Association
western Representative, Alden Hayes, well-known southwestern archaeologist and
others in March, 1984 expressly to Astess their potential as a National Monument.

P:esently, erosion, vandalism end pothunting are slowly destroying these sites.
The condition of each site is carefully documented in the National Register
Nomination Form.

I strongly favor transferring the lands containing those important sites into
federal ownership for protection and future development.

The potential for increased tourism related to a new archaeological National
Monument in this corner of the Southwest should be fully assessed in the current
discussions about the disposition of the Phoenix Indian School land. There is
little question that tourism would increase in the region and this would benefit
communities in both Arizona and New Mexico. In my opinion we should be exchanging
southwestorn land for southwestern land.

Thenk you.



ANIMAS PHASE SITES OP HIDALGO COUNTY
ROU MINATION

1.
;

....I

The proposed Animas Phase Sites Thelnatie Croup nomination to the Nettoael .

Register of Historic Places kscludes 25 major archaeological sites' !corded fin
southwestern Hidalgo County, near the border with the Rept:bib of . gexico.;

N

The sites are located on.peivate, federal and State lands.
.

. .

'The sites included in this nominstioi range in date from spproximately A.D.
1150 to A.D. 1400. Animas phase sites bear a closer resemblance to sites in
the Cases Grandes region of northern Chihuehua than they do to sites of other,
nearby erehaeological regions in the United States... These sites ere pivotal to ..
an understanding of the relaticaships between the prehistoric eultures of

'northern Mexico and the southern Southwest of the United States. 'The Animas
phase marks a sharp departure from previous developments in the Mogollon
Culture area of southern New Maxim end sestern Ariscaa. .

Together, the sites ineluded in this nomination oonstitute a good sample of the
size ad architectural variation that ere present In such sites. They range
from small isolated field houses to more tomplex*prehistoric community sites.
While some of these sites have been vandalised end subjeet to the natural
forces of erosion, the majority are b excellent condition. .

The propesed thematic nomination recognizes the individual and collective
Importance of these sites. The knowledge of the past that is contained In
these sites constitutes an irreplaceable part of the heritage of the American
people.

Placement on the National Register is a mark of recognition; it does not alter
the right of a private landowner to manage privately-owned property in any
way. To help protect sites from vandalism or Illegal excavation, such
arehaeol lied site information is considered confidential under State law and
will not us released to the general public.

30-464 - 90 - 12
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The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAMPBELL Not a question, Mr. Chairman, but I might

remind something to Mr. Schaafsmahe already knowsand that
is, up there where I live in the Mesa Verde area, those people, the
Anasazi lived there for roughly 900 years-41/2 times longer than
we have had a .Government back here in Washington. So if we
make some continued mistakes, you are going to have to give us a
little time, we are 'earning.

MT. SCHA.AFSIIA. sure.
The CHAIRmAN. You may leave for the ahyort.

SCHAAYSMA. Thank you very much, sir.
The CHAiRmAN. Who wants to be heard next on the panel with-

out getting permission to go to the airport?
Ms. LENHART. I will go next.
The-CHAIRMAN. OK.
MS. LENHART. I am Cynthia Lenhart, a wildlife specialist for the

National Audubon Society. I also serve as coordinator of the Ever-
glades Coalition, a group of national and State environmental orga-
nizations working for the protection of the Everglades ecosystem.

am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on behalf of the
National Audubon Society and the following organizations:

American Rivers Conservation Council
Defenders of Wildlife
Florida Audubon Society
Fun for Animals
National Parks and Conservation Association
The Wilderness Society, and
the Florida Chapter of the Sierra Club
The Everglades Coalition was formed in 1985 to lend anpport to

the State of Florida's effort to restore the Everglades to a more
natural condition.

One of our primary objections has been to see that the Ever-
lades ecosystem is further protected through expansion of the Big

rest; National Preserve.
(Any the committee is examining two land exchange proposals.

We believe that all the lands proposed for exchangeby both
Phelps Dodge and the Golliersare ecologically significant.

The over 300,000 acres in the Animas Mountains of New Mexico
that would be conveyed by Phelps Dodge are clearly deserving of
Federal protection. The area is ranked eighth in the Fish and Wild-
life Service's national priority acquisition list. This area is indeed a
gem of wildlife diversity. It harbors at least 75 species of mammals
and over 100 species of birds, including several species found no-
where else in the United States.

Earlier this year, a coalition of national environmental groups
recommended that fiscal year 1988 Land and Water Conservation
Fund money be used to begin acquisition in this area.

The other two areas proposed by Phelps Dodge :Aye also signifi-
cant as wildlife habitat. The canyon of Eagle Creek in eastern Ari-
zona is an important raptor nesting site, and is used by bald eagles
and peregrine falcons.

The lands within the Alamo Hueco Wilderness Study Area were
characterized by the Bureau of Land Management in its EIS as
"extremely valuable for wildlife."
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As to the Florida lands proposed for exchange by the Colliers,
almost two-thirds of the planned Big Cypress Addition would be
conveyed. These lands are situated in the very heart of the Ever-
glades system. They serve as habitat for endangered species such
as the Florida panther and Everglades snail kite. They protect the
natural water regime of the Everglades system thilt is so impertant
both ecologically and economically to south Florida.

The citrus development is marching ever southward, and poses a
very real threat to these lands.

The Collier Exchange also includes 20,000 acres in the Ten Thou-
sand Islands are. This island complex is rich in marine and wildlife
resources. The area provides habitat for the endangered West
Indian manatee, ad supports more plant species than any other site
of comparable size in the United States .

Finally, the Collier Exchange would convey about 15,000 acres in
the Fakahatchee Strand. These lands are critically important to
the survival of the endangered Florida panther and represent the
balance of what is needed tbr the Florida Panther National Wild-
life Refuge.

Despite the fact the Collier Exchange would facilitate the imple-
mentation of the Big Cypress expansion legislation, many members
of the Everglades Coalition went on record in opposition to the
original Collier agreement. Members of the Coalition felt that the
agreement crippled the Park Service's ability to regulate authority
over oil and gas development on the trade lands.

Coalition members recently met with representatives of Collier
to discuss their objections to that agreement. As a result of these
negotiations, Collier has agreed to remove appendix 6 and all lan-
guage that would affect the relative rights of the Park Service and
subsurface owners in the regulation of oil and gas development
within the Preserve. They have further agreed to be bound by in-
terim regulations until such time as permanent Park Service regu-
lations are applicable.

In return, we have agreed to withdraw our objection to that
aspect of the Collier Exchange associated with environmental safe-
guards on the Florida end of the trade.

Wr have further agreed to support language to be incorporated
into authorizing legislation for the exchange.

'This language would direct a review and repromulgation of oil
and gas regulations for the preserve; set specific timeframes for
review of applications for oil and gas exploration and development;
and would establish an adequately funded and staffed Minerals
Management Office within the Office of the Superintendent of Big

CyT.hese negotiations, of course, were nonbinding on the Interior
Department, and we did not address broader issues associated with
the Arizona end of the exchange. Our knowledge of those issues is
limited and we defer to the judgment of others to resolve them.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the aforementioned members of the
Everglades Coalition believe that all the lands proposed for the ex-
change have significant ecological value. I focused my remarks on
the Collier Exchange because of the Coalition's longstanding inter-
est in the Florida lands.



Our basic message is that the votiated settlement now permits
us to withdraw our opposition to the environmental aspects of the
Collier proposal.

And as a final note, Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak on
behalf of the National Audubon Society alone.

Fiat of all, we believe that the Gray Ranch property should be
brought into the National Wildlife Refuge system or in some other
form of Federal protection. We will continue to work to see that
that happens.

On the other hand, the society has been involved with protecting
the Everglades for almost 100 years. Given the key role that the
Collier -lands play in the Everglades ecosystem, National Audubon
Society believes that their protection deserves priority consider-
ation.

Thank you.
The CHAntuAur. Thank you, Cynthia.
[Prepared statement of Ma. Lenhart followsl



Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Cynthia Lenhart, Wildlife
Specialist for the National Audubon Society. I serve as coordinator of the
EVerglades Coalition, a group of national and state environmental

-:organizations working for the protection of the Florida EVerglades system. I

am pleased to have this opportunity to testify today, on behalf of the

National Audubon Society and the following organizations, all of whom are
members of the Everglades Coalition:.

American Rivers Conservation Council
Defenders of Wildlife

Florida Audubon Society
FUnd for Animas

National Perks and Conservation Association
Sierra CTub, Florida Chapter

The Wilderness Society

First of all, I think some background on the Everglades Coalition will
help illustrate our perspective on the issue at hand. The Everglades
Coalition was formed in 1985 to lend support to Governor Graham's "Save Our
Everglades" initiative. Since that time, the Coalition has worked closely
with the state of Florida to help achieve the program's goal of restoring the
Everglades to a more natural condition. One of our primary objectives has
been to see that the Everglades ecosystem is further protected through the
expansion of the Big Cypress National Preserve. Members of the Coalition have
devoted much time in support of legislation currently before Congress which
authorizes an additional 136,000 acres to be included in the Preserve.

Today the Committee is examining two land exchange proposals. We believe
that all the lands proposed for exchange -- by both Phelps Dodge and the
Colliers -- are ecologically significant. The following is just a broad
overview of the environmental values involved.

The over 300,000 acres in the Animas Mountains of New Mexico that would he
conveyed by Phelps Dodge are clearly deserving of federal protection as
nationally significant wildlife habitat. The area is ranked eighth in the
Fish and Wildlife Service's Land and Water Conservation Fund [LWCFJ national
priority acqnisition list. This area, because it is at the northernmost limit
of the range of moo, species, is a gem of wildlife diversity. Several species
are found here and nowhere else in the United States. At least 75 species of
mammals -- a full half of the species found in New Mexico -- are found here,
as are over 100 species of birds -- 30 percent of the state's total. Earlier
this year, a coalition of rational environmental groups recommended that FY
1988 LWCF monies he used begin acquisition in this area for inclusion in
the national wildlife refuge system.
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-The other two areas proposed for exchange by Phelps Dodge are also

significant as wildlife habitat. The canyon of Eagle Creek in eastern Arizona
is an important -raptor nesting site, and used by bald eagles and peregrine

falcons. The lands within the Alamo HUeco Wilderness Study Area were
Characterized by the Bureau of Land Management in its Wilderness Study Area
Environmental Impact Statement as "extreeely valuable fpr wildlife."

As to the Florida lands proposed for exchange by the Colliers, almost
two-thirds of the planned Big Cypress Addition -- about 83,000 acres -- would

----be conveyed by Collier to the federal government. These lands are situated in
the heart of the Everglades system, ecologically linked to the existing Big.
Cypress Preserve, the Fakahatchee Strand State Freservei and Everglades
.National-Park. These lands serve as habitat for endangered species such as
the Florida panther and Everglades snail kite, and for more abundant species
such as deer, alligators, and a diversity of wading birds. Mese lands serve
to protect the natural water regime of the Everglades system that is so
important, ecologically and economically, to south Florida.

It is important to note that just to the northwest -- in the area of

Immokalee - some 40,000 acres are currently planted in citrus and some 50,000

acres in vegetables. Citrus development is marching ever sou6ward, and poses

a very real threat to those lands proposed for protection in the Big Cypress

Addition legislation.

'The Collier lands proposed for exchange also include 20,000 acres in the
Ten Thousand /slands area. The Ten Thousaiwi Islands and adjacent tidelands

comprise one of the last major, relatively pristine island-estuarine systems
:in the United States. The island complex is rich in marine and wildlife

resources. The area provides habitat for the threatened indigo snake and bald
eagle, the endangered West Indian manatee, and supports more plant species
than any other site of comparable size in the United States.

The proposed exchange also includes about 15,500 acres in the Fakahatchee
Strand. These lands are critically important to the survival of the
endangered Florida panther. The 15,500 acres conveyed in the exchange
represent the balance of lands to be included in the Florida Panther National
Wildlife Refuge, in accordance with the Fish and Wildlife Service's recovery
-plan for the panther.

Despite the obvious environmental value of the Florida lands, and the fact
that the Collier exchange would facilitate the implementation of the Sig
Cypress expansion legislation, many members of the Everglades Coalition went
on record in opposition to the original exchange agreement as transmitted to
Congress on April 27th. In essence that agreement would provide guidelines
for oil and gas activity on lands involved in the exchange, and if the
National Park Service [NPS) decided that the guidelines were not being
followed, it weuId have to go to court to force compliance. Members of the



'Coalition felt that the agreement, in placing the burden of proof on the Fark
Service rather.than Collier, negotiated away the Service's regulatory
authority.

In the last month, however, Coalition members met with representatives of
Collier to discuss our objections to the oil and gas regulatory language
contained in Appendix 6 of the exchange proposal. As a result of these'

, negotiations, Collier has agreed to remove Appendix 6 and all other language
that would arguably affect the relative rights of the NrS and the subsurface
owners in the regulation of oil and gas exploration and development within the

,-Big Cypress Preserve. They have further agreed to be bound by interim oil and
Alas regulations until such time as permanent NPS regulations are applicable.

In return, we have agreed to withdraw our objection to that aspect of the
C011ier exchange associated with environmental safeguards on the Florida end

.-of the trade.

We have further agreed to support legislative language, to be incorporated
into authorizing legislation for the exchange:

Directing a review and repromulgation of oil and gas
regulations applicable to the Big Cypress National Preserve;

. Setting specific time frames for review of applications for oil
and gas exploration and development; and

Establishing an adequately staffed and funded Minerals
Management Office within the office of the Superintendent of
Big Cypress.

Agreement has been reached on the specific legislative language required to
accomplish the above and ensure our concurrence.

These negotiations were, of course, non-binding on the Interior
Department, and their agreement is also necessary. The negotiations also did
not address broader issues associated with the Arizona end of the exchange.
Our presumption is that remaining issues on the Arizona end will be resolved
to the satisfaction of the Arizona congressional delegation and other public
officials prior to any land exchange. he have limited knowledge of these
issues and therefore choose to defer to the judgements of others more familiar
with these issues to resolve them.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the aforementioned members of the Everglades
Coalition believe that all the lands proposed for exchange with the Phoenix
Indian school prpperty have significant ecological value. I have focused my
remarks on the Collier exchange because of our long-standing interest in the
Florida lands. Our basic message is that the negotiated settlement now
permits us to "ithdraw our environmental objections to the Collier proposal.
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Next? Russ, do you want to go?
Mr. BUTCHIER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Russ Butcher. I am a

Southwest and California representative for the National Parks
and Conservation Association. I make my home in the State of Ari-
zona. On behalf of our 60,000 members and contributors, I am
pleased to testify at this hearing today, and we are very grateful
that you are holding this hearing, Mr. Chairman.

In National Parks and Conservation Association's view the envi-
ronmental values of the lands being offered for exchange in Florida
and the Southwest are of such national significance that it is
highly desirable to bring all of these lands under Federal protective
-management.

However, due to our 50-year involvement in protection of the Ev-
erglades ecosystem, and after careful consideration of the excep-
tional environmental qualities of all the lands being considered for
exchange in Florida and the Southwest, we believe that acquisition
of land which provides critical habitat for the endangered Florida
panther, and which is an integral link in the hydrology of the Ev-
erglades ecosystem, is a higher national priority. We believe these
lands should be brought under Federal protective management as
promptly as possible.

Mr. Cirrnan, I would like now to shift the focus of my remarks
to the Phelps Dodge lands. The Phelps Dodge Development Corpo-
ration has recently offered 311,000 of their lands in Arizona and
New Mexico as part of its Phoenix Indian School property ex-
change proposal.

As I have seen firsthand, these are magnificent and nationally
outstanding lands that emphatically merit Federal protective man-
agement. All of these areas have been proposed at one time or an-
other for protection or acquisition prior to the Phelps Dodge pro-
posftl, and the environmental community is on record in support of
their protection. NPCA is strongly committed to their protection.

In Arizona, there are several Phelps Dodge land units along
Eagle Creek, an ecologically exceptional tributary of the Gila
River. In November 1983, I had the very great pleasure of touring
the Lower Eagle Creek unit with the Bureau of Land Management
staff. We first flew over the area by helicopter viewing its highly
science, twisting, sheer-walled gorge and green ribbon of lush ripar-
ian habitat. We then landed at the mouth of Eagle in the very
heart of the "Gila Box" and explored a short way upstream.

That tour was part of the Gila Box Steering Committeis efforts
to assist the BLM with ideas for managing the beautiful and eco-
logically important Gila Box area. One key question that we had
was how to bring about increased protection of Phelps Dodge's
Eagle Creek lands. With this vital unit in private ownership, how
could its priceless riparian habitat and the fish and wildlife, that
depend upon it, be protected and restored from livestock grazing
and other impacts? Such rare raptors as the black and zone-tailed
hawks and the peregrine falcon, and such State listed rare native
fish as the spikedace and razorback sucker depend upon the envi-
ronmental quality of Eagle Creek itself. Cottonwoods, sycamores,
and other native trees comprise the invaluable riparian vegetative
community.
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Lower Eagle Creek, we discovered the gorge there also contains
an important cave that is used by a maternity colony !af the Brazil-
ian free-tailed bat. While the interior of this case is located on
BLM land, the entrance is owned by Phelps Dodge, thereby creat-
mi,gemanagement problem.

Lower Eagle Creek unit and the Middle Eagle Creek unit
are certainly among the very most ecologically important stretched
of riparian lubitat anywhere in the Southwest. They should be ac-

gisreid_ by the Federal Governmentthrough excb=ge or pur-
and added to the surrounding BLM lands as an integral

of the magnificent Gila Box management area. The Upper
le Creek tracts should also be acquired and added to the sur-

rounding national forest.
In extreme southwestern New Mexico sprawls the ecologically

and culturally outstanding 300,000 acre Gray Ranch complex. The
rugged canyon Animas Mountains along the Continental Divide
rise boldly from surroimding broad vaUeys of high Chihuahuan
desert short-grass prairie.

These mountains, which are in a virtually pristine condition,
contain an unusual diversity of flora and fauna, much of it more
typical of neighboring Mexico than the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to request that a very thorough
paper produced by John P. Hubbard, Assistant Division Chief for
Endangered Species, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish,
be entered as part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Glad to have it for our official file of the hearing.
(Enrros's NOTE.-At time of printing, the above-mentioned docu-

ment had not been received. Alien received, that document will be
placed in the committee's files of today's hearing.]

Mr. BUTCHER. Thank you, sir.
The Gray Ranch contains more even than an unusually rich and

diverse ecosystem. It boasts nationally significant cultural re-
sources as well. In 1984, with the help and encouragement of New
Mexico's distinguished State archeologist Curtig Schaafsma, we or-
ganized a field tour for a group of int,rested scholars from
throughout the Southwest to see and assess several of the Animas
Phase Cases Grandes Culture sites. One of these, the Double Adobe
Ruin, lies on the Gray Ranch.

Evidences of Cases Grandes settlements in the United States are
of great interest because they represent the northernmost frontier
of the highly developed MesoAmerican civilization of ancient Cen-
tral America and Mexico. Of the known Cases Grandes Pueblo
ruins in the United States, 25 major sites are now listed on the
New Mexico Register of Historic Place.; and have been nominated
for the Federal Register. Ten of those key sites are on the Gray
Ranch.

We believe that all the extraordinary array of natural and cul-
tural values on the Gray Ranch offer a real potential for either a
national park or a smaller national monument in conjunction with
a national wildlife refuge. There is even the potential for an inter-
national park to include Mexico's ecologically diverse and largely
pristine Sierra San Luis and adjacent cultural sites along the east-
ern flank of those mountains, just south of the international
border.
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Regarding the Phelps Dodge lands in the scenic and rugged
Alamo Hueco Mountains, these private tracts are significantly
intermingled with BLM lands. This is the main reason why BLM
has so far been unable to recommend these mountains for wilder-
ness protection.

In addition to the obvious wilderness qualities, the Alamo Huecos
also contain major cultural sites and caves in which important ar-
cheological artifacts and pleistocene paleontological remains have
been found, including the bones of ground sloth, horses, two extinct
prong-horns and a musk ox-like animal.

Federal acquisition is urgently needed to protect these array of
values.

In conclusion, all the lands being offered by. Phelps Dodge are of
inestimable value to the Nation. We urge that action be taken
promptly to bring these superb lands under the appropriate Feder-
al protective manapment which they so richly deserve.

you, Mr. Clairmn.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Butcher followsj
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Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Russell D. Butcher, Southwest
and California Representative for the National Parks and Conservation
Association. On behalf of our 60,000 members and contributors.'I am pleased to
testify at this hearing examining the importance of lands in Florida. Arizona.
and,New Mexico being offered in excbamge for the Phoenix Indian School.

. .

Mr. Chairman, in NPCA's view the environmental values of the lands being .

offered for exchange in Florida and the Southwest are of such national
significance that it is highly desirable to bring all of those lands under
federal protective management. However, due to our SO-year involvement in the
protection of the Everglades ecosystem, and after careful consideration of the
exceptional nvironmental qualities of all the lands being considered for
exchange in Florida and the Southwest, we believe that acquisition of land
which provides critical habitat for the endangered Florida panther, and which
is an integral link in the hydrology of the Everglades ecosystem, is a higher
national priority. Ue believe these lands should be brought under federal
protective management as promptly as possible.

:Vithin the last month. NPCA, other member organizations of the Everglades
Coalition, and reprecentives of the Collier Companies have conducted good faith
negotiations to resolve our objections to the oil and gas regulatory language
contained in Appendix 6 of the exchange proposal submitted to the Congress on
April 27th. We have reached a conceptual agreement which resolves NFCA's
objections to those aspects of the Collier exchange associated with the
environmental safeguards of the Florida end of the exchange while satisfying
the Collier's needs for timely consideration of applications for oil and gas
operations. Details of this agreement are contained in the prepared statement
of the Everglades Coalition.

The history of NPCA involvement in the effort to protect the Everglades dates
back to 1932. In that year. we contracted with Frederick Law Olmsted Jr, and
naturalist William P. Wharton, to travel to Florida and conduct a thorough
landscape analysis of the region. The intent of the study was to determine
whether this unique natural system should be represented in the growing
National Park System. Their enthusiastic support to our Board of Trustees
concluded that this spectacilar area was in fact unique, visually and
scientifically, deserving of our complete support.

c: '4)
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.:The Beard accepted thoue recommendations and we hive been fighting for the
Everglades ever since. NPCA chaired the first Everglades Coalition in the
1970s that Ied the big fight against tha cross-Florida barge canal, and for the
creation of the Big'Cypress National Preserve. Most recently we have been
working with the reincarnated Everglades Coalition of national environmental
organizations all working for the protection of the ecosystem--from the
.initiative to restore the Kissimmee River and its wetland habitats in the north
taprotecting water flow to Everglades National Park to the south,

All of the Organizations involved in this effort have coma to understand that
7this complex ecosystem is made up of many inextricably linked components. The

lands being proposed for addition are ona misaing piece in tha center of the
-.Everglades ecosystem puzzle. This unique and wild landscape serves as critical
habitat for an extraordinary varier7 of wildlife species including the
endangered Florida panther and the rare Eastern Indigo Snake.

The fundimencal factor influencing the health and integrity of the Everglades
ecosystem is water. When we are able to bring under public ownership critical
environmental lands in south Florida, .4i4 protect the ability of that landscape
to absorb rainfall and surface flow and to release it gradually at a quantity,
rate, and tiMing that approximates natural conditions. Much of the acreage in
question, while adjacent to Big Cypress, is linked hydrologically and

ecologically to the Everglades National Park -- one of only B sites in the
world designated both a World Heritage Site and an International Biosphere
Reserve. It is no secret that a substantial amount of work is ongoing to
mnsure natural water flows to this great National Park. The Collier lends
proposed for addition to the Big Cypress National Preserve are unquestionably
critical to- the overall protection of the :Lverglades ecosystem,

Mr. Chairman, I'd like now to shift the focus of my remarks to the Phelps Dodge
lands. The Phelps Dodge Development Corporation has recently offered 311,000
acres of their lands in Arizona and New Mexico as part of its Phoenix Indian
School property exchange proposal, As I've seen firsthand, these are
magnificent and nationally outstanding lands that emphatically merit federal
protective management. All of these areas have been proposed for protection or
Acquisition prior to the Phelps I dge proposal and the environmental communit)
is on record in support of :heir protection. NPZA is strongly committed to
their protection.

In Arizona, there are several Phelps Dodge land units along Eagle Creek, an
ecologically exceptional tributary of the Gila giver. In November 1983, I had
the great pleasure of touring the Lower Eagle Creek unit with Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) staff. We first flew by helicopter just above its highly
scenic, rwisting, sheer-walled gorge, and green ribbon of lush riparian
habitat. We then landed at the mouth of Eagle, in the heart of the 'Gila Box"
canyon, and explored a short way upstream.

The tour was part of our Oila Box Steering Committee's efforts ro assist BLM
with ideas for managing the beautiful and ecologically important Gila Box
area. One key question was how to bring about increased protection of Phelps
Dodge's Eagle Creek lands. With this vital unit in private ownership, how
could its priceless riparian habitat and the fish and wildlife, that depend
upon it, be protected and restored from livestock grazing and other impacts?
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Such rare raptors as the black and tone-tailed hawks and the peregrine falcon,
-And such state-listed rare native fish as the spikedace And razorback sucker
.44pend upon the environmental quality of Eagle Creek. Cottonwoods, Sycamores,

and other native trees comprise.the invaluable riparian vegetative community.
Lover Eagle Creek gorge also contains an important cave that is used by a
maternity colony of the Brazilian free-tailed bat. While tha interior of this

cave is on BLM land, the entrance is owned by Phelps Dodge, thereby creating a

management-problem.

The 2,637-acre Lower Eagle Creek unit and the 1,200-acre Middle Eagle Creek
Unit are certainly among the very most ecologically important stretches of
riparian habitat in .the Southwest, They should be acquired by the federal
governmentthrough exchange or purchase--and added to the surrounding BM
lands ii an integral part of the magnificent Gila Box management area. The 705-

acre Upper Eagle Creek tracts should also be acquired and added to the

suerourlding national forest.

In extreme southwestern New Mexico lies an ecologically and culturally superb' .
corner of the Basin and Range Province containing many attributes more akin to
neighboring Mexico than to our country. It is here that the sprawling 301,664-
sere Gray Ranch complex is located, Its varied terrain is dominated by 6,532.
foot-high Animas Peak. The Animas Mountains, with woodland vegetation largely
typical of the Sierra Madrasn region of Mexico, lie astride the Continental
Divide. Their rugged, dark-green, rather mysterious summits and ridges rise
abruptly from numerous deep canyons and the surrounding broad Valleys of high
Chihualluan Desert short-grass prairie.

Among the tremendous variety of native wildlife species are the unusual and
rare white-sided jackrabbit, Chihuahuan pronghorn antelope, Cow's white-tailed
deer, desert mule deer, black bear, mountain lion, bobcat, an occasional
Mexican gray wolf, swift fox, ringtail, coati, javelins, black-tailed prairie
dog, the Gould's or Mexicsn turkey, and the elegant trogon.

Vegetation includes such species as Apache, Mexican white, Mexican pinyon,
Chihuahue and ponderosa pines; Douglas fir; alligator, one-seed, and red berry
junipers; quaking aspen; Arizona, madrone; mountain mahogany; and a number of
oaks: silverleaf, netleaf, Arizona white, gray, Emory, Toumoy, and Gembel
What is particularly exciting about the forests cf the Animas Mountains is that
they are virtually pristine; they have never been logged and are in incredibly
excellent condition, This undisturbed condition. combined with its blend of
Sierra Madmen and Chihuahuan Desert prairie characteristics of Mexico and
Rocky Mountain and Mogollon characteristics to the north, make tha Gray Ranch-
Animas Mountains area a truly unique natural ecosystem in the United States.

But the Gray Ranch contains more even than a rich and diverse ecosystem. It

boasts nationally significant cultural resources, as well. In March 1984, with
the help of New Mexico state archaeologist Curt Schaafsma, we organized a field
tour with a group of interested scholars from New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas to
see several Animas Phase Cases Grandes Culture sites. One of thasa, the Double
Adobe Ruin, lilts on the Cray Ranch.

Evidences of Cases Crandas settlements in the United States are significant
because they represent the very northern most frontier of the Mesoamerican
Civilizationthat most highly developed culture of ancient America, centered
in Central America and Mexico.
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While most of thr Gases Grandes cites are located in northern Mexico,
including the large excavated Cases Grandes Ruin in Chihuahua, a few sites lie
.juat,barely.over the border ip southwestern New Mexico.

Of the known Cases Grandes ruins in this country, 25 major pueblo sites, that
contained-an estimated 100 tp 300 rooms each, are now listed on the New Mexico

.
register of historic places, These same 25 have been nominated by New Mexico's
State historic 'peescrvation officcr for addition to the federal register. 0f
these,25.key sites, 10 are located on the Gray Ranch.

7:dn-Our-Visit to the Gray Ranch, oul Ageocietion wee seriouslyassessing the
':peeential this rieh end diverse eres might have as a national park; or,
alternatively. as 4 national monument encotpassing ono or more of the Gasas
Grandes aitem, We concluded and still believe there is a real potential for
either a national park or a /smaller national aonumcnt in conjunction with a

"national wildlife refuge.

To go even further, all of the extraordinary natural and cultural values of the
-Cray Rench-Anirus Mountains, aabined with the adjoining area of Mexico's
.Sierra San Luis, actually offer the potential lot an international park.
Sierra San Luis, which is actually an extension southward of the Animas range.
contains much the same superb ecologically varied end undisturbed qualities.

Regarding 'the Alemo Hueco Mountains, the only factor'apparently preventing this
-scenie, rusged set of mountains from being recommended by ELM for addition to
the National Wilderness Preservation System is that the federal lands are
-substantially intereingled with Phelps Dodge's U-Bar Ranch. In addition to
this temote area's obvious wilderness qualities, the Alamo Huecos contain SOME
:major cultural sites and caves in which significant archaeological remains and
pleistocene paleontological values have been discovered, Federal acquisition
of the 5,160 acres of scattered Phelps Dodge tracts in the Alamo Huecos Is
alsp, therefore, 4 high national priority.

In conclusion, all of the lands being offered by Phelps Dodge are of
outstanding value to the nation. Consequently, we emphatically urge that
action lea taken as prcmptly as possible to bting :heat- magnificent lands and
;heir nerural and culturzl values Lnaer the approprtAte federal protect:Ye
management which they so rtrhly deserve,

:n summary, the National Parks and Conservation Association regards both tne
Florida and Southwest exchange lands to be of national significance and is
committed to bringing All of those lands under federal protective management.
However, based on our longstending efforts to protect the Everglades ecosystem
and the overriding importance ot protecting critical Florida panther habitat.
we believe tha: the acqdisizion of the 136,000 acres of land in Florida is of
the highest national priority and musL occur as expeditobsly as possible.

Thank you.
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The CHAtintAx. Next?
Mr. Ltz. Mr. Chairman, I am Charles Lee, senior vice president

of the Florida Audubon Society. We are the oldest and largest con-
servation organization in the State of Florida, with over 35,000
members and 46 active local chapters throughout the State.

Our organization has been continuously active in seeking the ac-
quisition of Big Cypress and Everglades lands by the Departmeat
of the Interior since the late 1960's when development activity in
the Big Cypress watershed first became recognized as a potential
threat to the ecological integrity of Everglades National Park.

We lobbied in Congress for the passage of the 1974 Big Cypress
--Acquisition Act, and have been active in pursuit of the subsequent

appropriations necessary, to complete that 570,000 acre National
Fresh Water Preserve.

Subsequent evaluation of the threat of potential development ,
and refined knowledge about the parameters of the ecosystem,
have produced much evidence that the original boundaries of the
Big Cypress left unprotected additional vital areas. Those areas, as
you know, Mr. Chairman, are the subject of legislation that you
have already passed to expand the Big Cypress Preserve by over
136,000 acres.

Mr. Chairman, I think that it is of important historical signifi-
cance to note that all of the lands we are discussing today in the
proposed Collier Exchange are lands that were originally identified
for possible acquisition by the Federal Government when the
boundaries of the proposed Everglades National Park were first de-
scribed in the 1940's. Due to budgetary constraints and develop-
ment pressures, the original vision of Everglades National Park
was never realized as a whole.

What we have been doing during the period from the late 1960's
through the present is essentially playing catchup football in an
effort to gain control of the essential components of an ecosystem
before the opportunities to do that are foreclosed by land values
and actual development.

The Collier Exchange offers the opportunity to gain critically im-
portant time in this battle which now we are just barely winning
for the ecosystem,

Mr. Chairman, this committee has already passed legislation to
authorize the purchase of the Big Cypress additions. We are grate-
ful for that action. However, it needs to be recognized that authori-
zation legislation alone is merely the beginning of a usually long
and often uncertain process of appropriations, negotiations, and
eminent domain actions.

A land exchange that rapidly brings a large block of the areas to
be acquired into public ownership has suparior advantages in tie
and in the elimination of that uncertainty.

I do not want to dwell too long on the merits of the Florida ac-
quisitions because you have already essentially endorsed our posi-
tion in that regard with your support of the Big Cypress expansion
legislation.

I would like, during the remainder of this testimony, to reflect
upon the process within the Federal Government that has brought
us to this hearing today.
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We believe that the position taken by the Department of the In-
terior with regard to the Phelps Dodge exchange recently proposed
is entirely appropriate from the point of view of the good steward-
ship of the Nation's land resources,

The Department of the Interior should never be in the position of
allowing the offer of a land exchange by private interests to be the
deciding factor as to what lands the Federal Government should
acquire and manage. The Federal Government should focus its lim-
ited resources, both money and lands suitale for possible ex-
change, upon those areas identified by Congress as lands %..ere a
clear national priority, for acquisition by the United States has
been established.

The policy issue here is whether our national land holdings are
going to be assembled and managed according to national priorities
or someone else's priorities.

We are fully aware of the environmental and wildlife 7Plece of
tu. Gray Ranch, and the Animas Unit. These areas should be con-

for future acquisition in an orderly process similar to that
i.ct. :133 led to the congressional decisions to authorize and fund

thc: ,..-sw4sition of the Big Cypress in the past, an hopefully the Big
Cyprete expansion in the near future.

The priority position of the Big Cypress and the National Wild-
life Refuge lands necessary for the survival of the Florida panther
had ought to be recognized in any decision about these two compet-
ing exchange proposals.

Mr. Chairman, these are lands that have been on the national
agenda in some cases for decadesnot merely since the last part of
June, 1987. They serve to fulfill a long term vision, recognized by
the governments of Florida and the United States for over 40 yews
in the original boundary proposals for Everglades National Park
that were made public, a vision of a unified Everglades system ca-
pable of comprehensive management and protection from the on-
slaught of urban growth marching toward it from the growing met-
ropolitan areas on Florida's east and west coasts,

Mr. Chairman, we agree emphatically with the Director of the
Fish and Wildlife Service, who wrote on June 29 that:

Although the proposed Phelps Dodge esehange would add an important dimension
to the National Wildlife Refuge System, the Animas parcels are not the subjezt of
near term, irreversible habitat lam

"The Florida properties are subject to a higher degree of threat and are an inte-
gral part of a whole series of interdependent State and Federal projects, have impor-
tant relationships with complex water quantity and water quality issues, and Fro'
vide marine and estuarine benefits, and are high in fish and wildlife value2

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the Department of
the Interior's evaluation of the appropriateness of the two ex-
changes is on target with relation to the environmental issues, and
the actual national priorities regarding land acquisition.



We urge this committee's support for the proposed Collier Ex-
change in which the people of the United States would obtain own-
ership of vitally important parts of the Everglades system which
have been sought for public ownership at a national level for a con-
amble period of time.

Thank you very much.
tPrepared statement of Mr. Lee followsl
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firChairman, am Charlea Las, penkor Ylce,Frealdent of the

Florida Audubon .0ociety, the Oldest and largest coneervation

organization in the State of Flotilla, with ovs 35,000 =Albers,

end 46 active local chapters throughout the state.

°

Our organization has been continuously active in seeking the

acquisition of Sig Cypress and Iverglades lands by the Department

of inte,:ior since the late 19605 when development activity in

the Big Cypress Watershed first became recognized as a potential

threat to the ecological integrity of Zverglades National Park.

Wt lobbied in Congress for the passage of the 1974 Sig Cypress

acquisition act, and have been active in pursuit of the

subsequent appropriations necessary to complete that 570,000 acre

National Fresh Water Preserve. Subsequent evaluation of the

threat of potential development, and refined knowledge of the

parameters of the ecosystem have produced much evidence that

the original boundaries of the Big Cypress left unprotected

additional vital areas. Those areas, as you know Mr. Chairman,

are the subject of legislation already past the house to expand

the Big Cypress Preserve by over 130,000 acres. That legislation

is a direct outgrowth of Former Governor Graham's save Our

1
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comprehensive management and planning for the perpetuation of

Hverglades effort, .an unprecedented - proposal to gain

1.0zwand.globallrOportant ocooptem,

-:Mr. Chairman, I believe ,.that it is .of important historical.

significance to note that all of the lands we are discussing,

today in the proposed 'Collier exchange* are lands originally

identified lox possible acquisition by.the Federal. Governeent

when the boundaries of the proposed everglades National Park were

-first described in the 11400s. Due_to budgetary constreints and

'development pressures, the original vision of everglades National

_Park was never realized as a whole. What we have been doing

'during the period from the late 1960's through the present is

essentially playing Catch 'up football in an effort to gain

:control of the essential components of an ecosystem before the

opportunities to do that ate foreclosed by land values and actual

development. The "Collier exchange" offers the opportunity to

gain critically important time in this battle which now ww are

lust barely winning for the ecosystem. Hr. Chairman, this

committee and the House have already passed legislation to

authorize the purchase of the Big Cypress additions. V. are

grateful for that action. However it needs to be recognized that

authorization legislation alone is merely the beginning of a

usually long and often uncertain process of appropriations,

negotiations and eminent domain actions. A land exchange that

rapidly brings a large block of the areas to be acquired into

public ownership has superior advantages in time and the

2



elimination of that uncertainty...

Mx, Chairman, , I dO nOt Want to dwell toolong on the merite Of

the Florida Acquisitions because you have already essentially

endorsed our position In that regard with your support of the Sig

cypress expansion legislation. I would like, during the remainder

of our comments to reflect upon the process within the federal

government that has brought us to th s hearing.

'We . believe that the position taken by the Department of Interior

with regard to the Phelps Dodge exchange recently proposed is

entirely appropriate from the point of view of the good

stewardship of the $ation's land resources. The Department of

Interior should never be in the position of allowing the offer of

'a.land exchange by private interests be the deciding factor as to

what lands the Federal Government should acquire and manage. The

federal government should focus its limited resources (both limey

and lands suitable for possible exchange) upon those areas

identified by Congress as lands where a clear national priority

for acquisition by the United States has been established. The

policy Issue here is whether our national land holdings are going

to be assembled and managed according to national priorities, or

someone else's priorities.

We are fully aware of the environmental and wildlife values of

the Gray Ranch, and the Animas Unit, (which is on the Fish and

Wildlife Service's acquisition list). These areas should be

considered for future acquisition in an orderly process similar

3
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to that which has lead ,to the ,congressional declOgns

hoxize and fund acquisition of the Big Cypress in the past, :

and hopefully the Big Cypress expansion in the near. future. 'The

APrlority position of the Big Cypress, and National Wildlife

Refuge lands necessary for the survival, of the _Florida. Panther:

had .ought to be reoognizad in any decision about these two ,

competing exchange proposals. Mr. Chai:rman, theso are lands that.

have been on the national agenda in some cases for decades -- not

merely since the last port of June, 1937. And, they serve to

fulfill a long term vision-- recognized by the Governments of

Florida and the United States for over 40 yeare in the original

boundary proposals for Lverglades National Park were made

.pub110-- A .vision of a unified Lvergladea system capable of

comprehensive management and protection from the onslaught of .

urban growth marching towartS it from the growing metropolitan

areas on Florida's east and west coasts.

M. Chairman, we agree emphatically with the Director of the Fish

and Wildlife service, who wrote on June 29th that:

Although the proposed Phelps Dodge
exchange would add an important
dimension to the (National
wildlife Refuge) system, the
Animas parcels are not subject to
near term, irreversible habitat
loss. The Florida properties are
subject to a higher degree of
threat, are an integral part of a
whole series of interdependent
state and Federal projects, have
important relationships with
complex water quantity and water
quality issues, provide marine and
estuarine benefits, and are high
in fish and wildlife values.
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In .nql,usion, iir,..,:'chalraan, we believe that the.Department or

,interlor's evaluation of the appropriateness of the two exchanges

Is ,on:target:-With-telatiOn 0 the environiental issues,.. and the

actual., national priorities regarding land acquisition. We urge

this coamitteafs7 support lor. theproposed_collier_ Sxchange:. in

which the people of the united States would obtain ownership of

vitally:Isportant parts of the $verglades System which have been

:sought for public ownership at a national level tor a

. considerable period of tina.

5
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RESTALT. Mr. Chairman, I am Wil liam Reffalt, program di-
rector for the national wildlife reilige system with the Wilderness
Society.

I am pleased to represent the society and its 178,000 members
nationwide and to provide testimor regarding the wildlife and
other natural resource values occur lig on the several tracts of
land in Arizona ad New Mexico that axe a part of the Southwest
Exchange Proposal submitted to the Congress and the Department
of the Interior by Phelps Dodge Development Corporation.

I would like to point out at the outset that the Wilderness Socie-
ty is an active participant in the Everglades Coalition and has par-
ticipated in the analysis of and the negotiations related to the Col-
lier Exchange involving lands in Florida considered vital to the Ev-
erglades ecosystem and to the recovery of the endangered Florida
panther. You have already heard about that.

My testimony will focus on the lands in the so-called PDDC pro-
posal but is not intended, and I hope will not be viewed as a prefer-
ence or an endorsement for the PDDC exchange concept. It is my
hope that the information I have gathered will be useful to the
committee as you proceed to evaluate and consider the merits and
long term public interests of these two proposals.

The PDDC proposal includes 311,566 acres of land or interests of
lands contained in six parcels and located in southwest New
Mexico (the so-called bootheeD area and southeastern Arizona.

In general, the lands have high wildlife values and some of the
parcels are rated very high in Wilderness potential which provides
evidence that they contain scenic, recreational, natural features
and other natural resources, historic and cultural values that
would place them very high on any list of lands worthy of public
ownership.

The principal property involved, the Gray Ranch, is a property
which I have included the adjacent 75,000 acre foothill tract owned
by the PDDC at the present time, in the Animas Mountains of HA-
dalgo County, New Mexico.

The Animas Peak is 8,532 feet and dominates the northern land-
scape of this area, and ie prominent for 25 to 50 miles to the north.
The area is located at the north end of the Madrean Plateau, there-
by providing an ecological basis for an extension of the flora and
fauna of the bioassociation in Mexico northward into the United
States.

I might point out it is the only place in the United States where
that extension occurs.

Immediately north of this complex lies the Colorado Plateau, and
close to the east is the Chihuahuan desert; thus, it also is at a
crossroads of several ecological complexes that are unique in the
Southwest. Location and special influence of this area have contrib-
uted to a diverse and unique asser--blage of plants and animals
found in the Animas Mountains area.

At least 75 species of mammals, over 110 species of birs (85 spe-
cies of which nest on the site), 22 known species of reptiles and am-
phibians, and approximately 718 species of plants have been docu-
mented as present on the ranch.

Three federally designated endangered species are known to
occur on the property, including the bald eagle and the New



Mexico ridge-nosed rattlesnake and peregrine falcon) and the
Animas Mountains are the last known breeding location north of
Mexico for the endangered Mexican gray wolf which is believed to
be extirpated from the United States.

Two additional mammal 8pm:es known to occur on the ranch are
candidatescategory 1 candidatesfor Federal listing.

The New Mexico Department of Fish and Game has listed about
12 vertebrates that occur in the Animas Mountains as endangered

in the State, and 33 other species on that list are known to occur in
the vicinity.

These facts, when combined, provide no doubt of the national sig-
nificance of this property in the wildlife context.

-For instance, wildlife species of note on these lands include the
coatimundi, the white-sided jackrabbitand I would point out that
the Gray Ranch and an area called the Playas Valley on the east
side of the ranch are th., only known U.S. sites of occurrence for
this species.

I have listed a number of other species and I had also pointed
out that as many as 20 to 40 additional species of vertebrates that
are closely associated with the Madrean Plateau bioassociation also
occur in this area.

I might also point out that the lists that I reviewed for this
areaall of the vertebrate listswere characterized as somewhat
conservative, thereby indicating a strong likelihood that the lists of
all classes of vertebrates, except possibly the mammals, will likely
increase with further study by qualified specialists.

The wilderness qualities of the Gray Ranch have not been speeif
ically studied. More study of this aspect of the ranch is needed and
would give us clues on the recreational and other significance of
the area.

The Cowboy Spring tract on the east side of the ranch property
is a 13LM Wilderness Study Areahas been studied by BLM, and
recommended by FILMand is the only Wilderness Study Area in
the Animas Mountains complex.

The New Mexico 13LM Wilderness Coalition has recommended
designation of an expanded area surrounding Cowboy Spring and
encompassing approximately 41,000 acres. This would indicate that
there is strong belief by qualified individuals that a large area of
natural lands with high recreation and cultural natural resource
values exist in that vicinity. Owing to its singular representation of
the Madrean Plateau in this WSA, the BLM recognizes that this
area has national significance.

The Alamo Hueco WSA is an area located about 15 miles to the
east of the Gray Ranch and along the very eastern portion of the
New Mexico bootheel. The BLM has studied their lands in this
area for wilderness status but has not recommended designation
primarily based on the large amount of private inholdings and the
acreage of split estate occurring in this area.

The area, otherwise, according to BLM, qualifies as wilderness
with very high ratings for wildlife values, the potential for nation-
ally significant cultural sites, including cave sites, and its scenic
and recreational aspects.

Several species known on the Gray Ranch also occur in these
mountains and there is an opportunity for the reintroduction of the
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Mexican desert bighorn species found in only two other, locations
currently in New Mexico

The 5,160 acres offered by the PDDC proposal would fill in the
very core base of the WSA, providing a nearly solid block of Feder-
al ownership in the heart of the mountains. The PDDC proposal
plans are an integral part of this important potential wilderness
area.

The Eagle Creek propertiesthe lower canyon area is located be-
tween two BLM WSA's in the Safford District of Arizona. The area
is located generally west and southwest of the Morenci mine in

--east central Arizona. The lands are primarily riparian habitats and
are known to be important as breeding areas for raptors, particu-
larly the black hawkand the information I have is that it may
provide nesting sites for 10 percent of the nesting populition of
this species in the United States.

The lower canyon is considered to be in natural condition with
few intrusions that would detract from its wilderness qualities. The
national significance of such a raptor nesting area is recognized.

There is also national significance in the natural condition of the
riparian corridor which represents a rapidly diminishing type in
the southwest. The portions of these lands to the north of the lower
canyon am, particularly the small tract and acreage termed the
north Eagle Creek tract, I have not been able to specifically get in-
formation that would indicate the qualities of those lands.

In summary, the PDDC proposal involves lands having national
significance for wildlife, habitat, plants, scenery, recreation, cultur-
al resources and general wilderness qualities.

Some of the lands are unique in the United States and deserve
priority attention by the Federal Government to be acquired for
their long term public interest value. I was not able to locate de-
tailed information on all of the lands in the PDDC proposal.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Reffalt follows:1
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Mr. Chairman I am Bill Reffalt, Program Director for the National
Wildlife Refuge System with The Wilderness Society. I am pleased to

. represent The Society and its 178,000 members nationwide and to provide
testimony regarding the wildlife and other natural resource values occurring
on the several tracts of land in Arizona and New Mexico that are a part of
the Southwest Exchange Promal as submitted to the Congress and the

rtment of the Interior by the Phelps Dodge Development Corporation
(P ) on June 22, 1987. I would like to point out that The Wilderness
Society is a member and active participant of the Everglades Coalition and
.has participated in the analysis of and negotiations related to the so-
called Collier Exchange involving lands in Florida vital to the Everglades
ecosystem and to the recasery of the Endangered Florida panthrr. Thus, my
testimony, although focused on the wildlife, wilderness, recreational and
other natural resource features and public benefit values of the lands in
the PDDC proposal, is not intended and I hope will not be viewed as a

'preferenee for or an endorsement of the PDDC exchange concept. My only
- intent is to describe to this Committee the features and values of these

southwest lands Is I have been able to find creditable documentation on
those matters. It is my hope that the information I have gathered will be
useful to the Committee as you proceed to evaluate and consider the merits
and long term public interests of these two proposals.

The FDDC proposal includes 311,566 acres of lands or interests in lands
contained in six parcels and located in southwest New Mexico (the "bootheel"
area) and southeast Arizona. In general, the lands have high wildlife
values and some of the parcels are rated very high in Wilderness potential
which provides evidence that they contain scenic, recreational, natural
features and other natural resources, historic and cultural values that
would place them very high on any list of lands worthy of public ownership,
In 1987 the environmental organizations' Conservation Alternarive for the
Land and Water Conservation Fund Appropriations for fiscal year 1988
proposes that Congress appropriate funds to acquire the entire Gray Ranch
property to be designated and managed as the Animas Mountains National
Wildlife Refuge, Also, the Wilderness Study Area documents of the Bureau of
Land Management for New Mexico and Arizona present strong evidence of the
significant public values of the Alamo Hueco parcels, the lower canyon area
of Eagle Creek and a parcel of BLM lands located within the Gray Ranch knots n
as Cowboy Spring. Unfortunately, in the time available to me to prepare for
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this hearing I have not been able to obtain comparable information regarding
the values of the Upper Eagle Creek MOS and, those portions of the middle
and lower Eagle Creek parcels above the lower canyon area. Thus, I am
unable to include specifics regarding their wildlife, habitat, wilderness
or other resource merits or their national significance.

THE ORAY RANO;

This ranch property, including the adjacent 75,000 acre Foothills tract
encompasses most of the Animas Mountains in Hidalgo County, New Mexico.
Animas Ptak (elev. 8532 ft ) dominates the northern viewscape of this area,
being prominently visable from 25-50,mi1u to the north. Several peaks only
slightly lower in elevation range southward for about 5 miles from the main
peak with elevations then trailing downward toward the south. At least
seven major but mostly_intermittant drainages have carved passages to the
grasslands and playas of the valley floors, The U.S.- Mexico border is
located about 15 miles south of the mountains and the New Mexico - Arizona
border is about 15 miles to the west. The town of Aniitsas, New Mexico is
about 25 miles north of the property.

The area is located at the north end of the Madrean Plateau thereby
providing an ecological basis for an extension of the flora and fauna of
this bio-association in Mexico northward into the United States.
Immediately north of this singular ecological complex lies the Colorado
Plateau and close to the east lies the Chihushuan desert. Another major
influence on the ecology of the Grey Ranch area derives from the moisture-
laden wind currents originating from the Gulf of California frequently and
most commonly during the winter months. As these currents sweeep across the
Sonoran desert, which streches to within 75 miles west of the New Mexico
bootheel, a substantial quantity of free water in the form of heavy dew is
left behind. Lesser, but still large quantities of that water frequently
reach the Animas Valley and the western escarpment of the mountains. The
location and the special influence have contributed to the diverse and
unique assemblage of plants and animals found in the Animas Mountain area.

At least 75 species of mammals, over 110 species of birds (at least 85
species nesting on the site), 22 known specie' of reptiles and amphibians
and approximately 718 species of plants have been documented as present on
the ranch (Hubbard, 1977; Cook, 1982). Three federally designated
endangered species are known to occur on the property (bald eagle, New
Mexico ridge-nosed rattlesnake and peregrine falcon) and the Animas
Mountains are the last known breeding location north of Mexico for the
Endangered Mexican gray wolf which is believed to be extirpated from the
United States, Two additional mammal species known to occur on the ranch
are candidates (category 1) for Federal listing. The New Mexico Department
of Fish and Game has listed about 12 vertebrates that occur in the Animas
Mountains as endangered and 33 other species on that list are known to occur
in the vicinity (Hubbard, 1977). These facts, when combined, provide no
doubt of the national significance of this property in the wildlife context.

Wildlife species known to occur on these lands and worthy of note
include the coatimundi, white-sided jackrabbit (the Gray Ranch area and the



Playas Valley on the east side of the ranch are the only known U.S. Sites of
occurence),-the Mexican turkey. black-chinned hummingbird, Sonora mountain
kingsnake, Coues* whitetailed deer, javelins, montezuma quail, thick-billed
parrot, painted redstart, Rivoli hummingbird, olive warbler and as many as
20 - 40 other species of vertebrates associated with the Madrean Plateau.
Nearly all the lists I reviewed were characterized as somewhat conservative
thereby indicating a strong likelihood that the lists of all classes of
vertebrates, except, possibly, the mammals, will likely increase with
further study by qualified specialists. There are excellent opportunities
for reintroducing species such as the Mexican desert bighorn that once
occured in the Animas Mountains. The success of such efforts is enhanced by
the quality of the habitats found on 'he property.

Not suprisingly, the flora of the mountainous portions of the ranch
contain a strong representation of species with Mexican components to their
overall range. Of the 410 plant species of the tnountains no fewer than 80%
occur in Mexico. Several species such as Apache pine provide their only New
Mexico occurrence in these mountains. Major habitat types include the
grasslands (found below 500 ft. elevation), the riparian areas (separable
into three subdivisions in those portions below 6000 ft.), the oak
associations (with two principal groups termed oak savannah and oak

'-woodland), pinyon-juniper, coniferous forest and chaparral (the most
extensive type on the ranch). The 718 species of plants on the ranch
approach 20% of the plants known to occur in New Mexico. The general lack
of a high level of endemism in the Animas Mountains area is explained by the
close resemblence of the area to other areas south and west. However, the
presence of several endemics is important and the many species found there
that are at the northern extent of their range is a distinction that serves
to highlight the importance of the area to New Mexico and the nation.
Public ownership of this area would provide substantial long term public
benefits end should be a recognized goal of the federal government.
Opportunities for establishing an International wildlife area should also be
explored as the significance of the bio-association extends beyond the
established political boundaries.

The wilderness qualities of the Gray Ranch have not been specifically
studied. The present owners have maintained an area of over 14,000 acres in
the main massif as a "roadlese area, generally allowing only restricted
access. Scientific and recreational values are reported to be very high.
More study of this aspect of the ranch property is needed. The Cowboy
Spring tract on the east side of the ranch property is a BLM Wilderness
Study Area (WSA) and is listed as the only WSA in the Animas Mountains.
This 6700 acre tract has been recommended for Wilderness designation by the
BLM, indicating its naturalness, opportunities for outstanding recreation
experiences and other wilderness qualities. The New Mexico BLM Wilderness
Coalition has recommended designation of an expanded area surrounding
Cowboy Spring encompassing nearly 41,000 acres and including a sizeable
amount of State lands. The tract is known to contain two rare species of
cactus, many of the wildlife species found on the Gray Ranch proper and at
least 3 prehistoric sites. Owing to its singular representation of the
Madrean Plateau this WSA is considered nationally significant.
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ALAMO HUECO WSA

'This area is located about 13 miles east of the Gray Ranch and along
the CUL side of the New Mexico bootheel. The BLM has studied their lands
in this area for wilderness status. BLM has not recommended designation
based primarily on the large amount or private inholdings and the screw of
split estate having private subsurface ownership, The area otherwise
qualifies is wilderness with very high ratings for wildlife values, the
potential for nationally significant cultural sites including unique cave
sites, and its scenic and recreational aspects. Several species known on
the Gray Ranch occur in these mountains also and there is a good opportunity.....
for the reintroduction of the Mexican desert bighorn to the area. The 3,160
acres offered in the PDDC proposal would fill in the core WSA. providing a
nearly solid block of federal ownership in the heart of the mountains. The
New Mexico Wilderness Coalition has recommended nearly 32,000 acres,
including a section of State land and about 14,160 acres of private land, to
be designated as Wilderness. The PDDC lands are an integral part of this
important potential wilderness area.

EAGLE CREEK PROPERTIES

As stated above, I have been able to obtain information on the lower
canyon portion of these lands but not on the northern portions. The lower
canyon area is located between two BLM WSA's in the Safford District of'
Arizona. The area is located generally west and southwest of the Morenci
mining area in east Central Arizona. The lands are primarily riparian
habitats and are known to be important as a breeding area for raptors,
particularly the black hawk (the canyon is believed to provide for 10% of
the known nesting population of this species). The riparian vegetation
includes Fremont cottonwood, Gooding willow, Arizona sycamore and several
other typical desert riparian plant species. The lower canyon is considered
to be in a natural condition with few intrusions that would detract from its
wilderness qualities. Two endangered species, the bald eagle and the
peregrine falcon occur on the area and the Rocky Mountain bighorn is known
to occur in the adjacent WSA's. The national significance of such a raptor
nesting area is recognized. There is also national significance in the
natural condition of the riparian corridor which represents a rapidly
diminishing ecotype in the southwest. The portions of these lands to the
north, particularly the small acreage termed the north Eagle Creek tract
have not been specifically described in readily available literature and I
am unable to provide any significant details about those lands,



In summery, the PPDC proposal involves lands having, national
significence for wildlife, habitat, plants, scenery, recreation, cultural
resources and general wilderness qualities. Some of the lands are unique in
the United States and deserve priority aftention by the Federal government
tO be arAuired for their long term public interest nlue. I was not able to
locate detailed information on ell of the lends included in the PDDC
proposal but the acreage of those tracts is relitively

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to respond to questions as the
Committees' time and interest dictate.
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Ms. &sit. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
M name is Joni Bosh and I live in Phoenix. I am speaking today

as - of the Grand Canyon chapter of the Sierra Club.
I will to condense my comments from my testimony, so if you

have any questions, stop me.
We welcome this opportunity to testify today because we under-

stand that you will be nisbig the final decision on the disposition
or use of the Phoenix Indian SChool property. We hope some of the
views and infonnation we bring you today will help you make that

deciton.
So far the dincussions seem to focus solely on how the Phoenix

_ Indian School property can be used as a trading chip to acquire
other properties. We want to make clear from the start that we in
Arizona fiilly support the efforts our colleague!' in Florida have
made to protect tM Everglades, but we are gomg to confine our
comments today to thole areas we know best, which is Phoenix and
the Southwest

It was interesting that when the proposal first came up for a
land trade, the reaction among conservationists in the Southwest,
in Phoenix in particular, was pretty uniformpeople first said, you
are going to get rid of the Indian School and close it? Well, what

to the Indians?
-4 after that was, nothing sig. t uld happen and that should

remain open. That was, I can say, a 100 percent consensus I got
from people I talked to.

So the Sierra Club strongly believes that if the Indian School is
closed, and that the land is no longer necessary for the educational
needs it now serves, then the site should become a part We see it
as having tremendous value as becoming like the Central Park of
Phoenix.

We are also very aware of and sensitive to the needs of the Vet-
erans Administration. But we are also convinced that their needs
for parking, the laundry facilities, the clinical needs, could be met
thro0 a joint pl!inning process to build, say, shared facilities or
parking facilities tn corkjunction with park development, and also
through probably better plontting for the land that they presently
awn.

Assuming those two premises that the Indians needs are taken of
and that we can work something out with the VA and that the
land is going to bethe use of land will change all my comments,
the following comments are based on those two premises.

We support the park there because this is the last tract of
land in central Phoenix. It is our last chance in Phoenix to
lish a sizable park such as those which add so much character and

t to other American cities.
only sizable park in central Phoenix right now is a relativo-

ly small, 64-acre tract, known as Encanto Park. It receives over ;
million users a year, and up to 10,000 on a weekend. That is heavy
use.

We have a few other parks under proposal, or possibly in the
future under construction, but they are not going to answer our
need right now for park space.

I would add as an aside here, it has been mentioned by other
people testifying today, that some of the area in the Indian School
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should be set aside for cultural historical purposes, and I would en-
done that. There are historic buildings on the site, in fact, there is
a monument to the graduate. of the Phoenix Indian School who
died serving in World War I. We think those should be protected.

We-do fear that * 20-acre park has been proposed by both other
partiesPhelps Dodge and Colliersis not &lough to be more than
in essence a very small private park that will probably be located
in such a way that will benefit the buildinp built around it but not
the city at large.

Photeicians like our parks and we support parks, but we are
undemsupplied with parks because we have grown -so fast. I will
just remind you that we have grown from 9.6 square miles to
almost 400 in about 40-eome years. That included a population

of 850,000. It is impossible for any city to keep up with that
of growth and provide those services.

This site, if it becomes available, represents a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to address that imbalance.

It has also been arguod by several people today that the land is
too valuable to be used just for a park. In terms of the long term
health of the city, I would argue that it is too valuable to be used
as anything but a park or a school.

By making it a park, you are going to attxact development to the
land surrounding it, but across the street, on 7th street an Indian
School, on Central, there are vacant underdeveloped properties
that are street front right now. I think a large park would be an
irresistible amenity there. We are not stopping development, we
are just moving it.

There is also, I think, a great deal of support for a park in Phoe-
nix. I am member of the Citizens Advisory Committee on the Phoe-
nix Indian School, and we sent out in the May-June water bills a
survey to the citizens who received their water bills, asking for
their opinion on the disposal of the property, and if they would be
willing to pay for a park there.

Considering that time survey was hard to findI have got a copy
that I will submit for the recordbut people had to fill it out, send
it back in, and it had no supporting advertising on either the news
or radio.

We got a gratifying response of over 2,000, closer to 2200, re-
Respondents preferred public uses, park uses, to overI

sayresidential, office, and commercial development by a
margin of 5 to 1. Of the 1800 responses we have tabulated so far, 15
percent wanted to see a new Indian School built And by a margin
of more than 2 to 1, people were willing to pay for a park

I think the public support is out there. I think people, as they get
to know about what is available, are going to be very excited about

It is sort of ironic, because despite this Administration's pro-
faned belief in the importance of local control and local say in
what happens to property or other financial interests, the Interior
Department has seemed y uninterested in trying to find
out this kind of information of what would benefit the people in
Phoemi.

3
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Since the Government already has title to the Indian School
property, there are two questions that we feel Interior really must

The first is how to best use the Indian School property for the
benefit of the Indian community and for the people of Phoenix.

The second is how to acquire the other properties that are envi-
=mentally valuable that have been offered in trade.

We thia s there are probably some other alternatives that
haven't been thoroughly studiedand I don't think I am the only
one that believes this after listening to today's testimony.

So far, the only possible alternative offered to the city has been
outrigtt purchase of the land at full market value. We would sug-
gestand to my knowledge no one else has thoroughly addressed
thisthat we look at leasing arrangements; that we could thoz'
ougbly see if there is a setup, create a financing we could establish

as a trust fund, or a lease purchase o on; that traditional
bond elections should be thoroughly assessed, or the city be given
the opportunity to thoroughly assess the opportunities for a bond
election.

One suggestion that surfaced in March or April was that a por-
tion of the property, say, 20-25 acres, be set aside as perha
Indian free enterprise zone to use for the benefit of the
either as an office development, let's say, or as their social service
educational center, vocational-ad, or something like that would be
most woeful. And the rentAining 70 acres or sobe leased
to the city as a park to be maintained by the city.

There is anar option that really hasn't been addressed at all
has already occurred once, and that was the Arizona Office of the
BLM put together very creative trades on acquiring the San Pedro.
It was three-way trades.They found land that people were interest-
ed in and worked that out. To my knowledge, so far, no one has
looked at a creative three-way Um& at all for any of the properties,
whether it is Indian School or the others, which brings us to the
issue of the land trades.

We are most concerned that the Interior Department is propos-
ing quite simply to trade irreplaceable valuable urban land for ir-
replaceable valuable rural land, and we are not really the winners
overall.

The question that comes up is what happens to properties that
aren't acquired?

The unavoidable truth is that all these areas should be acquired
by the Federal Government We think that the Interior Depart-
ment so far has reacted only to private interests and has not taken
the broader view and asserted the best interests of the public or
the resources.

In reality, as I understand it, the Interior De ent already
has the authority today to buy both the Phelps b e and Collier
properties but refuses to ask for the necessary funds. This only un-
derscores the need for a dedicated Land and Water Conservation
Fund, which I am pleased to see that the President's Ccinmission
on Americans Outdoors also endorsed. We have seen in the last few
years that the Land and Water Conservation Funds that should be
available have been largely been diverted to purposes other than
those for which they were intended.

7
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If Congress decides that at *ome point part or all of the Indian
School must bf used in a trade, then we feel it should be done
through * public process that seeks the best possible return on the
asset. The lively and recent interest in the site expressed by both
Phelps Dodge and ,C4gliers suggest* to us that t,here might be
others interested in participating in such a process.

I think congressional direction would be necessary to ensure that
a fidr and public processing hearing takes place.

We have heard several times todkv evaluations of how it has pro-
greased to date and I won't go back over that territory.

I will say that those -of us in -Arizona and 'the peep!. I -have
talked to in New Mexico are very excited about the Phelps Dodge
properties.that have been offered. You have heard in detail from
others their qualities so I won't go into that again. But we feel that
they are absolutely topnotch and at sometime should be acquired.

In any case, in any proposed trade or acquisition involving theee
we feel that there should be a careful environmental

uation done as well.
The Evergladee Coalition has worked long and hard to persuade

the Colliers interest to work out some questions on oil and gas de-
velopment. Or in this case in particular, Phelps Dodge, we would
want to see that some attention was paid to taking care of mineral
instream flows, and they have assured us today that the all miner.
al rights that they are in charge of would be transferred; that in-
holdings questions of private and State ownership were clarified;
and that some of the questions of air pollution would at least be
addressed.

We don't we some of the bypasses that the Playas smelter as
being a fatal flaw. It is one that can be easily fmed because they
have the equipment there.

I hope that Congress will nmke sure that the public has a chance
to learn about and comment on a realistic and full range of public
interest opportunitiee for all these properties.

I thank you for the chance to testify.
[Prepared statement of Ms. Bosh, with attaclunents,



t1e. Chairmen and Members of the Commattee,

hy name AS Joni Posh and I live in Phoenix. Arizona. I am psiaking7
today ois chairperson of the.Grand.CapyOn Chapter of the Sierra Club.

We welcome this l.aaring and the 'opportunity tO testify because we have
-been told that Congress will make the final decision rogarding the

.1.ultsmate disposal and use of the Phoenix Indian School property. We
hope the information that we will share with you today will help you
male that decisiOn.

-,Inecustions seem to have 40CLised solely op how the Phoenix Indian
School could tie used as a trading chip to acQuire the Florida
Everglades. we wunt to male clear that we in Arizona strOngly support
the extraordinary efforts of Our Organizations and colleagues to bring
underprotective management the outstanding And endangered Everglades
areas now included in Congressional legislation. However, for the
purposes of this, hearing we'd like to confine our reearIs to the areas
we lnow best. In particular, we d like to male sore that the inherent
potential the Indian School property has for meeting the needs of the
People in Phuefiix AS not overlooked.

-Lille bier.... Club etrongly believes that. 14 the Indian Schoel is closed
and no longer necessary for the educational nerds it now serves, then
the site should become a perl. A% Ma.cor Goddard, the Phoeni,: City
Council and many citizens envisioned it, the site could and should
become the Lentroi Part 04 Phoensi.

We are elan very aware of and sensitive to the needs of the Veterans
HOminiwtration. We are convinced their needs for parling and laundry
facilities can be creatively met through joint planning IN conjuCtion
with pari drvelopment and through better utilization of the property
they prei,ently control.

As the, lost large tract pi open 'space in central Phoenix, the Phoeni;,
Ir,dion School is our last chance to eatablish a sizeable park such as
thost, which add sc atiCh tu the character and enjoyment of many other
Anerican cities. (kir few fv.isting small parks in central Phoenix can
onlv acccmodete a sttoll number 04 people. Our only sizeable parl in
central Phoeni,, 04-acre Encanto Peri, is used every year by one
million people from All over the city, with as many as 100000 users
oh the weevends. The proposed deti parl in the Papago freeway
corridor would be a moCh smaller parI focused on the proposed new
library. The as-vet-unapproved Rio Salado park faces an uncertain
foturr, is still twenty five years from reality and miles from the
heavy population concentrations in Phoenix. A park at Indian School
is desperotel, needed, not only becauee our other parks are overused,
but to spare us tree miles of uninterrupted concrete canyons. We fear
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that a small. 20-acre park at this site, as proposed by both
developers, is not enough to be anything more than private earl: that
serves the surrounding development rather than a park that benefits
tne city at large.

14 PhOenicians liae and need parks So Much why aren't there acre It

is not 4or laca of supports In the last 20 years all but two park bond
issues have been approved by Phoenix voters. We are justifiably proud
Of the parl system we do have. The problem has been one of groeth.
Phoenin Npanded from 9.6 square miles tO JuSt over 1180 in 46 years.
Phoeni:c is now the ninth most pclulous City In the Country, having
grown by Sto,000 people In four and one half beCades. The City has
simply not been able to provide toe necessary public services and open
space under thoce conditions. This site represents a once an a
lifetime opportunity to help correct that Imbalance.

It has been araued that the land is too valuable to be used just for a
parii T would argue that it is too valuable to be used for any purpose
other than a school or public para. By mating all, or most, of the
the site 0 pfr1 we do not discourage development, but merely direct
development acrose the streets to tho undeveloped or underdeveloped
street front properties around it. A large para is an irreilistable
wmehity that will attract high quality proJebts.

There is apparently a great amount of support and desire for a para at
thic, site emonq the citizens. The Phoeni- Indian School Citizen
kdvisory Cc littee, cf whicn I am a member, distributed a survey with
the M,v Joha yoter Di)Is asaino people for their opinions on the
poscible o*es of this property and if they would be willing to pay for

p,irt here. Lon.aidering tnat the survey itself was hard to find,
wont primarily tc homeowners and was not supported by publicity, the
resnee was surprisingly strono. Responses so far have totalled

an estimated recOrd number. Respondents have preferred publir
po,ri oses tL, 0+iire. residential and retail development by 4 margin of
42541, to one. Fifteeo percent indicated support for new Indian
Schoc.l. E4, a moroin of more than two to one the respondents said they
would Pe tiflirss to pay for a part; nearly one third said they wo,(1d
p,ev ten dollar per year for a para at the Indian School site.

In mummery, public support for public or part uses of the Indian
School site s ,,trong and 213 t,acted by a willingness to pay. Despite
the A.iministrarion s professed belief in the importance of local
derisioos and loc,f1 contrul. the Interior Department has neither
c.ought otA nor seemed interested in using any o4 this information.

Sinrc the q,,vernment alreacIN hes title to the Indian School, there ore
two qc,estiuns the Interior Department should answer li how to best use
thr. Indian Srhocl property for the benefit of the Indian community and
for the pub/ic in PhoeniN and 2, how to acquire the other
environmental!, valuable prupertieS which have been offered in trade.
We wot,ld sutioe,t that there are several alternative solutions to both
questions that have not been thoroughly Stoned.
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As far as the Indian bchool property is concerned, no one, to Rv

C.nowledge, has eNplored any leasing errangements. After All, the
governitent owns the property nowi there is no acquISItiOn cOltt

involved and leasing would generate an income. No one he* seriously
valuated the possibility of creating, for xample, e free enterprise
zone On twenty to thirty acres for the benefit of tne Indian community
mnd leasing the remaining 70 acres as a park. No entity has dioCussed
creative financing (such as lease-purchase options with the government

or land trusts) in place of outright purchase at full market value.
The potential for a traditional bond election !should be thoroughly

-assessed. I understand that one developer has coal* forward and
offered to pledge $1,000,000 And lead a fundraising drive to rasse
another $19,0cw,000, but the City, in the heat of the recent
activties, has not yet pursued that option. The Arizona office of the
Bureau of Land Management has demonstrated through the acguistion of

the San Pedro riparian area how creative, three-way land trades can

work: without costing the government anything.

Which brings us to the issue o4 the land trades. Quite, simply, the
Interior Department proposcs to do nothing more than trade valuable,
irreplaceabie orban land for valuable, irreplaceable rural land.
Assuming some Swap occurs, what will happen to the properties not

ocquirfed by that transaction'

The unovgidet.le troth is that all these oreas Should be publicly
ownvds the /ntrrior Deportment hos failed In It% reSpon1610111tv to

creati,ely figure uut how to occomplish those ocquisitions. 'hey hoe
only reacted tO private interivIts anO MA/0 not taten A broader view

And AeSerted the best intetests ot the public and the resources.

In reality. the Interior Deportment already has the authority, today,
to bu, both the Phelps Dodge and Collier properties, but refuses tc,

as fyr the necessary funds. This only underscores the need for n
adequately funded, dedicated Land and Water Conservation fund. as
recommended by the President e CommlesIor, on Americans Outdoors.

Under this 4dministration Land and Water Conservation iurids have beeh

largely diverted to pur poses other thon those for which they were

Intended.

If Congress decides that part of Indion 5choo1 must be oiled in o
trade, then it ought to be done through a public process that seess
the best posovible return on this asset. The lively and recent

interest in the site e:4pressed by both Colliers and Pheloo Dodge
euggPste that there might be others interested in portiCipatind in

such a proce5s.

Congressional direction is necessary to ensure that fair and public

process taFes place. The Department of the Interior seems tO have
reieuted the Phelps Dodge proposal after a very cursory and inadequate

review. Several groups hove sent statements pointing out the high

environmental values of those areas that I would 10e tO enter into
the hearing record. The Phelps Dodge holdings shoulo be oigh on any
acquisition list.
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Eagle Creel, which _loins the Gila River in the well-tnown Gila Bo. Is

One of Arizona's rare and t.tremelv valuable riparian habitats. Its

outstanding natural beauty wOuld add immeasurably to the two

contiguous Bureau of Land Management wilderness study areas. It

contains a perennial stream. which ttracts more species of raptors (

20/ than does Birds of Prey Natural Area (14) along the Snaie River in

Idaho. Several endangered species are found there, including the

spite, dace. Along the cliffs the'', is a nursery cave for the Me411
fre* tail bat, and a nest used by a pair of Southern Paid Eagles.
Eagle Creet, raros at the top of the Arizona State Parts wish list of

natural areas.

Gray French, lin the southwest "boot-heel area of New Me:ico, hos lono

been coveted by the Fish and Wildlife Service for a wildlife refuge.
It borders the EMI s Cowboy Spring wilder-n*1i* Study area. Blessed

with an outstanding variety and diversity o+ plant and animal life.

this area is home to several endangered species and species native to

Me!!xdo that arr only Seen in the United States in this area. Grey

Ranch may becomo the only home to some spec.lem that face etinctior
doe to habitat loss in Me!,1co.

Alamo Hueco, iust to the east of bray Ranch, is home to several

endangered species. also. Live the Gray Ranch. it contains
abounOancr of prehistoric cultural ruins. It is contiguous to the

VIM s Alamo Hueco wilderness study area, and DLM officials in Nww

Micr say they would recommend the enlarged area for wildernes% 14

tha private lahd being offerred by Phelps Dodge could be acquired.

pbviOuslr, "nv Pvaluotion of the Phelps Uodd proposal would have tr,

addrees 40Te erc.ironmental concerns. Minimum instream flows should be
matntAined tr Emote Lree), and sorface and sut.surface ownership of

minerals, cil, and gar, and other inholdings should be identified on

All the properties. The Phelps l'odcw smelter at F'lavas must be

prevented from poisoning the Gray Ranch area through the burning of

toic wastes i.nd the regular and frequent bypasses of their OMISle,ft

control equipment. For the record I'm submitting additional, more
detailed information about the clean air violation% and other air

pollution concern% at the Flayas smelter.

Mr. Chairman. I hope the Congress will ma)e sure that the public ham
a chance to learn about and comment on a realistic but full rano"

puWic intere0 opportunities fp the Phowli Indian School m.te.

Thant you for this opportunity to comment.
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New MtM1..1..) N^IUMAL
A 14,rtp,g4

St John's College Carneus

Santa Fa. New Mimeo IOW

22 July 1987

The Hon. Morris X. Udall
Committee on interior and Insular Affairs
Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Uda1ls

t )0 Jul(1987
hearink on t penis
Indian Schooi
trade proposel s

I've been asked to comment on biological velues of the New Mexican

Boot-heel areas involved in PhelpsDodee DeVelopment Company's land-

trade proposal. 1 am an ecologist (Forest Service research in t5Ol$

and 1600s; academic since); our organization la a state-wide group of
biologists who for ten years have been planning and promoting a system

of nataral areas for Mew Mexico.

In Mew Mexico I count only five areas where natural values rank high on

a national scales canyons of the Oil. River system, Guadalupe EsoarpTlent

(with caves. springs). the Boot-heel mountains, Sierra Blanca. end probab.

ly Valles Caldera. In the Root..heel, the longest rangs--the Peloncillos--

is under federal management and I. heavily erazed throughout. That leaves

the Animas Mountaine--part of P-Dos Gray Ranchwith no competitor; they
are the Boot-heeles hiehest. wildest. most natural, and biologieally most

interesting range, The Alamo Hueco Mountains. along with the Blg Hatchets

and sierra Rica (mostly under BLM aanagement). are rugged desert ranues

that leek the Anime0 forest stands, but that provide excellent habitat

for desert bighorns and other chihuahuan wildlife, hampered mainly by

the present checkerboard ownership of BIM Plus P-D.

Wildlife habitat is the area's main significanceincomparably moresm

than livestock gracing, which is marginal. Wildlife values have Ion: been

recognized and studied, and the Animas rangethough owned privately-- has

in recent years been in effect a scientific preserve. There if. however,

no guarantee of continued preservative management.

shan't recite here the plant and &nivel species known in the United

States only (or almost only) in the Animas mountains; Wee John Hubbard,.;

1977 plolossical Inventory of the Animas Mountains... (N.M. Dept. Game

Fish) and Warren-V.4meg 1973 thesis, floristic kffinittes of Animaa
Mountain... (Univ. New Mexico), both excerpted at length ln the U.S. Fish

and Wildlire Service's 1978 New Mexino Unique Wildlife geoeystem Concept

Plan. This is the Chihuahuan Desert Region. but some Sonoran species
reach their eastern limits In thu Animas. More importantly these desert

ranges are the northeastern limits for many Sierra Madrean species. The

Animas Mountain* are oontinuous with the Sierra San Luis of Chihuahua. an

important wildlife reservoir. So the Anima. is a likely range extension

for Mexican wolves. oat speoiss. and conceivably even gricelles; recent

sightings re few in part for lack of human eighties-a. Soma habitat types

of the Anises are unique. notably mixed Arizona pine-southeestern ehtte

pine forest.

In Isom. the Boot-heel mountains rank high nationally in biological interest

and importance. For ten years the Antmes Rqnee has topped this institute's

list of areas that should he gotten into publte-ywner ip

biflcrelv.
-'7-;taison
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The CHAIRMAN. We have had a great variety of opinions from
the panelvery helpful. I think you cut through to some of the key
issues.

I was privileged to serve on the President's Commission on Out-
doorswhatever the official title was. There was great speculation
that we would come to no good end and we end up being dominated
by some of the users of the Federal lands. But to my very pleasant
surprise, recommendation No. 1 of the President's Commission,
chaired by Governor Alexander of Tennessee, was that we &lance
the Land Water Conservation Fund, revive it, get it going, and that
we then see if we can't put together a departmental trust fund that
will buy up lands and hold them that win give us the resources we
need to keep the national parks in the condition we want them to
be.

I am an optimist by natureand there are a lot of obstacles
aheadbut this is one area where I think an awful lot of people
can agree, and I want to give this a high priority.

Any questions or comments. Mr. Campbell?
Mr. CAhunism. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think I noticed as you did that this panel is kind of all over the

placesome would prefer the Collier property, some would prefer
the Phelps Dodge property, and some would prefer both, which is
probably pretty unlikely at this date.

I was particularly interested in Ms. Bosh's written testimony be-
cause as long as I have been here serving with you, Mr. Chairman,
you have never told me people from Phoenix were called Phoeni-
cians.

The CilAIRMAN. We try to educate the gentleman.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I wanted to ask Ms. Lenhart one thing. It came

out in her testimony that she seemed to be concerned about the
CAlier lands, the mineral rights being reserved by that corpora-
tion, and what might happen in development if the land exchange
was made. The Phelps Dodge land, the mineral rights go with the
land, they don't stay with Phelps Dodge.

But that, in my perspective, 'because of the way we lease around
here, that doesn't really protect it.

Do you have any feeling about that?
Ms. LENHART. I guess I focus most of my attention on the Collier

properties in that regard. There has been some question up until
today about whether mineral rights would be conveyed with the
Phelps Dodge properties.

I have read some documents from the Fish and Wildlife Service
and they had assumed that the mineral rights would not be trans-
ferred, so we were in doubt as to that disposition. So I hadn't really
focused on what kind of specific concerns we should have about
that.

Mr. CAmessu.. Anyone want to comment there?
Mr. &mute. I tallied with one of the Phelps Dodge officials the

other day and asked that very question. He answer was that all of
the mineral interests which the company holds, or which it may
come to hold through its Gray Ranch option, would be transferred
to the U.S. Government.

However, I think the other question that some of us have been
asking is, when you look at the State lands map for New Mexico

t
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for Hidalgo County, you do see some areas of State mineral inter-
est& And I think this is the real question is what will happen to
those State interests. They could be exchanged out as these kinds
of things are going on.

Mr. CAMP/MIL. I guess that was the focal point of my comment
was just to put it back in government ownership doesn't necessari-
ly mean it is going to be protected from development because of the
leasing program we have on Federal lands. But I just thought I
would make that.

I might just add, it would seem to me that since you have some
pretty big differences of opinion and yet common goals, that you
might try to get together and find a common approach to dealing
with the legislation as we move through it if we do.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CizietnutAN. I expect there will be a lot of negotiation and

conversation.
The value of getting people like the specialists and experts

people from different parts of the country and different experi-
encesgetting them together for a hearing like this is very helpful
with the cross-fertilization of a lot of ideas.

We will be working on this this summer and fall before some de-
cisions are made, and I think you have all been a great deal of help
to us in stretching out a little bit and maybe making us look at
things we wouldn't otherwise have thought about.

We want to thank you very much and we will excuse this panel.
We close our hearing today with the last listed witness, Mr. Gary

Carlson.
[Pause]
The CuAnisiAx. I understand that you are not Gary Carlson.

STATEMENT OF GARY CARLSON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NEW
MEXICO LAND COMMISSION, ON BEHALF OF WILLIAM R. HUM-
PHRIES, NEW MEXICO COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS

Mr. CARLSON. I am Gary Carlson. My boss is William Humphries.
I am appearing on his behalf.

The CRAIRIIAN. All right.
Mr. CARLSON. I will be very brief, Mr. Chairman. In fact, I think

we can answer some of the previous questions if you will look at
the map that is attached to the written statement.

The State land is what you see crosshatched there. The State of
New Mexico owns 40 percent of the mineral estate under the Gray
Ranch. It is some 126,000 acressome 25,000 acres of that is al-
ready under oil and gas lease.

We consider this potential to be very high for oil and gas leases.
There is production right across the border in Mexico. We think it
is very good production from what we hear. The geology is almost
identiml to that of the Permian Basin, which, as you know, has
pi oduced billions of barrels of oil.

3 S
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Mr. Chairman, we feel that the oil and gas potential in this area
is too important for the surface to be controlled by the Fish and
Wildlife Service and we, therefo- 3unless something is worked
out, we would oppose any such trade.

That is the statement.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Humphries, with attachments,

follow]

;
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. HUMPHRIES

As members of this committee know, at the time of statehood New

Mexico received four sections of land in every township for the

benefit of its public schools and a large &mount of socalled

"quantity grants" of land for the benefit of other public

institutions. Through thy wisdom and foresight of Congress and

early New Mexicans, New Mexico state lands were placed in a

permanent trust to support these beneficiaries; from which only

the income can be expended. Any proceeds from the sale of state

lands and any revenue from products derived therefrom must he

placed in a permanent fund, the principal of which is invested.

New Mexico's permanent fund has now grown to more than $2.6

billion, largely as a result of oil and gas royaltiee received

for production from state lands. This fund constitutes a legacy

for future New Mexicans and every dollar it earns now and in the

future means another dollar for education and other valuable

services which would otherwise have to be raised in the form of

taxes. Every year, oil and gas royalti. add approximately $200

million more to the permanent fund. However, this amount has

been decreasing over the last four years; due not only to the

general downturn in the oil industry but also because of the fact

that the Permian Basin, in :lontheast New Mexico, where most of

our producing leases are located, is a very mature oil producing

basin from which most of the oil, that is recoverable by primary

and secondary means, has already been recovered, Therefore, it

is critical to us in New Mexico that statv lands with iqJtential
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for oil and gas production be accessible for oil and gas

exploration and development.

As New Mexico's elected offical responsible for management of

state trust lands, I am required by the New Mexico Constitution

and federal statutes to maximize revenues for the beneficiaries

of those lands. This duty has been interpreted to mean not

merely a legal duty similar to those of other state officials

but, rather, it is a fiduciary duty identical to any

truatee-beneficiary relationship found in private trust

situations. It is because of this duty, that I must strongly

oppose the proposed trade of the Gray Ranch area in Southwest New

Mexico and any subsequent transfer to the Fish and Wildlife

Service.

Exhibit A is a map of tho Gray Ranch showing the state lands

affected. Although only 15,454 state surface aoreF; are involved,

over l26,000 mineral acres are included. This moans tt,at the

State of New Mexico owrin approximately 41% of the minexal estate

under the lands proposed to he tcaded.

This area of the Pedreaora Nasin in Hidalgo County, Now Mexico,

is cons.Ideled by many petroloum geologists to 132 ono of the most

potential areas in tho Unitc-d cotie of AlaskA, oil

and ga5 devol,opment. 'P'ar: :geology is virtually identical to thit

of the Fermian Basin of Wost Toxls :cutheast. NLw P;oNioo,
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which has produced billions of barrels of oil and tens of

trillions of cubic feet of natural gas. Over the years there

have been a number of preliminary geologic reports on this areas

virtually all have concluded that the area needs to be explored

further and many predict that the area will prove to be very

productive of oil and gas. Exhibit R is a partial listing of

these reports and also quotes the conclusions found in a few of

the studies. For a variety of reasons, the area remains

virtually unexplored. However, of the few test wells that have

been drilled, the majority have had some showi_gs of oil or gas.

Most convincing is the fact that, right across the border in

Mexico, in the same Pedregosa Basin, oil and gas are apparently

being produced. Although Pemex is understandably secret on the

exact location and productivity of its wells, it is my

understanding that you can stand on the United states - Mexico

border and actually see the wells on the Mexican side.

As you can see by the map in Exhibit A, in-lieu selections, sales

of the surface and land exchanges have resulted in the

consolidation of state minerals within the Gray Ranch into

more-or-less contiguous blocks. Sinre such blocks of land are so

much easier to manage and the leasing and mineral development co

much easier to control than state land in the normal checkerboard

ownership pattern, the importanee of this land to the State of

New Mexico is amplified even greater. Oil and gas leasing

activity in the area has been cyclical over the years with each

3
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cycle tying up the state land for ten years before the leases

expire. Also, it has seemed that toward the end of each ten year

cycle, the oil industry has experienced a downturn during which

explotw:ion budgots are cut back. Therefore, although interest

in the area continues to be high, there has been very little

drilling activity. Lately, however, there has been renewed

interest in the area by various oil companies and it is likely

that we will again offer blocks up for oil and gas leasing by

competitive bid in the near future. However, if we do so, it is

our intent to offer the leases for five year terms instead of ten

years, and to ensure that some exploratory drilling takes place.

(It is ironic that one of the companies interested in Ica3ing the

area is Phelps Dodge which is looking for potential gas plies

for its smelter, while, on the other hand, a separate branch of

the same corporation is telling us that the area is so unique

that oil and gas development should be excluded).

I have not been informed as to any specific plans which the Fish

and wildlife Service has for the Oray Ranch subsequent to any

acquisition and, therefore, I cannot comment upon the legal

effects that an acquisition would have upon the development of

the mineral estate. However, we know and, I'm sure, members of

this committee know that the practical effects will be to

preclude or hinder not only the development itself but also

access to and from any state mineral lease.

4
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In conclusion, we believe that minerals owned by the State of New

Mexico and underlying the Cray Ranch are potentially important

not only as a source of oil and gas to all Americans but as a

future source of income for New Mexico'b: schools; we believe that

the potential can only be determined by leasing the minerals to

companies willing to undertake a major exploratory drilling

program; and we believe that any trade resulting in ownership of

the surface of the Gray Ranch by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service will have a negative impact on any such exploration and

any resultant development. Therefore, we oppose tne proposed

trade.

The opportunity to comment is appreciated.

5
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The CismaxA.N. That is the shortest testimony we have had in
recent history.

Mr. CARLSON. I know everybody is in a hurry to get home, Mr.
Chairman.

Tbe CliAnusAN. We will stu4y your statementthe statement of
Mr. Humphries, and take a look at your map. The committee and

ps of individuals was interested in this when we called the
people were coming out of the woodwork.

The New Mexico delegation has been on me. We have testimony
from Senator Bingaman sent over this morning. And Congressman
Lujan, 6 years a member of this committee, is very interested in
this, as have Bill Richardson, and Congressman Skeen.

So, we work with New Mexico whenever we canand we in Ari-
zona have good relations. We will be studying proposals in the near
Mure.

This concludes our hearing. The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the committee was actiourned.]
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ADDMONAL MATZRIAL Swum= FOR THZ HEARING Rscoaa

STATEMENT UF
DONALD R. ANTONE, SR., GOVERNOR

GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY
BEFORE THE HOUSE INTERIOR COMMITTEE

REGARDING

PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Friday, February 13, 1987

On behalf of Pimas and Maricopas of the Gila River Indian

Community, I thank you for this opportunity to testify with respect

to tne present and future status of the Phoenix Indian School.

There is no doubt that in the past the Phoenix Indian School has

been the most significant and influential educetionil institution

affecting Arizona Indian Tribes. Unfortunatcly, r,ver the years the

curriculum of the School has not succ.-ssfuly been adapted and the

Bureau of Indian Affairs has not devoted sufficient resources to

operate, maintain, and improve the school plant. With improved

educational opportunities on or near Indian Reservations, the

edocational goals and objectives of toe School need to be changed

and clarified.

The Gila River Indian Community strongly supports the

continued operation of the Phoenix Indian School and urges the

United States Congress to not only appropriate sufficient tunas for

continued operation but also allocate additional funds so that the

educational mission of the Scnool may be clarified and effectively

implemented. This is obviously going to require cooperation and

support from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, out it now appears that

the Assistant Secretary ot Interior is proposing a new
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STATEMENT OF
DONALD R. ANTONE, SR., GOVERNOR
PAGE 2

educational initiative that will cause the blA simply to abandon its

'educational responsibilities to Indians and engage in sham

negotiations with the State of Arizona.

One finding of Assistant Secretary Swimmer leading to the

decision to close the school was because of the wide range of unmet

student needs, specifically alcohol and substance abuse problems,

that the School snould be closed. All this demonstrates is that the

,focus of the educational programs at the School must be sharpened,

not that the School should be eliminated.

The BIA is now proposing that the Phoenix Indian School

close and not reopen for the 1,987-88 school year. The reasons

alleged by thc; bIA for closure are not soundly based and fail to

recognize thr educational needs of Indian sLudents, and particulArly

the needs of Pima and Mariopa .tudents. Most importantly this

Committee should be aware that no transition plan has been performed

whirh demonstrates hew the needs el Pima and Maricopa students vow

attending the Scnool wilt be met for the 190-8S school year. It is

chylous that the simple sties& of students attending a new school

Jail! hamper ttleir educational performance but more importantly each

student also has imiividoal needs which the DIA is :limply refoi.ing

Co re(ognize Iva plah fur. Int- uncertainty of clusUre and posS10)e

lranNfer itsclt is stressful and cicarly is affecttvg corrtni

StUdent prutvrwaD(0 al tile StAtuol. A dect,,Ion heeds be

4
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:There is a need for an educational boarding facility

located at the Phoenix Indian School plant. It is an ideal site for

:education and training of Indian students and geographically located

to take advantage of the numerous educational and training resources

available in the Phoenix Metropolitan area. Much planning and hard

work by the BIA mast be done before closure of the Phoenix Indian

School is contemplated by tne BIA and by Congress.

The Community does recognize that the eresssure fros the

State of Arizona, City of Phoenix, and the Department of the

Interior say cause the educational interest of Indian children to be

overriddah. It the School is closed we strongly support the bill

now being proposed by the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona. briefly,

we believe that the bill, if enacted, will benefit those Tribes who

have historically sent students to the School. The bill if passed

will afford those TribQs an opportunity to enhance and develop their

educational resources.

4 is)
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Statement of

David G. Ra.4rez, Chairman

Pascua Yaqui Tribal Council

SUbmitted for the Record

To The

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives

Respectfully Submitted to the Chairman and Members; of the Committees

My name is David G. Ramirez. I live on the Pascua Yaqui

Indian Reservation southwest of Tucson, Arizona. I am the

Chief Executive of the Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Indians.

We are ooncerned about the proposed closure of Phoenix

Indian High School. This ichool represents the only real al-

ternative for some Indian students, to public schools where

they may or may not receive the support they need. Obviously

many are not finding support to finish public school when more

than 30 percent of the Indian students in Arizona between the

ages of 16 and 19 are not attending, nor have they completed

school through the 12th grade. We figure that about 35% of the

Yaqui youth have dropped out of high school for various reasons.

Tucson School District found that 16% of the Indian students

dropped from Cholla High School in 85-86 and 19% in 84-85.

This is the high school that serves most of the Yaqui reservation

students. The overall dropout rate for Indian students in

Tucson is 22.6% in 85-86 which is down 514 from the year previous,

84-85. We are starting to utilize the other alternatives such

4 ! 1.
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as the boarding schools. Parents tell us however, "Don't put

them too far away. We want to be able to visit and to have

them home for ceremonies."

We will not belabor the problems of the boarding schools

''Olsewhere. The biggest problem is that they are too far away

-from Arizona. Mr. Udall, Sir, Arizona is where we want our

students in school, not California. The culture of the two

states is different. We are not saying one isbetter, but it

would be hard for students to be placed outside Arizona.

We are trying to address the problems our students are

facing and trying to curb the dropout rate. We may have far

more students in the future to send to boarding schools than

we do now. We are trying to fulfill the intentions of the

Indian Child Welfare Act and take responsibility for our

youth. Ws need access to good facilities to deal with the

problems the youth are facing. It is too bad that the faci-

lity we have is so valuable. Watching history of the tribes

that gave up hospitals and schools years ago with promises that

alternate facilities would be provided far them, has taught

Yaqui a good history lesson. Fort Berthold still does not

have a hospital to replace the one under Lake Sakakawea...and

there are many more examples. We know that you will try to

provide for the students, but we are still concerned at the

lack of data from B.I.A. as to what happened to students dis-

placed by the closing of other boarding schools. B.I.A. is

really anxious to close this school. They plan to send out

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Closure Notices to students and Notices to Treachers of term-

inations of contracts on March 1, 1987; according to what we

have been told. Could they have.examined adequate alternate

resources and placement for these students now and in the

future, already?

We also have been instructed to locate surplus government

facilities to house the Regional Drug Tieatment Facility as

stated in the Onmibus Drug Dill of 1987. We worked hard on

this as a tribe since one of the major problems of youth and

adults alike is drug abuse. Phoenix Indian High School would

have also seemed as the site for the regional treatment center

with help medically from the V.A. Now with the move to sell

the land and school there is another move to delete the regional

treatment center concept and leave us again without the faci-

lities and alternative to local care that we need 4-0 make the

treatment work. Attached are the worksheets we developed on

additional usage in this regard of the Phoenix Indian High

School. If enrollments are declining it is only because the

money to bring the school up to standards and the will to do

so have been lacking. Students like the school as there have

not been harsh measures taken on students. However, classes

need to be smaller, with more counseling and more discipline

and security. Teachers need to learn better academic per-

formance for students. Standards need to be increased to the

levels of the rest of the state. Reasonable time frames need

to be allowed for students to meet these standards which may

4 1
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be more than four years. The addition of the regional treat-

ment facility to the abandoned areas of the campus would serve

as an Impetus to make these changes and give the school the

boost that it needs. Please do not allow this good resource

to be taken from us.

Thank you for your time and efforts for us.
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Drug and Alchohol Abuse Facilities for Treatment:

Local Facilities would include:

1. Offices for referring agencies, i.e. coordinating

committee of local reservation tribal offices, Health.

Law Enforcement, Social Services, etc. with at least

one staff hired to coordinate the referrals with these

agencies and the referral facilities.

2. A primary therapist to do client screening and assess-

ment; arrange for detox either locally or at V.A.,

P.I.M.C. or Sacaton Hospital and coordinate with the

administrator in #1 for tranfer and screening for the

tegional treatment facility.

3. 7ransportation services and drivers need to be avail-

able at the local level perhaps as part of an on-going

Health Department CHR Program with the drivers and

CHR's trained in handling physical problems from with-

drawal.

Rehabilitation Center at Sacaton:

This would be an area for incorrigible youth that need one

to one counseling prior to being placed at the more open

regional treatment facility at Phoenix Indian School - VA

location. This would also insure and protect students in

the Indian School area that they would not be exposed to

youth with essentially negative attitudes toward treat-

ment, and positive attitudes toward r:ontinued drug usage.

Youth detained in the Sacaton facility would have ready

access to the IHS hospital for medical problems and this

hospital staff would have to have additional training to

handle such patients. RIA Law enforcement would have the

overall responsibility for the youth in the facility but
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Page 2....Drug and Alcohol Abuse Facilities for Treatment:

counseling and medical referral would rest in the resident

.)iinscling staff t.,) be hired. Group counseling sessions

would ()Celli in the day rooms and individual cliaf;'.'ing

would be available in the counseling rooms. Psychiatric

evaluation would be available via the staff arrangements

with the VA. Hopefully, youth would not have to be de-

tained in this facility for more than two weeks prior to

being sent to Phoenix Indian School grounds. However,

youth not responding to treatment and rules of the Inoian

School could be recycled to Sacaton Rehabilitation Center

at any Lime.

Court ordered adult addicts that are a danger to themselves

and others could be dealt with locally, at Salt Lake City

facility, perhaps through special arrangements with the VA,

until they ore ready to undergo more open treatment.

Regional Pamily and Secondary Treatment:

This center will be located at Phoenix Indian School

VA grounds. The fence would have to be rerouted somewhat

to enclose the two empty dorms (about 250 beds?) and the

old gym that is not longer used. A gate would provide

entrance to the VA, whore some patients would be housed

that needed medical care in tho empty ward of 17 beds.

Counsoling for patients and families would be provided

utilizing the 25 psychiatrists and three drug abuse experts

already on staff at VA. WQ would have to select carefully

the Indian staff of counselors tomake the program effective

and able to meet clients needs. The psychiatrists coming

from a mostly middle to upper class back East or non-Indian

background would not be able to do more than ascse the

major mental illnesses and treat these.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Page 3....Drug and Alcohol Abuse Facilities for Treatment:

PIMA: Phoenix Indian Medical Center:

Phoenix Indian Medical Center could be utilized for youth

that have medical and/or psychological problems i.e.

suicidial. This facility has one vacant wing at present

on the third floor that does not have nursing st3ff. This

staff would have to be provided if the facility becomes a

part of the regional network, with obligations to take care

of medical poblems of the treatment center. There are

at least 12 beds and possibly more not in use there at the

present time. Hewever, they are so crowded in the other

parts of the hospial that we are reluctant to recommend

use of the hoapital in that the problems of the clients

could not be dealt with while at PIMC. The medical care

at the VA would probably be more appropriate since they

have each patient seen by a social worker as well as attend-

ing to the psychological needs and being close to Phoenix

Indian School. The lab facilities at VA are excellent

and greared for a drug abuse program as they have just

received a large appropriation for both lab and the drug

abuse program of their own.

Regional Treatment Facility:

Family areas would have to be part of the renovation of the

dorms at Phoenix Indian School. Careful attention to asbes-

toes and other basic problems would drive the cost up, how-

ever, this still could be accomplished cheaper than building

new buildings. Recreation, library and eating facilities

could be shared with Phoenix Indian Scht.)ol stndents in such

a way that the Indian School students are protected from

clients not responding to treatment. This would strengthen

the Indian School also and make it more cost rffective.

4 1 7*
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Page 4....Drug and Alcohol Abuse Facilities for Treatment:

Education counseling for family and client would be avail-

able at the treatment facility. Arrangements would be made

at both the Phoenix and Sacaton centers to utilize the

Sacaton Skills Center, Phoenix Indian School teachers and

Arizona State University for short term classes that would

benefit clients such as G.E.D. programs, typing and filing,

basic computer or word processor training. Art appreciation

could be made available for the sensitive person that needs

re-enforcement of these sensitive instincts 'hat he copes

with drug abuse. Self-esteem and self-awareness classes

could be combined with group counseling as necessary.

Parenting and drug awareness classes could be provided for

families. The goal of continued education or employment

after leaving the treatment facility must be kept in mind

and coordination with Phoenix Indian School regular programs,

MU, AU, and Sacaton Skill Center maintained. The education

counselors must be knowledgable of scholarships, and schools

such as Ft. Lewis College which has free tuition for Indians.

Recreation would be a major part of the program of teaching

clients new ways to cope with stress othet than drug usage.

The faeilitios at rhoenix Todian School including the gym

that is closed down could be utilized well in this i,gard.

Addition;i7 l'acilitios could be arranged at the VA, such as

use ot the physical therapy equipment for clionts with

,rob 1 &n hi t would respond to p.t. Room; ,?xists OD tfn?

9round ft)r aaditional tennis courts, etc.

Vocat,onai -;k:n1)ort will he -glordinated with the oducation

onunz.elots a:4 cescribed previously. However, vocatIonal

ecanseit41:; will have tho a.l:4.4.1 task of appiobching tht

indust.e s. etc. ror training arA emplz.lymnnt ptagravv:

so continue this after disehdiqe from the Phhenix

Lt%!illty rei43 Iiav mpleyawnt on thn incal levr.1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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for the clients, unless they feel they must remain away

from their reservation to stay off drugs. This procc

must be well coordinated with the local reservation ooun-

selors as job placement will be an important area for

clients to stay "clean" or "dry". The skills center at

Sacaton, PIHS and ASU would be approached for help in

this area.

Spiritual support would be welcomed from the local community,

this could include the parish priests, holy men, and tradi-

tional spiritual leaders as well as interested clergy from

all faiths. Tribal involvement in this area is essential.

Chapels in the facilities could be ,atilized as well as

sweat lodges and other places for mediation set up.

Family spaces would include areas for young children to

vent their fears and frustration at the drug abuse in the

family. Counselors trained to deal with total family

dynamics would be available. There would be attention paid

to the "children of alcoholics" syndromes and the problems

with an eye to prevention of future problems. Follow up

treatment on the local level would be able to use the

initial treatment at the regional facility and build on

it. Only treatment plans would be automatically sent to

the local level and the material that would be intimate to

the family would be confidental and only shared on the local

level as the family wanted. The benefit of the treatment

plan would be shared and adapted to the changing family

needs locally. If the family wanted to share locally this

would involve an informed consent type situation. This

should help the local program also as more intimate material

could hopefully be dealt with confidentially at the regional

level and not bring criticism to the local prog am of lack
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of privacy, yet treatment could be geared to the problems
uncovered.

Data collection at all levels as to the epidamology of
the problems and the success or failure of modes of treat-
ment is necessary to assure cost effectiveness. Personal
,computers must be available in the local facilities and some
:computer ability available in the regional facilities.

.Perhaps the actual data could bat sent to a centralized area
with good computer programers and personnel such as Tucson
Program Office. The personal computers in local use would

be able to send data via disc or telephone transfer. All
data must be available to the tribe involved so they can
better adjust their program for success and minimize the

mistakes made with clients and their families. Opportuni-
ties for employment and schooling could be on-lins and
current. Major medical concerns of clients would be

available to local personnel to help with referral 0.ecisions.

Staffing and discharge planning would be coordinated with
the local community by the Phoenix Indian School Staff.

Since SO% of the total program will be on tne local level,

they will have the greatest role in providing the bulk of
treatment.

After leaving the regional treatment facility the brunt of

the treatment would be done in the reservation setting.

Each reservation should be consider their facilities for

the following: a half-way house, community aftercare and

outpatient services offices (at least 2 or 3), areas for

group support meetings, extra staff for employment assis-

tance and employment training, extra staff (with offices)

for education/vocational assistance and a data collection

area to coordinate with a central data collection facility

(Tucson Program Office). A total preventive model must he
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developed on each reservation that will channel youth
energies in productive directions witb stress relief

coming from recreation, creative efforts in arts, youth

employment, and less support fror stress relief via drugs
and alcohol abuse.

Total community efforts will be required to make it un-
,fashionable to use drugs and alcohol. Law enforcement

must be worked with on referrals of families with these
problems. Confidentiality must be insured for people who
volunteer for treatment. All domestic violence and child

abuse eases must be screened for evidence of substance
abuse involvement. Education must be offered to the

community and support for those who try to stop substance
abuse. A local holding center for the court referrals

needs te be provided as many times transportation

arrangements cannot be made immediately for youth offenders.
A conservative estimate of the local staff necessary to

cover this program would be 3 - 5 more law enforcement,

3 - 5 more outreach and CHR and transportation people in
Health Departments as well as the additional trained staff

mentioneu above and the local therapist and counselors.

The regional treatment facilities would be only one mall
part of the program. However, these are very necessary

to allow success of the program. There has to be a safe

place away from the problems for a while for people to be

able to see more clearly where they are and be willing to
stop using drugs and alcohol.

4 "
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